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Unit Lesson Title Pages In this lesson: Language CD tracks

1

1 Finding a Good Balance 4 - 7 Share tips for reducing the stress in your life Grammar Verb patterns Track 01

2 I’m a Big Fan! 8 - 11 Discuss things that you, or people you know, are into Grammar Some uses of get Track 02

3 The New Boy 12 - 15 Describe two people you know Function Describing people’s character Track 03 - 07

2

4 Could I Ask a Few Questions? 16 - 19 Ask people questions about things that they have Grammar Review of question forms Track 08 - 10

5 Personal Questions 20 - 23 Ask and respond to personal questions Grammar Indirect questions Track 11 - 22

6 Tell Us a Bit About What You Do 24 - 27 Tell people about your occupation Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 23 - 26

3

7 Pop Culture 28 - 31 Test your knowledge of popular culture Grammar Passive forms in questions Track 27

8 Changes 32 - 35 Tell people about a change in your life Grammar Be used to and get used to Track 28

9 Stereotypes 36 - 39 Discuss stereotypes Function Making generalisations and talking about stereotypes Track 29

4

10 About Time 40 - 43 Talk about how you use time Vocabulary Expressions related to time Track 30

11 An Inspirational Figure 44 - 47 Talk about an important person from your past Grammar Used to, the past simple, would, and was always for past habits Track 31

12 Commercial Break 48 - 51 Write and perform a radio commercial Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 32 - 34

5

13 Facing Your Fears 52 - 55 Discuss fears Grammar Present perfect simple and past simple with time expressions Track 35

14 Holidays from Hell 56 - 59 Share real or imaginary stories about the past Grammar Past perfect simple and past perfect continuous Track 36

15 A Perfect Egg 60 - 63 Explain how to make a drink or dish that you like Function Explaining how to do things Track 37

6

16 In a Rush 64 - 67 Talk about an occasion when you had to hurry Vocabulary Expressions for connecting events in time Track 38

17 Turning Point 68 - 71 Tell people about something that changed your life Grammar Narrative tenses Track 39

18 On the Hour 72 - 75 Discuss what kind of news stories you are interested in Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 40 - 45

7

19 Help 76 - 79 Advise people about personal problems Function Giving advice Track 46 - 54

20 Plans and Predictions 80 - 83 Talk about things you plan and predict in your life Grammar Future forms Track 55 - 56

21 It’s Bound to Happen 84 - 87 Discuss what you expect to happen in the future Function Talking about future possibilities Track 57

8

22 Culture Vultures 88 - 91 Tell people about the kind of art you like Grammar Relative clauses Track 58 - 59

23 A Mystery 92 - 95 Talk about someone in the past who you don’t know well  Grammar Modal verbs of deduction and probability, talking about the past Track 60

24 Dramatic 96 - 99 Decide how to end a scene from a television drama Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 61 - 64

9

25 I Should’ve Saved More Money 100 - 103 Talk about regrets Function Expressing regrets Track 65 - 67

26 A Good Place to Live? 104 - 107 Describe your country Vocabulary Collocations for describing countries Track 68

27 What a Pity! 108 - 111
Discuss what you are happy about in your life, and what you would 
like to be different 

Function Expressing regrets, wishes and hopes Track 69 - 72

10

28 Stressed Out 112 - 115 Talk about what makes you stressed and how you relax Grammar Zero, first, and second conditionals with providing, as long as, and unless Track 73

29 If Anything Can Go Wrong... 116 - 119 Talk about an important decision you made Grammar Third and mixed conditionals Track 74

30 Spare Time Passions 120 - 123 Tell people about something you do in your spare time Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 75 - 80

11

31 Taking Sides 124 - 127 Discuss an issue Function Giving and responding to opinions Track 81

32 Stretching the Truth 128 - 131 Talk about lies and making things up Grammar Structures with reporting verbs Track 82

33 Fast Food 132 - 135 Exchange opinions on a topic Function Giving opinions, agreeing and disagreeing Track 83 - 84

12

34 In the News 136 - 139 Tell people about a story in the news Vocabulary Reporting verbs Track 85

35 Close Calls and Lucky Escapes 140 - 143 Tell people about a close call Vocabulary Adverbs of degree: almost/nearly/just/hardly Track 86 - 89

36 One World, One Language? 144 - 147 Discuss and share your reactions to two short talks Skills Extended listening and speaking Track 90 - 93
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4    

Introduction
 1 Do you think people in your country generally work too hard, or not hard enough? 

Why do you think so?

Reading
 2 a Read the title of the article on page 7 and look  

 at the picture above.  What do you think 
 work-life balance means?

  b Read the article quickly and check your ideas.

 3 a Read the sentences in the box. 
 Write them in the correct spaces to complete 
 the article.

Don’t worry about little things. 

It’s good to get on with people.

Make time to do the things you enjoy.

Remember to smile.

Start moving! 

Take the time to think problems through.

Use your time efficiently. 

Value your loved ones.

Welcome change.

  b Work with a partner and compare your answers 
 to activity 3a. 

 4 Have you tried any of the ideas in the article?
Do you disagree with any of the ideas? Why?

1  Value your loved ones.                                                                  

Remember to have quality time with people that 
are close to you. Arrange a trip to the cinema or 
a meal in a nice restaurant with family or friends. 
It’s good to have an enjoyable occasion to look 
forward to.

2                                                                                                          

If you  nd that you often waste time thinking 
about unimportant matters, try putting your 
problems into perspective. You will soon enjoy 
reducing the stress you feel in your day-to-day 
life.

3                                                                                                           

Don’t spend time gossiping, or sur ng the internet 
at work. By using your time more productively, 
you’ll improve your work ef ciency and leave 
work on time, which means more time at home.

4                                                                                                            

Take regular exercise and always try to eat 
healthily. Fresh fruit, vegetables, and  sh can 
increase energy and concentration levels. You will 
quickly begin to feel like a different person.

5                                                                                                           

Start to treat new responsibilities as a chance 
to learn and grow. You might end up doing 
something you never thought you could.

6                                                                                                           

After an hour spent taking a bath, listening to 
music or reading a book, you will begin feeling 
like a human being again.

7                                                                                                           

Learn to listen to people’s ideas and suggestions. 
You may not agree all the time, but in the long 
term you’ll bene t from the good relationships 
you build.

8                                                                                                           

Walk away and do something different. Ideas and 
solutions can come to you when you least expect 
them.

9                                                                                                         

Laughing is even better! It will help to change 
your stressed state into a relaxed one.

Is there so much to do at work that you never see home? Is it dif cult to  nd time to do the things 
you really want to? If you work every hour of every day, it can actually be unproductive. Follow our 

nine simple steps and create a healthy balance between your work and your personal life.

9steps
 to a healthy

 work-life balance
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In this Lesson: Share tips for reducing the stress in your life
Grammar: Verb patterns

Finding a Good Balance
In this lesson - Share tips for reducing the stress in your 
life
Core activities - 2-3, 5, 7
Grammar - Verb patterns
Examples:
I started going to the gym every day.
I started to go to the gym every day.
I love going shopping for presents.
I love to go shopping for presents.
I stopped buying a morning paper.
I stopped to buy a morning paper.
Try to bring your key.
Try bringing your key.
It’s important to drink lots of water.
Drinking lots of water is important.

Introduction

1
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
Learners work alone and think about their answers to 
the questions. Learners then feedback as a class and give 
reasons for their answers.

Monitor and assist as necessary. 

Reading

2a
Go over the instructions and question to check 
understanding.
Learners read the title of the article and look at the 
picture, then consider what they think work-life balance 
means. Feedback briefly as a class, and board any 
suggestions. 

2b
Learners read the article quickly and check if their ideas 
were correct.

2a+b suggested answers
Accept any reasonable suggestions.
work-life balance - the amount of time you spend doing 
your job, compared with the amount of time you spend with 
your family and doing things you enjoy

Teaching tip – skim reading
Skimming a text, also known as ’reading for gist’, is where 
we cast our eyes over a text to get the main ideas: what 
kind of text it is (advertisement, article, etc.), what it is 
about, etc. One way to give practice in this skill is to elicit 
predictions about the main themes of a text, based on 
its pictures, layout and headlines, and then have learners 
read it quickly to check their ideas.

3a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
Learners read the sentences in the box and then write 
them in the correct spaces to complete the article.

Monitor and assist as necessary. 

3a answers
9 steps to a healthy work-life balance

Is there so much to do at work that you never see home? 
Is it difficult to find time to do the things you really want 
to? If you work every hour of every day, it can actually be 
unproductive. Follow our nine simple steps and create  
a healthy balance between your work and your personal life.

1) Value your loved ones. Remember to have quality  
time with people that are close to you. Arrange a trip to the 
cinema, or a meal in a nice restaurant with family or friends. 
It’s good to have an enjoyable occasion to look forward to.

2) Don’t worry about little things. If you find that you 
often waste time thinking about unimportant matters, try 
putting your problems into perspective. You will soon enjoy 
reducing the stress you feel in your day-to-day life. 

3) Use your time efficiently. Don’t spend time gossiping, or 
surfing the internet at work. By using your time more
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Introduction
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Why do you think so?

Reading
 2 a Read the title of the article on page 7 and look  

 at the picture above.  What do you think 
 work-life balance means?

  b Read the article quickly and check your ideas.

 3 a Read the sentences in the box. 
 Write them in the correct spaces to complete 
 the article.
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It’s good to get on with people.
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Remember to smile.

Start moving! 
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to learn and grow. You might end up doing 
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Learn to listen to people’s ideas and suggestions. 
You may not agree all the time, but in the long 
term you’ll bene t from the good relationships 
you build.
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them.
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productively, you’ll improve your work efficiency and leave
work on time, which means more time at home.

4) Start moving! Take regular exercise and always try to eat 
healthily. Fresh fruit, vegetables and fish can increase energy 
and concentration levels. You will quickly begin to feel like  
a different person.

5) Welcome change. Start to treat new responsibilities 
as a chance to learn and grow. You might end up doing 
something you never thought you could.

6) Make time to do the things you enjoy. After an hour 
spent taking a bath, listening to music , or reading a book, 
you will begin feeling like a human being again.

7) It’s good to get on with people. Learn to listen to 
people’s ideas and suggestions. You may not agree all the 
time, but in the long term you’ll benefit from the good 
relationships you build.

8) Take the time to think problems through. Walk away 
and do something different. Ideas and solutions can come to 
you when you least expect them. 

9) Remember to smile. Laughing is even better! It will help 
to change your stressed state into a relaxed one.

3b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work with a partner and compare their answers 
to activity 3a. 
Monitor and assist as necessary. 

Feedback as a class.

Extension
You may want to ask the learners why they chose their 
answers to activity 3a. This may help the learners to notice 
that the key phrases and vocabulary in the tips in the article 
can help them to understand what each reading is about.

4
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Give learners half a minute to think about their answers, 
then take feedback as a class. Encourage learners to give 
reasons for why they think any ideas in the article are 
good or bad. 

Lesson 1
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Practice
 5 Complete each sentence with the most suitable form 

of the verb in parentheses.

Sounding Natural  

 6 a Track 01  Listen. How are the underlined parts of the sentences pronounced?
 Circle the sound you hear.

Interact
 7 a Work with a partner. 

 Discuss the things you do to reduce stress, the things people you know do to reduce stress, and the things 
 you have read or heard can reduce stress. 
 Write your top fi ve tips for a stress-free life.

a   I hope            to buy           a new house by  

 the end of next year. (buy)

b   Look, I don’t deny                              

 Dad’s car. But I didn’t scratch it. (borrow)

c                                is fun. (shop)

d   I don’t think Lucy’s coming. She said she 

 hadn’t finished                              that 

 report. (write)

e   It isn’t possible                              here.  

 (swim)

f                                sorry to him was 

 difficult. (say)

g   John offered                              us move  

 house next weekend. (help)

h   She was late, but I didn’t mind  

                              . (wait)

i   It’s wrong                              . (lie)

  b Track 01  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

  b Share your ideas with the class. 
 As a class, decide on the top three ways to reduce stress.

2 Other verbs, e.g. admit, avoid, consider, deny,
    enjoy, fi nish, mind, are usually followed by 
    the –ing form of another verb.

 Do you mind keeping the window closed?
X  Do you mind to keep the window closed?

3  There are verbs that can be used in 
    either pattern.

     With some of these verbs, e.g. hate, like, love, 
    prefer, start, begin, there is very little 
    diff erence in meaning.

I prefer to work on weekdays.
I prefer working on weekdays.

 With other verbs, e.g. remember, forget, stop,
 go on, diff erent patterns show a diff erence in the
 order the actions happen.

I remembered to lock all the doors this morning. 
= I remembered, then I locked the doors.
I remembered locking all the doors this morning. 
= I locked the doors, then I later remembered
    doing it.

Try is diff erent. Look at the examples.

Try to drive more slowly. 
= Please make an eff ort to do this.
Try driving more slowly. 
= Do this and see what happens.

4 We often use it + adjective with to + base form 
    of the verb when we describe or give an 
    opinion about an activity.

    It’s good to spend time with your family.

If the verb comes fi rst, we usually use the 
-ing form.

Spending time with your family is good.

1   I prefer to eat toast for breakfast. ................................  /tə/                 /tuː/ 

2   He agreed to meet me here. .......................................  /tə/                 /tuː/  
3   It’s important to turn off the gas. ................................. /tə/                 /tuː/  
4   I hate to ask for help. ..................................................  /tə/                 /tuː/  

1 Some verbs, e.g. agree, decide, help, hope, 
    learn, off er, remember, want, are usually
    followed by to + base form of another verb.

 He agreed to work next Saturday.
X  He agreed working next Saturday.

Language Focus
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Extension
You may want to ask learners to find and underline one 
example of each of the patterns in the article in activity 3a.

Practice
5a-i
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners complete each sentence with 
the most suitable form of the verb in parentheses. 

Monitor and assist as necessary. 

Feedback as a class.

5a-i answers
a) I hope to buy a new house by the end of next year.
b) Look, I don’t deny borrowing Dad’s car. 
     But I didn’t scratch it.
c) Shopping is fun. 
d) I don’t think Lucy’s coming. 
     She said she hadn’t finished writing that report.
e) It isn’t possible to swim here. 
f ) Saying sorry to him was difficult.
g) John offered to help us move house next weekend.
h) She was late, but I didn’t mind waiting.
i) It’s wrong      to lie.
Note that  to + base form of the verb is possible in both c and 
f. (c To shop is fun. f To say sorry to him was difficult.) While 
not incorrect, these sound over-formal and a little archaic.

Lesson 1
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Sounding Natural

6a 

Track 01  Go over the instructions and example 
to check understanding. Learners listen for how the 
underlined parts of the sentences are pronounced and 
circle the sound they hear.

6a answers
1) /tuː/
2) /tə/
3) /tə/
4) /tuː/

We tend to use the ’weak’ form /tə/ when the first letter 
of the following word is a consonant. If the first letter of 
the following word is a vowel, we tend to use the ’full’
form /tuː/.

6b
Track 01  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Track 01 (page 173, Student Book) 0:26
1) I prefer to eat toast for breakfast.
2) He agreed to meet me here. 
3) It’s important to turn off the gas.
4) I hate to ask for help.

Interact
7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
In pairs, learners discuss and make a note of the things 
they do to reduce stress, the things people they know do 
to reduce stress, and the things they have read or heard 
can reduce stress.

Learners then write their top five tips for a stress-free life.
Monitor and assist as necessary. Feedback as a class.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
As a class, learners decide on the top three ways to 
reduce stress.

Monitor and assist as necessary. Feedback as a class.

Lesson 1
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Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Use the words in the box to 

complete the statements so that the two sentences 
under each picture have the same meaning.

a   The changing face of football fans.     2   

b   What Jane does in her free time.          

c   Why football clubs like female fans.          

d   Why Jane likes football.          

Reading
 2 Read the article quickly, and write numbers to 

match each paragraph with a topic below.

back

behind

into

over

together

up

a   Jane received her first football shirt 
 when she was six.   True / False

b   The number of female football 
 fans in England is becoming 
 smaller.   True / False

c   Jane hates arriving at 
 the stadium.  True / False

d   The clubs want to receive 
 more revenue.   True / False

e   Jane becomes excited before the 
 games start.   True / False

f   The behaviour of male fans 
 is improving.   True / False

 3 Read the article again, and circle the correct 
option to say if each statement below is 
True or False. 

 4 Have you ever attended a sporting event? 
If you have,  what and when was it? 
If you have not, would you like to?

a   We always support our team.

   We always get  behind  our team.

d   I’ll never recover from selling my 
 music collection.

   I’ll never get                 selling my 
 music collection.

b   I became interested in painting a few years ago.

   I really got               painting a few years ago.

e   He’s always standing up and doing magic tricks  
 at parties.

   He’s always getting                 and doing  
 magic tricks at parties.

c   I really have to return to my seat.

   I really want to get               to my seat.

f   I love meeting friends at gigs.

   I love getting                    with friends at gigs. 

1 Jane Smith lives in London, but every two or 
three weeks she gets together with a group of friends 
and makes the 200-mile trip north to Liverpool. 
She gets back home late the same night, exhausted 
from cheering on her beloved team. Of course, it’s 
worse if she has to get over the disappointment of 
being a supporter of the losing side. But, despite the 
ups and downs, she never gets tired of being part 
of a group whose numbers, in England, are getting 
bigger and bigger every season: female football fans.

2 Although going to football matches is still 
considered a male-dominated pastime, this is changing 
fast. A recent survey in England showed that one in four 

fans attending games is female. Jane’s passion shows 
that female fans enjoy escaping the stress of work and 
home to get behind their team, just as much as the men.

3 ‘My dad was born in Liverpool’, explains Jane, 
‘and I got into football by watching the games on TV. He 
got me my  rst Liverpool shirt when I was six years old! 
I got a season ticket last year for the  rst time and love 
travelling up to watch the home games on Saturdays. 
I love everything about it - getting up early, putting on 
my shirt, getting to the stadium, and the mixture of 
getting nervous and excited before the game. For me, 
there really is nothing like watching the match live.’

4 Football clubs have been working hard to 
improve their image and get extra revenue, so the 
fact that more and more women are getting into 
football has been a very welcome development. 
Perhaps the most positive effect is that the behaviour 
of the male fans seems to be getting better. 
According to a recent study, the risk of violence is 
greatly reduced in stadiums with higher numbers of 
female fans. This change is being watched closely 
by European clubs as they look to improve their 
own images and revenues. One thing everyone 
can agree on is that if this trend continues, football 
clubs can look forward to a bright future.
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I’m a Big Fan!
In this lesson - Discuss things that you, or people you 
know, are into 
Core activities - 1– 3, 5, 6, 8
Vocabulary - Some uses of get
Examples: 
He’ll get together with his old university friends next 
Saturday. 
Cara got over the disappointment of failing her driving test.
My boss usually gets behind my ideas.
My mum got into writing last year.
He always gets up late at the weekend.
We got back to the office a bit late after lunch.
Sarah got a really good grade in her exam last week.
She got quite depressed.
Everyone got into the car.

Introduction

1a-f
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the words in the box 
to complete the statements so that the two sentences 
under each picture have the same meaning.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

1a-f answers
a) We always get behind our team.
b) I really got into painting a few years ago.
c) I really want to get back to my seat.
d) I’ll never get over selling my music collection.
e) He’s always getting up and doing magic tricks at parties.
f ) I love getting together with friends at gigs.

Reading

2a-d
Draw attention to the reading text and the topics. 
Learners skim read to find out what each paragraph is 
about, then write numbers to match each paragraph with 
a topic. Set a time limit of one minute.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

2a-d answers
a) The changing face of football fans. 2
b) What Jane does in her free time. 1
c) Why football clubs like female fans. 4
d) Why Jane likes football. 3

Teaching tip - skim reading
Skimming a text, also known as ’reading for gist’, is where 
we cast our eyes over a text to get the main ideas – what 
kind of text it is (advertisement, article, etc.), what it is 
about, etc. It is an essential reading skill. One way to 
give learners practice in this skill is to ask them to match 
topics or descriptions with individual paragraphs, and set 
a time limit for them to do so.

3a-f
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Set a one-minute time limit for this activity.
In pairs, learners circle the correct option to say if each 
statement is true or false.

Teaching tip - scan reading
This is a scanning activity. We scan to get particular 
details or information from a text, e.g. when searching 
a newspaper listing for the time a TV programme starts. 
Encourage scanning skills in learners by:
• setting a time limit for the activity (you can present this    
  as a race to find the information).
• assuring learners that they do not need to read every  
  word to find the answers.
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Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Use the words in the box to 

complete the statements so that the two sentences 
under each picture have the same meaning.

a   The changing face of football fans.     2   

b   What Jane does in her free time.          

c   Why football clubs like female fans.          

d   Why Jane likes football.          

Reading
 2 Read the article quickly, and write numbers to 

match each paragraph with a topic below.

back

behind

into

over

together

up

a   Jane received her first football shirt 
 when she was six.   True / False

b   The number of female football 
 fans in England is becoming 
 smaller.   True / False

c   Jane hates arriving at 
 the stadium.  True / False

d   The clubs want to receive 
 more revenue.   True / False

e   Jane becomes excited before the 
 games start.   True / False

f   The behaviour of male fans 
 is improving.   True / False

 3 Read the article again, and circle the correct 
option to say if each statement below is 
True or False. 

 4 Have you ever attended a sporting event? 
If you have,  what and when was it? 
If you have not, would you like to?

a   We always support our team.

   We always get  behind  our team.

d   I’ll never recover from selling my 
 music collection.

   I’ll never get                 selling my 
 music collection.

b   I became interested in painting a few years ago.

   I really got               painting a few years ago.

e   He’s always standing up and doing magic tricks  
 at parties.

   He’s always getting                 and doing  
 magic tricks at parties.

c   I really have to return to my seat.

   I really want to get               to my seat.

f   I love meeting friends at gigs.

   I love getting                    with friends at gigs. 

1 Jane Smith lives in London, but every two or 
three weeks she gets together with a group of friends 
and makes the 200-mile trip north to Liverpool. 
She gets back home late the same night, exhausted 
from cheering on her beloved team. Of course, it’s 
worse if she has to get over the disappointment of 
being a supporter of the losing side. But, despite the 
ups and downs, she never gets tired of being part 
of a group whose numbers, in England, are getting 
bigger and bigger every season: female football fans.

2 Although going to football matches is still 
considered a male-dominated pastime, this is changing 
fast. A recent survey in England showed that one in four 

fans attending games is female. Jane’s passion shows 
that female fans enjoy escaping the stress of work and 
home to get behind their team, just as much as the men.

3 ‘My dad was born in Liverpool’, explains Jane, 
‘and I got into football by watching the games on TV. He 
got me my  rst Liverpool shirt when I was six years old! 
I got a season ticket last year for the  rst time and love 
travelling up to watch the home games on Saturdays. 
I love everything about it - getting up early, putting on 
my shirt, getting to the stadium, and the mixture of 
getting nervous and excited before the game. For me, 
there really is nothing like watching the match live.’

4 Football clubs have been working hard to 
improve their image and get extra revenue, so the 
fact that more and more women are getting into 
football has been a very welcome development. 
Perhaps the most positive effect is that the behaviour 
of the male fans seems to be getting better. 
According to a recent study, the risk of violence is 
greatly reduced in stadiums with higher numbers of 
female fans. This change is being watched closely 
by European clubs as they look to improve their 
own images and revenues. One thing everyone 
can agree on is that if this trend continues, football 
clubs can look forward to a bright future.
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Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

3a-f answers
a) Jane received her first football shirt when she was six.  
     True
b) The number of female football fans in England is 
     becoming smaller. False
c) Jane hates arriving at the stadium. False
d) The clubs want to receive more revenue. True
e) Jane becomes excited before the games start. True
f ) The behaviour of male fans is improving. True

4
Take brief responses to the questions as a way of 
rounding off the reading section.
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What is/was it?

my brother - tennis

What does/did it involve?

Saturdays - used to get up early

Language Focus
  get is very common in spoken English and has many diff erent meanings. It is used both in phrasal verbs and 

in place of other verbs. 
Some common phrasal verbs using get:

Practice
 5 a Circle the six phrasal verbs in the text that use get.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 02  Listen. What happens to the underlined parts of the sentences?

Interact
 8 a Choose one of the topics and make notes about it in the table below.

phrasal verb meaning example

get together (with) to meet someone after 
making an arrangement I got together with my family last Sunday for dinner.

get over to recover from something/ 
someone

John got over his stomach bug and is now back 
at work.

get behind to support something/ 
someone She always gets behind her friends’ decisions.

get into to become interested in 
something I really got into reggae when I was a teenager.

get up to stand up Emma got up to let the old woman have a seat.

get back to return to something/ 
someone/somewhere We got back a bit late from lunch yesterday, sorry.

1  He often got behind my ideas.

2  We got back to the office a bit late after lunch.

3  She got quite depressed.

  b Track 02  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Tell your partner about the topic you chose. Ask and answer questions to get more information. 
 Try to use expressions with get.

  c Tell the class what your partner talked about.

1   get can mean fetch/
receive/obtain something.

get + object

Get me a coff ee, will you?
He got a very good job.

  In place of other verbs:

2 get can mean become.

get + adjective

It’s getting better all the time.
He got very tired.

3   get can mean arrive or 
change position.

I got to the meeting a little late.
We all got onto our feet and 
started clapping.

  b Replace each phrasal verb that you circled with other words that express the same idea.

 6 Complete the sentences with your own ideas.

a   When I get tired I                                                                                                                        

b   I get nervous when                                                                                                                         

c   The first thing I do when I get home is                                                                                                                         

d   I got a really nice                                                                                                                            

 I guess I got into trains when I was a 

kid, and never really lost my passion for them. 

Now, every week I get together with a bunch of 

friends, and we all go down to the station and 

try to take the best photos of the most unusual 

trains. It can be a bit of a waiting game, but 

when you see the train you’ve been waiting 

for approaching, you just get up and run to get 

the best shot. Sometimes, when you get back 

home, you  nd that your photos didn’t turn out 

as well as you’d hoped, and it can take a while 

to get over the disappointment. That’s why it’s 

important to have such great friends. They can 

always be relied upon to get behind me when 

I’ve had a bad day on the platform.

became interested in

• something that you are a fan of now

• something that you were a fan of in the past

• something that someone you know is a fan of now

• something that someone you know was a fan of in the past

12 13Lesson 2 Lesson 2

Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

5a    
Learners circle the six phrasal verbs in the text that use 
get. Feedback as a class.

5a answers
See 5b answers.

5b   
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners replace each of the 
phrasal verbs that they circled with other words that 
express the same idea.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5a+b answers - in bold, phrasal verbs in parentheses.
I guess I became interested in (got into) trains when I was 
a kid, and never really lost my passion for them. Now, every 
week I meet (get together) with a bunch of friends, and we 
all go down to the station and try to take the best photos 
of the most unusual trains. It can be a bit of a waiting 
game, but when you see the train you’ve been waiting for 
approaching, you just stand up (get up) and run to get the 
best shot. Sometimes, when you return (get back) home, 
you find that your photos didn’t turn out as well as you’d 
hoped, and it can take a while to recover from (get over) 
the disappointment. That’s why it’s important to have such 
great friends. They can always be relied upon to support 
(get behind) me when I’ve had a bad day on the platform.

6a-d    
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to complete the sentences 
with their own ideas. Do the first example as a class. 
Accept any suitable answers.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

6a-d answers - suggested answers
a) When I get tired I drink a strong cup of coffee.
b) I get nervous when I have to give a speech.
c) The first thing I do when I get home is have a shower.
d) I got a really nice jacket for my birthday.
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What is/was it?

my brother - tennis

What does/did it involve?

Saturdays - used to get up early

Language Focus
  get is very common in spoken English and has many diff erent meanings. It is used both in phrasal verbs and 

in place of other verbs. 
Some common phrasal verbs using get:

Practice
 5 a Circle the six phrasal verbs in the text that use get.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 02  Listen. What happens to the underlined parts of the sentences?

Interact
 8 a Choose one of the topics and make notes about it in the table below.

phrasal verb meaning example

get together (with) to meet someone after 
making an arrangement I got together with my family last Sunday for dinner.

get over to recover from something/ 
someone

John got over his stomach bug and is now back 
at work.

get behind to support something/ 
someone She always gets behind her friends’ decisions.

get into to become interested in 
something I really got into reggae when I was a teenager.

get up to stand up Emma got up to let the old woman have a seat.

get back to return to something/ 
someone/somewhere We got back a bit late from lunch yesterday, sorry.

1  He often got behind my ideas.

2  We got back to the office a bit late after lunch.

3  She got quite depressed.

  b Track 02  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Tell your partner about the topic you chose. Ask and answer questions to get more information. 
 Try to use expressions with get.

  c Tell the class what your partner talked about.

1   get can mean fetch/
receive/obtain something.

get + object

Get me a coff ee, will you?
He got a very good job.

  In place of other verbs:

2 get can mean become.

get + adjective

It’s getting better all the time.
He got very tired.

3   get can mean arrive or 
change position.

I got to the meeting a little late.
We all got onto our feet and 
started clapping.

  b Replace each phrasal verb that you circled with other words that express the same idea.

 6 Complete the sentences with your own ideas.

a   When I get tired I                                                                                                                        

b   I get nervous when                                                                                                                         

c   The first thing I do when I get home is                                                                                                                         

d   I got a really nice                                                                                                                            

 I guess I got into trains when I was a 

kid, and never really lost my passion for them. 

Now, every week I get together with a bunch of 

friends, and we all go down to the station and 

try to take the best photos of the most unusual 

trains. It can be a bit of a waiting game, but 

when you see the train you’ve been waiting 

for approaching, you just get up and run to get 

the best shot. Sometimes, when you get back 

home, you  nd that your photos didn’t turn out 

as well as you’d hoped, and it can take a while 

to get over the disappointment. That’s why it’s 

important to have such great friends. They can 

always be relied upon to get behind me when 

I’ve had a bad day on the platform.

became interested in

• something that you are a fan of now

• something that you were a fan of in the past

• something that someone you know is a fan of now

• something that someone you know was a fan of in the past
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Sounding Natural

7a     

Track 02  Learners listen for what happens to the 
underlined parts of the sentences.

7a answers
When followed by /b/, the /t/ is often pronounced as /p/; 
when followed by the /k/ sound in ’quite’, the /t/ is often 
pronounced as /k/. These are examples of assimilation.

Track 02 (page 173, Student Book) 0:20
1) He often got behind my ideas.
2) We got back to the office a bit late after lunch.
3) She got quite depressed.

7b 

Track 02  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Interact

8a
Go over the instructions, list of topics, and examples to 
check understanding.
Learners choose one of the topics and make notes in the 
table. 

8b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about the topic they chose 
and ask and answer any questions. Encourage learners to 
try to include expressions with ’get’ in their descriptions 
and questions.

8c
Learners tell the class what their partner talked about.

Lesson 1
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Brian Johnson, Maths Teacher
Queen Anne’s School, Cambridge

Andrew Peters 
Maths Teacher

Charlotte West 
Pupil

Derek Mitchell 
Pupil

Brenda Thomas 
Head Teacher

kind

a gossip

a loner

mean

moody

a realist

cheerful

an extrovert

an idealist

a cynic

ambitious ambition

intelligent

patient

self-confident

realistic

aggressive

arrogant

committed

creative

enthusiastic

imaginative

mature

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the ‘personality’ 

 words in the table below.
 Put a circle (  ) next to the words with 
 a positive meaning.
 Put a cross (  ) next to the words with 
 a negative meaning.

 Put a question mark ( ? ) next to the words 
 that could have a positive or negative meaning 
 (depending on the situation). 

  b Write the words in red from activity 1a next to the 
 correct defi nitions below. 

  b Track 03  Track 04  Track 05  Track 06

 Listen to four people from Queen Anne’s School   
 talking about Brian.
 Who likes Brian? Who dislikes him? Why?

  1 describing someone’s personal qualities

  2  saying what kind of person someone is

  3  describing how someone typically acts

  4  giving a personal reaction

2 The blue words in activity 1a are all adjectives.
Write the related noun next to each one.

Listening
 3 a Look at the picture on page 15 of Brian Johnson,

 a new teacher at Queen Anne’s School, Cambridge.
 What kind of person do you think he is?

4 a Work with a partner. Read the comments below

 about Brian. Write A (Andrew Peters), B (Brenda 

 Thomas), C (Charlotte West) or D (Derek Mitchell) 

 next to each comment to show who said it.

  A 
He’s always criticising the way other 
teachers do things.

            
He never gives up if we don’t 
understand something.

      He’s always telling these lame jokes.

      
He’s the kind of person who’ll do anything 
to get to the top.

      

      
He’s the kind of teacher who will do 
anything to help his pupils.

      
He’s the kind of teacher who is all friendly, 
and then he gives you loads of homework. 

      He’s a bit of an idealist.

      He’s a bit of an idiot.

      He’s a bit arrogant.

 1  
      He’s quite ambitious. 

      He has a lot of self-confidence.

      He has loads of patience. 

      I like his intelligence and his ambition.

      

      
One thing I really respect about him is his 
commitment to the job.

      
One thing that I like about him, though, is 
that he’s not as bad as Mr Peters! 

            
What I like about him is that he explains 
things so clearly.

      I can’t say I like him much.

      
I can’t say that all of his ideas are 
very realistic.

  b Track 03  Track 04  Track 05  Track 06  

 Listen again and check your answers.

 5 Write numbers to match the functions 
below with each set of sentences 
in activity 4.

ambitious ? ambition

       kind        :   helpful to other people and 
thoughtful about how they feel

                      :  happy and optimistic

                      :  someone who likes to do things   
  independently

                      :  a person who hopes only for   
  what they think might 
  really happen

                      :  someone who likes talking    
  about other people’s private lives

                      :  often angry, upset and unfriendly

                      :  a person who enjoys being with 
  other people 

                      :  someone who thinks that people 
  are selfish and only pretend to 
  be nice

                      :  unpleasant and a little cruel to 
  other people

                      :  someone who thinks we can do 
  very good things, even if other 
  people don’t think so

14 15Lesson 3 Lesson 3

The New Boy In this Lesson: Describe two people you know
Function: Describing people’s character
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In this lesson - Describe two people you know 
Core activities - 1-2, 3b-6, 8
Function - Describing people’s character 

Introduction

1a 
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Ask learners to skip words they don’t 
know. Explain that you will deal with these after they have 
completed the activity. Set a time limit of two minutes.

In pairs, learners read the ’personality’ words and put a tick 
next to the words with a positive meaning, a cross next to 
the words with a negative meaning and a question mark 
next to the words that could have a positive or negative 
meaning, depending on the situation.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a group. The question whether some of 
these words have a positive or negative meaning will 
sometimes depend on an individual’s attitude, as much 
as on the situation in which the words are used, so accept 
any answers that learners can justify.

Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

1a suggested answers
See answers for 2.

1b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the words in red 
from activity 1a (underlined in 2 answers) next to the 
correct definitions. 

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a group.

1b answers
kind: helpful to other people and thoughtful about how they 
feel
cheerful: happy and optimistic
a loner: someone who likes to do things independently
a realist: a person who hopes only for what they think might 
really happen
a gossip: someone who likes talking about other people’s 
private lives
moody: often angry, upset and unfriendly
an extrovert: a person who enjoys being with other people
a cynic: someone who thinks that people are selfish and only 
pretend to be nice
mean: unpleasant and a little cruel to other people
an idealist: someone who thinks we can do very good 
things, even if other people don’t think so

2
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the related noun 
next to each of the adjectives in blue in activity 1a.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a group.
Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

1a and 2 answers (words used in activity 1b underlined)

kind O
a gossip X
a loner ?
mean X

moody X
a realist O
cheerful O

an extrovert ?
an idealist ?

a cynic X
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Brian Johnson, Maths Teacher
Queen Anne’s School, Cambridge

Andrew Peters 
Maths Teacher

Charlotte West 
Pupil

Derek Mitchell 
Pupil

Brenda Thomas 
Head Teacher

kind

a gossip

a loner

mean

moody

a realist

cheerful

an extrovert

an idealist

a cynic

ambitious ambition

intelligent

patient

self-confident

realistic

aggressive

arrogant

committed

creative

enthusiastic

imaginative

mature

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the ‘personality’ 

 words in the table below.
 Put a circle (  ) next to the words with 
 a positive meaning.
 Put a cross (  ) next to the words with 
 a negative meaning.

 Put a question mark ( ? ) next to the words 
 that could have a positive or negative meaning 
 (depending on the situation). 

  b Write the words in red from activity 1a next to the 
 correct defi nitions below. 

  b Track 03  Track 04  Track 05  Track 06

 Listen to four people from Queen Anne’s School   
 talking about Brian.
 Who likes Brian? Who dislikes him? Why?

  1 describing someone’s personal qualities

  2  saying what kind of person someone is

  3  describing how someone typically acts

  4  giving a personal reaction

2 The blue words in activity 1a are all adjectives.
Write the related noun next to each one.

Listening
 3 a Look at the picture on page 15 of Brian Johnson,

 a new teacher at Queen Anne’s School, Cambridge.
 What kind of person do you think he is?

4 a Work with a partner. Read the comments below

 about Brian. Write A (Andrew Peters), B (Brenda 

 Thomas), C (Charlotte West) or D (Derek Mitchell) 

 next to each comment to show who said it.

  A 
He’s always criticising the way other 
teachers do things.

            
He never gives up if we don’t 
understand something.

      He’s always telling these lame jokes.

      
He’s the kind of person who’ll do anything 
to get to the top.

      

      
He’s the kind of teacher who will do 
anything to help his pupils.

      
He’s the kind of teacher who is all friendly, 
and then he gives you loads of homework. 

      He’s a bit of an idealist.

      He’s a bit of an idiot.

      He’s a bit arrogant.

 1  
      He’s quite ambitious. 

      He has a lot of self-confidence.

      He has loads of patience. 

      I like his intelligence and his ambition.

      

      
One thing I really respect about him is his 
commitment to the job.

      
One thing that I like about him, though, is 
that he’s not as bad as Mr Peters! 

            
What I like about him is that he explains 
things so clearly.

      I can’t say I like him much.

      
I can’t say that all of his ideas are 
very realistic.

  b Track 03  Track 04  Track 05  Track 06  

 Listen again and check your answers.

 5 Write numbers to match the functions 
below with each set of sentences 
in activity 4.

ambitious ? ambition

       kind        :   helpful to other people and 
thoughtful about how they feel

                      :  happy and optimistic

                      :  someone who likes to do things   
  independently

                      :  a person who hopes only for   
  what they think might 
  really happen

                      :  someone who likes talking    
  about other people’s private lives

                      :  often angry, upset and unfriendly

                      :  a person who enjoys being with 
  other people 

                      :  someone who thinks that people 
  are selfish and only pretend to 
  be nice

                      :  unpleasant and a little cruel to 
  other people

                      :  someone who thinks we can do 
  very good things, even if other 
  people don’t think so
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ambitious ?
intelligent O
patient O

self-confident O
realistic O 

aggressive X
arrogant X

committed O
creative O 

enthusiastic O
imaginative O

mature O

ambition
intelligence

patience
self-confidence

realism  
(realist and reality are 

also possible)

aggression
arrogance
commitment

creativity  
(creation and creator 

are also possible)

enthusiasm
imagination

maturity

Listening
3a    
Draw attention to the picture of Brian Johnson. Elicit some 
ideas about the kind of person he is.
Direct attention to the pictures of Andrew Peters, Brenda 
Thomas, Charlotte West, and Derek Mitchell. Explain pupil 
and head teacher, if necessary. Briefly elicit some ideas 
about how each person might feel about Brian. 
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
Learners listen for whether each person likes or dislikes 
Brian, and why.

3b   
Track 03  Track 04  Track 05  Track 06  

Feedback in pairs, and then as a group.
Accept any reasonable answers as to why the people like 
or dislike Brian.

3a answers
Andrew Peters – dislikes Brian
Brenda Thomas – likes Brian
Charlotte West – likes Brian
Derek Mitchell – dislikes Brian

4a    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Teach any unfamiliar items contained 
in the comments, e.g. lame (an informal way of saying 
’not very good’) and is all friendly (a very informal, non-
standard way of saying ’acts/pretends to be friendly’).
In pairs, learners read the comments about Brian and 
write A (Andrew Peters), B (Brenda Thomas), C (Charlotte 
West), or D (Derek Mitchell) next to each to show who 
said it.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a group, but don’t give any definite answers 
at this stage - learners will listen to check for themselves 
in the next activity.

4a answers
See 5 answers on page 14.

4b  
Track 03  Learners listen again and check their 

answers to activity 4a.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a group.

4b answers
See 5 answers on page 14.

Track 03 (page 173, Student Book) 0:40
Andrew Peters
Johnson? I can’t say I like him much, to be honest. He’s, well… 
he’s a bit arrogant. He’s only just left college, but he’s always 
criticising the way other teachers do things. He doesn’t 
mention any names, of course but, like, well… we all know 
who he’s talking about. I don’t know why Brenda likes him. 
It’s quite clear he’s after her job. He’s quite ambitious, you see. 
He’s the kind of person who’ll do anything to get to the top.

Track 04 (page 173, Student Book) 0:40
Brenda Thomas
He’s a bit of an idealist… and I can’t say that all of his ideas 
are very realistic. But one thing I like… one thing I really 
respect about him is his commitment to the job. He’s the kind 
of teacher who will do anything to help his pupils… and 
I think they really appreciate it. And then, well… I like his 
intelligence and his ambition. He has a lot of self-confidence. 
I can see him going far in the profession.

Lesson 3
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name person 1: person 2:

their personal 
qualities

the kind of 
person they are

how they 
typically act

your personal 
reactions 

Language Focus
   We can talk about a person’s character in 

 diff erent ways.

Practice
 6 Work with a partner.

Use the prompts in parentheses to rewrite the sen-

tences. Keep the same meaning.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 07  Listen. Mark ( ) the main stress in each word.

Interact
 8 a Work on your own.

 Think of two people you know. They can be a friend, a relative, or someone famous.
 Use the table below to make notes about them.

a   She’s always saying that we should give all 

 our money to the poor.

 (a bit of)        She‛s a bit of an idealist.       

b   He’s very ambitious.

 (has)                                                                      

                                                                      

c   She’s always getting angry and upset.

 (a bit)                                                                      

                                                                      

d   He’s a bit of an extrovert.

 (kind of person)                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

e   He’s the kind of person who never believes 

 what politicians say.

 (a bit of)                                                                      

                                                                   

f   He never helps other people and often 

 hurts their feelings.

 (can’t say)                                                                      

                                                                   

g   I like him because he’s so imaginative.

 (one thing)                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

h   She’s always complaining, and I really 

 hate it.

 (one thing that)                                                                       

                                                                        

                                                                   

  b Track 07  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell each other about the people you made notes on.
 Ask questions to get more information about the people your partner describes.

  c Tell the class about the people your partner described to you.

1 Describing their personal qualities 

He’s + adjective
She has + noun

He’s very self-confi dent.
She’s a bit aggressive.
She has a lot of self-confi dence.
He has imagination.

2 Saying what kind of person they are

He’s the kind of person who + phrase
She’s (a bit of) a + noun

He’s the kind of person who makes a lot of 
promises, but never does anything.
She’s a realist. 
He’s a bit of an extrovert.

3 Describing how they typically act

He’s always + -ing form of the verb
She never + present form of the verb

He’s always criticising people.
She never says thank you.

4 Giving our personal reactions 

I like, etc. + noun
One thing I like, etc. is + noun

I like his sense of humour.
One thing I really hate is her bad temper.

What I like, etc. about… is that + clause
One thing that I like, etc. about… is that 
+ clause

What I like about Tom is that he never 
gives up.
One thing that I really don’t like about her is 
that she never off ers to help.

I can’t say + clause (used when we give 
negative reactions)

I can’t say he’s honest. 
(I think he isn’t honest.)
I can’t say he has much self-confi dence.
(I think he doesn’t have much self-confi dence.)

1  realistic            realism    

2  creative            creativity    

3  enthusiastic     enthusiasm    

4  imaginative      imagination    

16 17Lesson 3 Lesson 3

Track 05 (page 173, Student Book) 0:27
Charlotte West 
He’s really, really great! He’s a brilliant teacher. What I 
like about him is that he explains things so clearly, and 
makes sure everyone understands everything. He has 
loads of patience. He never gives up if we don’t understand 
something. He just explains it again in another way. 

Track 06 (page 173, Student Book) 0:28
Derek Mitchell 
Well, if you ask me… he’s a bit of an idiot, really. He thinks 
he’s like, really cool, but, like… he’s always telling these lame 
jokes and they’re just not funny. He’s the kind of teacher who 
is all friendly, and then he gives you loads of homework. One 
thing that I like about him, though, is that he’s not as bad as 
Mr Peters!

5 
Do this activity as a class. Go over the instructions and 
example to check understanding. Elicit the correct 
answers, then have learners write numbers to match the 
functions with each set of sentences in activity 4.

5 answers

A  He’s always criticising the way other 
teachers do things.

C  He never gives up if we don’t understand 
something.

D  He’s always telling these lame jokes.

3

A  He’s the kind of person who’ll do 
anything to get to the top.

B  He’s the kind of teacher who will do 
anything to help his pupils.

D  He’s the kind of teacher who is all 
friendly, and then he gives you loads of 
homework. 

B  He’s a bit of an idealist.
D He’s a bit of an idiot.

2

A He’s a bit arrogant. 
A He’s quite ambitious. 
B  He has a lot of self-confidence.
C He has loads of patience. 

1

B  I like his intelligence and his ambition.
B  One thing I really respect about him is 

his commitment to the job.
D  One thing that I like about him, though, 

is that he’s not as bad as Mr Peters!
C  What I like about him is that he explains 

things so clearly.
A  I can’t say I like him much.
B  I can’t say that all of his ideas are very 

realistic.

4

Language Focus

Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

6a-h 
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the prompts 
in parentheses to rewrite the sentences. 
Feedback as a group.

6a-h suggested answers
a) She’s a bit of an idealist. 
b) He has a lot of ambition.
c) She’s a bit moody. 
d)  He’s the kind of person who enjoys being with other 

people.
e) He’s a bit of a cynic.
f ) I can’t say he’s kind.
g) One thing I like is his imagination.
h)  One thing that I really hate about her is that she’s 

always complaining.

Lesson 3
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name person 1: person 2:

their personal 
qualities

the kind of 
person they are

how they 
typically act

your personal 
reactions 

Language Focus
   We can talk about a person’s character in 

 diff erent ways.

Practice
 6 Work with a partner.

Use the prompts in parentheses to rewrite the sen-

tences. Keep the same meaning.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 07  Listen. Mark ( ) the main stress in each word.

Interact
 8 a Work on your own.

 Think of two people you know. They can be a friend, a relative, or someone famous.
 Use the table below to make notes about them.

a   She’s always saying that we should give all 

 our money to the poor.

 (a bit of)        She‛s a bit of an idealist.       

b   He’s very ambitious.

 (has)                                                                      

                                                                      

c   She’s always getting angry and upset.

 (a bit)                                                                      

                                                                      

d   He’s a bit of an extrovert.

 (kind of person)                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

e   He’s the kind of person who never believes 

 what politicians say.

 (a bit of)                                                                      

                                                                   

f   He never helps other people and often 

 hurts their feelings.

 (can’t say)                                                                      

                                                                   

g   I like him because he’s so imaginative.

 (one thing)                                                                      

                                                                      

                                                                      

h   She’s always complaining, and I really 

 hate it.

 (one thing that)                                                                       

                                                                        

                                                                   

  b Track 07  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell each other about the people you made notes on.
 Ask questions to get more information about the people your partner describes.

  c Tell the class about the people your partner described to you.

1 Describing their personal qualities 

He’s + adjective
She has + noun

He’s very self-confi dent.
She’s a bit aggressive.
She has a lot of self-confi dence.
He has imagination.

2 Saying what kind of person they are

He’s the kind of person who + phrase
She’s (a bit of) a + noun

He’s the kind of person who makes a lot of 
promises, but never does anything.
She’s a realist. 
He’s a bit of an extrovert.

3 Describing how they typically act

He’s always + -ing form of the verb
She never + present form of the verb

He’s always criticising people.
She never says thank you.

4 Giving our personal reactions 

I like, etc. + noun
One thing I like, etc. is + noun

I like his sense of humour.
One thing I really hate is her bad temper.

What I like, etc. about… is that + clause
One thing that I like, etc. about… is that 
+ clause

What I like about Tom is that he never 
gives up.
One thing that I really don’t like about her is 
that she never off ers to help.

I can’t say + clause (used when we give 
negative reactions)

I can’t say he’s honest. 
(I think he isn’t honest.)
I can’t say he has much self-confi dence.
(I think he doesn’t have much self-confi dence.)

1  realistic            realism    

2  creative            creativity    

3  enthusiastic     enthusiasm    

4  imaginative      imagination    
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Sounding Natural

7a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.

Track 07  Learners listen and mark the main stress in 
each word.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a group.

7a answers
See CD script for Track 07 - answers underlined.

Track 07 (page 173, Student Book) 0:31
1) realistic, realism           
2) creative, creativity    
3) enthusiastic, enthusiasm    
4) imaginative, imagination      

7b
Track 07  Learners listen again and copy 

the pronunciation.

Interact 

8a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently and use the table to make 
notes about two people they know.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

8b
In pairs, learners tell each other about the people they 
made notes on, asking questions to get more information 
about the people their partner describes.
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

8c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about the people their 
partners described.

Highlight good use of vocabulary and language.
Elicit correction of any mistakes.

Lesson 3
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Could I Ask a Few Questions?
In this lesson - Ask people questions about things that 
they have
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Grammar - Review of question forms
Examples:
Where did you buy those shoes?
What makes you happy?
Can I ask where you live?
I’d like to know if/whether you’ve been here before.
Can I ask what you want it for?

Introduction

1a+b
Direct attention to the pictures on pages 20 and 21. 
Elicit what learners can see in them and discuss the 
questions briefly as a class.

Listening

2
Track 08  Track 09  Go over the instructions 

and check understanding. Learners listen to the 
two conversations and write letters to match each 
conversation with a second-hand item from activity 1.

2 answers
conversation 1 C
conversation 2 B

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the extracts from 
the conversations in activity 2 and circle a number 
next to each to show if it comes from conversation 1 or 
conversation 2. You may like to check understanding of 
sporty (in this context, of a car, ’small and fast’).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm any answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

3b
Track 08  Track 09  Learners listen again and 

check their answers to activity 3a.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3a+b answers
1) Certainly, sir. What do you want to know? 1 
2) What are you looking for? Do you want something sporty? 2
3)  All our vehicles are reliable. Can I ask how much you want 

to pay? 2
4)  I’m interested in this laptop. Could you tell me how old  

it is? 1 
5) Can I ask if the software’s up to date? 1 
6) I see the door’s been painted. What happened to it? 2

Track 08 (page 173, Student Book) 0:48
Conversation 1
Customer  Excuse me, could I ask a few questions?
Saleswoman  Certainly, sir. What do you want to know?
Customer   Actually, yes, I’m interested in this laptop. Could you 

tell me how old it is? 
Saleswoman Er, it’s only a couple of years old, I think.
Customer  OK. And can I ask if the software’s up to date? 
Saleswoman  Absolutely. It’s got the latest operating system.
Customer Right. Is it guaranteed? 
Saleswoman   To be honest, it’s second-hand and a very good 

price, and… Well, we don’t give guarantees on 
laptops, I’m afraid.

Customer  OK, I’ll have to think about it, but thanks for your help.

U
N

IT 2 4 Could I Ask a Few Questions?

Lesson 4

20 21Lesson 4 Lesson 4

Introduction
 1 Look at the pictures on pages 20 and 21, and 

discuss the questions below as a class.

Listening
 2 Track 08  Track 09  Listen to two conversations. 

Write letters below to match each conversation with 
a second-hand item from activity 1.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the extracts below from 
 the conversations in activity 2. 
 Circle a number next to each extract to show if it 
 comes from conversation 1 or conversation 2.

  b Track 08  Track 09  Listen again and check 
 your answers to activity 3a.

  a Can you buy second-hand goods like 
   these in your country? Where?

  b Which items would you consider buying 
   second-hand?
   What questions would you ask the sellers?

conversation 1 ............................ 

conversation 2 ............................ 

1   Certainly, sir. What do you want 
 to know? .........................................  1 / 2 

2   What are you looking for? Do you 
     want something sporty? .................  1 / 2

3   All our vehicles are reliable. Can I 
 ask how much you want to pay? ......  1 / 2

4   I’m interested in this laptop. Could 
 you tell me how old it is? ................   1 / 2

5   Can I ask if the software’s up 
 to date? ..........................................   1 / 2 

6   I see the door’s been painted. What 
 happened to it? .............................. 1 / 2

A 
 B 

 E 
 

C 
 D 

 F 
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Track 09 (page 173, Student Book) 0:52
Conversation 2

Salesman  Morning, madam. How can I help? 

Customer  Well… I’m looking for something second-hand…

Salesman   Well, you’ve come to the right place. What are you 

looking for? Do you want something sporty?

Customer  Just something reliable, please – and not too big.

Salesman   All our vehicles are reliable. Can I ask how much you 

want to pay?

Customer  Well, I’m on quite a tight budget.

Salesman  Not a problem…  We have this very nice model over here.

Customer  Yes, it is nice, isn’t it?

Salesman  And we’re offering it at a very special price.

Customer  I see the door’s been painted. What happened to it?

Salesman  Oh, it had a few scratches – nothing serious.

Lesson 4
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Introduction
 1 Look at the pictures on pages 20 and 21, and 

discuss the questions below as a class.

Listening
 2 Track 08  Track 09  Listen to two conversations. 

Write letters below to match each conversation with 
a second-hand item from activity 1.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the extracts below from 
 the conversations in activity 2. 
 Circle a number next to each extract to show if it 
 comes from conversation 1 or conversation 2.

  b Track 08  Track 09  Listen again and check 
 your answers to activity 3a.

  a Can you buy second-hand goods like 
   these in your country? Where?

  b Which items would you consider buying 
   second-hand?
   What questions would you ask the sellers?

conversation 1 ............................ 

conversation 2 ............................ 

1   Certainly, sir. What do you want 
 to know? .........................................  1 / 2 

2   What are you looking for? Do you 
     want something sporty? .................  1 / 2

3   All our vehicles are reliable. Can I 
 ask how much you want to pay? ......  1 / 2

4   I’m interested in this laptop. Could 
 you tell me how old it is? ................   1 / 2

5   Can I ask if the software’s up 
 to date? ..........................................   1 / 2 

6   I see the door’s been painted. What 
 happened to it? .............................. 1 / 2

A 
 B 

 E 
 

C 
 D 

 F 
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Language Focus 
Go over the explanations and examples with learners. You 
may like to remind them indirect questions are a type of 
embedded question.

Practice

4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. As a class, read the extracts in activity 3a 
again. Elicit examples of the different question types and 
ask learners to write numbers to show in which extracts 
they can be found.

4 answers
three examples of questions with the usual word order 1 2
What do you want to know?
What are you looking for?
Do you want something sporty?
one example of a subject question 6
What happened to it?
three examples of indirect questions 3 4 5
Can I ask how much you want to pay? 
Could you tell me how old it is? 
Can I ask if the software’s up to date? 
one example of a question with a preposition at the end 2
What are you looking for?

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners put the words in 
parentheses into the correct order to complete the 
indirect questions.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5a answers
1) I was wondering when you started learning English.
2) I’d like to know if you enjoy outdoor activities.
3) Could you tell me who bought you the cake?
4) I’d be interested to know when your birthday is.
5) Can I ask how long you’re going for?
6)  Would you mind telling me whether you live near a  

train station?

5b
Direct attention to the sentences in activity 5a which 
don’t have a question mark at the end. Ask learners to 
discuss, in pairs, why they don’t.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5b answers
Sentences 1, 2 and 4 do not have a question mark.
If the polite phrase that introduces the question is in the 
form of a question (e.g. Could you tell me), we use a 
question mark. If it is in the form of a statement (e.g. I’d like 
to know), we don’t use a question mark.

Lesson 4

 5 a Work with a partner. Put the words in
 parentheses into the correct order to  
 complete the indirect questions below. 

Practice
 4 Read the extracts in activity 3a again. 

Write numbers to show in which extracts 
you can fi nd:

  b Which sentences in activity 5a don’t have 
 a question mark at the end? Why not? 

Interact
 7 a Choose something to show to other people.

 It could be one of the things below, or you can use your own idea.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Mark ( ) the main stress in each of the underlined expressions below.

 b Track 10  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

 c Track 10  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

b Work with a partner. Show each other the things you chose in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to fi nd out about the thing your partner shows you.

   example A: Can I ask you where you bought it?
      B: I didn‛t buy it. It was a gift, actually.
                A: Really? Who gave it to you?

  c Tell the class about what your partner showed you.

The usual word order in questions is:

(question word +) auxiliary verb + subject 
+ verb (+ object)

Why are you leaving?
Where did you buy those shoes?
Did you hear that noise?

Indirect questions
We can use various polite expressions such as 
could you tell me… ? and I was wondering… to 
introduce questions and make them softer and 
less direct. With indirect questions:

- we don’t use the auxiliary verb do in the main clause

When did he call? 

                
Could you tell me when he called?

- other auxiliary verbs (have, can, be, etc.) and the 
   main verb be come after the subject

Why can’t she come?

                
Could you tell me why she can’t come?

Where is it?

                
Could you tell me where it is?

Prepositions in questions are often at the end.

Who are you going with?
Could you tell me where you got it from?

- we use whether or if before the subject in 
  yes/no questions 

Do you have any special off ers? 

                

Could you tell me whether/if you have any 
special off ers?

Subject questions
In subject questions, the question word refers to the 
subject of the verb.
The word order is the same as in statements
(subject + verb + object).

question word (= subject) + verb (+ object)

Who left?
Who bought those shoes?
What made that noise?

three examples of questions with 

the usual word order   1          

one example of a subject question       

three examples of 
indirect questions                       

one example of a question with a 
preposition at the end       

1   (was / I / wondering)

 I was wondering                           
  when you started learning English. 

2   (know / to / like / I’d)

                                                 
  if you enjoy outdoor activities.

3   (tell / you / me / Could) 

                                                 
  who bought you the cake?

4   (I’d / be / to / know / interested)

                                                 
  when your birthday is. 

5   (ask / I / Can)

                                                 
  how long you are going for? 

6   (telling / Would / mind / me / you)

                                                 
  whether you live near a train station?

a photograph you always carry

an item you particularly like

a present you received

music you are listening to

a book you are reading at the moment

something you bought recently

Language Focus

22 23Lesson 4 Lesson 4

1  I’d be interested to know where I can get one.

2   Would you mind telling me if it was expensive?

3   I’d like to know why you like it.

4   I was wondering what you use it for.

5   Can I ask who gave it to you?
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Sounding Natural

6a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners mark the main stress in 
each of the underlined expressions.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm any answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

6b
Track 10  Learners listen and check their answers to 

activity 6a.

6a+b answers
See CD script for Track 10 - answers in bold.

Track 10 (page 173, Student Book) 0:32
1) I’d be interested to know where I can get one.
2) Would you mind telling me if it was expensive?
3) I’d like to know why you like it.
4) I was wondering what you use it for.
5) Can I ask who gave it to you?

6c
Track 10  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners choose something that they have with them 
that they don’t mind showing to other people. They can 
choose an idea from the list, or use one of their own 
ideas.

7b 
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners show each other the 
things they chose in activity 7a and ask questions to find 
out about the thing their partner shows them.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about what their partner 
showed them.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 4

 5 a Work with a partner. Put the words in
 parentheses into the correct order to  
 complete the indirect questions below. 

Practice
 4 Read the extracts in activity 3a again. 

Write numbers to show in which extracts 
you can fi nd:

  b Which sentences in activity 5a don’t have 
 a question mark at the end? Why not? 

Interact
 7 a Choose something to show to other people.

 It could be one of the things below, or you can use your own idea.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Mark ( ) the main stress in each of the underlined expressions below.

 b Track 10  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

 c Track 10  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

b Work with a partner. Show each other the things you chose in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to fi nd out about the thing your partner shows you.

   example A: Can I ask you where you bought it?
      B: I didn‛t buy it. It was a gift, actually.
                A: Really? Who gave it to you?

  c Tell the class about what your partner showed you.

The usual word order in questions is:

(question word +) auxiliary verb + subject 
+ verb (+ object)

Why are you leaving?
Where did you buy those shoes?
Did you hear that noise?

Indirect questions
We can use various polite expressions such as 
could you tell me… ? and I was wondering… to 
introduce questions and make them softer and 
less direct. With indirect questions:

- we don’t use the auxiliary verb do in the main clause

When did he call? 

                
Could you tell me when he called?

- other auxiliary verbs (have, can, be, etc.) and the 
   main verb be come after the subject

Why can’t she come?

                
Could you tell me why she can’t come?

Where is it?

                
Could you tell me where it is?

Prepositions in questions are often at the end.

Who are you going with?
Could you tell me where you got it from?

- we use whether or if before the subject in 
  yes/no questions 

Do you have any special off ers? 

                

Could you tell me whether/if you have any 
special off ers?

Subject questions
In subject questions, the question word refers to the 
subject of the verb.
The word order is the same as in statements
(subject + verb + object).

question word (= subject) + verb (+ object)

Who left?
Who bought those shoes?
What made that noise?

three examples of questions with 

the usual word order   1          

one example of a subject question       

three examples of 
indirect questions                       

one example of a question with a 
preposition at the end       

1   (was / I / wondering)

 I was wondering                           
  when you started learning English. 

2   (know / to / like / I’d)

                                                 
  if you enjoy outdoor activities.

3   (tell / you / me / Could) 

                                                 
  who bought you the cake?

4   (I’d / be / to / know / interested)

                                                 
  when your birthday is. 

5   (ask / I / Can)

                                                 
  how long you are going for? 

6   (telling / Would / mind / me / you)

                                                 
  whether you live near a train station?

a photograph you always carry

an item you particularly like

a present you received

music you are listening to

a book you are reading at the moment

something you bought recently

Language Focus
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1  I’d be interested to know where I can get one.

2   Would you mind telling me if it was expensive?

3   I’d like to know why you like it.

4   I was wondering what you use it for.

5   Can I ask who gave it to you?
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  b Track 11  Listen and check your ideas from activity 3a.

  c Track 12  - Track 21  Listen. Write exactly what the questioners in activity 3b ask.

Listening
 3 a Work with a partner. Read the responses to 10 diff erent questions.

 Write what you think the questions are.

 1 Question                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                         

  Response I can’t believe you asked that! 
My age is my concern.

 2 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         

  Response Yes, I have. We visited Venice 
and Rome three years ago.

 3 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’d prefer not to answer that, if 
you don’t mind. I’m sure you 
wouldn’t like it if somebody 
asked you if you’d ever been in 
trouble with the police.

 4 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’ve got absolutely no idea 
whether or not there is a God. I 
really don’t know much about 
religion.

 5 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’d rather not answer that, if 
you don’t mind. The size of my 
salary is none of your business!

 6 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         

  Response No, I’m not. I’m divorced, 
actually.

 7 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response That’s a rather personal 
question! Anyway, I haven’t got 
a clue. I’d need to go to a cash 
machine to  nd out.

 8 Question                                                                                                                                                  
                                                   

  Response I’d rather not answer that. I 
prefer to keep my voting habits 
private.

 9 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                         

  Response Manchester United. My father 
supports them too, you see.

 10 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                         

  Response I’d prefer not to answer that, if 
you don’t mind. My weight is 
my own concern.

 1                                                                                                                                               

 2                                                                                                                                               

 3                                                                                                                                               

 4                                                                                                                                               

 5                                                                                                                                               

 6                                                                                                                                               

 7                                                                                                                                               

 8                                                                                                                                               

 9                                                                                                                                               

 10                                                                                                                                              

?
work and moneyIntroduction

 1 a Work with a partner.   
 Write the topics from the box 
 into the correct places to 
 complete the diagram.

  b Write one more question for 
 each topic in the diagram.

 2 Which questions from activity 1, 
if any, would you never ask anyone?
Which questions, if any, would you 
never answer?

work and money

intelligence and personal 
information

personal tastes 
and habits

medical and physical 
information

personal relationships

1 Do you like your job?        

2 Where do you work?          

3                                            

                                            

1 What’s your favourite book?                                  

2 What’s the first thing you 
 do when you get home 
 every day?         

3                                             

                                             

1 Is there anyone in your    
 family who you don’t like?

2 Do you remember your      
 first kiss?                          

3                                             

                                             

1 How tall are you?              

2 Have you ever been            
 very ill?   

3                                             

                                             

1 What do you think of       
 the government?                

2 Do you believe in God?      

3                                             
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Personal Questions
In this lesson - Ask and respond to personal questions
Core activities - 1, 3-5, 7
Grammar - Indirect questions 
Examples:
I’d like to know what you argued about.
Can I ask why he was crying?
Could I ask when you can give me the money you owe me?
I was wondering if/whether you like your boss.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions, the topics in the box, and the 
example to check understanding.
In pairs, learners write the topics into the correct places 
to complete the diagram.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class. 

1a answers 

personal tastes and 
habits work and money

What’s your favourite book?
What’s the first thing you do 
when you get home every 
day? 

Do you like your job?
Where do you work?

personal relationships

Is there anyone in your 
family who you don’t like?
Do you remember your first 
kiss?

intelligence and 
personal information

medical and physical 
information

What do you think of the 
government?
Do you believe in God?

How tall are you?
Have you ever been very ill?

1b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. You 
may like to choose one of the topics and elicit ideas for 
questions from the class as a whole.
In pairs, learners write one more question for each topic 
in the diagram.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

1b answers 
Learners’ own ideas. 
You may like to board learners’ questions for later use 
in activity 7.

2
Take brief responses to the questions as a way of 
rounding off this section of the lesson.

Listening
3a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners read the responses to 10 different 
questions and write what they think the questions are.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers 
at this stage - learners will listen to check for themselves 
in the next activity.

3b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Stress to learners that they are listening for whether 
they correctly inferred the topic of the questions, not for 
whether they got the exact wording correct. 

Track 11   Learners listen and check their ideas from 
activity 3a.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a class.

3b answers 
See CD script for Track 11. 

Track 11 (page 173, Student Book) 2:21
1) Question - Could I ask how old you are?
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  b Track 11  Listen and check your ideas from activity 3a.

  c Track 12  - Track 21  Listen. Write exactly what the questioners in activity 3b ask.

Listening
 3 a Work with a partner. Read the responses to 10 diff erent questions.

 Write what you think the questions are.

 1 Question                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                         

  Response I can’t believe you asked that! 
My age is my concern.

 2 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         

  Response Yes, I have. We visited Venice 
and Rome three years ago.

 3 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’d prefer not to answer that, if 
you don’t mind. I’m sure you 
wouldn’t like it if somebody 
asked you if you’d ever been in 
trouble with the police.

 4 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’ve got absolutely no idea 
whether or not there is a God. I 
really don’t know much about 
religion.

 5 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response I’d rather not answer that, if 
you don’t mind. The size of my 
salary is none of your business!

 6 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                         

  Response No, I’m not. I’m divorced, 
actually.

 7 Question                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                       

  Response That’s a rather personal 
question! Anyway, I haven’t got 
a clue. I’d need to go to a cash 
machine to  nd out.

 8 Question                                                                                                                                                  
                                                   

  Response I’d rather not answer that. I 
prefer to keep my voting habits 
private.

 9 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                         

  Response Manchester United. My father 
supports them too, you see.

 10 Question                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                         

  Response I’d prefer not to answer that, if 
you don’t mind. My weight is 
my own concern.

 1                                                                                                                                               

 2                                                                                                                                               

 3                                                                                                                                               

 4                                                                                                                                               

 5                                                                                                                                               

 6                                                                                                                                               

 7                                                                                                                                               

 8                                                                                                                                               

 9                                                                                                                                               

 10                                                                                                                                              

?
work and moneyIntroduction

 1 a Work with a partner.   
 Write the topics from the box 
 into the correct places to 
 complete the diagram.

  b Write one more question for 
 each topic in the diagram.

 2 Which questions from activity 1, 
if any, would you never ask anyone?
Which questions, if any, would you 
never answer?

work and money

intelligence and personal 
information

personal tastes 
and habits

medical and physical 
information

personal relationships

1 Do you like your job?        

2 Where do you work?          

3                                            

                                            

1 What’s your favourite book?                                  

2 What’s the first thing you 
 do when you get home 
 every day?         

3                                             

                                             

1 Is there anyone in your    
 family who you don’t like?

2 Do you remember your      
 first kiss?                          

3                                             

                                             

1 How tall are you?              

2 Have you ever been            
 very ill?   

3                                             

                                             

1 What do you think of       
 the government?                

2 Do you believe in God?      

3                                             
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      Response   I can’t believe you asked that! My age is my 
concern.

2)  Question  Could you tell me if you’ve ever been to Italy?
      Response   Yes, I have. We visited Venice and Rome three 

years ago.
3)  Question   I’d like to know whether you’ve ever been in 

trouble with the police.
      Response   I’d prefer not to answer that, if you don’t mind. 

I’m sure you wouldn’t like it if somebody asked 
you if you’d ever been in trouble with the police.

4) Question  I was wondering if you believe in God.
      Response   I’ve got absolutely no idea whether or not there 

is a God. I really don’t know much about religion.
5)  Question   Would you mind if I asked how much money 

you earn?
      Response   I’d rather not answer that, if you don’t mind. 

The size of my salary is none of your business!
6) Question   Could you tell me if you are married?
     Response  No, I’m not. I’m divorced, actually.
7)  Question   I’d be interested to know how much money 

you have in your bank account.
      Response   That’s a rather personal question! Anyway,  

I haven’t got a clue. I’d need to go to a cash 
machine to find out.

8)  Question  Would you mind telling me who you voted 
for?

      Response   I’d rather not answer that. I prefer to keep my 
voting habits private. 

9)  Question   I’d like to know which football team you 
support.

      Response   Manchester United. My father supports them 
too, you see.

10) Question   Can I ask how much you weigh?
          Response  I’d prefer not to answer that, if you don’t mind. 

My weight is my own concern.

3c
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Track 12  - Track 21   Learners listen and write 
exactly what the questioners in activity 3b ask.
Pause between each track to allow learners to write, 
feeding back in pairs and then as a class, before moving 
on to the next track.

3c answers 
See CD scripts Tracks 12-21 - 4b answers underlined.

Track 12 (page 174, Student Book) 0:10
Question 1) Could I ask how old you are?

Track 13 (page 174, Student Book) 0:11
Question 2) Could you tell me if you’ve ever been to Italy?

Track 14 (page 174, Student Book) 0:13
Question 3) I’d like to know whether you’ve ever been in 
trouble with the police.

Track 15 (page 174, Student Book) 0:11
Question 4) I was wondering if you believe in God.

Track 16(page 174, Student Book) 0:11 
Question 5)  Would you mind if I asked how much money  

you earn?

Track 17 (page 174, Student Book) 0:11 
Question 6) Could you tell me if you are married?

Track 18 (page 174, Student Book) 0:13 
Question 7)  I’d be interested to know how much money you 

have in your bank account.

Track 19 (page 174, Student Book) 0:11 
Question 8) Would you mind telling me who you voted for?

Track 20 (page 174, Student Book) 0:11 
Question 9)  I’d like to know which football team you 

support.

Track 21 (page 174, Student Book) 0:10 
Question 10) Can I ask how much you weigh?

Lesson 5
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Language Focus
  We can use various polite expressions (like those underlined in the examples below) to introduce 

questions and make them softer and less direct.

Practice
 5 a Rewrite the questions below to make them indirect.

 Use a diff erent polite expression to introduce each one.

  b Compare your answers to activity 5a with the class.

 4 a Compare the direct and indirect questions in the box, then underline the correct options to 
 complete the rules below.

   In indirect questions:
 • we use/don’t use the auxiliary verb do in the main clause.
 • other auxiliary verbs (e.g. have) and the main verb be come before/after the subject.
 • we use/don’t use whether or if before the subject in yes/no questions.

  b Find and underline other polite expressions used to introduce the questions in activity 3c.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 22  Listen. Underline the stressed words in the responses below.

Interact
 7 a Choose seven questions from activity 1 and make a note of them below.

 Direct How much money do you earn?

 Indirect Would you mind if I asked how much money you earn?

 Direct How old are you?

 Indirect Could I ask how old you are?

 Direct Have you ever been to Italy?

 Indirect Could you tell me if you’ve ever been to Italy?

 Direct Have you ever been in trouble with the police?

 Indirect I’d like to know whether you’ve ever been in trouble with the police.

1  What are you doing at the weekend?

                                                                                                                                                

2  Does your sister have a boyfriend?

                                                                                                                                                

3  Why were you late for work yesterday?

                                                                                                                                                

4  How long have you been married?

                                                                                                                                                

5  Who were you talking to on the phone?

                                                                                                                                                

6  Are you meeting anyone tonight?

                                                                                                                                                 

1  That’s a rather personal question! 

2  I’d rather not answer that.

3  I’d prefer not to answer that, if you don’t mind.

4  I can’t believe you asked that!

  b Track 22  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.

 Ask and respond to the questions you chose in activity 7a. 
 (You don’t have to give an answer if you don’t want to.)

 Use diff erent polite expressions to introduce the questions and make them less direct.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers. 

 How many questions did they answer?

26 27Lesson 5 Lesson 5

Practice

5a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners rewrite the questions to make them 
indirect, using a different polite expression to introduce 
each one. Monitor and assist as necessary.

5b
Feedback as a class.
Learners compare their answers to activity 5a.

5a+b answers 
The expressions learners choose to introduce their rewritten 
questions will differ, but pay attention to the form of the 
main clauses in their answers.
1) ___________ what you’re doing at the weekend
2) ___________ if/whether your sister has a boyfriend
3) ___________ why you were late for work yesterday
4) ___________ how long you’ve been married
5) ___________ who you were talking to on the phone
6) ___________ if/whether you’re meeting anyone tonight

Language Focus
Go over the explanation and examples with learners.

4a
Do this activity as a class. Have learners compare the 
direct and indirect questions in the box, then elicit the 
correct options to complete the rules. Have learners 
underline these in their books.

4a answers - in bold
In indirect questions:
• we don’t use the auxiliary verb do in the main clause.
• other auxiliary verbs (e.g. have) and the main verb be come 
  after the subject.
• we use whether or if before the subject in yes/no questions.

You will be aware that these rules are the same for all 
kinds of indirect questions, including reported questions. 
In reported questions, however, we change pronouns as 
appropriate and often move the main verb ’back’ a tense. 
(Are you old enough?  I asked him whether he was old 
enough.) There is no need to go into this unless it is raised 
by a learner.

4b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners find and underline other polite expressions 
used to introduce the questions in activity 3c.

4b answers 
See CD scripts for Tracks 12-21 on page 21 - answers 
underlined.

Model and drill some of the polite, introductory 
expressions.
A substitution drill would work well here. 

Teaching tip – substitution drill
Teacher says a phrase or part-phrase. Learners respond 
by fitting the phrase into a longer item using appropriate 
intonation.
Teacher - how expensive your computer was
Learner - Could I ask how expensive your computer was?
Teacher - how old you are 
Learner - Could I ask how old you are?
Etc.

With more confident classes you could try  
a transformation drill.

Teaching tip – transformation drill
Teacher says a sentence. Learners respond by 
transforming it, e.g. from a direct to an indirect question 
using a particular expression.
Teacher - how expensive your computer was
Learner - Could I ask how expensive your computer was?
Teacher - How old are you?
Learner - Could I ask how old you are?
Etc.

Lesson 5
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Language Focus
  We can use various polite expressions (like those underlined in the examples below) to introduce 

questions and make them softer and less direct.

Practice
 5 a Rewrite the questions below to make them indirect.

 Use a diff erent polite expression to introduce each one.

  b Compare your answers to activity 5a with the class.

 4 a Compare the direct and indirect questions in the box, then underline the correct options to 
 complete the rules below.

   In indirect questions:
 • we use/don’t use the auxiliary verb do in the main clause.
 • other auxiliary verbs (e.g. have) and the main verb be come before/after the subject.
 • we use/don’t use whether or if before the subject in yes/no questions.

  b Find and underline other polite expressions used to introduce the questions in activity 3c.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 22  Listen. Underline the stressed words in the responses below.

Interact
 7 a Choose seven questions from activity 1 and make a note of them below.

 Direct How much money do you earn?

 Indirect Would you mind if I asked how much money you earn?

 Direct How old are you?

 Indirect Could I ask how old you are?

 Direct Have you ever been to Italy?

 Indirect Could you tell me if you’ve ever been to Italy?

 Direct Have you ever been in trouble with the police?

 Indirect I’d like to know whether you’ve ever been in trouble with the police.

1  What are you doing at the weekend?

                                                                                                                                                

2  Does your sister have a boyfriend?

                                                                                                                                                

3  Why were you late for work yesterday?

                                                                                                                                                

4  How long have you been married?

                                                                                                                                                

5  Who were you talking to on the phone?

                                                                                                                                                

6  Are you meeting anyone tonight?

                                                                                                                                                 

1  That’s a rather personal question! 

2  I’d rather not answer that.

3  I’d prefer not to answer that, if you don’t mind.

4  I can’t believe you asked that!

  b Track 22  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.

 Ask and respond to the questions you chose in activity 7a. 
 (You don’t have to give an answer if you don’t want to.)

 Use diff erent polite expressions to introduce the questions and make them less direct.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers. 

 How many questions did they answer?
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 22  Learners listen and underline the stressed 

words in the responses.

6a answers 
See CD script for Track 22 - answers underlined.

Track 22 (page 174, Student Book) 0:27
1) That’s a rather personal question! 
2) I’d rather not answer that.
3) I’d prefer not to answer that, if you don’t mind.
4) I can’t believe you asked that!

6b
Track 22  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Learners choose seven questions from activity 1. 
Explain that these can be chosen from the questions in 
the book and the questions learners wrote in activity 1b.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Highlight the fact that learners don’t have to give an 
answer to the questions if they don’t want to.
With a less confident group, you may like to allow a little 
time for learners to make a note of the polite expressions 
they want to use.

Learners work in pairs and ask and respond to the 
questions they chose in activity 7a, using different polite
expressions to introduce the questions and make them 
less direct.
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class how many questions 
their partner answered.

Lesson 5
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In this Lesson: Tell people about your occupation
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
 1 Discuss the questions below.

a   Look at the pictures. Do you know anyone  
who has one of these occupations, or a

  similar one?

b  Which of the occupations in the pictures 
  do you think is:

  the most difficult?
  the most interesting?

 3 a Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete the tables below.

  b Track 23  Track 24  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

Listening
 2 Track 23  Track 24  Track 25  Track 26  

Listen and match each person below with 
an occupation from activity 1.
Write the occupation next to the name of 
the person.

Lisa:                                                           

Brendan:                                                     

Giles:                                                          

Harriet:                                                       

Listen for key words a speaker uses. 

These will help you to identify the topic 

being talked about, even if the speaker 

does not mention it directly by name.

Listening skills and strategies

Listen for key words to identify the topic

students
planning and giving Lessons

marking
portraits

documentary
clients

assessing
science department

theatre
teachers

self-employed
marketing

educational standards
shooting
location
school

academic
studio
editing

images

discipline

agencies

teaching notes

portfolio

classes

creative

expression

pictures

head of chemistry

people and things activities other words

students

freelance photographer

people and things activities other words

A  personal trainer

C  journalist

B  head of chemistry at a school

D  freelance photographer
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Tell Us a Bit About What You Do
In this lesson - Tell people about your occupation
Core activities - 2-7
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
1
Direct attention to the pictures and questions. Elicit the 
difference between a job and an occupation (a job is work 
that you do for pay; an occupation is any regular work, 
paid or not, that takes up most of your time – including, 
e.g. being a student or a housewife).
Discuss the questions as a class.

Listening

2
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Track 23  Track 24  Track 25  Track 26  
Learners listen and match each person with an 
occupation from activity 1, writing the occupations next 
to the names of the people.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a class.

2 answers
Lisa: head of chemistry at a school
Brendan: freelance photographer
Giles: personal trainer
Harriet: journalist

Track 23 (page 174, Student Book) 1:24
Lisa
Interviewer - Tell us a bit about what you do. 
Lisa - Much of my time is spent preparing, planning and 
giving lessons, and marking and assessing students’ work. 
I also manage the science department, which involves 
supporting teachers and technicians, being responsible for 
educational standards across the whole school, academic 
administration (and inevitably, discipline) and working with 
the other heads of departments.
Interviewer - Can you describe a typical day?
Lisa - I work with people, and people are individuals, so every 
day is unique. And no… I don’t teach the same thing over 
and over. The day I use the same teaching notes for different 
classes will be the day to give it up.
Interviewer - What skills and qualities are important for what 
you do?
Lisa - Patience, tolerance, a sense of humour and a thick skin. 
You have to be someone who takes time to understand how 
to help each individual to achieve their best, at whatever level. 
Someone who has, and who can generate, enthusiasm for 
learning. A teacher is someone who never tires of learning.

Track 24(page 174, Student Book) 1:27
Brendan
Interviewer - Can you tell us a bit about what you do?
Brendan - I specialise in portraits and documentary work. My 
clients are varied and include TV channels, major companies, 
and theatre groups. 
Interviewer - What skills and qualities do you need?
Brendan - People skills are a must. Being self-employed, you

also need a good understanding of marketing, accounts, and 
how to run a business.
Interviewer - What’s a typical day like?
Brendan - If I’m shooting, it’s nearly always out on location, 
as opposed to being in a studio. I’ll get to the location, meet 
with my client, and plan what we’ll be doing. I then set up my 
cameras and lights and begin the session. Then it’s back to the 
studio for post-production and editing the images. If I’m not 
shooting, I go to agencies with my portfolio, do accounting… 
or research new ideas.
Interviewer - What’s the best thing about it?
Brendan - The flexibility. I don’t work nine to five and I don’t 
work in the same place all day, which works well for me. I also 
like the creative expression my job allows me. I help people to 
look at the world differently.
Interviewer - What’s the most difficult thing?
Brendan - Running the business. I have to go out and get 
work, when I feel my real skill lies in taking pictures.

Track 25 (page 175, Student Book) 1:28
Giles
Interviewer - Could you describe what you do?
Giles - I help people to achieve their health and fitness goals 
by helping them plan their diets and get their mindset right, 
as well as helping them with their exercise regimes. People 
come to lose weight, to put on muscle, to get faster, stronger, 
and healthier. I help mums after they have babies, people 
with injuries, athletes… and anyone who wants to look and 
feel great. 
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In this Lesson: Tell people about your occupation
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
 1 Discuss the questions below.

a   Look at the pictures. Do you know anyone  
who has one of these occupations, or a

  similar one?

b  Which of the occupations in the pictures 
  do you think is:

  the most difficult?
  the most interesting?

 3 a Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete the tables below.

  b Track 23  Track 24  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

Listening
 2 Track 23  Track 24  Track 25  Track 26  

Listen and match each person below with 
an occupation from activity 1.
Write the occupation next to the name of 
the person.

Lisa:                                                           

Brendan:                                                     

Giles:                                                          

Harriet:                                                       

Listen for key words a speaker uses. 

These will help you to identify the topic 

being talked about, even if the speaker 

does not mention it directly by name.

Listening skills and strategies

Listen for key words to identify the topic

students
planning and giving Lessons

marking
portraits

documentary
clients

assessing
science department

theatre
teachers

self-employed
marketing

educational standards
shooting
location
school

academic
studio
editing

images

discipline

agencies

teaching notes

portfolio

classes

creative

expression

pictures

head of chemistry

people and things activities other words

students

freelance photographer

people and things activities other words

A  personal trainer

C  journalist

B  head of chemistry at a school

D  freelance photographer

Lesson 6 Lesson 6
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IT 2 6 Tell Us a Bit About What You Do

Interviewer - Could you describe a typical day?
Giles - I’m normally up at six a.m., train a few people in the 
morning, then get into the office. I sneak in a workout for
myself, then train people and teach classes in the evening. 
The hours are long for me, as I run the company on top of 
training my own clients. Most instructors don’t do all these
hours, but the pattern is normally the same - early and late 
with free daytimes.
Interviewer - What’s the best bit about your occupation?
Giles - Seeing people get happy and confident when they 
become comfortable in their own skin. 
Interviewer - What’s the most difficult thing about it?
Giles - Seeing people who really struggle with self-control.  
I never give up on anyone - some trainers think that if a client 
can’t be bothered, then they’re not worth it, but I think that’s 
the real job. Part trainer, part counsellor, part big brother!

Track 26 (page 175, Student Book) 1:27
Harriet
Interviewer - Can you tell us a bit about what you do?
Harriet - I report on pretty much anything that happens in
the UK, though I do have areas, like immigration and women’s 
issues, that I write about more often than others. A big part of 
what I do is coming up with ideas and finding stories to write 
about, pitching them to my news desk and hoping they like 
them. Sometimes they suggest projects to me, and sometimes 
there’s a big, breaking story that I just get sent to report on. 
Interviewer - Can you describe a typical day?
Harriet - There’s no such thing as a typical day – one reason

I love my job so much. Um, but on any given day I’ll be calling 
contacts, speaking to news editors, doing interviews and then 
writing the story before the deadline. That deadline is getting
earlier all the time as there’s more need to make sure the 
website is provided for. On a breaking news story, I’m expected 
to file a story early and then update it as I find out more.
Interviewer - What’s the best thing about what you do?
Harriet - Getting to meet all sorts of people. Many ordinary 
people have extraordinary tales to tell. 
Interviewer - What’s the most challenging thing?
Harriet - Ah, it can be exhausting, emotionally draining, and 
hugely competitive. Also, you sometimes have to write stories 
about the weather!

Read through the Listening skills and strategies box 
with learners.

Listening skills and strategies
Listen for key words to identify the topic
Listen for key words a speaker uses. These will help you to 
identify the topic being talking about, even if the speaker 
does not mention it directly by name.

3a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the words from 
the box to complete the tables. Monitor and assist as 
necessary. Feedback as a class. Check whether learners 
have put items into the appropriate columns (people 
and things, activities, other words), but not whether they 
have put the items into the correct tables: learners will 
listen to check this for themselves in the next activity.

3a answers
See 3b answers.

3b
Track 23  Track 24  Learners listen again and 

check their answers to activity 3a.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a class.

3b answers

head of chemistry

people and 
things

activities other words

students   

science 
department  

teachers    

educational  
standards

school   

discipline  

teaching notes   

classes

planning and 
giving lessons 

marking    

assessing

academic      

Activity 3b answers - continued on page 26

Lesson 6
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30 31

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Interact
 6 Work on your own. Use the table below to make a note of words related to your own occupation. 

Write at least three words in each column.

 7 a Work with a partner. Show each other the words you wrote in activity 6 and explain why you 
 wrote them. Ask questions to get more information.

   example A: I‛m a university student, so I spend a lot of time in the library.
                B: What‛s a typical day like?

 4 a Work with a partner. Write words you expect Giles to use about his occupation into the table below.

  b Track 25  Listen again and tick ( ) the words you wrote in activity 4a that Giles actually uses.  
 Make a note of any other words related to Giles’ occupation that you hear and add them to the table.

 5 a Track 26  Listen again to Harriet. Use the table below to make a note of words related to her occupation.

  b As a class, compare the words you made a note of in activity 5a.

personal trainer

people and things activities other words

journalist

people and things activities other words

occupation:                                                                             

people and things activities other words

library writing complicated

Lesson 6  Lesson 6

freelance photographer

people and 
things

activities other words

portraits    
documentary    
clients    
theatre    
location    
studio   
images   
agencies    
portfolio    
expression    
pictures

marketing   
shooting    
editing

self-employed   
creative      

CD scripts for Track 23 and 24 - See page 24.

4a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners write words they expect Giles to use about 
his occupation into the table. You may like to elicit a few 
ideas from the class as a whole before learners work in 
their pairs.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.
Accept any reasonable answers.

Alternative procedure
With a less confident group, you may like to draw the table 
on the whiteboard, elicit ideas to fill it in, and then have 
learners note these down in their books.

4b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Track 25  Learners listen again, tick the words they 
wrote in activity 4a that Giles actually uses, and make  
a note of any other words related to Giles’ occupation 
that they hear.
Feedback in pairs. Allow learners time to write out the 
words they made a note of.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

4b suggested answers (do not expect learners to have 
noted all of these)

personal trainer

people and 
things

activities other words

health 
fitness 
diets 
exercise 
injuries
athletes
workout 
classes 
instructors 
skin
self-control
client 

lose weight
put on muscle
train 
training 

faster
stronger 
healthier
feel great

CD scripts for Track 25 - See pages 24 and 25.

5a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Track 26  Learners listen to Harriet again and use the 
table to make a note of words related to her occupation.
Feedback in pairs. Allow learners time to write out the 
words they made a note of.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

5b
As a class, learners compare the words they made a note 
of in activity 5a.

5b suggested answers (do not expect learners to have 
noted all of these)

journalist

people and 
things

activities other words

 news desk
projects

report
write 

exhausting
emotionally 
draining

deadline
website 
(breaking) story
tales

finding stories
calling contacts
speaking to 
news editors

competitive
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  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Interact
 6 Work on your own. Use the table below to make a note of words related to your own occupation. 

Write at least three words in each column.

 7 a Work with a partner. Show each other the words you wrote in activity 6 and explain why you 
 wrote them. Ask questions to get more information.

   example A: I‛m a university student, so I spend a lot of time in the library.
                B: What‛s a typical day like?

 4 a Work with a partner. Write words you expect Giles to use about his occupation into the table below.

  b Track 25  Listen again and tick ( ) the words you wrote in activity 4a that Giles actually uses.  
 Make a note of any other words related to Giles’ occupation that you hear and add them to the table.

 5 a Track 26  Listen again to Harriet. Use the table below to make a note of words related to her occupation.

  b As a class, compare the words you made a note of in activity 5a.

personal trainer

people and things activities other words

journalist

people and things activities other words

occupation:                                                                             

people and things activities other words

library writing complicated

Lesson 6  Lesson 6

stories about 
the weather

doing 
interviews 
writing the 
story
file a story

CD scripts for Track 26 - See page 25.

Interact 

6
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. Remind learners that occupation does not 
just mean job, but includes any regular work that takes 
up most of someone’s time.  
Learners work independently and use the table to make 
a note of words related to their own occupation. 
Highlight the fact that learners should write at least three 
words in each column.

You may like to draw the table on the whiteboard and 
complete it yourself, as a model.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners show each other the 
words they wrote in activity 6 and explain why they 
wrote them. 
Highlight the fact that learners should ask questions to 
get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Lesson 6
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Pop Culture 
In this lesson - Test your knowledge of popular culture 
Core activities - 1, 3-6, 8
Grammar - Passive forms in questions
Examples:
Where was the Statue of Liberty made?
How many languages are spoken in Brazil?

Introduction

1a-d
Direct attention to the pictures on the page and elicit 
what learners can see in them. Use the pictures to 
introduce the idea of pop culture.
Direct attention to activity 1. Go over the instructions 
and example to check understanding.
In pairs, learners use the words from the box to complete 
the definitions. Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill, and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1a-d answers 
a)  Pop culture is music, TV, writing, etc. that ordinary 

people like or enjoy.
b) If something is popular, many people like or enjoy it.
c)  The population is the number of people (in a country, for 

example).
d)  If you popularise something, you make many people like 

or enjoy it.

Extension
You may like to point out that ’pop’ is short for ’popular’.
You may also like to highlight ’pop’ in the words from 
activity 1 and ask learners what they think this word-part 
means (it indicates that the word has something to do with 
’people’).
With more confident learners you might try introducing 
other words with the same root (for example, populist, 
populous, populace) and asking learners to guess what 
these mean.

2
In pairs, learners discuss the questions.

Feedback as a class.

 2 Discuss the questions below with a partner. 

Introduction
 1 Use the words from the box to complete the defi nitions below.

  a           Pop culture          is music, TV, writing, etc. that ordinary people like or enjoy.

  b  If something is                                  , many people like or enjoy it.

  c  The                                   is the number of people (in a country, for example).

  d  If you                                   something, you make many people like or enjoy it.

popular pop culture population popularise

  a  What kind of music, TV and writing is popular in your country?

  b  Do you like pop culture? Why?

  c  Can you name three famous people in the pop culture of your country?

POP
QUIZ
POP
QUIZ

1 Who was sun tanning popularised by?

a Coco Chanel

b Marilyn Monroe

c Audrey Hepburn

2 What were saxophones originally designed for?

a military bands

b classical orchestras
c jazz bands

3 When was the  rst Star Wars  lm made?

a 1975

b 1977
c 1979

4 What is Hello Kitty’s blood type?

a type A

b type O
c type B

 4 a Work in two groups, A and B.
    Group A read below to fi nd the answers to questions 1-2. 

      Group B read below to fi nd the answers to questions 3-4.

  b Work with a partner from the other group.
 Share what you read with your partner.

1   How many questions from the quiz did you get right?

2   What was the most surprising thing in the quiz?

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Reading
 3 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions in the quiz above and circle the correct answer for each.

Golden Brown
  Up to the early part of the 20th century, pale, white skin was considered fashionable in Europe and 
America. Then, in the 1920s, Coco Chanel, the French designer and fashion icon, returned to Paris from 
a holiday in the South of France with tanned, brown skin. Suddenly, all the fashionable women wanted 
brown skin.

Adolphe’s Instrument
  The saxophone was designed by the Belgian instrument maker Adolphe Sax in 1846. Sax wanted 
to make an instrument for military bands and designed it to be easy to march with. The saxophone is still 
used widely in military bands, but it is now best known as a jazz instrument.

May the Force Be with You
  The fi rst Star Wars fi lm was created by the director George Lucas in 1977. Between that date and 
2005, Lucas went on to release fi ve more Star Wars fi lms. Over this time, the fi lms became one of the most  
famous science fi ction series ever.

Cute
  Hello Kitty is a cartoon character owned and produced by the Sanrio company of Japan. The character 
— a white cat with a red ribbon in her hair — was originally designed in 1974 and is now famous all over 
the world as a symbol of Japanese ‘cute’ culture. According to Sanrio, Kitty was born on November the 1st in 
London, England. Her favourite subjects are music and English, and her blood type is A.
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 2 Discuss the questions below with a partner. 

Introduction
 1 Use the words from the box to complete the defi nitions below.

  a           Pop culture          is music, TV, writing, etc. that ordinary people like or enjoy.

  b  If something is                                  , many people like or enjoy it.

  c  The                                   is the number of people (in a country, for example).

  d  If you                                   something, you make many people like or enjoy it.

popular pop culture population popularise

  a  What kind of music, TV and writing is popular in your country?

  b  Do you like pop culture? Why?

  c  Can you name three famous people in the pop culture of your country?

POP
QUIZ
POP
QUIZ

1 Who was sun tanning popularised by?

a Coco Chanel

b Marilyn Monroe

c Audrey Hepburn

2 What were saxophones originally designed for?

a military bands

b classical orchestras
c jazz bands

3 When was the  rst Star Wars  lm made?

a 1975

b 1977
c 1979

4 What is Hello Kitty’s blood type?

a type A

b type O
c type B

 4 a Work in two groups, A and B.
    Group A read below to fi nd the answers to questions 1-2. 

      Group B read below to fi nd the answers to questions 3-4.

  b Work with a partner from the other group.
 Share what you read with your partner.

1   How many questions from the quiz did you get right?

2   What was the most surprising thing in the quiz?

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Reading
 3 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions in the quiz above and circle the correct answer for each.

Golden Brown
  Up to the early part of the 20th century, pale, white skin was considered fashionable in Europe and 
America. Then, in the 1920s, Coco Chanel, the French designer and fashion icon, returned to Paris from 
a holiday in the South of France with tanned, brown skin. Suddenly, all the fashionable women wanted 
brown skin.

Adolphe’s Instrument
  The saxophone was designed by the Belgian instrument maker Adolphe Sax in 1846. Sax wanted 
to make an instrument for military bands and designed it to be easy to march with. The saxophone is still 
used widely in military bands, but it is now best known as a jazz instrument.

May the Force Be with You
  The fi rst Star Wars fi lm was created by the director George Lucas in 1977. Between that date and 
2005, Lucas went on to release fi ve more Star Wars fi lms. Over this time, the fi lms became one of the most  
famous science fi ction series ever.

Cute
  Hello Kitty is a cartoon character owned and produced by the Sanrio company of Japan. The character 
— a white cat with a red ribbon in her hair — was originally designed in 1974 and is now famous all over 
the world as a symbol of Japanese ‘cute’ culture. According to Sanrio, Kitty was born on November the 1st in 
London, England. Her favourite subjects are music and English, and her blood type is A.
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Grammar: Passive forms in questions

Reading

3
Direct attention to the quiz in activity 3. Go over the 
questions to check understanding, for example of sun 
tanning (’lying in the sun so that your skin goes brown’).
In pairs, learners discuss the questions in the quiz and 
circle their answers.

Ask learners to compare what they think the answers are. 
Don’t accept or reject any answers at this stage, learners 
will read to check for themselves in the next activity. 

4a
Divide the class into A and B groups (you may like to do 
this by simply dividing each pair into learners A and B).
Ask group A to read the passages and explain that they 
will find the answers to questions 1 and 2 of the quiz 
there. Ask group B to read the passages, where they will 
find the answers to questions 3 and 4.
Learners read the texts on their respective pages and 
check their answers. Monitor and assist as necessary.

4b
Learners work with a partner from the other group, 
sharing what they read in activity 4a and discussing 
the questions. Monitor and assist as necessary. Listen for 
whether any learners are using passive forms.

4c
Feedback. Confirm the correct answers to the questions in 
the quiz. Have learners report on which questions they got 
right and what they found most surprising.

4c answers 
1) Who was sun tanning popularised by? a Coco Chanel
2)  What were saxophones originally designed for? a 

military bands 
3) When was the first Star Wars film made? b 1977
4) What is Hello Kitty’s blood type? a type A

Lesson 7
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners and 
answer any questions.

Practice

6a-h
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use a correct form of 
be and one of the verbs from the box to complete each 
question.
Highlight the fact that learners can use each verb only 
once. Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

6a-h answers 
a) When was the Eiffel Tower finished?
b) Who was the telephone invented by?
c) What are tortillas made of?
d) Who was Hamlet written by?
e) How many men were married to Marilyn Monroe?
f) Why was the Taj Mahal built?
g) How many languages are spoken in Brazil?
h) What are can openers used for?

Practice
 6 Complete the questions using the correct form of be and a verb from the box. Use each verb only once.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 27   Listen. Mark ( ) the two stressed words in each question.

Interact
 8 a Work with a partner.

 Write four questions for a short quiz about popular culture.
 Use passive forms in at least two of the questions.

 example What is Astro Boy called in Japan?

1.

2.

3.

4.

a  When          was        the Eiffel Tower         nished?     

b  Who                        the telephone                        by?

c  What                        tortillas                        of?

d  Who                        Hamlet                        by?

e  How many men                                                to Marilyn Monroe?

f   Why                        the Taj Mahal                        ?

g  How many languages                                                in Brazil?

h  What                        can openers                        for?

We can use passive forms in questions when we aren’t asking about who does an action.

be + past participle (change be to form the tense and agree with the subject)

What is Charlie Brown’s sister called? (present simple, singular)
Where was the Statue of Liberty made? (past simple, singular)
What were saxophones originally designed for? (past simple, plural)

If we want to ask about who does the action, we can use by.

Who was sun tanning popularised by?
Who were the fi lm produced by?

Positive and negative statements

Curly hair was considered fashionable in Europe and America.
Hello Kitty is owned by Sanrio.
In the beginning, Marilyn wasn’t given big parts.

For regular verbs, the past participle looks the same as the past form.

own  owned  owned

1 What are tortillas made of?

2  Who was Hamlet written by?

3  Where’s champagne made?

4  What are corkscrews used for?

  b Track 27   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Change partners. Ask and answer your questions.

invent   
finish

speak
make

write
use

marry
build

Language Focus

36 37Lesson 7 Lesson 7
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Practice
 6 Complete the questions using the correct form of be and a verb from the box. Use each verb only once.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 27   Listen. Mark ( ) the two stressed words in each question.

Interact
 8 a Work with a partner.

 Write four questions for a short quiz about popular culture.
 Use passive forms in at least two of the questions.

 example What is Astro Boy called in Japan?

1.

2.

3.

4.

a  When          was        the Eiffel Tower         nished?     

b  Who                        the telephone                        by?

c  What                        tortillas                        of?

d  Who                        Hamlet                        by?

e  How many men                                                to Marilyn Monroe?

f   Why                        the Taj Mahal                        ?

g  How many languages                                                in Brazil?

h  What                        can openers                        for?

We can use passive forms in questions when we aren’t asking about who does an action.

be + past participle (change be to form the tense and agree with the subject)

What is Charlie Brown’s sister called? (present simple, singular)
Where was the Statue of Liberty made? (past simple, singular)
What were saxophones originally designed for? (past simple, plural)

If we want to ask about who does the action, we can use by.

Who was sun tanning popularised by?
Who were the fi lm produced by?

Positive and negative statements

Curly hair was considered fashionable in Europe and America.
Hello Kitty is owned by Sanrio.
In the beginning, Marilyn wasn’t given big parts.

For regular verbs, the past participle looks the same as the past form.

own  owned  owned

1 What are tortillas made of?

2  Who was Hamlet written by?

3  Where’s champagne made?

4  What are corkscrews used for?

  b Track 27   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Change partners. Ask and answer your questions.

invent   
finish

speak
make

write
use

marry
build

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

7a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.

Track 27  Learners listen and mark the two main 
stressed words in each question.

7a answers 
See CD script for Track 27 - answers in bold.

Track 27 (page 175, Student Book) 0:31
1) What are tortillas made of?
2) Who was Hamlet written by?
3) Where’s champagne made?
4) What are can openers used for?

7b
Track 27  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

8a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Highlight the fact that learners should use passive forms 
in at least two of the questions.
In pairs, learners write four questions for a short quiz 
about popular culture. Allow learners time to think and 
write.

Monitor and assist as necessary. Make sure that both 
learners in each pair are making a note of the questions 
they write – they will need this for the next activity.

8b 
Learners change partners and ask and answer the 
questions they wrote in activity 8a.
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.  Note good use of vocabulary and 
language, and any mistakes.

Feedback as a class. Ask learners what questions they 
were able to answer.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Changes  
In this lesson - Tell people about a change in your life  
Core activities - 1a, 2-5, 7-8
Grammar - be used to and get used to
Examples:
My new job was difficult at first, but I’m used to it now.
I’ll never get used to getting up early.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners write the words from the box next to the 
correct definitions. Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill, and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1a answers:
1)  time that you spend giving someone attention and 

enjoying their company quality time
2)  an informal (and negative) term for television goggle box
3)  someone who spends a lot of time sitting and watching 

the television couch potato
4)  TV shows that you can watch without having to think 

very much – game shows, talent competitions, etc. 
mindless entertainment.

You may like to point out that mindless entertainment is 
also sometimes used to describe certain kinds of films.

1b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the words from 
activity 1a to complete the text. Monitor and assist as 
necessary.

Feedback as a class.

1b answers:
I’m not a couch potato, but when I get home after work  
I want to just switch on the goggle box and watch 
mindless entertainment. I’d like to spend more quality 
time with my family, but I’m just too tired!

Extension
You may like to ask learners how well the text describes their 
own attitudes to television.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the article on page 39 and the 
questions in activity 2a. Go over the instructions and 
check understanding.

Highlight the fact that learners should not at this stage 
read the whole article – they should just read the title 
and introduction, and look at the pictures.

In pairs, learners read the title and introduction, look at 
the pictures and answer the questions. Monitor and assist 
as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

2a answers:
1) The Robinsons have given up TV for a year.
2) Learners’ own ideas – accept any reasonable answers.
3) Learners’ own ideas – accept any reasonable answers.

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner.  

 Write the words from the box next to the correct defi nition below.

  b Use the words from activity 1a to complete the text below.

1   time that you spend giving someone attention and enjoying   

 their company            quality time           

2   an informal (and negative) term for television

                                           

3   someone who spends a lot of time sitting and watching the   

 television                                           

4   TV shows that you can watch without having to think very

 much – game shows, talent competitions, etc. 

                                          

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. 

 Read the title and introduction to the magazine article on page 39, and look at the pictures. 
 Answer the questions below.

I’m not a            couch potato           , but when I get home after work I want to just switch on the 

                                           and watch                                           . I’d like to spend more

                                           with my family, but I’m just too tired!

The Robinsons, a typical family 
of four, are trying to live 

without television for one year. 
We interviewed them and asked 
them how they feel about this 
change in their lives.

Ruth - mother, 36
I thought it would be dif cult, but 
it’s been absolutely marvellous. 
Before, we usually spent at least 
three hours every night watching 
the goggle box. We had it on at 
breakfast too. Now, we sit and 
talk like a real family. I’m getting 
used to quality time with my 
husband again. It’s great – it’s like 
we’ve started dating again.

Rob - father, 40
You just don’t 
realise how much 
of your time the 
TV takes, so it’s 
strange when you 
stop watching it. 
At  rst, I wasn’t 

  b Read the article quickly to check your ideas from activity 2a. You have one minute. 

  c Read the article again and write T (true) or F (false) next to each statement below.

1   How has the Robinson family’s life changed?

2   Who do you think liked the change?

3   Who do you think didn’t like the change?

1   Now, Ruth doesn’t have any quality time with Rob.

2   Having lots of free time felt strange to Rob at first. 

3   Fiona thinks that, one day, she will feel OK about not watching TV.

4   Life without TV hasn’t really changed Darren’s life.

5   When Darren comes home from school, he thinks the silence is strange.

 3 Circle the best option to complete each sentence on the right so that it has a similar meaning to the 
underlined statement on the left.

a I’m getting used to quality time with
my husband again.

Quality time with my husband is beginning to 
feel normal / strange to me.

b I wasn’t used to so much free time – I just 
didn’t know what to do!

So much free time felt normal / strange to me.

c I don’t see the point of giving up TV and I’ll 
never get used to it.

It will never feel normal / strange to me.

d I’m used to not watching TV. Not watching TV feels normal / strange to me.

e I’m not used to the silence. The silence feels normal / strange to me.

 4 Would you like to try life without TV? Why?

used to all the free time – I just 
didn’t know what to do! I’m reading 
more now, and talking with Ruth 
and the kids.  Also, I’m doing more 
exercise – I was a real couch potato 
before, but now I often go for a walk 
with Ruth after dinner. 

Fiona – daughter, 12 
I think it’s a bad idea – I don’t 
see the point of giving up TV and I’ll 
never get used to it. All my friends 
watch TV and that’s what we talk 
about in school. Now, I can’t join in 
the conversation – it’s not fair.

Darren – son, 10
To be honest, it hasn’t really made 
much difference. I’m used to not 
watching TV because I spend most 
of my free time on the Internet. If 
I want to watch a  lm, I just watch 
it on my computer. It’s strange 
when I come home from school, 
though. I’m not used to the 
silence. Before, the TV was always 
blaring in the living room. Now, 
I’m never sure if there’s someone 
in the house or not.

couch potato
goggle box

quality time
mindless entertainment

Getting Rid
of the 
Goggle Box!
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner.  

 Write the words from the box next to the correct defi nition below.

  b Use the words from activity 1a to complete the text below.

1   time that you spend giving someone attention and enjoying   

 their company            quality time           

2   an informal (and negative) term for television

                                           

3   someone who spends a lot of time sitting and watching the   

 television                                           

4   TV shows that you can watch without having to think very

 much – game shows, talent competitions, etc. 

                                          

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. 

 Read the title and introduction to the magazine article on page 39, and look at the pictures. 
 Answer the questions below.

I’m not a            couch potato           , but when I get home after work I want to just switch on the 

                                           and watch                                           . I’d like to spend more

                                           with my family, but I’m just too tired!

The Robinsons, a typical family 
of four, are trying to live 

without television for one year. 
We interviewed them and asked 
them how they feel about this 
change in their lives.

Ruth - mother, 36
I thought it would be dif cult, but 
it’s been absolutely marvellous. 
Before, we usually spent at least 
three hours every night watching 
the goggle box. We had it on at 
breakfast too. Now, we sit and 
talk like a real family. I’m getting 
used to quality time with my 
husband again. It’s great – it’s like 
we’ve started dating again.

Rob - father, 40
You just don’t 
realise how much 
of your time the 
TV takes, so it’s 
strange when you 
stop watching it. 
At  rst, I wasn’t 

  b Read the article quickly to check your ideas from activity 2a. You have one minute. 

  c Read the article again and write T (true) or F (false) next to each statement below.

1   How has the Robinson family’s life changed?

2   Who do you think liked the change?

3   Who do you think didn’t like the change?

1   Now, Ruth doesn’t have any quality time with Rob.

2   Having lots of free time felt strange to Rob at first. 

3   Fiona thinks that, one day, she will feel OK about not watching TV.

4   Life without TV hasn’t really changed Darren’s life.

5   When Darren comes home from school, he thinks the silence is strange.

 3 Circle the best option to complete each sentence on the right so that it has a similar meaning to the 
underlined statement on the left.

a I’m getting used to quality time with
my husband again.

Quality time with my husband is beginning to 
feel normal / strange to me.

b I wasn’t used to so much free time – I just 
didn’t know what to do!

So much free time felt normal / strange to me.

c I don’t see the point of giving up TV and I’ll 
never get used to it.

It will never feel normal / strange to me.

d I’m used to not watching TV. Not watching TV feels normal / strange to me.

e I’m not used to the silence. The silence feels normal / strange to me.

 4 Would you like to try life without TV? Why?

used to all the free time – I just 
didn’t know what to do! I’m reading 
more now, and talking with Ruth 
and the kids.  Also, I’m doing more 
exercise – I was a real couch potato 
before, but now I often go for a walk 
with Ruth after dinner. 

Fiona – daughter, 12 
I think it’s a bad idea – I don’t 
see the point of giving up TV and I’ll 
never get used to it. All my friends 
watch TV and that’s what we talk 
about in school. Now, I can’t join in 
the conversation – it’s not fair.

Darren – son, 10
To be honest, it hasn’t really made 
much difference. I’m used to not 
watching TV because I spend most 
of my free time on the Internet. If 
I want to watch a  lm, I just watch 
it on my computer. It’s strange 
when I come home from school, 
though. I’m not used to the 
silence. Before, the TV was always 
blaring in the living room. Now, 
I’m never sure if there’s someone 
in the house or not.

couch potato
goggle box

quality time
mindless entertainment

Getting Rid
of the 
Goggle Box!
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Teaching tip - speculation
When we read or listen to a text, our pre-existing 
knowledge of the world and of how things work informs 
our expectations of what we will find in it. Encouraging 
learners to speculate and make guesses before reading 
a listening task, activates their existing knowledge and 
gets them in the right frame of mind for the task. It also 
adds interest to the task, because learners listen or read 
to see if they were right in what they guessed.

2b
Learners read the article quickly to check their ideas from 
activity 2a. Set a time limit of one minute.

2c
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners read the article and write T (true) or F 
(false) next to each statement. Monitor and assist as 
necessary.

Feedback as a class. When checking who liked and didn’t 
like giving up TV, ask for the reasons why the people feel 
that way.

2c answers:
1) Now, Ruth doesn’t have any quality time with Rob. F 
2) Having lots of free time felt strange to Rob at first. T 
3)  Fiona thinks that, one day, she will feel OK about not 

watching TV. F
4)  Life without TV hasn’t really changed Darren’s life. T
5)  When Darren comes home from school, he thinks the 

silence is strange. T

3
Do this activity as a class. Read through each phrase as a 
class and elicit the correct answers. Have learners circle 
the correct options in their books.

a)  I’m getting used to 
quality time with my 
husband again.

Quality time with my 
husband is beginning to 
feel normal / strange to 
me.

b)  I wasn’t used to so much 
free time – I just didn’t 
know what to do!

So much free time felt 
normal / strange to me.

c)  I don’t see the point of 
giving up TV and I’ll never 
get used to it.

It will never feel normal / 
strange to me.

d)  I’m used to not watching 
TV.

Not watching TV feels 
normal / strange to me.

e)  I’m not used to the 
silence.

The silence feels normal / 
strange to me.

4
Take brief responses to the question as a way of rounding 
off the reading section.
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

If you think it necessary, you may like to contrast be/get 
used to with used to. Be careful, however, that you don’t 
confuse the two in learners’ minds:
be/get used to is used when we talk about how familiar 
something feels to us. It can refer to the past, present, or 
future. It is followed by a noun, pronoun, or the –ing form 
of the verb. 
used to is used when we talk about past habits or states. 
It refers to the past only. It is followed by the base form of 
the verb.

Practice

5a    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the words in the 
correct order to make statements, then write numbers 
to match each sentence with a situation on the right. 
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a answers:

1)  I ’m not used to living 
on my own.

4  Her job starts early.

2)  I can’t get used to my 
new boss.

1  I moved away from my 
parents’ home.

3)  He’s got used to 
cooking.

3  He makes excellent meals 
now.

4)  She’s used to waking up 
at 6.00 a.m.

2 I really liked my old one.

5b    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the sentences 
using the words in the box. Monitor and assist as 
necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5b answers:
1)  Slowly but surely, she’s getting used to life as a married 

woman.
2)  She was very nervous about driving in the city, but she 

soon got used to it.
3)  Give her time… It’s her first day and she isn’t used to the 

way we operate here yet.
4)  She has four sons, so she’s used to dealing with a lot of 

boys.
5)  She left Australia and went back to live in England 

because she couldn’t get used to the heat.
6) Don’t worry. She’ll get used to it soon. 

Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. 

 Write the words in the correct order to make statements, then write numbers to match each sentence with 
 a situation on the right.

Interact
 7 Work on your own. 

Think about a big change that you have experienced in your life. (You can use an idea from the box, or 
one of your own ideas.) Then use the table to make a note of how the change aff ected your life.

We can use be used to when we talk about things which seem normal to us because we have 
experienced them many times.

be used to +
-ing form of the verb

noun/pronoun

He was a doctor, so he was used to seeing sick people.
I come from a small town, so I’m not used to the traffi  c.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s experience.

We can use get used to when we talk about things that were strange and new, but which become 
normal for us with experience.

get used to +
-ing form of the verb

noun/pronoun

I found New York strange at fi rst, but I soon got used to living in the big city. 
I know the job is diffi  cult, but don’t worry. You’ll soon get used to it. 

  b Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 

1   Slowly but surely, she‘s getting                 used to life as a married woman.

2   She was very nervous about driving in the city, but she soon                                  used to it.

3   Give her time… It’s her first day and she                                  used to the way we 

 operate here yet.

4 She has four sons, so she                                  used to dealing with a lot of boys.

5 She left Australia and went back to live in England because she 

                                  used to the heat.

6  Don’t worry. She                                  used to it soon.

isn’t   
is getting

couldn’t get
is

will get
got

1
not / living / used / on / own. / my / to / I’m

I‛m not used to living on my own.                            Her job starts early.

2
can’t / to / new / my / I / get / boss. / used
                                                                         1  I moved away from my parents’ home.

3
got / cooking. / used / to / He’s 
                                                                           He makes excellent meals now.

4
6.00 a.m. / waking / used / She’s / up / to / at
                                                                           I really liked my old one.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 28   Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

1   I’m not used to living on my own.                  

2   She’s used to waking up at 6.00 a.m.

  b Track 28   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

starting a new school

starting a new job

moving house

getting a pet

getting married

having children

 8 a Work with a partner. 

 Tell your partner about your experience.

 Listen to your partner. Make a note of what your partner says and ask questions to get more information.

 example A: Starting high school was a very big change in my life. 
                B: When was that? 
                A: Five years ago. It was dif cult. I had to get used to...

What was the change?

What did you have to get 
used to?

How long did it take you 
to get used to it?

What couldn’t you get 
used to? Why not?

Language Focus
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Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. 

 Write the words in the correct order to make statements, then write numbers to match each sentence with 
 a situation on the right.

Interact
 7 Work on your own. 

Think about a big change that you have experienced in your life. (You can use an idea from the box, or 
one of your own ideas.) Then use the table to make a note of how the change aff ected your life.

We can use be used to when we talk about things which seem normal to us because we have 
experienced them many times.

be used to +
-ing form of the verb

noun/pronoun

He was a doctor, so he was used to seeing sick people.
I come from a small town, so I’m not used to the traffi  c.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s experience.

We can use get used to when we talk about things that were strange and new, but which become 
normal for us with experience.

get used to +
-ing form of the verb

noun/pronoun

I found New York strange at fi rst, but I soon got used to living in the big city. 
I know the job is diffi  cult, but don’t worry. You’ll soon get used to it. 

  b Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. 

1   Slowly but surely, she‘s getting                 used to life as a married woman.

2   She was very nervous about driving in the city, but she soon                                  used to it.

3   Give her time… It’s her first day and she                                  used to the way we 

 operate here yet.

4 She has four sons, so she                                  used to dealing with a lot of boys.

5 She left Australia and went back to live in England because she 

                                  used to the heat.

6  Don’t worry. She                                  used to it soon.

isn’t   
is getting

couldn’t get
is

will get
got

1
not / living / used / on / own. / my / to / I’m

I‛m not used to living on my own.                            Her job starts early.

2
can’t / to / new / my / I / get / boss. / used
                                                                         1  I moved away from my parents’ home.

3
got / cooking. / used / to / He’s 
                                                                           He makes excellent meals now.

4
6.00 a.m. / waking / used / She’s / up / to / at
                                                                           I really liked my old one.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 28   Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

1   I’m not used to living on my own.                  

2   She’s used to waking up at 6.00 a.m.

  b Track 28   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

starting a new school

starting a new job

moving house

getting a pet

getting married

having children

 8 a Work with a partner. 

 Tell your partner about your experience.

 Listen to your partner. Make a note of what your partner says and ask questions to get more information.

 example A: Starting high school was a very big change in my life. 
                B: When was that? 
                A: Five years ago. It was dif cult. I had to get used to...

What was the change?

What did you have to get 
used to?

How long did it take you 
to get used to it?

What couldn’t you get 
used to? Why not?

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

6a     

Track 28  Learners listen for what happens to the 
underlined d in the two sentences.

6a answers
It tends not to be pronounced. This is an example of elision.

6b     

Track 28  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Track 28 (page 175, Student Book) 0:18
1) I’m not used to living on my own.                  
2) She’s used to waking up at 6.00 a.m.

Interact

7
Go over the instructions and check understanding. You 
may like to make some brief notes on the board about  
a change you have experienced in your life, as a model.

Learners work independently to think about a big 
change in their life and make notes about it in the table 
in their books. Allow learners time to think and write. 
Monitor and assist as necessary.

8a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
Highlight the fact that learners should make a note of 
what their partner talks about.
In pairs, learners tell each other about their experiences. 
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity. Note good use of vocabulary and 
language, any mistakes.

8b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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  b Write three adjectives from activity 1a 

   into each space in the table below. 
   You can use adjectives more than once.

  b As a class, compare the notes you made in activity 3a.

 Does anything the author says match your ideas 
 in activity 1b?

Reading

  c Share your ideas from activity 1b with the 
 class, then discuss the questions below.

1  Is what people normally think about 
 Americans and the British true?

2  Is what people normally think about 
 people from your country true?

a   The article is mainly                                 . 
  serious / educational / humorous

b   The author is                                 .
 American / British / Canadian 

c   The author mainly gives                                 .
 advice / his opinions / facts

d   The author generally                                  Americans.
 likes / dislikes / doesn’t care about

    friendly P
clever

suspicious
cruel

cultured
embarrassed
good-natured

humorous

loud

polite

powerful

pushy

respectful

sophisticated

apologetic

what people normally think about…

Americans

the British

people from my country

Group A
What the author

says on…

Group B
What the author 

says on…

how the British generally
feel about Americans

a bit suspicious of them

what he thinks about 
Americans

most are really nice

American politeness British politeness

American humour British humour

On the whole, we British are a bit suspicious of 
Americans. We’re just not sure if we trust them. 

Sure, they speak our language, but they spell it in a 
funny way. Also, we tend to think that we are better 
than them. We are supposed to be sophisticated, 
humorous and polite. Americans, on the other hand, 
are said to be loud and pushy. They may be powerful, 
but we are cultured.
But are we really better than the Yanks? Some of my 
British friends and family may never speak to me 
again, but I think most Americans are really nice - 
much nicer than Brits. Why? Let me give you two 
reasons.

1 They are More Polite Than We Are

People think that the British are polite, but actually 
we aren’t polite, we’re just apologetic. If we step on 
someone’s foot, we say sorry. If someone steps on our 
foot, we say sorry. We’re always saying sorry! On the 
other hand, almost all Americans I’ve met have been 
polite and respectful. When I travelled in America, 
people were always calling me ‘Sir’ and calling my 
wife ‘Ma’am’ – not just shop assistants but ordinary 
people we met on the street.

2 They Have a Better Sense of Humor

This will really get me in trouble! People say that the 
British have a good sense of humour. In Britain, we are 
very proud of our TV comedy and our ability to laugh 
at ourselves. But actually, British humour tends to be 
rather cruel. We are always making fun of people. On 
the whole, American humour is more good-natured 
than British humour. You see, almost all Americans 
are basically just really friendly. They want to be nice. 
A lot of British people don’t like that, though. We get 
uncomfortable and embarrassed if people are too 
friendly – it just doesn’t seem right to us.

Our Nice 
American 

Friends
by Jim Black

Lesson 9 Lesson  9

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the adjectives 

 below for describing people.
 Write P next to the adjectives that have 
 a mainly positive meaning.
 Write N next to the adjectives that have 
 a mainly negative meaning.
 Write a question mark ( ? ) next to the 
 adjectives that have neither a positive nor 
 a negative meaning.

 2 Read the article on page 43. Underline the correct 
option to complete each statement below.

 3 a Work in two groups, A and B.
 Group A: read the article again and make notes 
 in the left column of the table below.
 Group B: read the article again and make notes in
  the right column of the table below.

42 43

9 Stereotypes In this Lesson: Discuss stereotypes 
Function: Making generalisations and talking about stereotypes
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Stereotypes
In this lesson - Discuss stereotypes 
Core activities - 1–5, 7
Function - Making generalisations and talking  
about stereotypes 

Introduction

1a
Write on the board an example of an obviously incorrect 
but not too offensive stereotype (e.g. All Englishmen are 
gentlemen.) and elicit/teach that these kinds of ideas are 
called stereotypes (’set, often incorrect, ideas that people 
have about what a particular type of person is like’).
You may like to elicit one or two more examples of 
stereotypes from learners.

Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.

Ask learners not to worry too much about words they 
don’t know – they should pass over these and go on to 
the next.
In pairs, learners read the adjectives for describing people 
and write P next to those with a mainly positive meaning, 
N next to those with a mainly negative meaning, and a 
question mark (?) next to those with neither a positive nor 
a negative meaning. Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill, and board any unfamiliar 
items. You may like to check the following:
 
apologetic – showing that you feel sorry 
clever – quick to learn and understand things
cruel – unkind, unpleasant and causing pain
cultured – having a good education and knowing a lot 
about art, music, literature, etc.
embarrassed – feeling ashamed or shy
good-natured – pleasant and friendly
humorous – funny; making you laugh
loud – (in this context) talking, laughing and demanding 
attention in a noisy way
polite – not rude
powerful – having a lot of power
pushy – trying too much to get something/make 
someone do something
respectful – showing politeness, especially to older and 
more important people
sophisticated – knowing a lot about how people act, and 
knowing how to choose good clothes, food, etc.
suspicious – not trusting

1a suggested answers
(There is obviously a degree of subjectivity involved here. 
Accept any answers that learners can justify.)

friendly P
clever P
suspicious N
cruel N
cultured P

embarrassed ?
good-natured P
humorous P
loud N
polite P

powerful ?
pushy N
respectful P
sophisticated P
apologetic ?

1b
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
In pairs, learners write three adjectives from activity 1a 
into each space in the table, to say what people normally 
think about Americans, the British, and people from their 
own countries.

Highlight the fact that adjectives can be used more than 
once.

Monitor and assist as necessary. 

1c
Learners compare their ideas from activity 1b and 
discuss the questions. 

1b+c answers
Learners’ own ideas.
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  b Write three adjectives from activity 1a 

   into each space in the table below. 
   You can use adjectives more than once.

  b As a class, compare the notes you made in activity 3a.

 Does anything the author says match your ideas 
 in activity 1b?

Reading

  c Share your ideas from activity 1b with the 
 class, then discuss the questions below.

1  Is what people normally think about 
 Americans and the British true?

2  Is what people normally think about 
 people from your country true?

a   The article is mainly                                 . 
  serious / educational / humorous

b   The author is                                 .
 American / British / Canadian 

c   The author mainly gives                                 .
 advice / his opinions / facts

d   The author generally                                  Americans.
 likes / dislikes / doesn’t care about

    friendly P
clever

suspicious
cruel

cultured
embarrassed
good-natured

humorous

loud

polite

powerful

pushy

respectful

sophisticated

apologetic

what people normally think about…

Americans

the British

people from my country

Group A
What the author

says on…

Group B
What the author 

says on…

how the British generally
feel about Americans

a bit suspicious of them

what he thinks about 
Americans

most are really nice

American politeness British politeness

American humour British humour

On the whole, we British are a bit suspicious of 
Americans. We’re just not sure if we trust them. 

Sure, they speak our language, but they spell it in a 
funny way. Also, we tend to think that we are better 
than them. We are supposed to be sophisticated, 
humorous and polite. Americans, on the other hand, 
are said to be loud and pushy. They may be powerful, 
but we are cultured.
But are we really better than the Yanks? Some of my 
British friends and family may never speak to me 
again, but I think most Americans are really nice - 
much nicer than Brits. Why? Let me give you two 
reasons.

1 They are More Polite Than We Are

People think that the British are polite, but actually 
we aren’t polite, we’re just apologetic. If we step on 
someone’s foot, we say sorry. If someone steps on our 
foot, we say sorry. We’re always saying sorry! On the 
other hand, almost all Americans I’ve met have been 
polite and respectful. When I travelled in America, 
people were always calling me ‘Sir’ and calling my 
wife ‘Ma’am’ – not just shop assistants but ordinary 
people we met on the street.

2 They Have a Better Sense of Humor

This will really get me in trouble! People say that the 
British have a good sense of humour. In Britain, we are 
very proud of our TV comedy and our ability to laugh 
at ourselves. But actually, British humour tends to be 
rather cruel. We are always making fun of people. On 
the whole, American humour is more good-natured 
than British humour. You see, almost all Americans 
are basically just really friendly. They want to be nice. 
A lot of British people don’t like that, though. We get 
uncomfortable and embarrassed if people are too 
friendly – it just doesn’t seem right to us.

Our Nice 
American 

Friends
by Jim Black

Lesson 9 Lesson  9

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the adjectives 

 below for describing people.
 Write P next to the adjectives that have 
 a mainly positive meaning.
 Write N next to the adjectives that have 
 a mainly negative meaning.
 Write a question mark ( ? ) next to the 
 adjectives that have neither a positive nor 
 a negative meaning.

 2 Read the article on page 43. Underline the correct 
option to complete each statement below.

 3 a Work in two groups, A and B.
 Group A: read the article again and make notes 
 in the left column of the table below.
 Group B: read the article again and make notes in
  the right column of the table below.

42 43

9 Stereotypes In this Lesson: Discuss stereotypes 
Function: Making generalisations and talking about stereotypes
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Reading

2a-d
Direct attention to the article and the pictures in it, on 
page 43.

Go over the instructions and statements to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the article and 
underline the correct option to complete each statement.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a-d answers
a) The article is mainly humorous.
b) The author is British.
c) The author mainly gives his opinions.
d) The author generally likes Americans.

3a
Put learners into two groups, A and B.
Go over the instructions, sections in the table, and 
examples to check understanding. Highlight the fact 
that learners are making notes, not writing out whole 
sentences.
Ask Group A to read the article again and make notes in 
the left column of the table.
Ask Group B to read the article again and make notes in 
the right column of the table.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in groups and then as a class.

3a suggested answers

Group A
What the author says 
on…

Group B
What the author says 
on…

how the British generally 
feel about Americans
• a bit suspicious of them
• not sure if they trust them
• think that they are better     
  than Americans
• loud and pushy
• powerful

what he thinks about 
Americans
• most are really nice
• polite 
• respectful
• friendly
• want to be nice

American politeness
• polite and respectful
• call people ’Sir’ and  
  ’Ma’am’ 

British politeness
• not polite, just apologetic
• always saying sorry

American humour
• more good-natured than     
   British humour

British humour
• rather cruel
• always making fun  
   of people

3b
As a class, learners compare the notes they made in 
activity 3a.
Take brief responses to the question of whether anything 
the author says matches learners’ own ideas in activity 
1b.
See activity 4 answers for the full Reading text.
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Practice

Interact

     
           is                                            

a   I think most modern music awful.  

b   Boys tend be louder than girls.

c   On whole, girls are quite bad at sports.

d   Americans are supposed be a bit pushy. 

e   People think that the French a bit rude. 

f   Almost politicians are honest. 

g   Cat owners are said be a little crazy. 

1   The British are supposed to be quite polite, but actually they’re rather rude. 

2   People think that all boys like sports, but actually some of them don’t.

3   Girls are said to be interested in clothes, but actually many of them aren’t.

  b Track 29  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

almost all + subject

Almost all British people love tea.

on the whole + clause

On the whole, Italian food is very healthy.

tend to + base form of the verb

Americans tend to be friendly.

I think (that) most + subject 

I think most Japanese people like rice.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell your partner about the stereotypes you made a note of in activity 7a, and say which ones  
 you agree or disagree with.
 Ask your partner questions to get more information.

   example A: People from London are supposed to be unfriendly, but actually they aren't.
                B: Why do you say that?

  c Tell the class about the stereotypes you discussed with your partner.

 4 Find and underline an example of each of the expressions above in the article on page 43.

Language Focus
We can use various expressions to soften generalisations.

We can use the following expressions to talk about stereotypes:

subject + are supposed/said to + base form of the verb

The British are supposed to be quite polite.
Librarians are said to like books.

We can use but actually when we disagree with a stereotype.

People say that the Swiss are boring, but actually they’re a lot of fun.

people say (that)/think (that)

People say that footballers are paid too much.
People think that the French are quite fashionable.

Lesson 9 Lesson  9

 7 a Work on your own.
 Think about the place that you come from in your country.
 Make a note of three stereotypes about the people from that place.

 6 a Track 29  Listen to the sentences below. Mark ( ) the stressed syllable in the underlined words.

Sounding Natural

 5 Each sentence below has one word missing.
Mark (  ) where the word is missing from each sentence and write the missing word.

44 45

Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

4
Go over the instructions and check understanding. You 
may like to find and underline the first example as a class 
(On the whole – in the first sentence).
In pairs, learners find and underline an example in the 
article on page 43, of each of the expressions introduced 
in the Language Focus section.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

4 answers - in bold and underlined.

Reading text
Our nice American friends by Jim Black
On the whole, we British are a bit suspicious of Americans. 
We’re just not sure if we trust them. Sure, they speak our 
language, but they spell it in a funny way. Also, we tend to 
think that we are better than them. We are supposed to 
be sophisticated, humorous and polite. Americans, on the 
other hand, are said to be loud and pushy. They may be 
powerful, but we are cultured.

But are we really better than the Yanks? Some of my British 
friends and family may never speak to me again, but I think 
most Americans are really nice - much nicer than Brits. 
Why? Let me give you two reasons.

1) They are politer than we are
People think that the British are polite, but actually we 
aren’t polite, we’re just apologetic. If we step on someone’s 
foot, we say sorry. If someone steps on our foot, we say sorry. 
We’re always saying sorry! On the other hand, almost all 
Americans I’ve met have been polite and respectful. When 
I travelled in America, people were always calling me ’Sir’ 
and calling my wife ’Ma’am’ – not just shop assistants but 
ordinary people we met on the street.

2) They have a better sense of humour
This will really get me in trouble! People say that the British 
have a good sense of humour. In Britain, we are very proud 
of our TV comedy and our ability to laugh at ourselves. But 
actually, British humour tends to be rather cruel. We are 
always making fun of people. On the whole, American 
humour is more good-natured than British humour. You see, 
almost all Americans are basically just really friendly. They 
want to be nice. A lot of British people don’t like that, though.
We get uncomfortable and embarrassed if people are too 
friendly – it just doesn’t seem right to us.

Practice

5a-g
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners mark where the word is 
missing from each sentence and write the missing word.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-g answers
a) I think most modern music is awful.
b) Boys tend to be louder than girls.
c) On the whole, girls are quite bad at sports.
d) Americans are supposed to be a bit pushy.
e) People think that the French are a bit rude.
f) Almost all politicians are honest.
g) Cat owners are said to be a little crazy.

Extension
You may like to ask learners which of the stereotypes and 
generalisations in activity 5 they think are true.
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Practice

Interact

     
           is                                            

a   I think most modern music awful.  

b   Boys tend be louder than girls.

c   On whole, girls are quite bad at sports.

d   Americans are supposed be a bit pushy. 

e   People think that the French a bit rude. 

f   Almost politicians are honest. 

g   Cat owners are said be a little crazy. 

1   The British are supposed to be quite polite, but actually they’re rather rude. 

2   People think that all boys like sports, but actually some of them don’t.

3   Girls are said to be interested in clothes, but actually many of them aren’t.

  b Track 29  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

almost all + subject

Almost all British people love tea.

on the whole + clause

On the whole, Italian food is very healthy.

tend to + base form of the verb

Americans tend to be friendly.

I think (that) most + subject 

I think most Japanese people like rice.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell your partner about the stereotypes you made a note of in activity 7a, and say which ones  
 you agree or disagree with.
 Ask your partner questions to get more information.

   example A: People from London are supposed to be unfriendly, but actually they aren't.
                B: Why do you say that?

  c Tell the class about the stereotypes you discussed with your partner.

 4 Find and underline an example of each of the expressions above in the article on page 43.

Language Focus
We can use various expressions to soften generalisations.

We can use the following expressions to talk about stereotypes:

subject + are supposed/said to + base form of the verb

The British are supposed to be quite polite.
Librarians are said to like books.

We can use but actually when we disagree with a stereotype.

People say that the Swiss are boring, but actually they’re a lot of fun.

people say (that)/think (that)

People say that footballers are paid too much.
People think that the French are quite fashionable.

Lesson 9 Lesson  9

 7 a Work on your own.
 Think about the place that you come from in your country.
 Make a note of three stereotypes about the people from that place.

 6 a Track 29  Listen to the sentences below. Mark ( ) the stressed syllable in the underlined words.

Sounding Natural

 5 Each sentence below has one word missing.
Mark (  ) where the word is missing from each sentence and write the missing word.

44 45

Sounding Natural

6a
Track 29  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding.
Learners listen to the sentences and mark the stressed 
syllable in the underlined words.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers (stressed syllables in bold)
1)  The British are supposed to be quite polite, but actually 

they’re rather rude.
2)  People think that all boys like sports, but actually some of 

them don’t.
3)  Girls are said to be interested in clothes, but actually many 

of them aren’t.

Track 29 (page 175, Student Book) 0:30
1)  The British are supposed to be quite polite, but actually 

they’re rather rude.
2)  People think that all boys like sports, but actually some of 

them don’t.
3)  Girls are said to be interested in clothes, but actually 

many of them aren’t.

6b
Track 29  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact
7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.  
Learners work independently, think about the place that 
they come from in their country and make a note of three 
stereotypes about the people from that place.

You may first like to note some stereotypes about people 
from the place you come from, as a model.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners tell their partners about the stereotypes 
they made a note of in activity 7a, and say which ones 
they agree or disagree with.
Highlight the fact that learners should ask their partners 
questions to get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about the stereotypes 
they discussed.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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About Time
In this lesson - Talk about how you use time
Core activities - 1, 3-6, 8
Vocabulary - Expressions related to time

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Explain proverb (’a well known saying that 
gives you advice’) if necessary. In pairs, learners use the 
words from the box to complete the proverbs related to 
time.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t explain any of the proverbs 
at this stage – learners will discuss these in the next 
activity.

1a answers
1) Don’t put off until tomorrow what you can do today.
2) A stitch in time saves nine.
3) Time is money.
4) There’s no time like the present.

1b
As a class, learners discuss what they think the meanings 
of the proverbs in activity 1a are.

1c
Learners look at the bottom of the page to check their 
ideas from activity 1b.

1b+c answers
1)  Don’t put off until tomorrow what you can do today. 

- Don’t keep postponing jobs – do them now.
2)  A stitch in time saves nine. 

- If you deal with problems quickly, it saves you work   
in the future.

3)  Time is money. 
- Don’t waste time (because you could be using it to 
make money). 

4)  There’s no time like the present. 
- Take action now, instead of waiting. 

2a-c
Discuss the questions as a class.

U
N

IT 4

Lesson 10

10 About Time

money  nine  present  today  

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete 

 the proverbs related to time, below.

 2 Discuss the questions below as a class.

Reading
 3 Read the article on page 49 quickly. 

Complete the subtitles with the phrases from the box below.

 4 a Read the article again and make a note of your answers to the questions below.

  b Work with a partner. Compare your answers to the questions in activity 4a.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

  b Discuss what you think the meanings of the proverbs in 
 activity 1a are.

  c Look at the bottom of the page to check your ideas from   
 activity 1b.

1   Don’t put off until tomorrow what you can do       today       .

2   A stitch in time saves                         .

3   Time is                         .

4   There’s no time like the                         .

a   Do you like or dislike any of the proverbs in 
 activity 1? Which ones?

b   Do you have any similar proverbs in your language?

c   Do you know any proverbs in your language that are 
 related to time?

1   What things in the article do you already do?

2   Which tip in the article do you think is the most useful? Why?

activity 1c answer:
1 Don’t keep postponing jobs – do them now.
2 If you deal with problems quickly, it saves you work in the future.
3 Don’t waste time (because you could be using it to make money).
4 Take action now, instead of waiting.

                        Too much to do                      ? Decide what’s important!
Something may seem important now, but is it important in the long run? In 10 years’ time, 80% 
of what you do today will not turn into anything useful, so why do it? Spend your time on what is 
essential. Forget the rest.

                                                                     ? Do it now!

If you can do something (like a household chore, or replying to an email) in two minutes, don’t put 
it off. You will have to do it sooner or later, but planning to do it, remembering to do it, and  nally 
doing it in the future will take  ve minutes or more. Do it now and save three minutes.

                                                                      ? Cut it up!

Don’t think that you have to  nish a big job all in one sitting. If you do that, you might never start 
it. Instead, work on it bit by bit,  ve minutes at a time.

                                                                     ? Use what you have!

How do you fi nd time to learn something new or start a new project? Think about all the little 
‘pockets’ of time that you have. Every day we have time to kill while we ride on public transport 
or wait in queues. Other people play games on their phones, but you could be studying a new 
language. If you have a spare minute, use it!

                                                                     ? Do different things at the same time!

Always in a rush in the morning? Try brushing your teeth in the shower or eating breakfast while 
you get dressed. If you do two or more things at once, you’ll be ready for work in no time at all.

big job

small job

too much to do

want extra time

want to save time in the morning

Five great tips to help you
  make the most of your time
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Reading

3
Direct attention to the article on page 49.
Go over the instructions, list of phrases, and example to 
check understanding. Learners read the article on page 
49 quickly and complete the subtitles with the phrases 
from the box. Set a time limit of one minute.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3 answers
See Reading text - answers underlined.

Lesson 10

Reading text
Five great tips to help you make the most of your time

Too much to do? Decide what’s important!
Something may seem important now, but is it important in 
the long run? In 10 years’ time, 80% of what you do today 
will not turn into anything useful, so why do it? Spend your 
time on what is essential. Forget the rest.

Small job? Do it now!
If you can do something (like a household chore, or replying 
to an email) in two minutes, don’t put it off. You will have to 
do it sooner or later, but planning to do it, remembering to 
do it, and finally doing it in the future will take five minutes 
or more. Do it now and save three minutes.

Big job? Cut it up!
Don’t think that you have to finish a big job all in one 
sitting. If you do that, you might never start it. Instead, work 
on it bit by bit, five minutes at a time.

Want extra time? Use what you have!
How do you find time to learn something new or start  
a new project? Think about all the little ’pockets’ of time that 
you have. Every day we have time to kill while we ride on 
public transport or wait in queues. Other people play games 
on their phones, but you could be studying a new language. 
If you have a spare minute, use it!

Want to save time in the morning? Do different things at the 
same time!
Always in a rush in the morning? Try brushing your teeth in 
the shower or eating breakfast while you get dressed. If you 
do two or more things at once, you’ll be ready for work in 
no time at all.

4a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners read the article again and make a note of their 
answers to the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

4b
In pairs, learners compare their answers to the questions 
in activity 4a.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

4c
Learners tell the class about their partner’s answers.

money  nine  present  today  

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete 

 the proverbs related to time, below.

 2 Discuss the questions below as a class.

Reading
 3 Read the article on page 49 quickly. 

Complete the subtitles with the phrases from the box below.

 4 a Read the article again and make a note of your answers to the questions below.

  b Work with a partner. Compare your answers to the questions in activity 4a.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

  b Discuss what you think the meanings of the proverbs in 
 activity 1a are.

  c Look at the bottom of the page to check your ideas from   
 activity 1b.

1   Don’t put off until tomorrow what you can do       today       .

2   A stitch in time saves                         .

3   Time is                         .

4   There’s no time like the                         .

a   Do you like or dislike any of the proverbs in 
 activity 1? Which ones?

b   Do you have any similar proverbs in your language?

c   Do you know any proverbs in your language that are 
 related to time?

1   What things in the article do you already do?

2   Which tip in the article do you think is the most useful? Why?

activity 1c answer:
1 Don’t keep postponing jobs – do them now.
2 If you deal with problems quickly, it saves you work in the future.
3 Don’t waste time (because you could be using it to make money).
4 Take action now, instead of waiting.

                        Too much to do                      ? Decide what’s important!
Something may seem important now, but is it important in the long run? In 10 years’ time, 80% 
of what you do today will not turn into anything useful, so why do it? Spend your time on what is 
essential. Forget the rest.

                                                                     ? Do it now!

If you can do something (like a household chore, or replying to an email) in two minutes, don’t put 
it off. You will have to do it sooner or later, but planning to do it, remembering to do it, and  nally 
doing it in the future will take  ve minutes or more. Do it now and save three minutes.

                                                                      ? Cut it up!

Don’t think that you have to  nish a big job all in one sitting. If you do that, you might never start 
it. Instead, work on it bit by bit,  ve minutes at a time.

                                                                     ? Use what you have!

How do you fi nd time to learn something new or start a new project? Think about all the little 
‘pockets’ of time that you have. Every day we have time to kill while we ride on public transport 
or wait in queues. Other people play games on their phones, but you could be studying a new 
language. If you have a spare minute, use it!

                                                                     ? Do different things at the same time!

Always in a rush in the morning? Try brushing your teeth in the shower or eating breakfast while 
you get dressed. If you do two or more things at once, you’ll be ready for work in no time at all.

big job

small job

too much to do

want extra time

want to save time in the morning

Five great tips to help you
  make the most of your time
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Language Focus

5
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

5 answers

make the most of your time use your time in the best 
way you can

in the long run in the end/after a long 
period of time

sooner or later at some time or other in  
the future

in one sitting during one period of time, 
without stopping

bit by bit 
gradually – first one part, 
then another part, then 
another, etc. 

at a time each time (something is 
done)

find time have/make time (to  
do something)

(have) time to kill (have) nothing to do for  
a period

a spare minute a short time when you 
have nothing else to do

in a rush 
in a situation where you 
hurry and have to do  
things quickly

at once at the same time

in no time at all very quickly

Practice

6a    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners underline the correct 
expression to complete each sentence.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

6a answers
1)  I like to make the most of my time at weekends because 

I work so hard all week.
2)  Everyone worked hard and we finished the job in no time 

at all.
3)  I know you’re busy, but if you’ve got a spare minute, I’d 

like to ask you something.
4)  I was late and in a rush when I arrived, so I couldn’t relax 

and say hello.
5)  It was a big project, but we did it slowly, bit by bit and 

finished it over two months.
6)  Learning a new language is hard work, but it’s a good 

thing to do in the long run.

6b    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the sentences 
with the expressions they did not underline in activity 6a.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

6b answers
1)  He works too hard and can’t find time to relax with his 

family.
2)  Everyone started talking at once and I couldn’t 

understand what anyone said.
3) He’s got long legs and walks up stairs two steps at a time.
4) If I have time to kill, I like to relax with a good book.
5)  It was a fantastic drama series. I watched it all in one 

sitting over the weekend.
6)  You need to save money because we all have to retire 

sooner or later.

Lesson 10

Practice
 6 a Work with a partner. Underline the correct expression to complete each sentence below.

  b Complete the sentences below with the expressions you did not underline in activity 6a.

Language Focus
 5 Work with a partner. Read the highlighted expressions in the article on page 49, then draw lines in the 
  table below to match the expressions with the correct meanings.

1   I like to find time / make the most of my time at weekends because I work so hard all week.

2   Everyone worked hard and we finished the job in no time at all / sooner or later.

3   I know you’re busy, but if you’ve got a spare minute / time to kill, I’d like to ask 
 you something.

4   I was late and in a rush / at a time when I arrived, so I couldn’t relax and say hello.

5   It was a big project, but we did it slowly, at once / bit by bit, and finished it over two months.

6   Learning a new language is hard work, but it’s a good thing to do 
 in one sitting / in the long run.

1   He works too hard and can’t            nd time           to relax with his family.

2   Everyone started talking                                     and I couldn’t understand what anyone said.

3   He’s got long legs and walks up stairs two steps                                    .

4   If I have                                    , I like to relax with a good book.

5   It was a fantastic drama series. I watched it all                                     over the weekend.

6   You need to save money because we all have to retire                                    .

make the most of your time in the end/after a long period of time

in the long run at some time or other in the future

sooner or later use your time in the best way you can

in one sitting gradually – first one part, then another part, then another, etc. 

bit by bit each time (something is done)

at a time during one period of time, without stopping

fi nd time (have) nothing to do for a period

(have) time to kill a short time when you have nothing else to do

a spare minute have/make time (to do something)

in a rush very quickly 

at once in a situation where you hurry and have to do things quickly

in no time at all at the same time

Interact
 8 a Work on your own. Choose three of the topics below and make notes about them.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Work with a partner. Mark ( ) the stressed syllables in the expressions below.

 b Track 30  Listen and check your answers to activity 7a.

 c Track 30  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about what you made notes on in activity 8a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   sooner or later

2   in the long run 

3   bit by bit 

4   a spare minute 

5   in a rush 

6   in no time at all 

how you make the most of 
your time at weekends

something you would like 
to find time to do

an occasion when you had 
a lot of time to kill 

something you need to 
do sooner or later

what you like to do if you
 have a spare minute 

something you like to do bit by bit, 
a few minutes at a time

an occasion when you 
were in a rush 

something that you think 
is important in the long run

two or more things that 
you often do at once

something you did 
in one sitting

a job that you finished 
in no time at all 
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Sounding Natural

7a     
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners mark the stressed 
syllables in the expressions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t give any answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

7b     

Track 30  Learners listen and check their answers to 
activity 7a.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

7a+b answers
See CD script for Track 30 - answers in bold.

Track 30 (page 175, Student Book) 0:33 
1) sooner or later
2 in the long run 
3) bit by bit 
4) a spare minute 
5) in a rush 
6) in no time at all

7c     

Track 30  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Interact

8a 
Go over the instructions and list of topics to check 
understanding. Learners work independently, choose 
three of the topics and make notes about them.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

8b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about what they made 
notes on in activity 8a. Highlight the fact that they 
should ask questions to get more information.
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

8c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 10

Practice
 6 a Work with a partner. Underline the correct expression to complete each sentence below.

  b Complete the sentences below with the expressions you did not underline in activity 6a.

Language Focus
 5 Work with a partner. Read the highlighted expressions in the article on page 49, then draw lines in the 
  table below to match the expressions with the correct meanings.

1   I like to find time / make the most of my time at weekends because I work so hard all week.

2   Everyone worked hard and we finished the job in no time at all / sooner or later.

3   I know you’re busy, but if you’ve got a spare minute / time to kill, I’d like to ask 
 you something.

4   I was late and in a rush / at a time when I arrived, so I couldn’t relax and say hello.

5   It was a big project, but we did it slowly, at once / bit by bit, and finished it over two months.

6   Learning a new language is hard work, but it’s a good thing to do 
 in one sitting / in the long run.

1   He works too hard and can’t            nd time           to relax with his family.

2   Everyone started talking                                     and I couldn’t understand what anyone said.

3   He’s got long legs and walks up stairs two steps                                    .

4   If I have                                    , I like to relax with a good book.

5   It was a fantastic drama series. I watched it all                                     over the weekend.

6   You need to save money because we all have to retire                                    .

make the most of your time in the end/after a long period of time

in the long run at some time or other in the future

sooner or later use your time in the best way you can

in one sitting gradually – first one part, then another part, then another, etc. 

bit by bit each time (something is done)

at a time during one period of time, without stopping

fi nd time (have) nothing to do for a period

(have) time to kill a short time when you have nothing else to do

a spare minute have/make time (to do something)

in a rush very quickly 

at once in a situation where you hurry and have to do things quickly

in no time at all at the same time

Interact
 8 a Work on your own. Choose three of the topics below and make notes about them.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Work with a partner. Mark ( ) the stressed syllables in the expressions below.

 b Track 30  Listen and check your answers to activity 7a.

 c Track 30  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about what you made notes on in activity 8a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   sooner or later

2   in the long run 

3   bit by bit 

4   a spare minute 

5   in a rush 

6   in no time at all 

how you make the most of 
your time at weekends

something you would like 
to find time to do

an occasion when you had 
a lot of time to kill 

something you need to 
do sooner or later

what you like to do if you
 have a spare minute 

something you like to do bit by bit, 
a few minutes at a time

an occasion when you 
were in a rush 

something that you think 
is important in the long run

two or more things that 
you often do at once

something you did 
in one sitting

a job that you finished 
in no time at all 
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An Inspirational Figure
In this lesson - Talk about an important person from your 
past
Core activities - 1-4, 6, 7, 9
Grammar - used to, the past simple, would and was 
always for past habits 
Examples:
I used to own a really nice sports car.
I owned a really nice sports car.
He’d buy a coffee for everyone in the office on Mondays.
She was always losing the remote control for the TV.

Introduction

1
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners match the character 
adjectives on the left with their synonyms on the right. 
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a group. Teach, drill, and board any 
unfamiliar items.

1 answers  
creative - imaginative
diligent - hard-working
easygoing - carefree
impulsive - spontaneous
relaxed - calm
selfish - inconsiderate
suspicious - distrustful

Reading

2a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners look at the pictures and read the title of the 
magazine article. As a group, speculate about what the 
article is about.

2b
Learners read the article to see if they were correct. 
Feedback as a group.

2b suggested answers  
The article is about a young man who was inspired by his 
grandmother and her cooking to start an online bakery 
business.

3
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners decide which words from activity 1 they think 
best describe Jimmy Brady’s grandmother.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a group. Accept any reasonable answers. 
Ask learners what led them to their answers.

3 suggested answers
hard-working, impulsive, creative, diligent, spontaneous, 
imaginative
The text mentions that she worked very hard and suggests 
that she often changed her mind (’She would let the chefs 
create their own menus, for example.’). The text also mentions 
that ’she was always having new and interesting ideas’.

4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners complete the table with the 
underlined statements from the magazine article.

U
N
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Lesson 11

11 An Inspirational Figure

Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Match the character adjectives on the left with their 

synonyms on the right.

  b Read the article. Were you correct? 

Reading
 2 a Look at the pictures and read the title of the magazine article. 

 What do you think the article is about?

and interesting ideas. She would let the chefs 

create their own menus, for example. Or she 

would suggest that the restaurants offered 

massages to their customers while they ate. 

 After she retired, she’d talk about always 

being bored, but then she started baking every 

morning. Her cakes were delicious! That got me 

thinking: ‘Who doesn’t love cakes baked by their 

own grandmother? Or even someone else’s? With 

my company, anyone can buy the kind of home 

comfort that I enjoy every day of the week!’

1

Jimmy Brady, at 24, is one of Britain’s youngest 

CEOs. He also runs one of the country’s most 

interesting online companies. ‘For Goodness’ 

Cake!’ is a bakery, but it’s a bakery with a 

difference. It has a strict ‘grandmothers-only’ 

recruiting policy: all of the cooks are ladies in 

their sixties. 

 To order, customers just scroll through 

each grandmother’s online gallery of cakes and 

click on the one they want. The cakes are then 

baked by the grandmother in her own kitchen and 

delivered to the customer’s home by courier.

 Jimmy, although successful, doesn’t act 

like a typical CEO. He’ll regularly travel to his 

of ce by skateboard, and wear jeans and a T-shirt 

to work. However casual he may seem, he’s 

determined to succeed and he’s always looking 

for new ways to improve the business.

 But what gave him the idea of employing 

only grandmothers? Jimmy explains:

 ‘My parents passed away when I was 

very young, and so my grandmother raised me. 

She was a very successful businesswoman and 

she worked very hard. She used to run a chain 

of restaurants. It was really exciting to live with 

her because she was always doing crazy things.  

She would race around on an old motorcycle 

going from one restaurant to another and talking 

with her staff. And she was always having new 

 3 Which words from activity 1 do you think best describe Jimmy Brady’s 
grandmother? Why?

 4 Complete the table with the underlined statements from the magazine article.

stating a fact about Jimmy’s 
grandmother’s past

...she worked very hard.

talking about Jimmy’s 
grandmother’s characteristic 
behaviour

expressing Jimmy’s attitude to how 
his grandmother acted

 5 Would you buy a cake from ‘For Goodness’ Cake!’? 

My Inspiration!
parents calm

diligent carefree

easygoing distrustful

impulsive hard-working

relaxed imaginative

selfish inconsiderate

suspicious spontaneous
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4 answers

stating a fact about 
Jimmy’s grandmother’s 
past

…she worked very hard.

She used to run a chain of 
restaurants.

talking about Jimmy’s 
grandmother’s 
characteristic behaviour

She would let the chefs 
create their own menus,

expressing Jimmy’s 
attitude to how his 
grandmother acted

…she was always doing 
crazy things.

5
Take brief responses to the question as a way of rounding 
off this section of the lesson.

Lesson 11

Memo

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Match the character adjectives on the left with their 

synonyms on the right.

  b Read the article. Were you correct? 

Reading
 2 a Look at the pictures and read the title of the magazine article. 

 What do you think the article is about?

and interesting ideas. She would let the chefs 

create their own menus, for example. Or she 

would suggest that the restaurants offered 

massages to their customers while they ate. 

 After she retired, she’d talk about always 

being bored, but then she started baking every 

morning. Her cakes were delicious! That got me 

thinking: ‘Who doesn’t love cakes baked by their 

own grandmother? Or even someone else’s? With 

my company, anyone can buy the kind of home 

comfort that I enjoy every day of the week!’

1

Jimmy Brady, at 24, is one of Britain’s youngest 

CEOs. He also runs one of the country’s most 

interesting online companies. ‘For Goodness’ 

Cake!’ is a bakery, but it’s a bakery with a 

difference. It has a strict ‘grandmothers-only’ 

recruiting policy: all of the cooks are ladies in 

their sixties. 

 To order, customers just scroll through 

each grandmother’s online gallery of cakes and 

click on the one they want. The cakes are then 

baked by the grandmother in her own kitchen and 

delivered to the customer’s home by courier.

 Jimmy, although successful, doesn’t act 

like a typical CEO. He’ll regularly travel to his 

of ce by skateboard, and wear jeans and a T-shirt 

to work. However casual he may seem, he’s 

determined to succeed and he’s always looking 

for new ways to improve the business.

 But what gave him the idea of employing 

only grandmothers? Jimmy explains:

 ‘My parents passed away when I was 

very young, and so my grandmother raised me. 

She was a very successful businesswoman and 

she worked very hard. She used to run a chain 

of restaurants. It was really exciting to live with 

her because she was always doing crazy things.  

She would race around on an old motorcycle 

going from one restaurant to another and talking 

with her staff. And she was always having new 

 3 Which words from activity 1 do you think best describe Jimmy Brady’s 
grandmother? Why?

 4 Complete the table with the underlined statements from the magazine article.

stating a fact about Jimmy’s 
grandmother’s past

...she worked very hard.

talking about Jimmy’s 
grandmother’s characteristic 
behaviour

expressing Jimmy’s attitude to how 
his grandmother acted

 5 Would you buy a cake from ‘For Goodness’ Cake!’? 

My Inspiration!
parents calm

diligent carefree

easygoing distrustful

impulsive hard-working

relaxed imaginative

selfish inconsiderate

suspicious spontaneous
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Language Focus 
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

6
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners choose the sentences in column B that 
best follow the sentences in column A. Learners discuss 
the reasons for their decisions.

6 answers

column A column B

He was a manager. He used to work in  
a department store.

He worked really hard. He’d arrive at the office 
early every day.

He was really boring. He was always talking 
about work.

7a-c
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners complete the sentences with their own 
ideas.

7a-c suggested answers
a)  She went to university in America. She used to live there 

when she was a kid. 
b)  She studied really hard. She’d stay up late every night 

doing extra reading.
c)  She was quite exciting. She was always trying new 

things. 

Lesson 11

Language Focus   

Practice
 6 Work with a partner. Choose the best sentence in column B to follow each sentence in column A. 

Discuss the reasons for your decisions.

Sounding Natural
 8 a Track 31  Listen. Do the underlined parts of the sentences sound the same or diff erent?

Interact
 9 a Work on your own. 

 Think about an important person from your past that you no longer see.
 Use the table to make a note of what you remember about them.

a   She went to university in America. She used to                                                        

b   She studied really hard. She’d                                                                                                     

c   She was quite exciting. She was always                                                                                       

 7 Work with a partner. Complete the sentences with your ideas.

1  She was always doing crazy things.

2  He was always borrowing money from me.

  b Track 31  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Take turns to tell each other about the 
 person you made notes on. Ask and answer questions.

 We can use used to, the past simple, would and was/were always to talk about past habits. 

He used to run marathons when he was a teenager.
She took sandwiches to school for lunch every day.
She‘d send a postcard home every time she went on a business trip.
He was always reading books when he was a child.

We can use used to or the past simple when we just state facts about past habits.

used to + base form of the verb
past simple statement

She used to drink coff ee in the same café on Sundays.
He bought a newspaper from the station every morning.

We can use would when we talk about a person’s characteristic behaviour in the past.  

would + base form of the verb

She’d call her mother every night to check if she was OK. (This shows she was kind.)
He’d come to the offi  ce and start work before everyone else. (This shows he was hard-working.)

If we use used to and would together, used to usually comes fi rst.

My dad used to get up really early on Sundays and clean the car. He’d then make a big breakfast for 
my sisters and me.

We can use was always when we express our attitude to what a person did.

was always + -ing form of the verb

He was always making stupid jokes. (I found it annoying.)
She was always thinking about other people. (I thought it was really nice.) 

column A column B

He was a manager.

He worked really hard.

He was really boring.

He was always talking about work.

He used to work in a department store.

He’d arrive at the office early every day.

name

facts characteristic behaviour

my  rst manager, when I used to work in a 
supermarket

would buy coffee and tea for everyone in the 
meetings

behaviour you really liked behaviour that annoyed you

was always looking for ways to 
help staff

was always talking about football

  c Tell the class about the person your partner talked about.
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Sounding Natural

8a
Track 31  Learners listen for whether the underlined 

parts in each sentence sound the same or different.

8a answers
The sounds are different.
The first underlined letter in each sentence is pronounced 
with a weak form.
/wəzɔːweɪz/

Track 31 (page 175, Student Book) 0:15 
1) She was always doing crazy things. 
2) He was always borrowing money from me.

8b
Track 31  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

9a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Ask learners to work independently and think about an 
important person from their past that they no longer see. 
Ask them to use the table to make a note of what they 
remember.

You may like to model the activity by writing an example 
of your own on the board.

9b 
In pairs, learners take turns to tell each other about the 
person they made notes on. Encourage learners to ask 
and answer questions.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.
Make a note of good use of vocabulary and language, 
and any mistakes.

9c 
Feedback. Learners tell the class about the person their 
partner talked about.

Extension
You may like to have learners change partners and talk to 
other learners about the people they made notes on.

Lesson 11

Language Focus   

Practice
 6 Work with a partner. Choose the best sentence in column B to follow each sentence in column A. 

Discuss the reasons for your decisions.

Sounding Natural
 8 a Track 31  Listen. Do the underlined parts of the sentences sound the same or diff erent?

Interact
 9 a Work on your own. 

 Think about an important person from your past that you no longer see.
 Use the table to make a note of what you remember about them.

a   She went to university in America. She used to                                                        

b   She studied really hard. She’d                                                                                                     

c   She was quite exciting. She was always                                                                                       

 7 Work with a partner. Complete the sentences with your ideas.

1  She was always doing crazy things.

2  He was always borrowing money from me.

  b Track 31  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Take turns to tell each other about the 
 person you made notes on. Ask and answer questions.

 We can use used to, the past simple, would and was/were always to talk about past habits. 

He used to run marathons when he was a teenager.
She took sandwiches to school for lunch every day.
She‘d send a postcard home every time she went on a business trip.
He was always reading books when he was a child.

We can use used to or the past simple when we just state facts about past habits.

used to + base form of the verb
past simple statement

She used to drink coff ee in the same café on Sundays.
He bought a newspaper from the station every morning.

We can use would when we talk about a person’s characteristic behaviour in the past.  

would + base form of the verb

She’d call her mother every night to check if she was OK. (This shows she was kind.)
He’d come to the offi  ce and start work before everyone else. (This shows he was hard-working.)

If we use used to and would together, used to usually comes fi rst.

My dad used to get up really early on Sundays and clean the car. He’d then make a big breakfast for 
my sisters and me.

We can use was always when we express our attitude to what a person did.

was always + -ing form of the verb

He was always making stupid jokes. (I found it annoying.)
She was always thinking about other people. (I thought it was really nice.) 

column A column B

He was a manager.

He worked really hard.

He was really boring.

He was always talking about work.

He used to work in a department store.

He’d arrive at the office early every day.

name

facts characteristic behaviour

my  rst manager, when I used to work in a 
supermarket

would buy coffee and tea for everyone in the 
meetings

behaviour you really liked behaviour that annoyed you

was always looking for ways to 
help staff

was always talking about football

  c Tell the class about the person your partner talked about.
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In this Lesson: Write and perform a radio commercial 
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
 1 Look at the pictures on page 56 and answer the questions.

a   What products can you see in the pictures?

b   What kind of person would be interested in each product?

 2 Do you know of any radio or TV commercials for the kinds of products in activity 1? Which products?
How are radio commercials diff erent from TV commercials? Why?

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the rules, below, for writing a radio commercial.
 Grade the rules from 1-9 (1 = the most important rule).

Always have music. .............................................................  

Aim your commercial at the people you want to buy 
your product. ...................................................................... 

Give people at least three different ways to get more 
information (e.g. telephone number, website, address). ...... 

Make people laugh. ............................................................ 

Highlight the selling point (the reason people should 
buy the product). ................................................................ 

Repeat the product name at least three times. ..................... 

Tell a story. ......................................................................... 

Give listeners an action point (how to buy the product 
or get more information). .................................................... 

Use a catchphrase. ............................................................... 

  b Share your ideas with the class.

  c As a class, choose the fi ve most important rules.

Listening
 4 Track 32  Track 33  Track 34  Listen to three radio commercials.

Write letters to show which products from activity 1 each commercial is advertising.

Commercial 1         

Commercial 2         

Commercial 3         

A

E

H

F

G

D

B

C

Lesson 12 Lesson 12
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Commercial Break  
In this lesson - Write and perform a radio commercial 
Core activities - 1, 3-5, 7
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction

1a+b
Direct attention to the pictures on page 56. Elicit 
answers to the questions. Accept any reasonable 
responses.

1a+b suggested answers
A - A drink, possibly alcoholic – It looks quite expensive   
     and sophisticated, so perhaps it would appeal to adults  
     (adults only if it is alcoholic).
B - A holiday website – Adults who want to find a good  
     deal.
C - Makeup – Women. It looks quite expensive, so maybe  
      people who buy luxury goods.
D - A ’green’ or ’eco’ car – People who are concerned  
      about the environment.
E - Instant coffee – Busy adults.
F - Ice lollies – Children and adults.
G - Men’s clothes shop – Middle-aged/Older men.
H - Sports shoes – People who do sports, or who want to  
      look like they do.

2
Take brief responses to the questions as a way to lead in 
to the next activity. You may like to elicit that the biggest 
difference between radio and TV commercials is that 
there are no pictures on radio.

3a
Go over the instructions and read through the rules for 
writing a radio commercial, to check understanding. 
In pairs, learners discuss the rules and grade them in 
importance from 1-9 (1 = the most important rule).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

3b
Learners share their ideas with the class. Encourage them 
to give reasons for why they rated the rules as they did.

3c
As a class, learners choose the five most important rules. 

3c answers
Accept any reasonable answers, but cover the following 
points during the discussion:
Aim your commercial at the people you want to buy 
your product: You obviously need different kinds of 
commercials for e.g. adults and children. 
Highlight the selling point: It makes sense to tell people 
why they should buy the product.
Repeat the product name at least three times: This is 
actually a ’rule’ often given in ’How to’ guides on writing

radio commercials. There are no visuals in radio, so you need 
to make sure listeners remember the name – and they might 
not hear it the first time.
Give listeners an action point: ’How to’ guides often stress 
that you should give listeners one clear thing to do in order 
to buy the product or get more information.
Use a catchphrase: Catchphrases can be more important 
on radio, which has to rely on words rather than visuals.

Listening

4
Go over the instructions and check understanding.

Track 32  Track 33  Track 34  Learners listen 
to three radio commercials and write letters to show 
which products from activity 1 each is advertising.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4 answers
Commercial 1: D
Commercial 2: G
Commercial 3: A
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56 57

In this Lesson: Write and perform a radio commercial 
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
 1 Look at the pictures on page 56 and answer the questions.

a   What products can you see in the pictures?

b   What kind of person would be interested in each product?

 2 Do you know of any radio or TV commercials for the kinds of products in activity 1? Which products?
How are radio commercials diff erent from TV commercials? Why?

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the rules, below, for writing a radio commercial.
 Grade the rules from 1-9 (1 = the most important rule).

Always have music. .............................................................  

Aim your commercial at the people you want to buy 
your product. ...................................................................... 

Give people at least three different ways to get more 
information (e.g. telephone number, website, address). ...... 

Make people laugh. ............................................................ 

Highlight the selling point (the reason people should 
buy the product). ................................................................ 

Repeat the product name at least three times. ..................... 

Tell a story. ......................................................................... 

Give listeners an action point (how to buy the product 
or get more information). .................................................... 

Use a catchphrase. ............................................................... 

  b Share your ideas with the class.

  c As a class, choose the fi ve most important rules.

Listening
 4 Track 32  Track 33  Track 34  Listen to three radio commercials.

Write letters to show which products from activity 1 each commercial is advertising.

Commercial 1         

Commercial 2         

Commercial 3         

A

E

H

F

G

D

B

C

Lesson 12 Lesson 12
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Track 32 (page 175, Student Book) 1:16
Commercial 1
Narrator - Are you worried about the future of the 
environment? What are you doing to ensure that your 
children and grandchildren live in a world that is as 
beautiful, clean and nourishing as the one we all enjoy 
today?
Speaker 1 - Oh, my wife and I have found that the only way 
to save the planet is to reject the modern world completely. 
We live in a self-sustaining commune of organic lettuce 
farmers. There are 35 members of the commune, and we all 
live together in a tree house in Wales. We eat nothing but 
lettuce, and wear clothes made from leaves. It’s the only 
way…
Speaker 2 - I drive an Eco-Motion Forest. 
Narrator - The new Eco-Motion Forest. Zero emissions. 
Zero damage to the environment.
Don’t live in a forest. Drive a Forest. 
Speaker 2 - The new Eco-Motion Forest. Zero emissions. 
Find out more at www.zeroemission.com, that’s  
www.zeroemission.com.

Track 33 (page 175, Student Book) 0:40
Commercial 2
Speaker 1 - Hey, nice jeans!
Speaker 2 - Thanks! 
Speaker 1 - Where I can get a pair?
Speaker 2 - Jack’s Jackets.
Speaker 1 - Jack’s Jackets?
Speaker 2 - Yes, Jack’s Jackets. It’s not just jackets, you 
know!
Narrator - Jack’s Jackets. The best choice for shirts, ties, 
trousers, slacks, pants, socks, coats… and, of course, jackets! 
Don’t miss our summer special this month for 30% off jeans 
and T-shirts. Yes, that’s 30% off. Come to Jack’s Jackets, on 
Union Street.
Speaker 2 - It’s not just jackets, you know!

Track 34 (page 176, Student Book) 0:54
Commercial 3
Narrator - Merryberry have been making their delicious, 
sparkling apple wine for 80 years, and for 80 years people 
have enjoyed its cool, crisp taste. 
Merryberry Sparkling Apple Wine: perfect with friends, at  
a party or just relaxing by yourself after a hard day at work.
Merryberry Sparkling Apple Wine: perfect anywhere. 
Made from the finest Somerset apples. Sweet, and simply 
scrumptious. Look for the gold bottle.
Looking for guaranteed refreshment? Look for Merryberry 
Sparkling Apple Wine, in the gold bottle. Sweet, and simply 
scrumptious.
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Interact
 7 a You are going to write and perform a 30-second radio commercial.

 Work in small groups. Choose one of the products from page 56 and make notes.

   • Product name
 • Selling point
 • Catchphrase
 • Action point
 • Any other points (kind of music, etc.) 

  b Write your commercial and decide who is going to perform it. 
 Practise it.

  c Perform your commercial for the class.
 Vote on the best commercial (you cannot vote for your own commercial).

1   The Eco-Motion                  Forest                 

2   Zero                                            

3   Drive a                                            

4   Find out more at www.zero                               .com

People often say things more than once when they speak, either by repeating the same 

words, or by saying the same thing in a different way. This naturally happens with important 

information and ideas, or when speakers want to emphasise something. These repetitions 

can show us what the speaker thinks are the key points in a message.

Listening skills and strategies

Listen for repeated words and ideas

 5 a Track 32  Listen to commercial 1 again. Write one word in each space to complete the phrases 
 from the commercial.

  b Write numbers to match the phrases from activity 5a with the descriptions below.

the name of the product .....   1   

the action point ..................       

the selling point .................       

the catchphrase .................       

1   What is the name of the shop?

2   What is the selling point?

3   Where is the shop?

4   What is the catchphrase?

  c Track 33  Listen to commercial 2 again. 
 Make a note of the answers to the questions.

 6 Which commercial do you like the best? Why?
Would you buy any of the products advertised?

1   What is the name of the product?

2   What is the selling point?

3   What is the catchphrase?

4   How can you recognise the product?

  d Track 34  Listen to commercial 3 again. 
 Make a note of the answers to the questions.

Lesson 12  Lesson 12

Listening skills and strategies
Listen for repeated words and ideas
People often say things more than once when they 
speak, either by repeating the same words, or by saying 
the same thing in a different way. This naturally happens 
with important information and ideas, or when speakers 
want to emphasise something. These repetitions can 
show us what the speaker thinks are the key points in  
a message.

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Explain to learners that they do not need 
to spell the words correctly: in a real-world situation they 
would note down information as they hear it and then 
check spelling later.

Track 32  Learners listen to commercial 1 again and 
write one word in each space to complete the phrases 
from the commercial. 

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5a answers - underlined
1) The Eco-Motion Forest
2) Zero emissions
3) Drive a Forest
4) Find out more at www.zeroemission.com

Track 32 (page 175, Student Book) 1:16
Commercial 1
Narrator - Are you worried about the future of the 
environment? What are you doing to ensure that your 
children and grandchildren live in a world that is as 
beautiful, clean and nourishing as the one we all enjoy 
today?
Speaker 1 - Oh, my wife and I have found that the only way 
to save the planet is to reject the modern world completely. 
We live in a self-sustaining commune of organic lettuce 
farmers. There are 35 members of the commune, and we all 
live together in a tree house in Wales. We eat nothing but 
lettuce, and wear clothes made from leaves. It’s the only 
way…
Speaker 2 - I drive an Eco-Motion Forest. 
Narrator - The new Eco-Motion Forest. Zero emissions. Zero 
damage to the environment.
Don’t live in a forest. Drive a Forest. 
Speaker 2 - The new Eco-Motion Forest. Zero emissions. 
Find out more at www.zeroemission.com, that’s  
www.zeroemission.com.

5b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write numbers to match 
the phrases from activity 5a with the descriptions.

Feedback as a class.

5b answers
the name of the product 1
the action point  4
the selling point  2
the catchphrase  3

5c
Track 33  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding.  
Learners listen to commercial 2 again and take notes to 
answer the questions.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5 answers
1) What is the name of the shop? Jack’s Jackets
2) What is the selling point? 30% off jeans and T-shirts
3) Where is the shop? on Union Street
4)  What is the catchphrase? It’s not just jackets (you 

know)!
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Interact
 7 a You are going to write and perform a 30-second radio commercial.

 Work in small groups. Choose one of the products from page 56 and make notes.

   • Product name
 • Selling point
 • Catchphrase
 • Action point
 • Any other points (kind of music, etc.) 

  b Write your commercial and decide who is going to perform it. 
 Practise it.

  c Perform your commercial for the class.
 Vote on the best commercial (you cannot vote for your own commercial).

1   The Eco-Motion                  Forest                 

2   Zero                                            

3   Drive a                                            

4   Find out more at www.zero                               .com

People often say things more than once when they speak, either by repeating the same 

words, or by saying the same thing in a different way. This naturally happens with important 

information and ideas, or when speakers want to emphasise something. These repetitions 

can show us what the speaker thinks are the key points in a message.

Listening skills and strategies

Listen for repeated words and ideas

 5 a Track 32  Listen to commercial 1 again. Write one word in each space to complete the phrases 
 from the commercial.

  b Write numbers to match the phrases from activity 5a with the descriptions below.

the name of the product .....   1   

the action point ..................       

the selling point .................       

the catchphrase .................       

1   What is the name of the shop?

2   What is the selling point?

3   Where is the shop?

4   What is the catchphrase?

  c Track 33  Listen to commercial 2 again. 
 Make a note of the answers to the questions.

 6 Which commercial do you like the best? Why?
Would you buy any of the products advertised?

1   What is the name of the product?

2   What is the selling point?

3   What is the catchphrase?

4   How can you recognise the product?

  d Track 34  Listen to commercial 3 again. 
 Make a note of the answers to the questions.
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Track 33 (page 175, Student Book) 0:40
Commercial 2
Speaker 1 - Hey, nice jeans!
Speaker 2 - Thanks! 
Speaker 1 - Where I can get a pair?
Speaker 2 - Jack’s Jackets.
Speaker 1 - Jack’s Jackets?
Speaker 2 - Yes, Jack’s Jackets. It’s not just jackets, you 
know!
Narrator - Jack’s Jackets. The best choice for shirts, ties, 

trousers, slacks, pants, socks, coats… and, of course, jackets! 
Don’t miss our summer special this month for 30% off jeans 
and T-shirts. Yes, that’s 30% off. Come to Jack’s Jackets, on 
Union Street.
Speaker 2 - It’s not just jackets, you know!

5d
Track 34  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding. Learners listen to commercial 3 again 
and take notes to answer the questions.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5d answers 
1)  What is the name of the product? Merryberry (Sparkling 

Apple Wine)
2)  What is the selling point? it’s good in any situation 

(’Perfect anywhere’)
3)  What is the catchphrase? Sweet, and simply 

scrumptious
4)  How can you recognise the product? Look for the gold 

bottle

Track 34 (page 176, Student Book) 0:5
Commercial 3
Narrator - Merryberry have been making their delicious, 
sparkling apple wine for 80 years, and for 80 years people 
have enjoyed its cool, crisp taste. 
Merryberry Sparkling Apple Wine: perfect with friends, at  
a party or just relaxing by yourself after a hard day at work.
Merryberry Sparkling Apple Wine: perfect anywhere. 
Made from the finest Somerset apples. Sweet, and simply 
scrumptious. Look for the gold bottle.
Looking for guaranteed refreshment? Look for Merryberry 
Sparkling Apple Wine, in the gold bottle. Sweet, and simply 
scrumptious.

6
Take brief responses to the questions to round off the 
listening section of the lesson.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.             
If necessary, remind learners of the meaning of action 
point (’how listeners can buy the product, or get more 
information’). You may also like to elicit ideas for a name, 
selling point and catchphrase for one of the products 
before starting this activity.

In small groups, learners choose one of the products 
from page 56 and make notes for a 30-second radio 
commercial to advertise it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Learners write, and practise performing their 
commercials.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7c
Learners perform their commercial for the rest of the 
class.

Take a vote on the best commercial, highlighting the fact 
that learners cannot vote for their own.
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Facing Your Fears
In this lesson - Discuss fears
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Grammar - Present perfect simple and past simple 
with time expressions
Examples:
Have you ever visited China?
I can’t leave the office because I haven’t finished work yet.
I’ve never eaten sushi before.
I had never eaten sushi before I met her.
I sold my car last month. 
I saw him three days ago.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the definitions 
with the words from the box. Highlight the fact that they 
will need to use one word as both a noun and a verb.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Teach, drill and 
board any unfamiliar items.

1a answers
1)  Things that scare you make you feel afraid.
2)  Panic is a strong feeling of fear or worry that stops you 

from thinking properly.
3)  If something gives you a scare, it makes you feel suddenly 

frightened and worried.
4)  People with a phobia have a very strong fear or dislike of a 

particular thing.

Extension
If time allows, and learners are interested, you may like to elicit 
/ teach the special names for the phobias illustrated on pages 
62 and 63 (fear of spiders – arachnophobia; fear of heights – 
acrophobia; fear of enclosed spaces – claustrophobia).

1b
Go over the questions and check understanding. 
In particular, check understanding of overcome (’deal with 
/ control a problem or feeling’). 
Briefly discuss the questions as a group.

U
N
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Lesson 13

statements functions

          a        

giving news about recent 
events or actions without 
saying exactly when 
they happened

                
talking about something that 
happened at a definite time in 
the past

                
talking about situations and 
actions that started in the past 
and continue until now

                
talking about general 
experiences up to now

Introduction
 1 a Complete the defi nitions below with the words 

 from the box.
 You need to use one word as both a noun 
 and a verb.

Reading
 2 a Read the article on pages 62 and 63 and answer 

 the questions below.

 3 a Read the underlined statements in the fi rst 
 paragraph of the article again. 

 Write letters to match them with the functions 
 in the table below.

  b Underline the correct options to complete the 
 sentences below.

  b Read the article again and circle the correct 
 options to show if the statements below are true (T)  
 or false (F).

  b Discuss the questions below as a group.

1   Things that       scare       you make you 
 feel afraid.

2                          is a strong feeling of fear 
 or worry that stops you from 
 thinking properly.

3   If something gives you a                        ,
 it makes you feel suddenly frightened 
 and worried.

4   People with a                        have a very 
 strong fear or dislike of a particular thing.

1   What kinds of things scare you?

2   Do you ever feel panic? When?

3   Do you know anyone with a phobia? 
 How do they try to overcome it?

panic phobia scare 

1   Which picture on page 62 or 63 best 
 illustrates Robert Deacon’s fear?

2   Why did Robert go on a parachute jump?

1   Statement d uses the past simple / 
 present perfect simple.

2   All the other statements use the 
 past simple / present perfect simple.

1   Robert is very happy about the 
 parachute jump. ............................ T / F

2   Robert’s fear started when he 
 was very young. ............................ T / F

3   Robert doesn’t feel his fear
 any more. ...................................... T / F

‘After I visited the hypnotist, I decided to  y to Paris 

again last year. I also went to the top of the Eiffel 

Tower. This year, I’ve made three trips by plane. I’ve 

even  own to Dubai and been to the top of the Burj 

Khalifa, the tallest construction in the world. I thought, 

‘What else can I do?’ Then the idea of the parachute 

jump came to me. I knew that if I could do this, I 

would never feel the same again, and I’ve  nally 

done it!’

Robert made his jump on 12th April and it has been 

all he can think about since.

‘I’ve never done anything so exciting before,’ said 

Robert, ‘I haven’t completely beaten my fear yet, but 

I achieved something incredible this week. When I 

landed on the ground on Sunday morning, I realised 

my life was going to change. I still felt terri ed, but it 

was also incredibly exciting. I’ve struggled with this 

fear for a long time, but now I think I have started to 

control it!’

Robert Deacon has just completed his  rst 
parachute jump (a) and he thinks it is the most 
exciting thing he has ever done (b). Before last 
year, he never thought this would have been 
possible. This is because Robert, 37, has been 
afraid of heights since he was a child (c). He still 
remembers the panic he felt when his family took 
him to the top of Blackpool Tower 30 years ago (d).

‘I think I’ve always been afraid of high places,’ he says. 

‘I’ve never even felt comfortable going up in lifts - I 

always take the stairs!’

It was only three years ago that Robert found the courage 

to  y in an aeroplane for the  rst time. ‘It was a short 

 ight to Paris. I was only in the air for about an hour, but 

I was terri ed. I held on to my seat all the way.’

Since then, however, Robert has worked to overcome 

his fear. After that  rst  ight, he decided to take 

action.Two years ago he consulted a hypnotist who, 

he says, successfully helped him to feel more relaxed 

about high places.

by Karen Holly

Facing His Fear
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Reading

2a
Direct attention to the article and pictures on pages 62 
and 63.
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding.

Set a time limit of half a minute. 
Learners read the article and answer the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a answers
1)  The middle picture (the picture on the right of page 62), 

showing a fear of heights (acrophobia), best illustrates 
Robert Deacon’s fear.

2)  Robert went on a parachute jump in an attempt to 
overcome his fear.

2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners read the article again and circle the correct 
options to show if the statements are true (T) or false (F).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2b answers
1) Robert is very happy about the parachute jump. T
2) Robert’s fear started when he was very young. T 
3) Robert doesn’t feel his fear any more. F

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the underlined 
statements in the first paragraph of the article again and 
write letters to match them with the functions in the 
table.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

3a answers

statements functions

a giving news about recent events or 
actions without saying exactly when they 
happened

d talking about something that happened at 
a definite time in the past

c talking about situations and actions that 
started in the past and continue until now

b talking about general experiences up  
to now

3b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners underline the correct options to complete 
the sentences.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3b answers
1) Statement d uses the past simple.
2) All the other statements use the present perfect simple.

Lesson 13

statements functions

          a        

giving news about recent 
events or actions without 
saying exactly when 
they happened

                
talking about something that 
happened at a definite time in 
the past

                
talking about situations and 
actions that started in the past 
and continue until now

                
talking about general 
experiences up to now

Introduction
 1 a Complete the defi nitions below with the words 

 from the box.
 You need to use one word as both a noun 
 and a verb.

Reading
 2 a Read the article on pages 62 and 63 and answer 

 the questions below.

 3 a Read the underlined statements in the fi rst 
 paragraph of the article again. 

 Write letters to match them with the functions 
 in the table below.

  b Underline the correct options to complete the 
 sentences below.

  b Read the article again and circle the correct 
 options to show if the statements below are true (T)  
 or false (F).

  b Discuss the questions below as a group.

1   Things that       scare       you make you 
 feel afraid.

2                          is a strong feeling of fear 
 or worry that stops you from 
 thinking properly.

3   If something gives you a                        ,
 it makes you feel suddenly frightened 
 and worried.

4   People with a                        have a very 
 strong fear or dislike of a particular thing.

1   What kinds of things scare you?

2   Do you ever feel panic? When?

3   Do you know anyone with a phobia? 
 How do they try to overcome it?

panic phobia scare 

1   Which picture on page 62 or 63 best 
 illustrates Robert Deacon’s fear?

2   Why did Robert go on a parachute jump?

1   Statement d uses the past simple / 
 present perfect simple.

2   All the other statements use the 
 past simple / present perfect simple.

1   Robert is very happy about the 
 parachute jump. ............................ T / F

2   Robert’s fear started when he 
 was very young. ............................ T / F

3   Robert doesn’t feel his fear
 any more. ...................................... T / F

‘After I visited the hypnotist, I decided to  y to Paris 

again last year. I also went to the top of the Eiffel 

Tower. This year, I’ve made three trips by plane. I’ve 

even  own to Dubai and been to the top of the Burj 

Khalifa, the tallest construction in the world. I thought, 

‘What else can I do?’ Then the idea of the parachute 

jump came to me. I knew that if I could do this, I 

would never feel the same again, and I’ve  nally 

done it!’

Robert made his jump on 12th April and it has been 

all he can think about since.

‘I’ve never done anything so exciting before,’ said 

Robert, ‘I haven’t completely beaten my fear yet, but 

I achieved something incredible this week. When I 

landed on the ground on Sunday morning, I realised 

my life was going to change. I still felt terri ed, but it 

was also incredibly exciting. I’ve struggled with this 

fear for a long time, but now I think I have started to 

control it!’

Robert Deacon has just completed his  rst 
parachute jump (a) and he thinks it is the most 
exciting thing he has ever done (b). Before last 
year, he never thought this would have been 
possible. This is because Robert, 37, has been 
afraid of heights since he was a child (c). He still 
remembers the panic he felt when his family took 
him to the top of Blackpool Tower 30 years ago (d).

‘I think I’ve always been afraid of high places,’ he says. 

‘I’ve never even felt comfortable going up in lifts - I 

always take the stairs!’

It was only three years ago that Robert found the courage 

to  y in an aeroplane for the  rst time. ‘It was a short 

 ight to Paris. I was only in the air for about an hour, but 

I was terri ed. I held on to my seat all the way.’

Since then, however, Robert has worked to overcome 

his fear. After that  rst  ight, he decided to take 

action.Two years ago he consulted a hypnotist who, 

he says, successfully helped him to feel more relaxed 

about high places.

by Karen Holly

Facing His Fear
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Language Focus 

4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners write the time expressions from the box 
into the correct places in the table. Point out that learners 
can use the article on pages 62 and 63 to help with the 
answers, and that the time expressions are all highlighted 
in the article.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

4 answers

used with past simple ago, 
last year / last month / 
yesterday, etc.
on Tuesday / on 12th 
April, etc.

used with present perfect 
simple

ever, just, since, yet 

can be used with both always, before, for, never, 
this year / this week 
today, etc.

You will be aware that, while British English tends to 
prefer the present perfect with just when giving news, the 
same is not true for American English. 
You will also be aware that, as well as being a time 
expression, ever can be used for emphasis. It is used in 
this way in past simple as well as present perfect simple 
sentences, e.g. ’He gave his best ever performance in 
1976.’ Here, ever is used to emphasise that it was ’his best 
performance’. The time expression is in 1976.
It is probably best not to go into these points unless they 
are raised by a learner.

Practice

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners cross out the time 
expression in parentheses that cannot be used with each 
sentence, then rewrite each sentence twice, using a 
different time expression each time.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

Alternative procedure
If time is short, you may like to decide, as a class, which time 
expression cannot be used with each sentence, then divide 
the sentences up between the pairs of learners to work on 
before taking feedback as a class.

5a answers 
See 5b answers.

5b
As a class, discuss the difference in meaning between 
each pair of sentences learners rewrote in activity 5a.

5b answers - in parentheses 
5a answers - in bold 
1)  ever / just / this year  

It’s the most frightening thing I’ve ever done. 
It’s the most frightening thing I’ve done this year. 
(ever indicates that the speaker is talking about their 
whole life)

2)  before / last month / yet 
I haven’t tried it before. 
I haven’t tried it yet. 
(in this context, before = before now; yet implies that the 
speaker expects it to happen)

3)  always / last year / never 
I was always scared of the dark as a child. 
I was never scared of the dark as a child.

4)  just / today / on Tuesday 
I’ve just heard some terrible news. 
I’ve heard some terrible news today. 
(just = a short time before speaking, from the speaker’s 
point of view)

5)  ago / for / since 
I lived there a year ago. 
I lived there for a year. 
(ago = before now; for = duration)

6)  always/ never / ever  
I’ve always studied French. 
I’ve never studied French.

Lesson 13

Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. Cross out the time expression in parentheses that cannot be used with 

 each sentence below.

 Rewrite each sentence twice, using a diff erent time expression each time.

  b Discuss the diff erence in meaning between each pair of sentences you rewrote in activity 5a.

Language Focus
 4 Work with a partner. 

Write the time expressions from the box into the correct places in the table. 
Use the article on pages 62 and 63 to help you.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you. 

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 35  Listen. Underline the sentence you hear on each line.

  b Work with a partner. Take turns saying sentences from activity 6a. 
 Tell your partner which column each sentence that they say is from.

  b Work with a partner. Share the sentences you completed in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

    example A: I‛ve always been afraid of making mistakes.
    B: Why‛s that?
                A: I guess I‛ve never been very con dent.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   I’ve always been afraid of                                                                            .

2                                                                               is the most frightening thing I’ve ever done.

3   I haven’t been frightened of                                                                             

 since                                                                             .

4   I was always scared of                                                                             as a child.

5   The biggest fear I have is                                                                            .

6   Something gave me a scare                                                                             ago.

1   (ever / just / this year) It’s the most frightening thing I’ve done.

  It‛s the most frightening thing I‛ve ever done.                                                                        
                                                                                                                                              

2   (before / last month / yet) I haven’t tried it.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

3   (always / last year / never) I was scared of the dark as a child.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

4   (just / today / on Tuesday) I’ve heard some terrible news.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

5   (ago / for / since) I lived there a year.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

6   (always / never / ever) I’ve studied French.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

ago
always
before

ever
for

just (when giving news)
last year/last month/yesterday, etc.

never
on Tuesday/on 12th April, etc.

since
this year/this week/today, etc.

yet    

used with 
past simple ago

used with 
present perfect 

simple

can be used 
with both

A B

1 I started Lessons. I’ve started Lessons.

2 I bought a camera. I’ve bought a camera. 

3 I practised for a long time. I’ve practised for a long time. 

4 I tried it once. I’ve tried it once.
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 35  Learners listen and underline the sentence 

they hear on each line.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers
1) column A
2) column B
3) column B
4) column A

Track 35 (page 176, Student Book) 0:24
1) I started lessons.
2) I’ve bought a camera. 
3) I’ve practised for a long time.
4) I tried it once. 

6b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners take turns saying sentences from 
activity 6a while their partner tries to tell which column 
each sentence being said is from.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and the incomplete sentences 
to check understanding. You may like to complete one or 
two of the sentences yourself as a model.
Learners work independently and choose three of the 
sentences to complete and make true for themselves. 

Allow learners time to think and write.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b 
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners share the sentences they completed 
in activity 7a.
Highlight the fact that they should ask questions to get 
more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 13

Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. Cross out the time expression in parentheses that cannot be used with 

 each sentence below.

 Rewrite each sentence twice, using a diff erent time expression each time.

  b Discuss the diff erence in meaning between each pair of sentences you rewrote in activity 5a.

Language Focus
 4 Work with a partner. 

Write the time expressions from the box into the correct places in the table. 
Use the article on pages 62 and 63 to help you.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you. 

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 35  Listen. Underline the sentence you hear on each line.

  b Work with a partner. Take turns saying sentences from activity 6a. 
 Tell your partner which column each sentence that they say is from.

  b Work with a partner. Share the sentences you completed in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

    example A: I‛ve always been afraid of making mistakes.
    B: Why‛s that?
                A: I guess I‛ve never been very con dent.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   I’ve always been afraid of                                                                            .

2                                                                               is the most frightening thing I’ve ever done.

3   I haven’t been frightened of                                                                             

 since                                                                             .

4   I was always scared of                                                                             as a child.

5   The biggest fear I have is                                                                            .

6   Something gave me a scare                                                                             ago.

1   (ever / just / this year) It’s the most frightening thing I’ve done.

  It‛s the most frightening thing I‛ve ever done.                                                                        
                                                                                                                                              

2   (before / last month / yet) I haven’t tried it.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

3   (always / last year / never) I was scared of the dark as a child.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

4   (just / today / on Tuesday) I’ve heard some terrible news.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

5   (ago / for / since) I lived there a year.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

6   (always / never / ever) I’ve studied French.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                              

ago
always
before

ever
for

just (when giving news)
last year/last month/yesterday, etc.

never
on Tuesday/on 12th April, etc.

since
this year/this week/today, etc.

yet    

used with 
past simple ago

used with 
present perfect 

simple

can be used 
with both

A B

1 I started Lessons. I’ve started Lessons.

2 I bought a camera. I’ve bought a camera. 

3 I practised for a long time. I’ve practised for a long time. 

4 I tried it once. I’ve tried it once.
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Introduction
 1 a Have you, or anyone you know, had any of the problems below while on holiday?

  b What happened?

•  got very ill        

•  lost luggage       Terry   and   

•  got badly sunburnt      

Reading
 2 Read the stories from the Holiday horrors forum below.

Write names from the stories next to each problem in activity 1 to show who had the problem.

 3 Read the stories again. 
Circle the correct word to complete each statement below, and underline the place in the stories 
where you fi nd the answer.

 4 Who had the worst holiday experience?

 Prev

Terry

Petra 

Margot 

1 2 3

My wife and I had a terrible experience last year. We’d spent a whole year planning every 
detail before we fi nally fl ew out on our two-week, Caribbean island honeymoon. When 
we arrived in St Lucia, we discovered that we’d lost our suitcases –  the airline had sent 
them to America! When our luggage fi nally arrived, June and I had been wearing the 
same clothes for three days! We’d looked forward to the holiday so much, but I have to 
say it was a honeymoon to remember for all the wrong reasons!

My husband had an awful time on holiday a couple of years ago. It was the fi rst day of 
our holiday in Thailand, and when we had breakfast, John had already decided to do 
some sunbathing. When I woke him to go to lunch, John had been sleeping in the sun for 
about three hours – and he’d forgotten to use suntan lotion! He was so badly sunburnt, 
he couldn’t leave the hotel room for the rest of the holiday. It was horrible!

I was really excited when I got on the boat, because I’d never been on a cruise before.
I’d been feeling a bit ill at home that morning, but I’d just thought it was the excitement 
of going on holiday. I started to feel really bad, however, so I went to see the ship’s doctor 
when we’d left port. She said that I’d probably caught a stomach bug, and that I would 
have to stay in my room for at least 48 hours! I wasn’t allowed to go anywhere – it was 
like being a prisoner on holiday!

Next  

a   The airline sent Terry and June’s bags to America before / after Terry and June arrived 
 in St Lucia.

b   Terry and June wore the same clothes for three days before / after their luggage arrived.

c   John had breakfast before / after he decided to do some sunbathing. 

d   John slept in the sun for three hours before / after lunch.

e   Margot started to feel ill before / after she got on the boat.

f   Margot went to see the ship’s doctor before / after the ship left port.

Terry

Petra

Margot
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Holidays from Hell
In this lesson - Share real or imaginary stories about the 
past
Core activities - 1-3, 5, 7 
Grammar - Past perfect simple and past perfect 
continuous
Examples:
I was really hungry because I hadn’t eaten since lunch.
He was exhausted because he’d been working all night.

Introduction

1a+b
Discuss the questions briefly as a class, as a way to 
introduce the topic.

Reading

2
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Set a time limit of one minute.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Learners read the stories from the ’Holiday horrors’ forum 
and write names from the stories next to each problem 
in activity 1 to show who had the problem.

Feedback in pairs, and then as a class.

2 answers 
• got very ill - Margot
• lost luggage - Terry and June
• got badly sunburnt - John

3a-f
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Set a time limit of five minutes.
In pairs, learners read the stories again, circle the correct 
word to complete each statement, and underline the 
place in the stories where they find the answer.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3a-f answers - in bold (and underlined in text below)
a)  The airline sent Terry and June’s bags to America before 

Terry and June arrived in St Lucia.
b)  Terry and June wore the same clothes for three days 

before their luggage arrived.
c)  John had breakfast after he decided to do some 

sunbathing.
d) John slept in the sun for three hours before lunch.
e) Margot started to feel ill before she got on the boat.
f)  Margot went to see the ship’s doctor after the ship left 

port.
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Introduction
 1 a Have you, or anyone you know, had any of the problems below while on holiday?

  b What happened?

•  got very ill        

•  lost luggage       Terry   and   

•  got badly sunburnt      

Reading
 2 Read the stories from the Holiday horrors forum below.

Write names from the stories next to each problem in activity 1 to show who had the problem.

 3 Read the stories again. 
Circle the correct word to complete each statement below, and underline the place in the stories 
where you fi nd the answer.

 4 Who had the worst holiday experience?

 Prev

Terry

Petra 

Margot 

1 2 3

My wife and I had a terrible experience last year. We’d spent a whole year planning every 
detail before we fi nally fl ew out on our two-week, Caribbean island honeymoon. When 
we arrived in St Lucia, we discovered that we’d lost our suitcases –  the airline had sent 
them to America! When our luggage fi nally arrived, June and I had been wearing the 
same clothes for three days! We’d looked forward to the holiday so much, but I have to 
say it was a honeymoon to remember for all the wrong reasons!

My husband had an awful time on holiday a couple of years ago. It was the fi rst day of 
our holiday in Thailand, and when we had breakfast, John had already decided to do 
some sunbathing. When I woke him to go to lunch, John had been sleeping in the sun for 
about three hours – and he’d forgotten to use suntan lotion! He was so badly sunburnt, 
he couldn’t leave the hotel room for the rest of the holiday. It was horrible!

I was really excited when I got on the boat, because I’d never been on a cruise before.
I’d been feeling a bit ill at home that morning, but I’d just thought it was the excitement 
of going on holiday. I started to feel really bad, however, so I went to see the ship’s doctor 
when we’d left port. She said that I’d probably caught a stomach bug, and that I would 
have to stay in my room for at least 48 hours! I wasn’t allowed to go anywhere – it was 
like being a prisoner on holiday!

Next  

a   The airline sent Terry and June’s bags to America before / after Terry and June arrived 
 in St Lucia.

b   Terry and June wore the same clothes for three days before / after their luggage arrived.

c   John had breakfast before / after he decided to do some sunbathing. 

d   John slept in the sun for three hours before / after lunch.

e   Margot started to feel ill before / after she got on the boat.

f   Margot went to see the ship’s doctor before / after the ship left port.

Terry

Petra

Margot
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Terry My wife and I had a terrible experience last 
year. We’d spent a whole year planning every 
detail before we finally flew out on our two-
week, Caribbean island honeymoon. (a) When 
we arrived in St Lucia, we discovered that 
we’d lost our suitcases –  the airline had sent 
them to America! (b) When our luggage finally 
arrived, June and I had been wearing the same 
clothes for three days! We’d looked forward to 
the holiday so much, but I have to say it was 
a honeymoon to remember for all the wrong 
reasons!

Petra My husband had an awful time on holiday 
a couple of years ago. It was the first day of 
our holiday in Thailand, and (c) when we had 
breakfast, John had already decided to do 
some sunbathing. (d) When I woke him to go 
to lunch, John had been sleeping in the sun for 
about three hours – and he’d forgotten to use 
suntan lotion! He was so badly sunburnt, he 
couldn’t leave the hotel room for the rest of the 
holiday. It was horrible!

Margot I was really excited when I got on the boat, 
because I’d never been on a cruise before. (e) I’d 
been feeling a bit ill at home that morning, but 
I’d just thought it was the excitement of going 
on holiday. I started to feel really bad, however, 
so (f ) I went to see the ship’s doctor when we’d 
left port. She said that I’d probably caught a 
stomach bug, and that I would have to stay in 
my room for at least 48 hours! I wasn’t allowed 
to go anywhere – it was like being a prisoner on 
holiday!

4
Take brief responses to the question as a way to round off 
this part of the lesson.
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Practice
 5 a Underline the most suitable form to complete each sentence.

 Sometimes both forms are possible.

  b Discuss your choices as a class.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 36  Listen. Are the underlined sounds the same or diff erent? 

Interact
 7 a Work with a partner. Choose one of the situations below.

We use the past perfect simple or past perfect continuous when we talk about a time in the past, and
want to refer to actions or events that happened before that time.

I was surprised because I hadn’t seen her act like that before.
It had been snowing, and the fi elds were white.

We don’t usually use the past perfect continuous with:

• verbs that refer to actions that are completed at a single point in time, such as start, stop and lose

 We were tired because we’d started work at six that morning.
X  We were tired because we’d been starting work at six that morning.

• verbs that refer to a state

 I’d had my car for 15 years. 
X  I’d been having my car for 15 years.

Sometimes there is very little difference in meaning between the two forms.

He was exhausted because he’d worked all day.
He was exhausted because he’d been working all day.

In other contexts there is a difference in meaning.

He was wet because he’d washed his car. (We know he fi nished washing the car.)
He was wet because he’d been washing his car. (We don’t know if he had fi nished washing the car at 
that time.)

We use the past perfect continuous when we emphasise the continuation of the action or event.

had been + -ing form of the verb

I’d been working for three hours when he told me to take a break.

We use the past perfect simple when we emphasise the completion of the action or event.

had + past participle

Tom had done the washing when I got home.

1   I’d read / been reading the whole paper when I arrived at my home station.

2   I was really tired when I met her, because I’d run / been running.

3   I’d run / been running most of the way home when I met her.

4   We’d waited / been waiting for over an hour when they finally served some food.

5   I’d eaten / been eating in the restaurant maybe three or four times.

I’d been sitting in the sun.

  b Track 36  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Practise telling the story with your partner.

  c Change partners.
 Tell your new partner your story. 
 Can they guess if it is imaginary or real?

Situation 1

Where were you, 
and who were you 
with?

train station
my wife

What had you 
been doing just 
before the incident 
happened?

talking with wife about dinner

What happened?

realised I‛d lost wallet

What did you do?

asked in the station of ce

What happened in 
the end?

someone had handed it in

 Situation 1: A story about something that happened to you on your way home

 Situation 2: A story about missing a plane/bus/train.

 Situation 3: A story about something that happened when you were on holiday

   Use the table to make notes about either an imaginary or a real story about the situation.

Language Focus
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Language Focus 
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners underline the most suitable form 
to complete each sentence. Highlight that sometimes 
both forms are possible.

5b
Discuss learners’ choices as a class, eliciting reasons for 
their choices and explaining any points they may still be 
unsure of.

5b answers
1)  I’d read the whole paper when I arrived at my home 

station. 
The past perfect simple is the correct option, as the 
speaker talks about an action that was completed before 
they arrived at the station. The speaker had read all of the 
newspaper.

2)  I was really tired when I met her, because I’d been 
running. 
The past perfect continuous is the correct option, as the 
speaker is focusing on the activity of running as the 
reason for being tired, as opposed to focusing on how 
far had been run as being the reason (I was really tired 
because I’d run most of the way there.)

3)  I’d run most of the way home when I met her. 
The past perfect simple is the correct option. The focus is 
on how much of the run was completed when the speaker 
met her. Compare with the previous sentence, where the 
focus is on the activity.

4)  We’d waited / been waiting for over an hour when 
they finally served some food. 
Both options are possible, but had been waiting is more 
suitable. The word ’finally’ suggests that the speaker is 
annoyed at having been made to wait for so long, and 
so would focus on the progress, or continuation of that 
action. 

5)   I’d eaten in the restaurant maybe three or four times. 
The past perfect simple is the correct option, because the 
speaker is talking about a number of completed actions.
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Practice
 5 a Underline the most suitable form to complete each sentence.

 Sometimes both forms are possible.

  b Discuss your choices as a class.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 36  Listen. Are the underlined sounds the same or diff erent? 

Interact
 7 a Work with a partner. Choose one of the situations below.

We use the past perfect simple or past perfect continuous when we talk about a time in the past, and
want to refer to actions or events that happened before that time.

I was surprised because I hadn’t seen her act like that before.
It had been snowing, and the fi elds were white.

We don’t usually use the past perfect continuous with:

• verbs that refer to actions that are completed at a single point in time, such as start, stop and lose

 We were tired because we’d started work at six that morning.
X  We were tired because we’d been starting work at six that morning.

• verbs that refer to a state

 I’d had my car for 15 years. 
X  I’d been having my car for 15 years.

Sometimes there is very little difference in meaning between the two forms.

He was exhausted because he’d worked all day.
He was exhausted because he’d been working all day.

In other contexts there is a difference in meaning.

He was wet because he’d washed his car. (We know he fi nished washing the car.)
He was wet because he’d been washing his car. (We don’t know if he had fi nished washing the car at 
that time.)

We use the past perfect continuous when we emphasise the continuation of the action or event.

had been + -ing form of the verb

I’d been working for three hours when he told me to take a break.

We use the past perfect simple when we emphasise the completion of the action or event.

had + past participle

Tom had done the washing when I got home.

1   I’d read / been reading the whole paper when I arrived at my home station.

2   I was really tired when I met her, because I’d run / been running.

3   I’d run / been running most of the way home when I met her.

4   We’d waited / been waiting for over an hour when they finally served some food.

5   I’d eaten / been eating in the restaurant maybe three or four times.

I’d been sitting in the sun.

  b Track 36  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Practise telling the story with your partner.

  c Change partners.
 Tell your new partner your story. 
 Can they guess if it is imaginary or real?

Situation 1

Where were you, 
and who were you 
with?

train station
my wife

What had you 
been doing just 
before the incident 
happened?

talking with wife about dinner

What happened?

realised I‛d lost wallet

What did you do?

asked in the station of ce

What happened in 
the end?

someone had handed it in

 Situation 1: A story about something that happened to you on your way home

 Situation 2: A story about missing a plane/bus/train.

 Situation 3: A story about something that happened when you were on holiday

   Use the table to make notes about either an imaginary or a real story about the situation.

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 36   Go over the instructions and check 

understanding. 

Learners listen for whether the underlined parts of the 
sentence sound the same or different.

6a answers
They sound the same. In connected speech, the underlined
vowels all tend to be produced as /ɪ/.

Track 36 (page 176, Student Book) 0:07
I’d been sitting in the sun.

6b
Track 36  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. You might like to briefly make notes on 
the board about something that happened to you, as a 
model.
Set a time limit of three minutes.
In pairs, learners choose one of the situations, and then 
use the table to make notes about either an imaginary or 
a real story about the situation.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b 
In pairs, learners practise telling the stories they made 
notes on.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

7c 
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
Learners change partners and tell their stories to each 
other. 
Learners guess if their partner’s story is an imaginary or 
real one.
Encourage learners to ask questions to get more 
information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

Feedback. Learners tell the class if they think their 
partner’s story was real or imaginary.

Encourage learners to give reasons for the way they 
guess.
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Reading
 2 a Read the fi rst two paragraphs of the article on 

 page 71 and make a note of the answers to the 
 questions below.

  b Read the rest of the article quickly. Write numbers
 to put the paragraphs in the correct order.

1   Does the author mention any ways of 
 cooking eggs that you thought of in 
 activity 1? If yes, what?

                                                                      

2   Does the author mention any ways of 
 cooking eggs that you didn’t think of? 
 If yes, what?

                                                                      

3   What is the author going to explain 
 how to do?

                                                                      

 4 a Work with a partner. Study how the expressions 
 in bold are used in the article on page 71, then 
 write the expressions into the correct places in 
 the table below.

  b Read the Language Focus section on page 72 and 
 check your answers to activity 4a.

 3 Read the numbered paragraphs again and make 
a note of why the author says you should do 
the following:

a   Use a deep, wide pan.
                                                                      

b   Make sure the water isn’t boiling.
                                                                      

c   Have a large spoon nearby.
                                                                      

d   Allow some hot water into the cup before 
 you pour the egg out.
                                                                      

e   Push each egg with a wooden spoon.
                                                                      

expressions how they are used

so that                     
                             
                             
                             

to explain the purpose 
of doing something 

                             
to talk about 
the possibility of 
something happening

                             
                             

to say what will 
happen if you don’t do 
something

                             to give a reason 
(similar to because)

Method
 1  You need to use a pan that is at least 7cm 
deep so that there is enough water to cover 
the eggs, and so they won’t stick to the bottom 
of the pan. Also, you want to make sure the pan 
is wide enough to hold all the eggs you will be 
poaching, as you don't want the eggs to stick 
together. 

     Slowly lower each cup under the surface of 
the water. You need to be careful – don’t pour 
the egg out of the cup straight away, or else it 
will just spread out in the water – and you don’t 
want that. Instead, allow some of the water into 
the cup in order to cook the egg slightly in the 
cup and keep it  rm. After about 10 seconds, 
you can gently slip the egg into the water.

     Fill the pan with water and add a little salt. 
Bring the water to a simmer, but don’t let it 
boil, otherwise your eggs will break up when 
you put them in.

     After a couple more seconds, gently push 
each egg with a wooden spoon to make sure it 
isn’t sticking to the bottom of the pan.

     Break each egg into a separate cup. Have a 
large spoon nearby in case a yolk breaks when 
you put an egg in the water and you need to get 
it out quickly (you can use it in an omelette).

     Serve on hot, buttered, wholemeal toast, with 
lots of freshly ground black pepper – perfection 
on a plate!

     After exactly  ve minutes, lift each egg out 
with a slotted spoon and place the spoon and 
the egg on a clean tea towel to drain for a 
few seconds. 

On a steak, in a sandwich or 
fried with rice – add an egg to 

anything and your life automatically 
gets better. Add an egg to your 
breakfast and you know your day will 
be good. How you cook them tells 
me something about your character. 
Show me a properly fried egg, and 
I know you can be trusted, though 
I can’t be sure if you have much 
imagination. A nice, soft-boiled 
egg tells me that you have good 
judgement and perfect timing, while 
well-scrambled eggs show that you 
are sensitive and have a 
gentle touch. 

 If you really want to impress 

me with an egg, however, poach it for 
me. Nothing could be simpler. You 
just take it out of its shell and slip it, 
naked, into a bath of gently simmering 
water. Keep it there for  ve minutes, 
then enjoy its golden, gooey yolk and 
soft, silky white. Let me show you how.

by Ben Sergeantby Ben SSSerergeannttt

Good Eggs
Ingredients
- One egg per  
 person – as fresh  
 as possible
- Salt
- Freshly ground 
 black pepper

What you need
- A frying pan
- One teacup for 
  each egg
- A slotted spoon
- A clean 
 tea towel

Introduction
 1 As a class, make a list of ways to cook eggs. 

You have one minute.

notes 
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A Perfect Egg
In this lesson - Explain how to make a drink or dish that 
you like
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Function - Explaining how to do things

Introduction

1
Ask learners what their favourite egg dish is. As a class, 
brainstorm ways to cook eggs. 
Make a list on the board. Set a time limit of one minute.

Reading

2a
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. Learners read the first two paragraphs of 
the article on page 71 and make a note of the answers to 
the questions. Set a time limit of two minutes.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Check and teach 
any unknown vocabulary, e.g. simmering (+ simmer), 
(egg) white, yolk. 

2a answers
1+2)  Answers will vary, but the author mentions frying, soft-

boiling, scrambling and poaching eggs. The author 
also mentions frying eggs with rice, putting them on 
top of steaks, and having them in sandwiches.

     3)  The author is going to explain how to poach eggs.

2b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners read the rest of the article 
quickly and write numbers to put the paragraphs in the 
correct order. Point out that learners don’t need to read 
entire paragraphs to complete the task. Set a time limit of 
two minutes.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2b answers
See Reading text.

Reading text 
Good eggs
by Ben Sergeant

On a steak, in a sandwich or fried with rice – add an egg to 
anything and your life automatically gets better. Add an egg 
to your breakfast and you know your day will be good. How 
you cook them tells me something about your character. 
Show me a properly fried egg, and I know you can be trusted,

though I can’t be sure if you have much imagination. A nice, 
soft-boiled egg tells me that you have good judgement and 
perfect timing, while well-scrambled eggs show that you are 
sensitive and have a gentle touch. 
If you really want to impress me with an egg, however, 
poach it for me. Nothing could be simpler. You just take 
it out of its shell and slip it, naked, into a bath of gently 
simmering water. Keep it there for five minutes, then enjoy 
its golden, gooey yolk and soft, silky white. Let me show you 
how.
What you need 
A frying pan 
One teacup for each egg 
A slotted spoon 
A clean tea towel
Ingredients 
One egg per person – as fresh as possible 
Salt 
Freshly ground black pepper
Method 
1  You need to use a pan that is at least 7cm deep so that there 

is enough water to cover the eggs, and so they won’tstick to 
the bottom of the pan. Also, you want to make sure the pan 
is wide enough to hold all the eggs you will be poaching, as 
you don’t want the eggs to stick together.

U
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Reading
 2 a Read the fi rst two paragraphs of the article on 

 page 71 and make a note of the answers to the 
 questions below.

  b Read the rest of the article quickly. Write numbers
 to put the paragraphs in the correct order.

1   Does the author mention any ways of 
 cooking eggs that you thought of in 
 activity 1? If yes, what?

                                                                      

2   Does the author mention any ways of 
 cooking eggs that you didn’t think of? 
 If yes, what?

                                                                      

3   What is the author going to explain 
 how to do?

                                                                      

 4 a Work with a partner. Study how the expressions 
 in bold are used in the article on page 71, then 
 write the expressions into the correct places in 
 the table below.

  b Read the Language Focus section on page 72 and 
 check your answers to activity 4a.

 3 Read the numbered paragraphs again and make 
a note of why the author says you should do 
the following:

a   Use a deep, wide pan.
                                                                      

b   Make sure the water isn’t boiling.
                                                                      

c   Have a large spoon nearby.
                                                                      

d   Allow some hot water into the cup before 
 you pour the egg out.
                                                                      

e   Push each egg with a wooden spoon.
                                                                      

expressions how they are used

so that                     
                             
                             
                             

to explain the purpose 
of doing something 

                             
to talk about 
the possibility of 
something happening

                             
                             

to say what will 
happen if you don’t do 
something

                             to give a reason 
(similar to because)

Method
 1  You need to use a pan that is at least 7cm 
deep so that there is enough water to cover 
the eggs, and so they won’t stick to the bottom 
of the pan. Also, you want to make sure the pan 
is wide enough to hold all the eggs you will be 
poaching, as you don't want the eggs to stick 
together. 

     Slowly lower each cup under the surface of 
the water. You need to be careful – don’t pour 
the egg out of the cup straight away, or else it 
will just spread out in the water – and you don’t 
want that. Instead, allow some of the water into 
the cup in order to cook the egg slightly in the 
cup and keep it  rm. After about 10 seconds, 
you can gently slip the egg into the water.

     Fill the pan with water and add a little salt. 
Bring the water to a simmer, but don’t let it 
boil, otherwise your eggs will break up when 
you put them in.

     After a couple more seconds, gently push 
each egg with a wooden spoon to make sure it 
isn’t sticking to the bottom of the pan.

     Break each egg into a separate cup. Have a 
large spoon nearby in case a yolk breaks when 
you put an egg in the water and you need to get 
it out quickly (you can use it in an omelette).

     Serve on hot, buttered, wholemeal toast, with 
lots of freshly ground black pepper – perfection 
on a plate!

     After exactly  ve minutes, lift each egg out 
with a slotted spoon and place the spoon and 
the egg on a clean tea towel to drain for a 
few seconds. 

On a steak, in a sandwich or 
fried with rice – add an egg to 

anything and your life automatically 
gets better. Add an egg to your 
breakfast and you know your day will 
be good. How you cook them tells 
me something about your character. 
Show me a properly fried egg, and 
I know you can be trusted, though 
I can’t be sure if you have much 
imagination. A nice, soft-boiled 
egg tells me that you have good 
judgement and perfect timing, while 
well-scrambled eggs show that you 
are sensitive and have a 
gentle touch. 

 If you really want to impress 

me with an egg, however, poach it for 
me. Nothing could be simpler. You 
just take it out of its shell and slip it, 
naked, into a bath of gently simmering 
water. Keep it there for  ve minutes, 
then enjoy its golden, gooey yolk and 
soft, silky white. Let me show you how.

by Ben Sergeantby Ben SSSerergeannttt

Good Eggs
Ingredients
- One egg per  
 person – as fresh  
 as possible
- Salt
- Freshly ground 
 black pepper

What you need
- A frying pan
- One teacup for 
  each egg
- A slotted spoon
- A clean 
 tea towel

Introduction
 1 As a class, make a list of ways to cook eggs. 

You have one minute.

notes 
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2  Fill the pan with water and add a little salt. Bring the water 
to a simmer, but don’t let it boil, otherwise your eggs will 
break up when you put them in.

3  Break each egg into a separate cup. Have a large spoon 
nearby in case a yolk breaks when you put an egg in the 
water and you need to get it out quickly (you can use it in 
an omelette).

4  Slowly lower each cup under the surface of the water. 
You need to be careful – don’t pour the egg out of the cup 
straight away, or else it will just spread out in the water – 
and you don’t want that. Instead, allow some of the water 
into the cup in order to cook the egg slightly in the cup 
and keep it firm. After about 10 seconds, you can gently 
slip the egg into the water.

5  After a couple more seconds, gently push each egg with a 
wooden spoon to make sure it isn’t sticking to the bottom 
of the pan.

6  After exactly five minutes, lift each egg out with a slotted 
spoon and place the spoon and the egg on a clean tea 
towel to drain for a few seconds. 

7  Serve on hot, buttered, wholemeal toast, with lots of 
freshly ground black pepper – perfection on a plate!

3a-e
Go over the instructions and list of advice to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the numbered 
paragraphs again and make a note of why the author 
says you should follow the pieces of advice.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3a-e answers
a)  So that there is enough water to cover the eggs, and 

they don’t stick to the bottom of the pan, or to the 
other eggs.

b)  So that the eggs don’t break up.
c)  In case you have to take an egg out quickly if its yolk 

breaks.
d)  So that the egg cooks slightly in the cup and doesn’t 

spread out in the water when you do put it in.
e) So that it doesn’t stick to the bottom of the pan.

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners study how the 
expressions in bold are used in the article on page 71, 
then write the expressions into the correct places in the 
table.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm any answers at this 
stage – learners will read to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

4b
Read through the Language Focus section on page 72 
with learners and ask them to check their answers to 
activity 4a.

4a+b answers

expressions how they are used

so that
so
in order to
to

to explain the purpose of 
doing something

in case
to talk about the 
possibility of something 
happening

or else   
otherwise

to say what will happen if 
you don’t do something

as to give a reason (similar to 
because)
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Fill in the blanks with the expressions from the box. 

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Think of a drink or dish that you like and know how to make. 

 Make notes about how you like to make it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 37  Listen. Circle the correct option to show how the underlined word is pronounced in 

 each sentence below.

 b Track 37  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Explain how to make the drink or dish you made notes on in activity 7a.

  c Tell the class about your partner's drink or dish.

We can use the base form of the verb without a subject when we explain how to do things and give
instructions. We use don’t + base form to give negative instructions. 

Bring the water to a simmer, but don’t let it boil.
Be careful - don’t pour the egg out of the cup straight away.

We can also use you need to or you want to before the base form.

You need to use a pan that is at least 7cm deep.
You want to make sure the pan is wide enough to hold all the eggs.

We can use various expressions after our instructions to explain why something should be done.

We can use (in order) to + base form or so (that) + clause to explain the purpose of doing something.

Make a note in order to remember.
You need to make a note so that you remember.

We can use or else/otherwise + clause to say what will happen if you do something diff erently.

Be careful, or else you’ll be sorry.
You need to cook it carefully, otherwise you’ll spoil it.

We can use as + clause to give a reason. as has a similar meaning to because.

Pick it up with an oven glove as it’s very hot.

We can use in case + clause to talk about the possibility of something happening.

You want to take an umbrella in case it rains.

a   Remind me tomorrow,          otherwise          I’ll forget.

b   You want to start early                                    finish on time.

c   Take extra money                                    things are more expensive than you expect.

d   Study hard,                                    you’ll fail.

e   You need to wear something warm                                    I think it’s going to rain.

f   You want to explain things clearly                                    everyone can understand.

otherwise          as          in case          in order to          or else          so that

1 You want to start early. ............................... /tu:/ /tə/
2 You want to explain things clearly. ............. /tu:/ /tə/
3 You need to take extra money. ................... /tu:/ /tə/
4 You need to ask nicely. .............................. /tu:/ /tə/

Language Focus
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Language Focus
Go over any outstanding questions learners may have. 
You may like to point out that you want to + base form is 
fairly informal.

Learners may ask how to give negative instructions with 
you need to and you want to.  
With you need to, we use not between to and the base 
form, although this can sound a little stilted, e.g. You need 
to not allow it to boil.  
With you want to, we use don’t between you and want, 
e.g. You don’t want to allow it to boil. 
It’s probably best not to go into this unless it is raised by 
a learner.

Practice

5a-f   
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete each sentence 
with an expression from the box.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-f answers 
a) Remind me tomorrow, otherwise I’ll forget.
b) You want to start early in order to finish on time.
c)  Take extra money in case things are more expensive than 

you expect.
d) Study hard, or else you’ll fail.
e)  You need to wear something warm as I think it’s going to 

rain.
f)  You want to explain things clearly so that everyone can 

understand.

Lesson 15
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Fill in the blanks with the expressions from the box. 

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Think of a drink or dish that you like and know how to make. 

 Make notes about how you like to make it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 37  Listen. Circle the correct option to show how the underlined word is pronounced in 

 each sentence below.

 b Track 37  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Explain how to make the drink or dish you made notes on in activity 7a.

  c Tell the class about your partner's drink or dish.

We can use the base form of the verb without a subject when we explain how to do things and give
instructions. We use don’t + base form to give negative instructions. 

Bring the water to a simmer, but don’t let it boil.
Be careful - don’t pour the egg out of the cup straight away.

We can also use you need to or you want to before the base form.

You need to use a pan that is at least 7cm deep.
You want to make sure the pan is wide enough to hold all the eggs.

We can use various expressions after our instructions to explain why something should be done.

We can use (in order) to + base form or so (that) + clause to explain the purpose of doing something.

Make a note in order to remember.
You need to make a note so that you remember.

We can use or else/otherwise + clause to say what will happen if you do something diff erently.

Be careful, or else you’ll be sorry.
You need to cook it carefully, otherwise you’ll spoil it.

We can use as + clause to give a reason. as has a similar meaning to because.

Pick it up with an oven glove as it’s very hot.

We can use in case + clause to talk about the possibility of something happening.

You want to take an umbrella in case it rains.

a   Remind me tomorrow,          otherwise          I’ll forget.

b   You want to start early                                    finish on time.

c   Take extra money                                    things are more expensive than you expect.

d   Study hard,                                    you’ll fail.

e   You need to wear something warm                                    I think it’s going to rain.

f   You want to explain things clearly                                    everyone can understand.

otherwise          as          in case          in order to          or else          so that

1 You want to start early. ............................... /tu:/ /tə/
2 You want to explain things clearly. ............. /tu:/ /tə/
3 You need to take extra money. ................... /tu:/ /tə/
4 You need to ask nicely. .............................. /tu:/ /tə/

Language Focus

72 73Lesson 15 Lesson 15

Sounding Natural
6a

Track 37  Go over the instructions and check 
understanding. You may like to model the /tu:/ (as in 
tool) and /tə/ (as in today) sounds before playing  
the track.

Learners listen and circle the correct option to show how 
the underlined word is pronounced in each sentence.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers 
1) /tə/
2) /tu:/
3) /tə/
4) /tu:/
The underlined word tends to be pronounced in its strong 
form (/tu:/) when it precedes a vowel, and in its weak form 
(/tə/) when it precedes a consonant. 

Track 37 (page 176, Student Book) 0:26
1) You want to start early. 
2) You want to explain things clearly. 
3) You need to take extra money. 
4) You need to ask nicely. 

6b
Track 37  Learners listen again and copy 

the pronunciation. 

Interact
7a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently, think of a drink or dish that 
they like and know how to make, and make notes about 
how they like to make it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b     
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners explain how to make the drink or dish they 
made notes on in activity 7a.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c     
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
drink or dish.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a Complete each sentence below with a preposition 

 from the box. 

 5 Read the article again and circle the correct letter 
to show if each statement below is true (T) or 
false (F). Underline the places in the article where 
you fi nd the answers.

  b Write numbers to match each underlined idiom 
 in activity 1a with a meaning below.

a  How important is being on time to you? 

b   Would you break the law (e.g. drive through 
 a red light) to be on time?

Reading
 3 Read the newspaper article on page 76 about 

someone who broke the law in order to be on time.
Write numbers to put the summary below into the 
same order as the article.

 4 Complete the table below with the underlined words 
in the article.

 2 Discuss the questions below as a class.

in on for   

  4   just before it was too late 

             exactly on time

             doing things very quickly because 
you don’t have much time

             hurry

             early

             not have much time

  1     A woman was arrested because she ran 
along railway tracks.

             She chased the train because she didn’t 
want to be late for an exam.

             The police said that what she did was 
dangerous and stupid.

             
The woman got off a train to buy a ticket, 
but the train left before she could get 
back on.

             She was caught and questioned by 
the police.

 22-year-old Amanda Eason got 
off the train at Camberwick Central 
station on Monday morning to buy 
a ticket, after her credit card was 
rejected by the guard when she tried 
to purchase one on the train. However, 
the train began to pull out of the 
station before she had returned to the 
platform. 

 Ms Eason jumped onto the 
tracks and proceeded to pursue the 
train on foot, with the intention of re-
boarding it at Camberwick East, the 
next station along the line.  ‘I know it 
was a stupid thing to do,’ said Ms Eason, 
‘but I had an important exam, and I had 
to get to my college before 10 o’clock.’
 
 During her pursuit, an 
express train was forced to make an 
emergency stop while approaching 
from the opposite direction. Ms Eason 
was eventually apprehended by police 
of cers as she crossed Stanley Bridge. 
By that time, the entire local rail 
network had come to a halt while staff 
checked the safety of the line. 

 The police held her for 
questioning for two hours before 
releasing her. Afterwards, Inspector 
John Grif ths of the Transport 
Police said, ‘Ms Eason’s actions were 
extremely dangerous and thoroughly 
irresponsible. She put not only her 
own safety, but the safety of countless 
rail staff and passengers at severe risk. 
After the events of today, I hope she’s 
learned her Lesson.’

A female university student 
has been  ned £200 for 
trespassing, after chasing 

a train along railway tracks and 
causing a complete shutdown of 
rail services in Camberwick.

words defi nitions

       ned         made to pay money as 
a punishment

                       caught and arrested

                      follow and try to catch 
something or somebody

                       not accepted

                        very serious

                       going onto someone’s property 
without permission

                       buy

1   We’ve got to get a move  on   or we’ll 
 miss the train!

2   If we get there          good time, we can 
 have a coffee before the show starts.

3   He arrived at six o’clock          the dot – 
 exactly when he said he would.

4   We caught the train          the nick of time – 
 one minute later and we would have 
 missed it.

5   Why are you always          a rush? It’s better 
 to get ready earlier so you can take 
 your time! 

6   We’re a bit pressed          time, so we’d 
 better leave in the next five minutes.

a   Amanda was fined for trespassing 
 after she chased the train. ...............  T /  F 

b   Amanda wanted to arrive at her 
 college after 10 o’clock. ..................  T /  F 

c   An express train made 
 an emergency stop after 
 Amanda’s pursuit. ...........................  T / F

d   The express train stopped when 
 it was approaching from the 
 opposite direction. .........................  T /  F

e   Amanda was apprehended by 
 police officers before she 
 crossed Stanley Bridge. ..................  T /  F

f   The rail network came to a halt 
 before Amanda crossed 
 Stanley Bridge. ...............................  T /  F

g   The rail network came to a halt 
 after staff checked the safety 
 of the line. ......................................  T / F

h   The police questioned Amanda 

 before they released her. ...............  T /  F

i   After the police released her, 
 Inspector Griffiths talked about
 Amanda’s actions. ..........................  T /  F
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IT 6 16 In a Rush In this Lesson: Talk about an occasion when you had to hurry
Vocabulary: Expressions for connecting events in time

In a Rush
In this lesson - Talk about an occasion when you had to 
hurry
Core activities - 1-6 ,  8
Vocabulary - Expressions for connecting events in time

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
In pairs, learners complete each sentence with a 
preposition from the box. 

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

1a answers
1)  We’ve got to get a move on or we’ll miss the train!
2)  If we get there in good time, we can have a coffee before 

the show starts.
3)  He arrived at six o’clock on the dot – exactly when he said 

he would.
4)  We caught the train in the nick of time – one minute later 

and we would have missed it.
5)  Why are you always in a rush? It’s better to get ready 

earlier so you can take your time! 
6)  We’re a bit pressed for time, so we’d better leave in the 

next five minutes.

1b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write numbers to match 
each underlined idiom in activity 1a with a meaning.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

1b answers
4  just before it was too late 
3  exactly on time
5  doing things very quickly because you don’t have  
     much time
1  hurry
2  early
6  not have much time

2
Discuss the questions briefly as a class as a way to 
introduce the reading section.

Reading

3
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Set a time limit of two minutes. Learners 
read the newspaper article on page 76 and write 
numbers to put the summary into the same order as the 
article.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3 answers
1 A woman was arrested because she ran along  
   railway tracks.
3 She chased the train because she didn’t want to be late for    
   an exam.
5 The police said that what she did was dangerous and    
   stupid.
2 The woman got off a train to buy a ticket, but the train left  
   before she could get back on.
4 She was caught and questioned by the police.

U
N

IT 6 16 In a Rush
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Introduction
 1 a Complete each sentence below with a preposition 

 from the box. 

 5 Read the article again and circle the correct letter 
to show if each statement below is true (T) or 
false (F). Underline the places in the article where 
you fi nd the answers.

  b Write numbers to match each underlined idiom 
 in activity 1a with a meaning below.

a  How important is being on time to you? 

b   Would you break the law (e.g. drive through 
 a red light) to be on time?

Reading
 3 Read the newspaper article on page 76 about 

someone who broke the law in order to be on time.
Write numbers to put the summary below into the 
same order as the article.

 4 Complete the table below with the underlined words 
in the article.

 2 Discuss the questions below as a class.

in on for   

  4   just before it was too late 

             exactly on time

             doing things very quickly because 
you don’t have much time

             hurry

             early

             not have much time

  1     A woman was arrested because she ran 
along railway tracks.

             She chased the train because she didn’t 
want to be late for an exam.

             The police said that what she did was 
dangerous and stupid.

             
The woman got off a train to buy a ticket, 
but the train left before she could get 
back on.

             She was caught and questioned by 
the police.

 22-year-old Amanda Eason got 
off the train at Camberwick Central 
station on Monday morning to buy 
a ticket, after her credit card was 
rejected by the guard when she tried 
to purchase one on the train. However, 
the train began to pull out of the 
station before she had returned to the 
platform. 

 Ms Eason jumped onto the 
tracks and proceeded to pursue the 
train on foot, with the intention of re-
boarding it at Camberwick East, the 
next station along the line.  ‘I know it 
was a stupid thing to do,’ said Ms Eason, 
‘but I had an important exam, and I had 
to get to my college before 10 o’clock.’
 
 During her pursuit, an 
express train was forced to make an 
emergency stop while approaching 
from the opposite direction. Ms Eason 
was eventually apprehended by police 
of cers as she crossed Stanley Bridge. 
By that time, the entire local rail 
network had come to a halt while staff 
checked the safety of the line. 

 The police held her for 
questioning for two hours before 
releasing her. Afterwards, Inspector 
John Grif ths of the Transport 
Police said, ‘Ms Eason’s actions were 
extremely dangerous and thoroughly 
irresponsible. She put not only her 
own safety, but the safety of countless 
rail staff and passengers at severe risk. 
After the events of today, I hope she’s 
learned her Lesson.’

A female university student 
has been  ned £200 for 
trespassing, after chasing 

a train along railway tracks and 
causing a complete shutdown of 
rail services in Camberwick.

words defi nitions

       ned         made to pay money as 
a punishment

                       caught and arrested

                      follow and try to catch 
something or somebody

                       not accepted

                        very serious

                       going onto someone’s property 
without permission

                       buy

1   We’ve got to get a move  on   or we’ll 
 miss the train!

2   If we get there          good time, we can 
 have a coffee before the show starts.

3   He arrived at six o’clock          the dot – 
 exactly when he said he would.

4   We caught the train          the nick of time – 
 one minute later and we would have 
 missed it.

5   Why are you always          a rush? It’s better 
 to get ready earlier so you can take 
 your time! 

6   We’re a bit pressed          time, so we’d 
 better leave in the next five minutes.

a   Amanda was fined for trespassing 
 after she chased the train. ...............  T /  F 

b   Amanda wanted to arrive at her 
 college after 10 o’clock. ..................  T /  F 

c   An express train made 
 an emergency stop after 
 Amanda’s pursuit. ...........................  T / F

d   The express train stopped when 
 it was approaching from the 
 opposite direction. .........................  T /  F

e   Amanda was apprehended by 
 police officers before she 
 crossed Stanley Bridge. ..................  T /  F

f   The rail network came to a halt 
 before Amanda crossed 
 Stanley Bridge. ...............................  T /  F

g   The rail network came to a halt 
 after staff checked the safety 
 of the line. ......................................  T / F

h   The police questioned Amanda 

 before they released her. ...............  T /  F

i   After the police released her, 
 Inspector Griffiths talked about
 Amanda’s actions. ..........................  T /  F
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4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the table with 
the underlined words in the article.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

4 answers
fined                     made to pay money as a punishment
apprehended caught and arrested
pursue follow and try to catch something  
                                    or somebody
declined not accepted
severe                     very serious
trespassing going onto someone’s property 
                                    without permission
purchase buy

5a-i
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the article again 
and circle the correct letter to show if each statement is 
true (T) or false (F). Highlight the fact that learners should

underline the places in the article where they find the 
answers.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-i answers - in bold below. 
The places where the answers can be found are underlined in 
the story, ’Off the rails!’, below.
a)  Amanda was fined for trespassing after she chased the 

train. T
b) Amanda wanted to arrive at her college after 10 o’clock. F
c)  An express train made an emergency stop after Amanda’s 

pursuit. F
d)  The express train stopped when it was approaching from 

the opposite direction. T
e)  Amanda was apprehended by police officers before she 

crossed Stanley Bridge. F
f )  The rail network came to a halt before Amanda crossed 

Stanley Bridge.T
g)  The rail network came to a halt after staff checked the 

safety of the line. F
h) The police questioned Amanda before they released her. T
i)  After the police released her, Inspector Griffiths talked 

about Amanda’s actions. T

Off the rails!
A female university student (a) has been fined £200 for 
trespassing, after chasing a train along railway tracks and 
causing a complete shutdown of rail services in Camberwick.

Twenty-two-year-old Amanda Eason got off the train at 
Camberwick Central station on Monday morning to buy a 
ticket, after her credit card was rejected by the guard when 
she tried to purchase one on the train. However, the train 
began to pull out of the station before she returned to the 
platform.

Ms Eason jumped onto the tracks and proceeded to pursue 
the train on foot, with the intention of re-boarding it at 
Camberwick East, the next station along the line. ’I know 
it was a stupid thing to do,’ said Ms Eason, ’but I had an 
important exam, and (b) I had to get to my college before 10 
o’clock.’

(c and d) During her pursuit, an express train was forced 
to make an emergency stop while approaching from 
the opposite direction. (e) Ms Eason was eventually 
apprehended by police officers as she crossed Stanley Bridge. 
(f and g) By that time, the entire local rail network had come 
to a halt while staff checked the safety of the line.

(h) The police held her for questioning for two hours before 
releasing her. (i) Afterwards, Inspector John Griffiths of the 
Transport Police said, ’Ms Eason’s actions were extremely 
dangerous and thoroughly irresponsible. She put not only 
her own safety, but the safety of countless rail staff and 
passengers at severe risk. After the events of today, I hope 
she’s learned her lesson.’
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Language Focus
  We can use various expressions to connect events in time in diff erent ways.

Practice
 6 Fill in the blanks with the words 

from the box. 
Use each word only once.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 38  Listen. Tick ( ) the sentences which have a /r/ sound in their underlined parts.

Interact
 8 a Think of a time when you were in a rush.

 Use the questions below to make notes about it. Try to use expressions from this Lesson.

1 One event in front of another: before, by
    We can use before to mean earlier than.

before
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb
+ time expression

I ate breakfast before I left for work.
I ate breakfast before leaving for work.
I ate breakfast before seven.

2  Two events together: while, as, during
    We can use while to talk about two actions happening at the
    same time.

while
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb

I listened to the radio while I did the washing-up.
I listened to the radio while doing the washing-up.

    We can use as to talk about something happening in the 
    background when a main event or action occurs.

as + clause

She saw him as she was walking the dog.

    We use during to talk about a period or event in which 
    something happens.

during + noun phrase

We often go down to the sea during the summer.
Please keep your mobile phone turned off  during the meeting.

3 One event following another: after, afterwards
    We can use after to mean later than.

after
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb
+ time expression

I’ll meet you in the hotel after I fi nish my meeting.
She always has a coff ee after getting home.
I’m afraid we’re really busy after six.

    afterwards is an adverb that means at a later time. It usually 
    comes at the beginning or end of a clause. If it comes at the 
    beginning, we use a comma.

They had a terrible argument. He called and apologised to 
her afterwards.
They had a terrible argument. Afterwards, he called and 
apologised to her.

    We can use by to mean no later than.

by + time expression

There isn’t much to do, so we should fi nish by six this evening.

a          Before        putting on his 
 shoes, he pulled on his socks. 

b   She was arrested for using 
 her mobile phone 
                           driving.

c   Please get the report to 
 me                           Friday.

d                             they 
 got married, their 
 relationship fell apart and 
 they soon got divorced.

e   He ate too much and felt 
 ill                           .

f                             the postman  
 was delivering the morning  
 post, a dog jumped up and 
 bit him.

g   There were some fantastic 
 goals scored                           
 the match.

1  He felt sick after eating so much.

2  She was exhausted after driving all night.

3  I always have some milk before going to bed.

4  He felt quite nervous before asking her to marry him.

  b Track 38  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell each other about what you made notes on in activity 8a. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

afterwards

by

before

during

after

while

as

Why were you in 
a rush?

woke up late
went to sleep before setting alarm clock

Where did you 
have to be, or what 
did you have to do? 
By when?

What did you do to 
be on time?

What happened in 
the end?

78 79Lesson 16Lesson 16

Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

6a-g
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the words from the 
box to complete the sentences. Highlight the fact that 
learners should use each word only once.

Feedback as a class.

6a-g answers
a)  Before putting on his shoes, he pulled on his socks.
b)  She was arrested for using her mobile phone while 

driving.
c)  Please get the report to me by Friday.
d)  After they got married, their relationship fell apart and 

they soon got divorced.
e)  He ate too much and felt ill afterwards.
f )  As the postman was delivering the morning post, a dog 

jumped up and bit him.
g)  There were some fantastic goals scored during the 

match. 
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Language Focus
  We can use various expressions to connect events in time in diff erent ways.

Practice
 6 Fill in the blanks with the words 

from the box. 
Use each word only once.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 38  Listen. Tick ( ) the sentences which have a /r/ sound in their underlined parts.

Interact
 8 a Think of a time when you were in a rush.

 Use the questions below to make notes about it. Try to use expressions from this Lesson.

1 One event in front of another: before, by
    We can use before to mean earlier than.

before
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb
+ time expression

I ate breakfast before I left for work.
I ate breakfast before leaving for work.
I ate breakfast before seven.

2  Two events together: while, as, during
    We can use while to talk about two actions happening at the
    same time.

while
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb

I listened to the radio while I did the washing-up.
I listened to the radio while doing the washing-up.

    We can use as to talk about something happening in the 
    background when a main event or action occurs.

as + clause

She saw him as she was walking the dog.

    We use during to talk about a period or event in which 
    something happens.

during + noun phrase

We often go down to the sea during the summer.
Please keep your mobile phone turned off  during the meeting.

3 One event following another: after, afterwards
    We can use after to mean later than.

after
+ clause
+ -ing form of the verb
+ time expression

I’ll meet you in the hotel after I fi nish my meeting.
She always has a coff ee after getting home.
I’m afraid we’re really busy after six.

    afterwards is an adverb that means at a later time. It usually 
    comes at the beginning or end of a clause. If it comes at the 
    beginning, we use a comma.

They had a terrible argument. He called and apologised to 
her afterwards.
They had a terrible argument. Afterwards, he called and 
apologised to her.

    We can use by to mean no later than.

by + time expression

There isn’t much to do, so we should fi nish by six this evening.

a          Before        putting on his 
 shoes, he pulled on his socks. 

b   She was arrested for using 
 her mobile phone 
                           driving.

c   Please get the report to 
 me                           Friday.

d                             they 
 got married, their 
 relationship fell apart and 
 they soon got divorced.

e   He ate too much and felt 
 ill                           .

f                             the postman  
 was delivering the morning  
 post, a dog jumped up and 
 bit him.

g   There were some fantastic 
 goals scored                           
 the match.

1  He felt sick after eating so much.

2  She was exhausted after driving all night.

3  I always have some milk before going to bed.

4  He felt quite nervous before asking her to marry him.

  b Track 38  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Tell each other about what you made notes on in activity 8a. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

afterwards

by

before

during

after

while

as

Why were you in 
a rush?

woke up late
went to sleep before setting alarm clock

Where did you 
have to be, or what 
did you have to do? 
By when?

What did you do to 
be on time?

What happened in 
the end?
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Sounding Natural

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.

Track 38  Learners listen and tick the sentences 
which have a /r/ sound in their underlined parts.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

7a answer 
Sentences 1 and 4 have a /r/ sound in the underlined part.
These are examples of a linking sound.

Track 38 (page 176, Student Book) 0:29
1) He felt sick after eating so much.
2) She was exhausted after driving all night.
3) I always have some milk before going to bed.
4) He felt quite nervous before asking her to marry him.                     

7b
Track 38  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

8a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners think of a time when they were in a rush 
and use the questions to make notes about it. 

You may like to use the whiteboard to make brief notes 
about a time when you were in a rush, as a model.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

8b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about what they made 
notes on in activity 8a. Highlight the fact that learners 
should ask questions to get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

8c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
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      I got into the of ce at the usual time. 
People were settling into their chairs, starting 
up their computers and exchanging the usual 
greetings in the usual way. I was just opening 
my emails when Tom Peters, the HR Manager, 
came over to me. ‘Hi Pippa,’ he said, and 
smiled. Then he invited me into his of ce. I 
had worked there for three years. I had seen 
this happen to other people. I knew it wasn’t 
good.

   1    The day my life changed started like any 
other day. I woke up, checked my emails, 
had my coffee, took a shower, went out of 
the door and got on the train to work. It was 
a dull, grey day, a normal day. It had been 
raining, and the streets were wet. 
       I was shocked. I really hadn’t expected it. 
But that night, when I was thinking about it 
at home, I realised something strange: I was 
upset, and angry, of course – I had just been 
sacked – but I wasn’t sad! I had never liked my 
job there, never enjoyed my work. I’d been 
looking for a way out, but I’d been scared of 
just leaving. Now Tom had given me the push, 
and I was free.

        In his of ce, Tom asked me to sit down. 
He told me that this was dif cult for him. He 
told me that he was sorry. Then he told me that 
I didn’t have a job. That was it. I hadn’t done 
anything wrong, but the company didn’t need 
me any more.

 I started to do something I’d been 
dreaming about for a long time – I started to 
write. I still have to work, of course – we all 
need money – but I no longer live to work. 
Now, I work to live, and I live to write. It’s 
mostly blogs, but last month I had something 
published in a little magazine I like.

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Use the nouns from

 the box to complete the underlined 
 expressions below.

  b Write numbers to match the underlined 
 expressions in activity 1a with the 
 meanings below.

1   My car breaking down was 

 a blessing in                          . I started 

 using my bicycle and got much fitter.

2   He met a film producer in a lift. It 

 was a lucky                          which led 

 to his career in the showbiz. 

3   The invention of the internet was 

 a turning                          in the 

 history of communication.

a piece of good luck 
that gives you a chance 
to succeed

something that seems 
bad, but which leads to 
good results

a moment when
something changes and 
affects what happens 
afterwards in an 
important way

break

disguise

point 

Reading
 2 a Read the article on page 80 quickly and write 

 numbers to put the paragraphs in the correct 
 order, then answer the questions below.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read paragraphs 1 and 2 
 of the article again and underline all of the 
 examples of the following tenses:

  b Read the article again. Circle an option to show 
 if each statement below is true (T) or false (F). 
 Write a number at the end of each statement to 
 show the paragraph where you found the answer.

  c Would you feel the same as Pippa if a similar thing  
 happened to you?

  b Look at how the examples of tenses you 
 underlined in paragraphs 1 and 2 are used.
 Write the names of the tenses to answer the 
 questions below.

  c Read the Language Focus section on page 82 
 and check your answers to activity 3b.

1   What was the turning point that Pippa 
 Evans writes about?

2   Does Pippa think that what happened 
 was generally positive or negative?

1   Which tense is used to talk about main   
 events in the story? 
                             

2   Which tense is used to ‘set the scene’, 
 or talk about actions in progress when   
 main events happened? 
                             

3   Which tenses are used to talk about 
 actions and events that happened 
 before the main events? 
                             and                             

1   Pippa had coffee in 

 the morning. .....................  T  /  F   1  

2   It was bright and sunny 
 in the morning. .................  T  /  F       

3   The office was empty 
 when Pippa arrived. ..........  T  /  F       

4   Pippa had three years’ 
 experience in the job. .......  T  /  F       

5   Pippa was surprised by 
 what happened. ................  T  /  F       

6  Pippa liked the job 
 very much. .......................  T  /  F       

7   Pippa’s dream was to 
 be a writer. .......................  T  /  F       

the past simple
the past continuous

the past perfect simple
the past perfect continuous

A Turning 
Point
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Turning Point
In this lesson - Tell people about something that changed 
your life
Core activities - 1-2b, 3-5, 7
Grammar - Narrative tenses
Examples:
They’d been walking for hours and were exhausted.
I recognised him because I’d met him before. 
I went up to him and apologised.
It was raining, and I was trying to hail a taxi, when I saw 
them.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners use the nouns from the box to complete 
the underlined expressions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. 

1a answers
1)  My car breaking down was a blessing in disguise. I started 

using my bicycle and got much fitter.
2)  He met a film producer in a lift. It was a lucky break which 

led to his career in showbiz.
3)  The invention of the internet was a turning point in the 

history of communication.

1b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners write numbers to match the underlined 
expressions in activity 1a with the meanings.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unknown 
items.

1b answers 
2  a piece of good luck that gives you a chance to succeed
1   something that seems bad, but which leads to good 

results
3   a moment when something changes and affects what  

happens afterwards in an important way

Reading

2a
Go over the instructions, example, and questions to 
check understanding. Learners read the article on page 
80 quickly, write numbers to put the paragraphs in the 
correct order, then answer the questions. Set a time limit 
of a minute.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a answers 
See Reading text for order of paragraphs.
1)  The turning point that Pippa Evans writes about is a time 

when she lost a job.
2) Pippa thinks that what happened was generally positive.

Reading text
A turning point by Pippa Evans
(paragraphs in the correct order, answers to activity 3a 
highlighted as follows – past simple: underlined; past 
continuous: underlined italic; past perfect simple: bold; 
past perfect continuous: bold italic)

1   The day my life changed started like any other day. I 
woke up, checked my emails, had my coffee, took a 
shower, went out of the door and got on the train to 
work. It was a dull, grey day, a normal day. It had been 
raining, and the streets were wet.

2   I got into the office at the usual time. People were 
settling into their chairs, starting up their computers and 
exchanging the usual greetings in the usual way. I was just
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      I got into the of ce at the usual time. 
People were settling into their chairs, starting 
up their computers and exchanging the usual 
greetings in the usual way. I was just opening 
my emails when Tom Peters, the HR Manager, 
came over to me. ‘Hi Pippa,’ he said, and 
smiled. Then he invited me into his of ce. I 
had worked there for three years. I had seen 
this happen to other people. I knew it wasn’t 
good.

   1    The day my life changed started like any 
other day. I woke up, checked my emails, 
had my coffee, took a shower, went out of 
the door and got on the train to work. It was 
a dull, grey day, a normal day. It had been 
raining, and the streets were wet. 
       I was shocked. I really hadn’t expected it. 
But that night, when I was thinking about it 
at home, I realised something strange: I was 
upset, and angry, of course – I had just been 
sacked – but I wasn’t sad! I had never liked my 
job there, never enjoyed my work. I’d been 
looking for a way out, but I’d been scared of 
just leaving. Now Tom had given me the push, 
and I was free.

        In his of ce, Tom asked me to sit down. 
He told me that this was dif cult for him. He 
told me that he was sorry. Then he told me that 
I didn’t have a job. That was it. I hadn’t done 
anything wrong, but the company didn’t need 
me any more.

 I started to do something I’d been 
dreaming about for a long time – I started to 
write. I still have to work, of course – we all 
need money – but I no longer live to work. 
Now, I work to live, and I live to write. It’s 
mostly blogs, but last month I had something 
published in a little magazine I like.

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Use the nouns from

 the box to complete the underlined 
 expressions below.

  b Write numbers to match the underlined 
 expressions in activity 1a with the 
 meanings below.

1   My car breaking down was 

 a blessing in                          . I started 

 using my bicycle and got much fitter.

2   He met a film producer in a lift. It 

 was a lucky                          which led 

 to his career in the showbiz. 

3   The invention of the internet was 

 a turning                          in the 

 history of communication.

a piece of good luck 
that gives you a chance 
to succeed

something that seems 
bad, but which leads to 
good results

a moment when
something changes and 
affects what happens 
afterwards in an 
important way

break

disguise

point 

Reading
 2 a Read the article on page 80 quickly and write 

 numbers to put the paragraphs in the correct 
 order, then answer the questions below.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read paragraphs 1 and 2 
 of the article again and underline all of the 
 examples of the following tenses:

  b Read the article again. Circle an option to show 
 if each statement below is true (T) or false (F). 
 Write a number at the end of each statement to 
 show the paragraph where you found the answer.

  c Would you feel the same as Pippa if a similar thing  
 happened to you?

  b Look at how the examples of tenses you 
 underlined in paragraphs 1 and 2 are used.
 Write the names of the tenses to answer the 
 questions below.

  c Read the Language Focus section on page 82 
 and check your answers to activity 3b.

1   What was the turning point that Pippa 
 Evans writes about?

2   Does Pippa think that what happened 
 was generally positive or negative?

1   Which tense is used to talk about main   
 events in the story? 
                             

2   Which tense is used to ‘set the scene’, 
 or talk about actions in progress when   
 main events happened? 
                             

3   Which tenses are used to talk about 
 actions and events that happened 
 before the main events? 
                             and                             

1   Pippa had coffee in 

 the morning. .....................  T  /  F   1  

2   It was bright and sunny 
 in the morning. .................  T  /  F       

3   The office was empty 
 when Pippa arrived. ..........  T  /  F       

4   Pippa had three years’ 
 experience in the job. .......  T  /  F       

5   Pippa was surprised by 
 what happened. ................  T  /  F       

6  Pippa liked the job 
 very much. .......................  T  /  F       

7   Pippa’s dream was to 
 be a writer. .......................  T  /  F       

the past simple
the past continuous

the past perfect simple
the past perfect continuous

A Turning 
Point
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      opening my emails when Tom Peters, the HR Manager, 
came over to me. ’Hi Pippa,’ he said, and smiled. Then he 
invited me into his office. I had worked there for three 
years. I had seen this happen to other people. I knew 
it wasn’t good.

3   In his office, Tom asked me to sit down. He told me that 
this was difficult for him. He told me that he was sorry. 
Then he told me that I didn’t have a job. That was it. I 
hadn’t done anything wrong, but the company didn’t 
need me any more.

4   I was shocked. I really hadn’t expected it. But that 
night, when I was thinking about it at home, I realised 
something strange: I was upset, and angry, of course –  
I had just been sacked – but I wasn’t sad! I had never 
liked my job there, never enjoyed my work. I’d been 
looking for a way out, but I’d been scared of just leaving. 
Now Tom had given me the push, and I was free.

5    I started to do something I’d been dreaming about for a 
long time – I started to write. I still have to work,  
of course – we all need money – but I no longer live to 
work. Now, I work to live, and I live to write. It’s mostly 
blogs, but last month I had something published in a 
little magazine I like.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2b
Go over the instructions, list of statements, and example 
to check understanding. In pairs, learners read the article 
again and circle an option to show if each statement is 
true (T) or false (F). Point out that they should also write 
a number at the end of each statement to show the 
paragraph where they found the answer.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

2b answers - in bold  
1) Pippa had coffee in the morning.  T 1
2) It was bright and sunny in the morning.  F 1
3) The office was empty when Pippa arrived.  F 2
4) Pippa had three years’ experience in the job.  T 2
5) Pippa was surprised by what happened.  T 4
6) Pippa liked the job very much.  F 4
7) Pippa’s dream was to be a writer.  T 5

2c
Take brief responses to the question.

3a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In pairs, 
learners read paragraphs 1 and 2 of the article again 
and underline all of the examples of the past simple, past 
continuous, past perfect simple and past perfect continuous.

Monitor and assist as necessary. With less confident 
learners, you may like to do this activity as a class.

Feedback as a class. 

3a answers 
See Reading text.

3b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners look at how the examples of tenses they 
underlined in paragraphs 1 and 2 are used, and write the 
names of the tenses to answer the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm any answers at this 
stage – learners will read to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

3b answers 
See 3b+c answers.

3c
Read through the Language Focus section with learners, 
asking them to check their answers to activity 3b and 
make corrections where necessary.

3b+c answers 
1) past simple
2) past continuous
3) past perfect simple and past perfect continuous
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I (stand) 1    was standing     on the pavement, 

(look) 2                                    for my keys, 

when I  rst (meet) 3                                    

him. He (sit) 4                                   under a 

car on the street in front of my  at. 

He (be) 5                                   hungry and

dirty because he (live) 6                                    

on the streets for a long time. He (look) 
7                                   like a small, grey ball 

of fur. I (never like) 8                                   cats 

before then, but I (feel) 9                                   

sorry for him, so I (take) 10                                   

him into my  at and (give)
11                                    him some milk. He 

still lives with me. I call him Smudge.

Practice
 5 Use the prompts in parentheses to complete the 

paragraph. Sometimes more than one answer 
may be possible.

 4 Look at paragraph 4 of the article on page 80.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Choose one of the following: 

   Use the questions below to make notes about it and how it changed your life.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 39  Listen. How are the underlined words pronounced?

 b Track 39  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them about what you made notes on in activity 7a. 
 Listen to what your partner tells you. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus
       We can use a variety of tenses when we tell stories.

We can use the past simple to talk about the 
main events in a story.

Her boss called her into the room and fi red her.

We can use the past continuous to ‘set the 
scene’ of a story, or to talk about background 
actions that were in progress when main 
events happened.

She was sitting in a café, reading, when 
she got the phone call that changed her life.

We use the past perfect simple and past 
perfect continuous when we talk about a 
time in the past and want to refer to actions or 
events that happened before that time. 

We use the past perfect simple when we 
emphasise the completion of the action or events. 

She was happy because she’d fi nished the job. 

We use the past perfect continuous when we 
emphasise the continuation of the action 
or events.

He was angry because he’d been waiting 
a long time.

We don’t usually use the continuous form when: 
 - we refer to actions that are completed at a   
 single point in time.

 He was angry because he’d lost his job.
X  He was angry because he’d been losing 
 his job.

- we refer to a state.

 She’d been very unfi t before she joined
 the gym.
X  She’d been being very unfi t before she   
 joined the gym.

1   It had been raining.

2   It had been forgotten.

3   It had never happened before.

 a turning point (big or small) in your life

 a lucky break that you had

 a blessing in disguise that you experienced

When did it happen?

Where were you living and what were you doing when it happened?

How exactly did it happen?

How did it change your life?

a Circle one example of the past perfect 
 simple where you can use the past perfect 
 continuous instead.

b   Underline five examples of the past perfect 
 simple where you cannot use the past 
 perfect continuous instead.
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Language Focus
Go over the examples and explanations of how we don’t 
usually use the past perfect continuous when referring 
to actions completed at a single point in time, or when 
referring to a state. 

4a+b
As a class, look at paragraph 4 of the article on page 
80. Ask learners to find and circle one example of the 
past perfect simple where we can use the past perfect 
continuous instead, and underline five examples of the 
past perfect simple where we cannot use the past perfect 
continuous instead.

4a+b answers 
a)  one example of the past perfect simple where we can use 

the past perfect continuous instead:
    -   I really hadn’t expected it. (I really hadn’t been  

expecting it.)

b)  five examples of the past perfect simple where we cannot 
use the past perfect continuous instead:

      -  I had just been sacked!  
-  I had never liked my job there 
-  never enjoyed my work 
-  I ’d been scared of just leaving. 
-  Tom had given me the push

Practice

5
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the prompts in 
parentheses to complete the paragraph. Point out that 
sometimes more than one answer may be possible.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5 suggested  answers 
I 1was standing on the pavement,  2looking for my keys, 
when I first 3met him. He 4was sitting under a car on the 
street in front of my flat. He 5was hungry and dirty because 
he 6had been living on the streets for a long time. He 
7looked like a small, grey ball of fur. I 8had never liked cats 
before then, but I 9felt sorry for him, so I 10took him into my 
flat and 11gave him some milk. He still lives with me. I call 
him Smudge.

You may like to elicit/point out the following:
6had lived is also possible. The continuous form is 
preferable, however, because it emphasises the continuation 
of the action.
7looked, here, expresses a state, not an action. It describes 
how the cat seemed, not what it was doing.
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I (stand) 1    was standing     on the pavement, 

(look) 2                                    for my keys, 

when I  rst (meet) 3                                    

him. He (sit) 4                                   under a 

car on the street in front of my  at. 

He (be) 5                                   hungry and

dirty because he (live) 6                                    

on the streets for a long time. He (look) 
7                                   like a small, grey ball 

of fur. I (never like) 8                                   cats 

before then, but I (feel) 9                                   

sorry for him, so I (take) 10                                   

him into my  at and (give)
11                                    him some milk. He 

still lives with me. I call him Smudge.

Practice
 5 Use the prompts in parentheses to complete the 

paragraph. Sometimes more than one answer 
may be possible.

 4 Look at paragraph 4 of the article on page 80.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Choose one of the following: 

   Use the questions below to make notes about it and how it changed your life.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 39  Listen. How are the underlined words pronounced?

 b Track 39  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them about what you made notes on in activity 7a. 
 Listen to what your partner tells you. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus
       We can use a variety of tenses when we tell stories.

We can use the past simple to talk about the 
main events in a story.

Her boss called her into the room and fi red her.

We can use the past continuous to ‘set the 
scene’ of a story, or to talk about background 
actions that were in progress when main 
events happened.

She was sitting in a café, reading, when 
she got the phone call that changed her life.

We use the past perfect simple and past 
perfect continuous when we talk about a 
time in the past and want to refer to actions or 
events that happened before that time. 

We use the past perfect simple when we 
emphasise the completion of the action or events. 

She was happy because she’d fi nished the job. 

We use the past perfect continuous when we 
emphasise the continuation of the action 
or events.

He was angry because he’d been waiting 
a long time.

We don’t usually use the continuous form when: 
 - we refer to actions that are completed at a   
 single point in time.

 He was angry because he’d lost his job.
X  He was angry because he’d been losing 
 his job.

- we refer to a state.

 She’d been very unfi t before she joined
 the gym.
X  She’d been being very unfi t before she   
 joined the gym.

1   It had been raining.

2   It had been forgotten.

3   It had never happened before.

 a turning point (big or small) in your life

 a lucky break that you had

 a blessing in disguise that you experienced

When did it happen?

Where were you living and what were you doing when it happened?

How exactly did it happen?

How did it change your life?

a Circle one example of the past perfect 
 simple where you can use the past perfect 
 continuous instead.

b   Underline five examples of the past perfect 
 simple where you cannot use the past 
 perfect continuous instead.
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 39  Learners listen for how the underlined 

words are pronounced.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers 
In connected speech, the underlined words tend to be 
pronounced as /ˈɪtəd/.

Track 39  (page 176, Student Book) 0:19
1) It had been raining.
2) It had been forgotten.
3) It had never happened before.

6b
Track 39  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a 
Go over the instructions, list of topics and questions to 
check understanding. 
Learners work independently, choose one of the topics 
and use the questions below to make notes about it and 
how it changed their life.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about what they made 
notes on in activity 7a and ask questions to get more 
information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c 
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 What kind of news are you most interested in: 

local, national or international? Why?

 2 a Read the news headlines below.

  b Work with a partner. Write letters to match the news 
 headlines in activity 2a with the six categories below.

 3 What other kinds of news story are there?

a   Politics and the economy

b   Entertainment and celebrities

c   Science, technology and the environment

d   Accidents and disasters

e   Sport

f   Quirky news and cute animals

Briton wins tennis tournament    .................    e   

Election date announced    .........................        

Escaped bird returned to zoo    ...................        

Film takes six Academy Awards    ...............        

Huge fire causes serious damage 
to 17th century palace                      ..............        

New dinosaur species discovered in China   ...        

Trade talks planned in Africa    ..................        

Prime Minister defends spending cuts    ......        

Singer announces engagement    ..................        

Six missing after bridge 
collapses in Turkey            ...........................        

Team start South American tour    ..............        

Woman finds wedding ring 
lost 50 years ago                      .....................        

World leaders agree climate change plan  .....        
Listening

 4 Track 40  Listen to a radio news broadcast. 
Which fi ve stories from activity 2 does it contain? Number the stories in the order you hear them.

Taking notes while we listen can help us remember what a speaker says. It is often useful 

to ask Wh- questions when we listen, in order to decide what information to make a note of. 

The only person who has to understand your notes is you. You don’t have to spell correctly 

or write full words. If the notes help you to remember, then they are good enough. You can 

check spelling, and even meaning, after the speaker has stopped talking.

Listening skills and strategies

Note taking 

Lesson 18 Lesson 18
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On the Hour
In this lesson - Discuss what kind of news stories you are 
interested in
Core activities - 2, 4-9
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
1
Discuss the questions briefly as a class, as a way of 
introducing the topic.

2a
Read through the news headlines as a class. Explain any 
unfamiliar items, e.g. Prime Minister, Briton.

2b
Go over the instructions and example to check
understanding. Read through the categories as a class.
Explain any unfamiliar items, e.g. quirky (’a little bit 
strange or unusual in an interesting way’).
Note that item f, Quirky news and cute animals, refers to
the kind of soft, often humorous stories that are used as
’fillers’ at the end of news reports.
In pairs, learners write letters to put the news stories in 
activity 2a into the six categories.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class. At least one of the headlines can be
put into two different categories of news, so accept any
reasonable answers.

2b possible answers 
See 4 answers.

3
Discuss the question briefly as a class, as a way of 
rounding off this section of the lesson.

3 possible answers 
crime, arts, business, consumer

Extension
You may like to ask learners to provide examples of their 
own of the different kind of news stories.

Listening
4

Track 40   Go over the instructions and check 
understanding. Learners listen for the five stories from 
activity 2 that are contained in the news broadcast, and 
number the stories in the order they are heard. 
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4 answers - in parentheses (2 answers - underlined)
Briton wins tennis tournament e
Election date announced a
Escaped bird returned to zoo f  (5)
Film takes six Academy Awards b
Huge fire causes serious damage to 17th century palace d
New dinosaur species discovered in China c
Trade talks planned in Africa a
Prime Minister defends spending cuts a  (1)

Singer announces engagement b  (3)
Six missing after bridge collapses in Turkey d  (2)
Team start South American tour e  (4)
Woman finds wedding ring lost 50 years ago f
World leaders agree climate change plan a c

Track 40 (page 176, Student Book) 4:05
Good evening. This is Jo Andrews with the news at six.
The Prime Minister, John Jenkins, claimed that the British 
economy is ’on the road to recovery,’ as he unveiled the 
government’s plans for a fresh round of spending cuts.
Speaking on Wednesday, when he announced £10.5 billion 
of cuts in the coming year, the Prime Minister also laid out 
an infrastructure plan, using savings to invest in roads, 
railways, education and science.
The Prime Minister said that he wanted ’to be straight 
with the nation about the problems we face,’ and that the 
government are ’taking the right decisions, and are on the 
right track to heal the economy and fix public finances.’
The Leader of the Opposition described the plans as being 
’too little, too late.’
Six people, including one Briton, are still missing after a 
bridge collapsed into a river in northeastern Turkey.
The bridge over the Kura River collapsed following stormy 
weather, throwing a tour bus containing a group of 10 
holidaymakers and their guide into rapidly rising water. 
Five of the group were quickly rescued and taken to
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Introduction
 1 What kind of news are you most interested in: 

local, national or international? Why?

 2 a Read the news headlines below.

  b Work with a partner. Write letters to match the news 
 headlines in activity 2a with the six categories below.

 3 What other kinds of news story are there?

a   Politics and the economy

b   Entertainment and celebrities

c   Science, technology and the environment

d   Accidents and disasters

e   Sport

f   Quirky news and cute animals

Briton wins tennis tournament    .................    e   

Election date announced    .........................        

Escaped bird returned to zoo    ...................        

Film takes six Academy Awards    ...............        

Huge fire causes serious damage 
to 17th century palace                      ..............        

New dinosaur species discovered in China   ...        

Trade talks planned in Africa    ..................        

Prime Minister defends spending cuts    ......        

Singer announces engagement    ..................        

Six missing after bridge 
collapses in Turkey            ...........................        

Team start South American tour    ..............        

Woman finds wedding ring 
lost 50 years ago                      .....................        

World leaders agree climate change plan  .....        
Listening

 4 Track 40  Listen to a radio news broadcast. 
Which fi ve stories from activity 2 does it contain? Number the stories in the order you hear them.

Taking notes while we listen can help us remember what a speaker says. It is often useful 

to ask Wh- questions when we listen, in order to decide what information to make a note of. 

The only person who has to understand your notes is you. You don’t have to spell correctly 

or write full words. If the notes help you to remember, then they are good enough. You can 

check spelling, and even meaning, after the speaker has stopped talking.

Listening skills and strategies

Note taking 
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hospital, but the remaining six, including the guide, have 
not yet been found. 
Search and rescue operations are ongoing, but rescuers are 
being hampered by the rapid flow of the river water.
The missing Briton, Lesley Gainsborough, had been 
travelling with the group for two weeks. Ms Gainsborough’s 
father has flown out to Turkey to assist with the search.
Continuous, heavy rain has led to water levels rising 
significantly in the area over the past two days. 
In show business news, the singer Jake Donahue has 
announced his engagement to childhood sweetheart, 
Amanda Martins. Mr Donahue made the announcement at a 
press conference in Los Angeles last night, where he is on tour 
promoting his new album, Foolish Hearts. The couple, who 
first met at elementary school, expect to get married in June.
This will be Mr Donahue’s second marriage.
Sports now, and the England Women’s football team starts 
a five-week, promotional tour of South America tomorrow. 
The team begins its tour in Brazil by playing in the 
Maracana stadium, and will then travel to Peru, Ecuador, 
Venezuela and Argentina to play against each country’s 
national team.
The popularity of women’s football has been increasing 
steadily since the 2012 London Olympics, where it was 
among the best-attended events. 
F.A. tour organiser, Rachel Bridges, said that she hopes the 
trip will help improve the standing of the women’s game at

home and abroad. 
And finally - the big blue bird returns home.
Mr Macawber, the Hyacinth Macaw who went missing from 
London Zoo in Regent’s Park, has been recaptured. The bird 
was found in a garden in Primrose Hill, a neighbourhood 
close to the zoo.
Homeowner Mandy Richards got a surprise when she 
returned home from her morning shift at a supermarket 
yesterday, to find police cars and zoo officials in the street 
in front of her house. The police explained that the bird had 
flown into her garden, and asked permission to go and fetch 
him. Mr Macawber is now safely back in his enclosure at the 
zoo, where, zookeepers say, he is quickly recovering from his 
adventure.
Hyacinth Macaws, an endangered species from the 
rainforests of South America, are the largest parrots in the 
world.
And now, over to Carry Moorefield at the weather centre.

Read through the Listening skills and strategies box 
with learners.

Listening skills and strategies
Note taking 
Taking notes while we listen can help us remember what a 
speaker says. It is often useful to ask Wh- questions when 
we listen, to decide what information to make a note of. The 
only person who has to understand your notes is you. You 
don’t have to spell correctly, or write full words. If the notes 
help you to remember, then they are good enough. You can 
check spelling, and even meaning, after the speaker has 
stopped talking.

5a-d   
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. Remind learners that they should just 
note down the information needed as best as they can, 
and not worry too much about, e.g. spelling. They will be 
able to check details like that later.

Track 41  Learners listen to the first story again and 
take notes to answer the questions. 
Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Provide any 
information needed about spelling, etc.
Encourage learners to guess who the leader of the 
opposition is likely to be from the context of the news 
story.

5a-d answers - underlined
a)   Who announced what?  

The Prime Minister announced spending cuts
b) How many pounds? 10.5 billion.
c)  What will the government invest in?  

roads, railways, education and science
d)  The leader of what described the plans as being what? 

Leader of the Opposition, too little too late

Track 41 (page 177, Student Book) 0:51
The Prime Minister, John Jenkins, claimed that the British 
economy is ’on the road to recovery,’ as he unveiled the 
government’s plans for a fresh round of spending cuts.
Speaking on Wednesday, when he announced £10.5 billion 
of cuts in the coming year, the Prime Minister also laid out 
an infrastructure plan, using savings to invest in roads, 
railways, education and science.
The Prime Minister said that he wanted ’to be straight with

                                                                                                                 Continued on page 74
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 7 Track 43  Listen to the third story again and answer each question 
below with no more than two words.

a   Who has Jake Donahue got engaged to?

                                                                                                                               

b   Where did Jake make the announcement? 

                                                                                                                        

c   What is the name of Jake’s new album? 

                                                                                                                        

d   Where did the couple meet?

                                                                                                                       

 5 Track 41  Listen to the fi rst story again. Take notes to answer the questions.

 6 a Track 42  Listen to the second story again. 
 Write one word in each space to complete the statements correctly.

  b Write numbers to match each statement in activity 6a  
 with a question below.

a   Who announced what?

b   How many pounds?

c   What will the government invest in?

d   The leader of what described the plans as being what?

1                                                       are missing. 

2   A                           over the                           

                            collapsed in stormy weather.

3   The missing Briton is called                           

                           .

4   Her                           has gone to Turkey to assist.

5   Continuous,                                                     has led to
  water levels rising.

1   What happened?    2  

2   Why did the accident happen?        

3   How many people are missing?        

4   What’s the name of the missing Briton?        

5   Who has gone to Turkey?        

Interact
 10 Discuss these questions as a class:

 8 a Track 44  Listen to the fourth news story again. 
 Use the prompts below to make notes about it.

 9 a Track 45  Listen to the last story again. Use the table below to make notes about the story.

  b As a class, use your notes to discuss what the fourth story is about.

  b As a class, use your notes to discuss the story.

1   Who? (Which team? Who is the organiser?)

                                                                                                                                          

2   What are they doing?  

                                                                                                                                          

3   When? 

                                                                                                                                          

4   Which countries? 

                                                                                                                                          

a   Which of the stories in the news broadcast were you most interested in? Why?

b   Which kind of news stories are you usually interested in? Why?

Who/What is the 
story about?

What happened? Where? When?

Lesson 18 Lesson 18

the nation about the problems we face,’ and that the 
government are ’taking the right decisions, and are on the 
right track to heal the economy and fix public finances.’
The Leader of the Opposition described the plans as being 
’too little, too late.’

6a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding.

Track 42  Learners listen to the second story again 
and write one word on each line to complete the 
statements correctly.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Provide any 
information needed about spelling, etc.

6a answers 
1) Six people are missing. 
2)  A bridge over the Kura River collapsed in stormy weather.
3) The missing Briton is called Lesley Gainsborough.
4) Her father has gone to Turkey to assist.
5) Continuous, heavy rain has led to water levels rising.

6b   
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write numbers to match 
each statement in activity 6a with a question.

Feedback as a class.  

6b answers 
1) What happened? 2
2) Why did the accident happen? 5
3) How many people are missing? 1
4) What’s the name of the missing Briton? 3
5) Who has gone to Turkey? 4

Track 42 (page 177, Student Book) 0:59
Six people, including one Briton, are still missing after a 
bridge collapsed into a river in northeastern Turkey.
The bridge over the Kura River collapsed following stormy 
weather, throwing a tour bus containing a group of 10 
holidaymakers and their guide into rapidly rising water. 
Five of the group were quickly rescued and taken to hospital, 
but the remaining six, including the guide, have not yet been 
found. 
Search and rescue operations are ongoing, but rescuers are 
being hampered by the rapid flow of the river water.
The missing Briton, Lesley Gainsborough, had been 
travelling with the group for two weeks. Ms Gainsborough’s 
father has flown out to Turkey to assist with the search.
Continuous, heavy rain has led to water levels rising 
significantly in the area over the past two days. 

7
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Highlight the fact that learners will be writing no more 
than two words for each answer, though they may write 
less. Stress to learners that they are only making notes in 
this activity, and that they might not have time to write 
words out in full.

Track 43  Learners listen to the third story again and 
make notes to answer each question. 

Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Provide any 
information needed about spelling, etc.

7 answers 
a)  Who has Jake Donahue got engaged to?  childhood 

sweetheart / Amanda Martins / Amanda / Ms Martins
b)  Where did Jake make the announcement?  Los Angeles / 

press conference
c)  What is the name of Jake’s new album? Foolish Hearts
d) Where did the couple meet? elementary school / school

Track 43 (page 177, Student Book) 0:31
In show business news, the singer Jake Donahue has 
announced his engagement to childhood sweetheart, 
Amanda Martins. Mr Donahue made the announcement at
a press conference in Los Angeles last night, where he is on 
tour promoting his new album, Foolish Hearts. The couple, 
who first met at elementary school, expect to get married in 
June.
This will be Mr Donahue’s second marriage.
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 7 Track 43  Listen to the third story again and answer each question 
below with no more than two words.

a   Who has Jake Donahue got engaged to?

                                                                                                                               

b   Where did Jake make the announcement? 

                                                                                                                        

c   What is the name of Jake’s new album? 

                                                                                                                        

d   Where did the couple meet?

                                                                                                                       

 5 Track 41  Listen to the fi rst story again. Take notes to answer the questions.

 6 a Track 42  Listen to the second story again. 
 Write one word in each space to complete the statements correctly.

  b Write numbers to match each statement in activity 6a  
 with a question below.

a   Who announced what?

b   How many pounds?

c   What will the government invest in?

d   The leader of what described the plans as being what?

1                                                       are missing. 

2   A                           over the                           

                            collapsed in stormy weather.

3   The missing Briton is called                           

                           .

4   Her                           has gone to Turkey to assist.

5   Continuous,                                                     has led to
  water levels rising.

1   What happened?    2  

2   Why did the accident happen?        

3   How many people are missing?        

4   What’s the name of the missing Briton?        

5   Who has gone to Turkey?        

Interact
 10 Discuss these questions as a class:

 8 a Track 44  Listen to the fourth news story again. 
 Use the prompts below to make notes about it.

 9 a Track 45  Listen to the last story again. Use the table below to make notes about the story.

  b As a class, use your notes to discuss what the fourth story is about.

  b As a class, use your notes to discuss the story.

1   Who? (Which team? Who is the organiser?)

                                                                                                                                          

2   What are they doing?  

                                                                                                                                          

3   When? 

                                                                                                                                          

4   Which countries? 

                                                                                                                                          

a   Which of the stories in the news broadcast were you most interested in? Why?

b   Which kind of news stories are you usually interested in? Why?

Who/What is the 
story about?

What happened? Where? When?

Lesson 18 Lesson 18

8a 
Go over the instructions and prompts to check 
understanding.

Track 44  Learners listen to the fourth news story 
again and use the prompts to make notes about it.
Feedback in pairs – learners compare the notes they made.
Monitor and assist as necessary. Provide any information 
needed about spelling, etc.

8a possible notes
1)  Who? (Which team? Who is the organiser?) 

England Women’s football team; Rachel Bridges
2)  What are they doing?  

starting a five-week, promotional tour of South 
America

3)  When? 
tomorrow

4)  Which countries?  
Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, Argentina

Track 44 (page 177, Student Book) 0:46
Sports now, and the England Women’s football team starts 
a five-week, promotional tour of South America tomorrow. 
The team begins its tour in Brazil by playing in the Maracana 
stadium, and will then travel to Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela and 
Argentina to play against each country’s national team.
The popularity of women’s football has been increasing 
steadily since the 2012 London Olympics, where it was among 
the best-attended events. 
FA tour organiser, Rachel Bridges, said that she hopes the trip 
will help improve the standing of the women’s game at home 
and abroad.

8b
As a class, learners use the notes they made in activity 
8a to discuss what the fourth story is about.

9a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding.

Track 45  Learners listen to the last story again and 
use the table to make notes about it.
Feedback in pairs – learners compare the notes they 
made. Monitor and assist as necessary. Provide any 
information needed about spelling, etc.
Learners listen again as necessary.

9a suggested notes - 

Who / What 
is the story 
about?

What 
happened? Where? When?

-  Mr 
Macawber 

-  Hyacinth 
Macaw / big 
parrot 

- endangered
-  Mandy 

Richards 
- homeowner

-  went missing 
-  found in 

garden
- recaptured

-  London Zoo 
in Regent’s 
Park 

- Primrose Hill  
- close to zoo
- garden
-  South 

America

- yesterday

Track 45 (page 177, Student Book) 0:48
And finally - the big blue bird returns home.
Mr Macawber, the Hyacinth Macaw who went missing from 
London Zoo in Regent’s Park, has been recaptured. The bird 
was found in a garden in Primrose Hill, a neighbourhood close 
to the zoo.
Homeowner Mandy Richards got a surprise when she returned 
home from her morning shift at a supermarket yesterday, 
to find police cars and zoo officials in the street in front of 
her house. The police explained that the bird had flown into 
her garden, and asked permission to go and fetch him. Mr 
Macawber is now safely back in his enclosure at the zoo, 
where, zookeepers say, he is quickly recovering from his 
adventure.
Hyacinth Macaws, an endangered species from the rainforests 
of South America, are the largest parrots in the world.

9b 
As a class, learners use the notes they made in activity 
9a to discuss the last story. Encourage learners to add to 
the notes in their tables.

Interact

10
Discuss the questions as a class, as a way of rounding off 
the lesson.
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Listening
 3 Track 46  - Track 53  Listen to people giving the advice from activity 1b.

Write numbers in column B of the table in activity 1 to show the order that you 
hear the advice.

 2 Work with a partner. Think of a diff erent way to express each piece of advice in activity 1b.

  example I think you should come home on time.

1   I        think       you      should      come home on time. You need to 

 think about your health.

2   You                    consider                     her bad moods.

3   I                                       you ought to nag her quite so much. 

4  I don’t think trying to control her life so completely is a 

                                      . 

5   I’m                                       you should neglect your studies like 

 you have been. 

6   Have you                                       a reward in exchange for good 

 grades at school? 

7   Why                                       think about how worried 

 she must be about you? 

8   Have you                                                          a part-time job? 

a   I could do, I suppose. Then I could buy whatever I wanted.   8  

b   I know, but loads of my friends stay out late, so sometimes 
 it’s difficult.       

c   You’re right. I should try to speak to her more calmly.       

d  Yes, but I’m worried she’ll make such a big mistake that nobody
 will be able to mend it.       

e   I suppose so. I just find all the subjects so boring.       

f   I know. But she worries too much!        

g   That could be a good idea. It might make her do some homework 
 for a change!       

h   It’s a nice idea, but unfortunately I’ve already tried that and she just 
 gets ruder.       

column A column B

Come home on time. D 1
Don’t nag so much.

Offer a reward in exchange for good grades at school.

Get a part-time job.

Don’t neglect your studies.

Ignore her bad moods.

Don’t try to control her life.

Think about how worried she must be about you.

Introduction
 1 a Look at the picture of Mandy 

 and Daisy, and read what they 
 say about each other.
 What do you think their 
 relationship is?

  b Work with a partner. Read the advice below. Write M (Mandy) or D (Daisy) in column A of the table to show who  
 each piece of advice is intended for.

 4 a Work with a partner. 
 Write one word on each line below to complete the expressions from the 
 conversations in activity 3.

 5 Write numbers to match each sentence in activity 4 with an appropriate 
response below. 

  b Track 46  - Track 53  Listen again and check your answers to activity 4a.

‘She’s so moody! Her grades at school are terrible, she
takes money from my purse and she’s always staying out
late. I don’t know what I can do! She’s just so rude to me!’

‘She won’t let me do anything and tries 
to control my whole life! She never 
gives me any money, she hates my friends 
and she constantly nags me about doing
homework. My life is so unfair!’

Daisy

Mandy
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Help
In this lesson - Advise people about personal problems
Core activities - 1, 3-6, 8
Function - Giving advice

Introduction

1a
Direct attention to the picture of Mandy and Daisy. Elicit 
ideas as to what their relationship is.
As a class, read through what they say about each other 
and have learners suggest how well they get on.

1a suggested answers
They are mother (Mandy) and daughter (Daisy).
They don’t get on very well.

Extension
You may like to ask learners what advice they would give to 
Mandy and / or Daisy.

1b
Go over the instructions, the advice in the table, and 
example to check understanding.
In pairs, learners read the pieces of advice and write M 
(Mandy) or D (Daisy) in column A of the table to show 
who each piece of advice is intended for.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

1b answers
See 3 answers.

2
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners think of a different way to express each 
piece of advice in activity 1b.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class. Don’t worry if learners cannot come 
up with seven different ways of expressing advice – they 
will be introduced to more, later in the lesson.

Alternative procedure
You may like to do this activity as a class, eliciting and 
boarding a different way to express each piece of advice on 
the list.

2 answers
Accept any reasonable suggestions.

Listening
3

Track 46  - Track 53  Go over the instructions 
and example to check understanding.
Learners listen to people giving the advice from activity 
1b, and write numbers in column B of the table to show 
the order that they hear it.

3 answers
1b answers in column A

column A column B

Come home on time. D 1
Don’t nag so much. M 3
Offer a reward in exchange for 
good grades at school. M 6

Get a part-time job. D 8
Don’t neglect your studies. D 5
Ignore her bad moods. M 2
Don’t try to control her life. M 4
Think about how worried she 
must be about you. D 7

U
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Listening
 3 Track 46  - Track 53  Listen to people giving the advice from activity 1b.

Write numbers in column B of the table in activity 1 to show the order that you 
hear the advice.

 2 Work with a partner. Think of a diff erent way to express each piece of advice in activity 1b.

  example I think you should come home on time.

1   I        think       you      should      come home on time. You need to 

 think about your health.

2   You                    consider                     her bad moods.

3   I                                       you ought to nag her quite so much. 

4  I don’t think trying to control her life so completely is a 

                                      . 

5   I’m                                       you should neglect your studies like 

 you have been. 

6   Have you                                       a reward in exchange for good 

 grades at school? 

7   Why                                       think about how worried 

 she must be about you? 

8   Have you                                                          a part-time job? 

a   I could do, I suppose. Then I could buy whatever I wanted.   8  

b   I know, but loads of my friends stay out late, so sometimes 
 it’s difficult.       

c   You’re right. I should try to speak to her more calmly.       

d  Yes, but I’m worried she’ll make such a big mistake that nobody
 will be able to mend it.       

e   I suppose so. I just find all the subjects so boring.       

f   I know. But she worries too much!        

g   That could be a good idea. It might make her do some homework 
 for a change!       

h   It’s a nice idea, but unfortunately I’ve already tried that and she just 
 gets ruder.       

column A column B

Come home on time. D 1
Don’t nag so much.

Offer a reward in exchange for good grades at school.

Get a part-time job.

Don’t neglect your studies.

Ignore her bad moods.

Don’t try to control her life.

Think about how worried she must be about you.

Introduction
 1 a Look at the picture of Mandy 

 and Daisy, and read what they 
 say about each other.
 What do you think their 
 relationship is?

  b Work with a partner. Read the advice below. Write M (Mandy) or D (Daisy) in column A of the table to show who  
 each piece of advice is intended for.

 4 a Work with a partner. 
 Write one word on each line below to complete the expressions from the 
 conversations in activity 3.

 5 Write numbers to match each sentence in activity 4 with an appropriate 
response below. 

  b Track 46  - Track 53  Listen again and check your answers to activity 4a.

‘She’s so moody! Her grades at school are terrible, she
takes money from my purse and she’s always staying out
late. I don’t know what I can do! She’s just so rude to me!’

‘She won’t let me do anything and tries 
to control my whole life! She never 
gives me any money, she hates my friends 
and she constantly nags me about doing
homework. My life is so unfair!’

Daisy

Mandy
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Function: Giving advice

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
In pairs, learners write one word on each line to complete 
the expressions from the conversations in activity 3.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers at 
this stage: learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

4b
Track 46  - Track 53  Learners listen again and 

check their answers to activity 4a.

4a+b answers
See CD  scripts for Tracks 46 - 53 - answers underlined.

Track 46 (page 177, Student Book) 0:18
1
Speaker - I think you should come home on time. You need to 
think about your health.
Daisy - I know, but loads of my friends stay out late, so 
sometimes it’s difficult.

Track 47 (page 177, Student Book) 0:20
2
Speaker - You might consider ignoring her bad moods. That 
might teach her that being rude won’t get your attention.
Mandy - It’s a nice idea, but unfortunately I’ve already tried 
that and she just gets ruder.

Track 48 (page 177, Student Book) 0:18
3
Speaker - I don’t think you ought to nag her quite so much. 
It only makes her angrier and more likely to rebel.
Mandy - You’re right. I should try to speak to her more 
calmly.

Track 49 (page 177, Student Book) 0:25
4
Speaker - I don’t think trying to control her life so completely 
is a good idea. Teenagers sometimes need to be given the 
freedom to make their own mistakes, and to learn from 
them.
Mandy - Yes, but I’m worried she’ll make such a big mistake 
that nobody will be able to fix it.

Track 50 (page 177, Student Book) 0:20
5
Speaker - I’m not sure you should neglect your studies like 
you have been. Your whole future might depend on the 
grades you get at school.
Daisy - I suppose so. I just find all the subjects so boring.

Track 51 (page 177, Student Book) 0:17
6
Speaker - Have you tried offering a reward in exchange for 
good grades at school?
Mandy - That could be a good idea. It might make her do 
some homework for a change! 

Track 52 (page 178, Student Book) 0:17
7
Speaker - Why don’t you think about how worried she must 
be about you? I’m sure she just wants you to be happy.
Daisy - I know. But she worries too much!

Track 53 (page 178, Student Book) 0:18
8
Speaker - Have you thought about getting a part-time job? 
That way, you’d have your own money.
Daisy - I could do, I suppose. Then I could buy whatever I 
wanted.

5a-h
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
In pairs, learners write numbers to match each sentence 
in activity 4 with an appropriate response. 
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5a-h answers 
a) I could do, I suppose. Then I could buy whatever I wanted. 8
b)  I know, but loads of my friends stay out late, so sometimes 

it’s difficult. 1
c) You’re right. I should try to speak to her more calmly. 3
d)  Yes, but I’m worried she’ll make such a big mistake that 

nobody will be able to fix it. 4
e)   I suppose so. I just find all the subjects so boring. 5
f )  I know. But she worries too much! 7
g)  That could be a good idea. It might make her do some 

homework for a change! 6
h)  It’s a nice idea, but unfortunately I’ve already tried that 

and she just gets ruder. 2
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Practice
 6 a Work with a partner. 

 Choose one of the situations below and write six pieces of advice for the people in it. 
 Use a diff erent expression from this Lesson for each piece of advice you write.

  b Share your ideas with the class.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 54  Listen. Tick ( ) the sentences which have a /w/ sound between the underlined words.1 We can use diff erent expressions to give advice.

    Some are used with the base form of the verb.

I think you should
I think you’d better

get a new car.
change your bank.

2 We often use expressions with question words to give advice in the 
    form of suggestions. This can sound less direct and more polite.
    Why don’t you is followed by the base form of the verb.

Why don’t you buy her a gift?

    Expressions with have you and how about are followed by the
    -ing form of the verb.

Have you tried 
Have you considered
Have you thought about
How about 

writing a letter to complain?
applying to a diff erent company?
telling him how you feel?
fl ying with a diff erent airline?

    Some are used with the -ing form of the verb.

You might consider 
You might think about

booking your tickets early.
fi nding a new job.

I’m not sure you
I don’t think you

should
ought to

do the whole report again!
invite her.

I’m not sure 
I don’t think

changing the date of the wedding
paying before the work is done

is a good idea.

1  Why don’t you try to smile more?

2  Why don’t you ask for some time off?

3  Why don’t you offer to help?

4  Why don’t you look for a better job?

  b Track 54  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

 someone from abroad is coming to live in your country

a young couple want to start their own business

someone is starting to learn English for the first time

a university student wants to do the same work as you after 
they graduate

a friend is worried about what they 
will do after they retire

   Group A

 Your partner is a good friend who works in an  
 international company, but you haven’t met 
 each other for months because your friend has 
 been too busy. 
 You are worried about your friend’s health 
 because they work long hours and don’t take 
 any holidays. 
 You think that your friend should try to relax and 
 fi nd a way to get more free time.
 Make a note of four things that you think your 
 friend could do to relax and get more free time.

 Group B

  Your partner is a good friend, but you haven’t 
met each other for months because you work 
in an international company and have to work 
long hours and weekends. You don’t really have 
the time to take holidays, either.

   You are worried about your health, as you are feeling  
 very tired all the time. You have tried some   
 diff erent ways to relax, but they haven’t helped.

   Make a note of the things you have tried and why
 they didn’t work.

   You meet your friend in a café one afternoon.
   Start the conversation. Listen to what your friend 
   says and give them advice.

   example A: Hi, long time no see!
                 B: How‛s everything going?
                A: Not so well, actually.

   You meet your friend in a café one afternoon.
   Your friend will start the conversation.
   Explain your problem and ask for advice.

Interact
 8 a You are going to role-play giving advice. Work in two groups, A and B.

 Groups A and B: read the information below.

  b Tell the class what your problem was, and what advice your partner gave you.

Language Focus
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

6a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
In pairs, learners choose one of the situations and write 
six pieces of advice for the people in it, using a different 
expression from the lesson for each piece of advice they 
write.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

6b
Feedback. Learners share their ideas with the class.
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Practice
 6 a Work with a partner. 

 Choose one of the situations below and write six pieces of advice for the people in it. 
 Use a diff erent expression from this Lesson for each piece of advice you write.

  b Share your ideas with the class.

Sounding Natural
 7 a Track 54  Listen. Tick ( ) the sentences which have a /w/ sound between the underlined words.1 We can use diff erent expressions to give advice.

    Some are used with the base form of the verb.

I think you should
I think you’d better

get a new car.
change your bank.

2 We often use expressions with question words to give advice in the 
    form of suggestions. This can sound less direct and more polite.
    Why don’t you is followed by the base form of the verb.

Why don’t you buy her a gift?

    Expressions with have you and how about are followed by the
    -ing form of the verb.

Have you tried 
Have you considered
Have you thought about
How about 

writing a letter to complain?
applying to a diff erent company?
telling him how you feel?
fl ying with a diff erent airline?

    Some are used with the -ing form of the verb.

You might consider 
You might think about

booking your tickets early.
fi nding a new job.

I’m not sure you
I don’t think you

should
ought to

do the whole report again!
invite her.

I’m not sure 
I don’t think

changing the date of the wedding
paying before the work is done

is a good idea.

1  Why don’t you try to smile more?

2  Why don’t you ask for some time off?

3  Why don’t you offer to help?

4  Why don’t you look for a better job?

  b Track 54  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

 someone from abroad is coming to live in your country

a young couple want to start their own business

someone is starting to learn English for the first time

a university student wants to do the same work as you after 
they graduate

a friend is worried about what they 
will do after they retire

   Group A

 Your partner is a good friend who works in an  
 international company, but you haven’t met 
 each other for months because your friend has 
 been too busy. 
 You are worried about your friend’s health 
 because they work long hours and don’t take 
 any holidays. 
 You think that your friend should try to relax and 
 fi nd a way to get more free time.
 Make a note of four things that you think your 
 friend could do to relax and get more free time.

 Group B

  Your partner is a good friend, but you haven’t 
met each other for months because you work 
in an international company and have to work 
long hours and weekends. You don’t really have 
the time to take holidays, either.

   You are worried about your health, as you are feeling  
 very tired all the time. You have tried some   
 diff erent ways to relax, but they haven’t helped.

   Make a note of the things you have tried and why
 they didn’t work.

   You meet your friend in a café one afternoon.
   Start the conversation. Listen to what your friend 
   says and give them advice.

   example A: Hi, long time no see!
                 B: How‛s everything going?
                A: Not so well, actually.

   You meet your friend in a café one afternoon.
   Your friend will start the conversation.
   Explain your problem and ask for advice.

Interact
 8 a You are going to role-play giving advice. Work in two groups, A and B.

 Groups A and B: read the information below.

  b Tell the class what your problem was, and what advice your partner gave you.

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural
7a

Track 54  Learners listen and tick the sentences 
which have a /w/ sound between the underlined words.

7a answers 
There is a /w/sound between the underlined words in 
sentences 2 and 3. These are examples of a linking sound.

Track 54 (page 178, Student Book) 0:26
1) Why don’t you try to smile more?
2) Why don’t you ask for some time off?
3) Why don’t you offer to help?
4) Why don’t you look for a better job?

7b
Track 54  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

8a
Explain to the class that they are going to do a role-play.
Divide learners into two groups, A and B.
Ask Groups A and B to read the instructions further 
down the page in the Student Book.

Allow learners time to read and prepare for the role-play.

Put learners in A/B pairs and have them do the  
role-play. Monitor, but stay in the background as much as 
possible during this activity.

8b
Feedback. Have learners tell the class what their problem 
was, and what advice their partner gave them.

Lesson 19
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 3 a Circle a letter to show if Kim (K) or Raj (R) said each sentence below.

 4 a Work with a partner. Study the sentences in activity 3a. 
 Write numbers below to show in which sentences the speaker uses…

  b Track 55  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

  b Read the Language Focus section on page 96 to check your answers to activity 4a.

Listening
 2 Track 55  Listen to Kim and Raj talk about their plans for after they graduate. 

Write Kim or Raj to complete each statement below.

  b Which two nouns from the box in activity 1a can also be 
 used as verbs?

  c Discuss the questions below as a class.

1   Are job opportunities for graduates in your 
 country good or bad at present?

2   What do you think is more important for young 
 graduates who are looking for work – academic 
 qualifications or work experience?

3   What other things affect job opportunities for   
 graduates in your country (e.g. the course they 
 studied or the university they went to)?

a       Kim     speaks first.

b                 is worried about finding a job.

c                 has been offered a job.

d                 has arranged to sign a job contract tomorrow.

e                 can’t say who has offered the contract.

f                 decides to ask again tomorrow.

g                 hopes to be in America by November.

h                 has decided to find work with a charity.

i                 wants to get work experience.

j                 hasn’t decided whether to try a local charity or a charity in London.

k                 has arranged to meet a tutor on Tuesday.

1   will to state a prediction as a fact.   8  
2   will to state a decision made at the time of speaking.       
3   going to to make a prediction based on knowledge or evidence.       
4   going to to talk about an intention or plan made before the time of speaking.       
5   might/could to make a prediction they are not sure about.       
6   might/could to talk about an intention or plan they are not sure about.       
7   a present tense to talk about a future event they expect to happen (e.g. on a schedule).                
8  a present tense to talk about a future arrangement (e.g. with another person).                

 1  We graduate in just eight weeks’ time, and I’m worried. ..................................... K  /  R

 2 I’m seeing them tomorrow to sign the contract, actually. ................................... K  /  R

 3 I can’t tell you until I have the contract. ................................................................. K  /  R

 4 OK. I’ll ask you again tomorrow, then. ..................................................................... K  /  R

 5 I just know you’re going to be impressed. .............................................................. K  /  R

 6 With luck, I could be in America by November. .................................................... K  /  R

 7 I’ve decided I’m going to work for a charity somewhere. ...................................... K  /  R

 8 I’ll be a volunteer, so I won’t be paid, but I will get some really good 

  work experience. ................................................................................................. K  /  R

 9 I don’t know. I might try somewhere local, or maybe something in London. .......... K  /  R

 10 I’m meeting my tutor next Tuesday to get some advice on organisations to try. ..... K  /  R

two-word noun meaning

job                              the chance to get a job

science                              
a person who has a degree in a 
science from a university

academic                              
a record that you have studied and 
have passed exams in, 
e.g. university

work  experience    
experience you already have of 
doing work

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Complete the table below with the nouns from the box.

experience       graduate       opportunity       qualification
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In this Lesson: Talk about things you plan and predict in your life
Grammar: Future forms

Plans and Predictions
In this lesson - Talk about things you plan and predict in 
your life
Core activities - 2-5, 7-8
Grammar - Future forms
Examples:
Tomorrow will be cold with sunny periods.
It’s a difficult job, so it might take a long time.
The flight could be cancelled.
She isn’t going to come. 
Be careful, or you’re going to slip. 
We have lectures this morning and then we break for lunch 
at one o’clock. 
Please tell me as soon as you know.
They’re half price? I’ll buy two, then!
I haven’t decided yet – I might move to Paris, or I could stay 
here.
I’m going to call her and ask her to marry me!
I’m not seeing her today because she’s meeting her brother.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the table with 
the nouns from the box.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

1a answers 

two-word noun meaning

job opportunity the chance to get a job

science graduate a person who has a 
degree in a science from a 
university

academic qualification a record that you have 
studied and have passed 
exams in, e.g. university

work experience experience you already 
have of doing work

1b
Elicit the answers from the class as a whole.

1b answers 
The two nouns from the box in activity 1a which can also 
be used as verbs are graduate and experience.

1c
Go over the questions and check understanding. 
Discuss the questions briefly as a class.

Listening

2a-k
Track 55  Go over the instructions, list of statements, 

and example to check understanding. 
Learners listen to Kim and Raj talk about their plans for 
after they graduate, and write Kim or Raj to complete 
each statement.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a-k answers 
a) Kim speaks first.
b) Raj is worried about finding a job.
c) Kim has been offered a job.
d) Kim has arranged to sign a job contract tomorrow.
e) Kim can’t say who has offered the contract.
f ) Raj decides to ask again tomorrow.
g) Kim hopes to be in America by November.
h) Raj has decided to find work with a charity.
i) Raj wants to get work experience.
j)  Raj hasn’t decided whether to try a local charity or a 

charity in London.
k) Raj has arranged to meet a tutor on Tuesday.

U
N

IT 7 20 Plans and Predictions
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 3 a Circle a letter to show if Kim (K) or Raj (R) said each sentence below.

 4 a Work with a partner. Study the sentences in activity 3a. 
 Write numbers below to show in which sentences the speaker uses…

  b Track 55  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

  b Read the Language Focus section on page 96 to check your answers to activity 4a.

Listening
 2 Track 55  Listen to Kim and Raj talk about their plans for after they graduate. 

Write Kim or Raj to complete each statement below.

  b Which two nouns from the box in activity 1a can also be 
 used as verbs?

  c Discuss the questions below as a class.

1   Are job opportunities for graduates in your 
 country good or bad at present?

2   What do you think is more important for young 
 graduates who are looking for work – academic 
 qualifications or work experience?

3   What other things affect job opportunities for   
 graduates in your country (e.g. the course they 
 studied or the university they went to)?

a       Kim     speaks first.

b                 is worried about finding a job.

c                 has been offered a job.

d                 has arranged to sign a job contract tomorrow.

e                 can’t say who has offered the contract.

f                 decides to ask again tomorrow.

g                 hopes to be in America by November.

h                 has decided to find work with a charity.

i                 wants to get work experience.

j                 hasn’t decided whether to try a local charity or a charity in London.

k                 has arranged to meet a tutor on Tuesday.

1   will to state a prediction as a fact.   8  
2   will to state a decision made at the time of speaking.       
3   going to to make a prediction based on knowledge or evidence.       
4   going to to talk about an intention or plan made before the time of speaking.       
5   might/could to make a prediction they are not sure about.       
6   might/could to talk about an intention or plan they are not sure about.       
7   a present tense to talk about a future event they expect to happen (e.g. on a schedule).                
8  a present tense to talk about a future arrangement (e.g. with another person).                

 1  We graduate in just eight weeks’ time, and I’m worried. ..................................... K  /  R

 2 I’m seeing them tomorrow to sign the contract, actually. ................................... K  /  R

 3 I can’t tell you until I have the contract. ................................................................. K  /  R

 4 OK. I’ll ask you again tomorrow, then. ..................................................................... K  /  R

 5 I just know you’re going to be impressed. .............................................................. K  /  R

 6 With luck, I could be in America by November. .................................................... K  /  R

 7 I’ve decided I’m going to work for a charity somewhere. ...................................... K  /  R

 8 I’ll be a volunteer, so I won’t be paid, but I will get some really good 

  work experience. ................................................................................................. K  /  R

 9 I don’t know. I might try somewhere local, or maybe something in London. .......... K  /  R

 10 I’m meeting my tutor next Tuesday to get some advice on organisations to try. ..... K  /  R

two-word noun meaning

job                              the chance to get a job

science                              
a person who has a degree in a 
science from a university

academic                              
a record that you have studied and 
have passed exams in, 
e.g. university

work  experience    
experience you already have of 
doing work

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Complete the table below with the nouns from the box.

experience       graduate       opportunity       qualification
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In this Lesson: Talk about things you plan and predict in your life
Grammar: Future forms

3a
Go over the instructions, list of sentences, and example to 
check understanding.  
In pairs, learners circle a letter to show if Kim (K) or Raj (R) 
said each sentence.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm any answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

3a answers 
See 3a+b answers.

3b
Track 55  Learners listen again and check their 

answers to activity 3a.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3a+b answers 
1) We graduate in just eight weeks’ time, and I’m worried. R
2) I’m seeing them tomorrow to sign the contract, actually. K
3) I can’t tell you until I have the contract. K
4) OK. I’ll ask you again tomorrow, then. R

5) I just know you’re going to be impressed. K
6) With luck, I could be in America by November. K
7)  I’ve decided I’m going to work for a charity somewhere. R
8)  I’ll be a volunteer, so I won’t be paid, but I will get some 

really good work experience. R 
9)  I don’t know. I might try somewhere local, or maybe 

something in London. R
10)  I’m meeting my tutor next Tuesday to get some advice 

on organisations to try. R

Track 55 (page 178 Student Book) 1:37
 Kim  Hey Raj, how’s things?
 Raj  Not that great, actually.
 Kim  How come?
 Raj  Well, we graduate in just eight weeks’ time, and I’m 

worried, to be honest. I haven’t found anything.
 Kim  What? You mean a job?
 Raj  Yeah, I’m looking, but there’s nothing out there… and 

you know… Anyway, enough about me. How’s your 
job search going?

 Kim  Well… actually, I’ve been offered something by a 
major company. I’m seeing them tomorrow to sign the 
contract, actually.

 Raj  Really? Which company? 
 Kim  Sorry. I can’t tell you until I have the contract.
 Raj  OK. I’ll ask you again tomorrow, then. 
 Kim  All right. I just know you’re going to be impressed when 

you hear. They’re based in California.
 Raj  California!
 Kim  Yup. With luck, I could be in America by November.
 Raj  Well, good for you, mate.
 Kim  Thanks. I’m all a bit shocked by it actually.
 Raj  I can imagine. Anyway, I’ve decided I’m going to work 

for a charity somewhere.
 Kim  Good call.
 Raj  You think so? I’ll be a volunteer, so I won’t be paid, but I 

will get some really good work experience.
 Kim  Yeah, that’s a really good idea. Where are you thinking?
 Raj  I don’t know. I might try somewhere local, or maybe 

something in London.
 Kim  It’s good to have options.
 Raj  Yeah, I guess. Anyway, I’m meeting my tutor next 

Tuesday to get some advice on organisations to try. 
She said she has some good contacts.

 Kim  Well, good luck.

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners study the sentences in 
activity 3a, then write numbers below to complete the 
activity.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm answers at this 
stage – learners will check for themselves in the next 
activity.

    Continued on page 82
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Practice
 5 Choose the correct form for each pair of sentences. Use each form only once.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Make a note of your answers to the questions below.

 8 a Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in activity 7.
 Ask questions to get more information.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Read the sentences below. Write a letter at the beginning of each sentence to show if the word in bold 

 is a noun (n) or a verb (v).

 b Track 56  Listen. Circle an option at the end of each sentence to show what sound you can hear in the   
 underlined part of the word in bold.

 c Track 56  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Think of two more questions about the future and add them to the list in activity 7a.

  b  Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus
We can talk about the future in diff erent ways.
1  Making predictions and saying how certain   

we are that something will happen
We can use will + base form of the verb to state 
a prediction as a fact.

It’s a great book – you’ll love it. 

We can use might/could + base form of the 
verb to make a prediction we are not so 
sure about.

The shops might be closed tomorrow, so we 
should check.
The company’s made a profi t, so we could get 
a pay rise.

We can use going to + base form of the verb 
for predictions we have evidence for, or when a 
process has already started.

I know you’re going to hate this. (prediction 
based on my knowledge of your character)
Watch out – it's going to fall! (it has already 
started to happen)

We can use the present simple to talk about 
future events we expect to happen (e.g. 
because they are on a schedule). We often use 
the present simple like this after conjunctions 
such as when, after, until, as soon as, etc.

The next train leaves at six. 
Please give him this when you see him.

2  Talking about intentions, plans 
and arrangements
We can use will + base form of the verb to talk 
about decisions we make at the time of speaking.

I’m quite tired, so I think I’ll take a short break, 
if that’s OK.

We can use going to + base form of the verb to 
talk about intentions and plans made before 
the time of speaking.

I’m going to drive to London on Saturday.

We can use might/could + base form of the 
verb to talk about intentions and plans that we 
are not sure about.

I might go to New York, and I could even stay 
there a month.

We can use the present continuous to talk 
about arrangements (often with other people).

I’m having dinner with my colleagues 
next Friday.

1. What are you doing after this Lesson?

2. Do you have any plans or arrangements for tonight?

3. Do you think the next six months will be good for you? Why or why not?

4. Have you thought about your next holiday?

    If you have plans, what are they? If you don‛t have plans, what do you think  you might do?

   

5.

6.

1    v  He’s going to graduate next year. ....................................................... eɪt / ət
2        She’s a science graduate. ................................................................... eɪt / ət
3        He graduated from a good university. ................................................ eɪt / ət
4        There are good job opportunities for engineering graduates. ........... eɪt / ət

a   having / going to have

 We’re            having          a party tonight.

 We’re all                              a great 
 time there.

b   I could study / I’m going to study 

                              hard because I need to 

 pass this exam.

 I haven’t decided yet, but                                
 engineering because I’m good at maths.

c   will think / might think 

 Please apologise, or she                                
 you’re not sorry.

 OK, I                              about it carefully, 
 I promise.

d   will meet  / meet 

 Give me an answer when I 

                              you at the weekend.

 If you want, I                              you for 
 lunch next weekend.

e   is  / will be 

 Tomorrow                              the first day 

 of winter.

 The weather forecast said tomorrow 
                               the coldest day of the year.
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4b
Read through the Language Focus section with learners 
and ask them to check their answers to activity 4a.

4a+b answers
1) will to state a prediction as a fact. 8
2) will to state a decision made at the time of speaking. 4
3)  going to to make a prediction based on knowledge or 

evidence. 5
4)  going to to talk about an intention or plan made before 

the time of speaking. 7
5)  might / could to make a prediction they are not sure 

about. 6
6)  might / could to talk about an intention or plan they are 

not sure about. 9
7)  a present tense to talk about a future event they expect to 

happen (e.g. on a schedule). 1, 3 
8)  a present tense to talk about a future arrangement (e.g. 

with another person). 2, 10

Language Focus
Deal with any outstanding questions learners may have. 

Practice

5a-e
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners choose the correct form 
for each pair of sentences. Point out that they should use 
each form only once.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-e answers 
a) 
We’re having a party tonight.
We’re all going to have a great time there.
b)
I’m going to study hard because I need to pass this exam.
I haven’t decided yet, but I could study engineering because 
I’m good at maths.
c)
Please apologise, or she might think you’re not sorry.
OK, I will think about it carefully, I promise.
d) 
Give me an answer when I meet you at the weekend.
If you want, I will meet you for lunch next weekend.
e) 
Tomorrow is the first day of winter.
The weather forecast said tomorrow will be the coldest day 
of the year.
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Practice
 5 Choose the correct form for each pair of sentences. Use each form only once.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Make a note of your answers to the questions below.

 8 a Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in activity 7.
 Ask questions to get more information.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Read the sentences below. Write a letter at the beginning of each sentence to show if the word in bold 

 is a noun (n) or a verb (v).

 b Track 56  Listen. Circle an option at the end of each sentence to show what sound you can hear in the   
 underlined part of the word in bold.

 c Track 56  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Think of two more questions about the future and add them to the list in activity 7a.

  b  Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus
We can talk about the future in diff erent ways.
1  Making predictions and saying how certain   

we are that something will happen
We can use will + base form of the verb to state 
a prediction as a fact.

It’s a great book – you’ll love it. 

We can use might/could + base form of the 
verb to make a prediction we are not so 
sure about.

The shops might be closed tomorrow, so we 
should check.
The company’s made a profi t, so we could get 
a pay rise.

We can use going to + base form of the verb 
for predictions we have evidence for, or when a 
process has already started.

I know you’re going to hate this. (prediction 
based on my knowledge of your character)
Watch out – it's going to fall! (it has already 
started to happen)

We can use the present simple to talk about 
future events we expect to happen (e.g. 
because they are on a schedule). We often use 
the present simple like this after conjunctions 
such as when, after, until, as soon as, etc.

The next train leaves at six. 
Please give him this when you see him.

2  Talking about intentions, plans 
and arrangements
We can use will + base form of the verb to talk 
about decisions we make at the time of speaking.

I’m quite tired, so I think I’ll take a short break, 
if that’s OK.

We can use going to + base form of the verb to 
talk about intentions and plans made before 
the time of speaking.

I’m going to drive to London on Saturday.

We can use might/could + base form of the 
verb to talk about intentions and plans that we 
are not sure about.

I might go to New York, and I could even stay 
there a month.

We can use the present continuous to talk 
about arrangements (often with other people).

I’m having dinner with my colleagues 
next Friday.

1. What are you doing after this Lesson?

2. Do you have any plans or arrangements for tonight?

3. Do you think the next six months will be good for you? Why or why not?

4. Have you thought about your next holiday?

    If you have plans, what are they? If you don‛t have plans, what do you think  you might do?

   

5.

6.

1    v  He’s going to graduate next year. ....................................................... eɪt / ət
2        She’s a science graduate. ................................................................... eɪt / ət
3        He graduated from a good university. ................................................ eɪt / ət
4        There are good job opportunities for engineering graduates. ........... eɪt / ət

a   having / going to have

 We’re            having          a party tonight.

 We’re all                              a great 
 time there.

b   I could study / I’m going to study 

                              hard because I need to 

 pass this exam.

 I haven’t decided yet, but                                
 engineering because I’m good at maths.

c   will think / might think 

 Please apologise, or she                                
 you’re not sorry.

 OK, I                              about it carefully, 
 I promise.

d   will meet  / meet 

 Give me an answer when I 

                              you at the weekend.

 If you want, I                              you for 
 lunch next weekend.

e   is  / will be 

 Tomorrow                              the first day 

 of winter.

 The weather forecast said tomorrow 
                               the coldest day of the year.
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Sounding Natural

6a
Go over the instructions and example to check

understanding. In pairs, learners read the sentences and 
write a letter at the beginning of each one, to show if the 
word in bold is a noun (n) or a verb (v).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

6a answers 
1) v 
2) n 
3) v 
4) n 

6b
Track 56  Go over the instructions and example to 

check understanding. Learners listen and circle an option 
at the end of each sentence to show what sound they can 
hear in the underlined part of the word in bold. You may 
like to model the sounds before playing the track ( /eɪt/ 
as in ate and /ət/ as in comfort).

6b answers 
1) /eɪt/  
2) /ət/ 
3) /eɪt/ 
4) /ət/

Track 56 (page 178, Student Book) 0:29
1) He’s going to graduate next year. 
2) She’s a science graduate. 
3) He graduated from a good university. 
4)  There are good job opportunities for engineering 

graduates. 

6c
Track 56  Learners listen again and copy 

the pronunciation.

Interact

7a 
Go over the instructions and list of questions to check 
understanding. 
Learners work independently to make a note of their 
answers to the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to think of two more 
questions about the future and add them to the list in 
activity 7a.

Monitor and assist as necessary. Allow learners time to 
think and write.

8a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners ask each other the questions from activity 
7, and ask further questions to get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

8b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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It                            happen. / It                                                       happen.

It            will                   probably        happen.

It                            /                            /                            happen.
It                                                        happen.
It                                                        happen.

Reading
 2 a Look at the pictures on pages 98 and 99 and discuss what they show.

  b Read the articles on page 99 quickly. 
 Write numbers to match two of the pictures on pages 98 and 99 with the articles 
 (one picture does not match an article).

 3 a Read the words in bold in the articles. Write them next to the correct defi nitions in the tables.

  b Read the articles again. Circle the correct options 
 to show if the statements below are true (T) 
 or false (F).    
 Underline the places in the articles where you 
 fi nd the answers.

will          could          definitely           may          might          won’t          probably 

Article 1
1   In vitro meat is grown in 
 glass containers. .......................... T / F
2   Scientists can’t make in vitro 
 meat yet. ...................................... T / F
3   In vitro meat is not real meat......... T / F
4   According to the writer, most of 
 our meat will probably be in vitro 
 in the future. ................................. T / F
5   In the future, feeding everyone in 
 the world will be difficult. ............ T / F
6   You have to kill animals to make 
 in vitro meat. ................................. T / F
7   Vegetarians probably won’t want 
 to eat in vitro meat. ....................... T / F

Article 2
1   3-D printing will probably change 
 our world completely. .................. T / F
2   3-D printers were invented 
 last year. ...................................... T / F
3   The first 3-D printers were 
 quite cheap. ................................. T / F
4   3-D printers will definitely change 
 the way we make things. .............. T / F
5   Some people think that 3-D 
 printers will probably become 
 quite common. ............................. T / F
6   They probably won’t be very 
 common soon. .............................. T / F

Article 1

         cells           - the smallest living parts of animals and plants

                          - things, e.g. boxes or bottles, that you use to hold other things

                          - made without hurting animals

                          
- the substances in food, e.g. vitamins, protein, etc. that help living things 
  live and grow

                          - things that are made or grown to be sold

                          - the place where something comes from

Article 2

                          - very advanced and able to do complicated things

                          - specially made to be exactly what someone wants

                          - change something completely 

                          - change something in small ways to make it better

Article 1

 How would you feel if the meat on your plate 

was grown in glass containers in a laboratory? This is 

called in vitro meat, and scientists can already do it. 

They take cells from living animals, put these into 

a liquid with nutrients, and pass electricity through 

them to encourage them to grow. The result is real 

meat that can be made into burgers, sausages and 

other food products. In 50 years’ time, most of our 

meat may well come from this source.

 Why go to all this trouble? Well, experts say 

that, by the year 2050, the world’s population will be 

over 90 billion. Feeding all these people is bound to 

be dif cult, unless we  nd new ways to do this. 

 The product is also cruelty-free – the animals 

aren’t hurt, and we’ll be able to enjoy meat without 

killing. I doubt that vegetarians will want to eat the 

stuff, though.

Article 2

 Imagine living in a custom-built world: your 

dress is exactly the colour you want, your shoes are 

exactly the right size for your feet, and your pen is 

exactly the right shape for your hand. These are just 

some of the many ways that 3-D printing is likely to 

transform our world. 

 A 3-D printer is a machine that can take a 

digital model from a computer and turn it into a 

solid object by ‘printing’ it in many separate layers. 

It is very easy to control what the printer makes: if 

you change the design on the computer screen, you 

change what comes out of the machine. Engineers 

and designers have been using 3-D printers for 

more than a decade. In the beginning, they were 

very expensive and quite basic, but as they become 

cheaper and more sophisticated, these machines are 

sure to change the way we make and buy things.

Some experts think that, one day, these machines 

could well be as common as personal computers. 

This is unlikely to happen soon, but when it does, 

we’ll be able to buy designs online, tweak them 

in exactly the way we want, and print out the  nal 

products in our living rooms.

Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete the diagram below. 

Some words can be used more than once.

A 
 

B 
 C 
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It’s Bound to Happen
In this lesson - Discuss what you expect to happen in  
the future
Core activities - 1-4, 6
Function - Talking about future possibilities
Examples:
They’ll definitely make the final. 
We probably won’t get a seat. 
She may well change her job. 
He’s unlikely to be pleased about that. 
I doubt that we’ll need an umbrella. 

Introduction

1
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the words from the 
box to complete the diagram. Highlight the fact that 
some words are used more than once.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

1 answers 

certain It will happen. / It will definitely 
happen.

It will probably happen.

possible It may / might / could happen.

It probably won’t happen.

impossible It definitely won’t happen.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the pictures on pages 98 and 99. Elicit 
suggestions as to what they show. Accept any reasonable 
ideas.

2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners read the articles on page 99 quickly and write 
numbers to match two of the pictures on pages 98 and 
99 with the articles. 
Highlight the fact that one picture does not match an 
article.  Set a time limit of 30 seconds.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2b answers 
Picture B: Article 2 (3-D printing)
Picture C: Article 1 (in vitro meat)

Reading text 

Article 1
How would you feel if the meat on your plate was (1) grown 
in glass containers in a laboratory? (2) This is called in vitro 
meat, and scientists can already do it. They take cells from 
living animals, put these into a liquid with nutrients, and 
pass electricity through them to encourage them to grow. 
(3) The result is real meat that can be made into burgers, 
sausages and other food products. In 50 years’ time, (4) 
most of our meat may well come from this source.

Why go to all this trouble? Well, experts say that, by the year 
2050, the world’s population will be over 90 billion.  
(5) Feeding all these people is bound to be difficult, unless 
we find new ways to do this. 

(6) The product is also cruelty-free – the animals aren’t 
hurt, and we’ll be able to enjoy meat without killing.  
(7) I doubt that vegetarians will want to eat the stuff, 
though.
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It                            happen. / It                                                       happen.

It            will                   probably        happen.

It                            /                            /                            happen.
It                                                        happen.
It                                                        happen.

Reading
 2 a Look at the pictures on pages 98 and 99 and discuss what they show.

  b Read the articles on page 99 quickly. 
 Write numbers to match two of the pictures on pages 98 and 99 with the articles 
 (one picture does not match an article).

 3 a Read the words in bold in the articles. Write them next to the correct defi nitions in the tables.

  b Read the articles again. Circle the correct options 
 to show if the statements below are true (T) 
 or false (F).    
 Underline the places in the articles where you 
 fi nd the answers.

will          could          definitely           may          might          won’t          probably 

Article 1
1   In vitro meat is grown in 
 glass containers. .......................... T / F
2   Scientists can’t make in vitro 
 meat yet. ...................................... T / F
3   In vitro meat is not real meat......... T / F
4   According to the writer, most of 
 our meat will probably be in vitro 
 in the future. ................................. T / F
5   In the future, feeding everyone in 
 the world will be difficult. ............ T / F
6   You have to kill animals to make 
 in vitro meat. ................................. T / F
7   Vegetarians probably won’t want 
 to eat in vitro meat. ....................... T / F

Article 2
1   3-D printing will probably change 
 our world completely. .................. T / F
2   3-D printers were invented 
 last year. ...................................... T / F
3   The first 3-D printers were 
 quite cheap. ................................. T / F
4   3-D printers will definitely change 
 the way we make things. .............. T / F
5   Some people think that 3-D 
 printers will probably become 
 quite common. ............................. T / F
6   They probably won’t be very 
 common soon. .............................. T / F

Article 1

         cells           - the smallest living parts of animals and plants

                          - things, e.g. boxes or bottles, that you use to hold other things

                          - made without hurting animals

                          
- the substances in food, e.g. vitamins, protein, etc. that help living things 
  live and grow

                          - things that are made or grown to be sold

                          - the place where something comes from

Article 2

                          - very advanced and able to do complicated things

                          - specially made to be exactly what someone wants

                          - change something completely 

                          - change something in small ways to make it better

Article 1

 How would you feel if the meat on your plate 

was grown in glass containers in a laboratory? This is 

called in vitro meat, and scientists can already do it. 

They take cells from living animals, put these into 

a liquid with nutrients, and pass electricity through 

them to encourage them to grow. The result is real 

meat that can be made into burgers, sausages and 

other food products. In 50 years’ time, most of our 

meat may well come from this source.

 Why go to all this trouble? Well, experts say 

that, by the year 2050, the world’s population will be 

over 90 billion. Feeding all these people is bound to 

be dif cult, unless we  nd new ways to do this. 

 The product is also cruelty-free – the animals 

aren’t hurt, and we’ll be able to enjoy meat without 

killing. I doubt that vegetarians will want to eat the 

stuff, though.

Article 2

 Imagine living in a custom-built world: your 

dress is exactly the colour you want, your shoes are 

exactly the right size for your feet, and your pen is 

exactly the right shape for your hand. These are just 

some of the many ways that 3-D printing is likely to 

transform our world. 

 A 3-D printer is a machine that can take a 

digital model from a computer and turn it into a 

solid object by ‘printing’ it in many separate layers. 

It is very easy to control what the printer makes: if 

you change the design on the computer screen, you 

change what comes out of the machine. Engineers 

and designers have been using 3-D printers for 

more than a decade. In the beginning, they were 

very expensive and quite basic, but as they become 

cheaper and more sophisticated, these machines are 

sure to change the way we make and buy things.

Some experts think that, one day, these machines 

could well be as common as personal computers. 

This is unlikely to happen soon, but when it does, 

we’ll be able to buy designs online, tweak them 

in exactly the way we want, and print out the  nal 

products in our living rooms.

Introduction
 1 Work with a partner. Use the words from the box to complete the diagram below. 

Some words can be used more than once.

A 
 

B 
 C 
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Article 2
Imagine living in a custom-built world: your dress is exactly 
the colour you want, your shoes are exactly the right size for 
your feet, and your pen is exactly the right shape for your 
hand. These are just some of the many ways that (1) 3-D 
printing is likely to transform our world. 

A 3-D printer is a machine that can take a digital model 
from a computer and turn it into a solid object by ’printing’ 
it in many separate layers. It is very easy to control what the 
printer makes: if you change the design on the computer 
screen, you change what comes out of the machine.  
(2) Engineers and designers have been using 3-D printers 
for more than a decade. (3) In the beginning, they were very 
expensive and quite basic, but as they become cheaper and 
more sophisticated, (4) these machines are sure to change 
the way we make and buy things.

(5) Some experts think that, one day, these machines could 
well be as common as personal computers. (6) This is 
unlikely to happen soon, but when it does, we’ll be able to 
buy designs online, tweak them in exactly the way we want, 
and print out the final products in our living rooms.

3a
Go over the instructions, definitions, and example to 
check understanding. In pairs, learners read the words in 
bold in the articles, and write them next to the correct 
definitions in the tables.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

3a answers 

Article 1

cells the smallest living parts of animals 
and plants

containers things, e.g. boxes or bottles, that you 
use to hold other things

cruelty-free made without hurting animals

nutrients
the substances in food, e.g. vitamins, 
protein, etc. that help living things 
live and grow

products things that are made or grown to be 
sold

source the place where something comes 
from

Article 2

sophisticated very advanced and able to do 
complicated things

custom-built
specially made to be exactly what 
someone wants

transform change something completely 

tweak change something in small ways to 
make it better

3b
Go over the instructions, statements, and example to 
check understanding. 
In pairs, learners read the articles again and circle the 
correct options to show if the statements are true (T) or 
false (F), underlining the places in the articles where they 
find the answers.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

    Continued on page 86
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Interact
 6 a Work on your own. Make notes about three of the things below.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 57  Listen. Do the underlined words on each line sound the same or diff erent?

  b Track 57  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Compare the things you made notes about in activity 6a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

We can use will/may/might/could/won’t
+ base form of the verb to talk about how likely
something in the future is.

It will/may/might/could/won’t 
rain tomorrow. 

We can use defi nitely or probably with will 
and won’t. 
They come after will and before won’t.

You’ll defi nitely enjoy it. 
We probably won’t see them tonight.

We can use well after may/might/could/won’t

to make the meaning stronger.

He may lose his job. (it is possible)
He may well lose his job. (it is probable)

We can also use doubt (that)/
be sure (that) + clause.

I doubt (that) he’ll be happy about it. 
(I don’t think it is probable)

I’m sure (that) we’ll have a good time. 
(I think it is certain)

We can express possibility with various 
adjectives + to. 

be bound to/be sure to
be likely to 
be unlikely to 

+ base form of 
    the verb

She’s bound to/sure to disagree. 
(it is certain)

He’s likely to be there. 
(it is probable)

They’re unlikely to win. 
(it is not probable)

Practice
 4 Work with a partner.

Use the prompts in parentheses to rewrite the 
sentences. Keep a similar meaning.

a   He’s likely to ask a lot of questions.
  (probably) He‛ll probably ask a lot            
   of questions.                                            

b   We probably won’t be on time.
  (doubt)                                                  
                                                                

c   He’ll definitely invite us.
  (bound)                                                  
                                                                

d   I probably won’t have a holiday this year.
  (unlikely )                                              
                                                                

e   We’ll probably need to book in advance.
   (may)                                                     
                                                                

f   They’ll probably come early.
  (likely)                                                   
                                                                

g   If you don’t remind him, he’ll 
  definitely forget.
  (sure)                                                     
                                                                

h   I’m sure that I won’t finish early tonight. 
  (definitely)                                            
                                                                

1 He’s bound to invite us. He’s bound to come. 

2 I’m unlikely to ask. I’m unlikely to finish early.

3 He’s sure to argue. He’s sure to forget.

in your life in the world

something 
that you think 
is unlikely 
to happen

something 
that you think 
is bound 
to happen

something 
that you think 
may well 
happen

something 
that you think 
defi nitely won’t 
happen

Language Focus

100 101Lesson 21 Lesson 21

3b answers 
(Places where answers can be found are underlined in the 
Reading text.)
Article 1
1) In vitro meat is grown in glass containers. T 
2) Scientists can’t make in vitro meat yet. F 
3) In vitro meat is not real meat. F
3)  According to the writer, most of our meat will probably be 

in vitro in the future. T
5)  In the future, feeding everyone in the world will be 

difficult. T
6) You have to kill animals to make in vitro meat. F
7) Vegetarians probably won’t want to eat in vitro meat. T 

Article 2
1) 3-D printing will probably change our world completely. T 
2) 3-D printers were invented last year. F
3) The first 3-D printers were quite cheap. F
4)  3-D printers will definitely change the way we make 

things. T 
5)  Some people think that 3-D printers will probably become 

quite common. T 
6) They probably won’t be very common soon. T 

Briefly elicit and discuss learners’ thoughts on the articles 
as a way of rounding off this section of the lesson.

Language Focus

Go over the explanations and examples with learners. 
You may like to ask learners to look at the articles on 
page 99 again to find further examples of language 
covered in the Language Focus section (examples of 
may / could + well, adjective + to + base form of the 
verb, and I doubt that + clause should all have been 
underlined during activity 3b).

You may like to mention to learners that I doubt if + 
clause is also possible (but not I’m sure if + clause).

Practice

4a-h
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the prompts in 
parentheses to rewrite the sentences while keeping a 
similar meaning.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

4a-h answers 
a) He’ll probably ask a lot of questions.
b) I doubt (that) we’ll be on time.
c) He’s bound to invite us.
d) I’m unlikely to have a holiday this year.
e) We may well need to book in advance.
f) They’re likely to come early.
g)  If you don’t remind him, he’s sure to forget. 

(’...I’m sure (that) he’ll forget’ is also possible.)
h) I definitely won’t finish early tonight.
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Interact
 6 a Work on your own. Make notes about three of the things below.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 57  Listen. Do the underlined words on each line sound the same or diff erent?

  b Track 57  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.
 Compare the things you made notes about in activity 6a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

We can use will/may/might/could/won’t
+ base form of the verb to talk about how likely
something in the future is.

It will/may/might/could/won’t 
rain tomorrow. 

We can use defi nitely or probably with will 
and won’t. 
They come after will and before won’t.

You’ll defi nitely enjoy it. 
We probably won’t see them tonight.

We can use well after may/might/could/won’t

to make the meaning stronger.

He may lose his job. (it is possible)
He may well lose his job. (it is probable)

We can also use doubt (that)/
be sure (that) + clause.

I doubt (that) he’ll be happy about it. 
(I don’t think it is probable)

I’m sure (that) we’ll have a good time. 
(I think it is certain)

We can express possibility with various 
adjectives + to. 

be bound to/be sure to
be likely to 
be unlikely to 

+ base form of 
    the verb

She’s bound to/sure to disagree. 
(it is certain)

He’s likely to be there. 
(it is probable)

They’re unlikely to win. 
(it is not probable)

Practice
 4 Work with a partner.

Use the prompts in parentheses to rewrite the 
sentences. Keep a similar meaning.

a   He’s likely to ask a lot of questions.
  (probably) He‛ll probably ask a lot            
   of questions.                                            

b   We probably won’t be on time.
  (doubt)                                                  
                                                                

c   He’ll definitely invite us.
  (bound)                                                  
                                                                

d   I probably won’t have a holiday this year.
  (unlikely )                                              
                                                                

e   We’ll probably need to book in advance.
   (may)                                                     
                                                                

f   They’ll probably come early.
  (likely)                                                   
                                                                

g   If you don’t remind him, he’ll 
  definitely forget.
  (sure)                                                     
                                                                

h   I’m sure that I won’t finish early tonight. 
  (definitely)                                            
                                                                

1 He’s bound to invite us. He’s bound to come. 

2 I’m unlikely to ask. I’m unlikely to finish early.

3 He’s sure to argue. He’s sure to forget.

in your life in the world

something 
that you think 
is unlikely 
to happen

something 
that you think 
is bound 
to happen

something 
that you think 
may well 
happen

something 
that you think 
defi nitely won’t 
happen

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

5a 

Track 57  Go over the instructions and check 
understanding. 
Learners listen for whether the underlined words on each 
line are pronounced the same or differently.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5a answers 
The underlined words tend to be pronounced differently in 
connected speech. When followed by a vowel, the letter o in 
to tends to be pronounced as /uː/. There also tends to be 
a linking /w/ sound between it and the vowel that follows. 
When followed by a consonant, it tends to be pronounced 
as a schwa.

Track 57 (page 178, Student Book) 0:27
1)  He’s bound to invite us. 

He’s bound to come. 
2)  I’m unlikely to ask. 

I’m unlikely to finish early.
3)  He’s sure to argue. 

He’s sure to forget.

5b 

Track 57  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Interact

6a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to make notes about three 
of the things in the table.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

6b 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners compare the things they made notes 
about in activity 6a.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

6c 
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 21
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Discuss the questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1 In general, do you prefer cinema, visual art, or literature?

2  If you had a free afternoon, which would you rather 
 do – watch a film, visit an art gallery or stay at home and 
 read a book?

  c Track 58  Listen and check your answers to activity 2b. 
 If there is a pause before a relative clause, add a comma to the end of the related 
 statement in activity 2a.

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. Read the statements below and circle a letter to show if the 

 information in each one is complete (C) or not complete (N).

 3 The words you wrote in activity 2b are called relative pronouns. Write them in the 
correct spaces in the table below to show what they refer to. You need to write 
one word twice.

  b Write numbers to match each statement in activity 2a with a relative clause below. 
 Write who, which, whose, where or when at the beginning of each clause. 

C / N .... 1   I don’t know why people like modern art,

C / N .... 2   I don’t like abstract paintings. I prefer paintings

C / N .... 3   I used to read a lot of novels at high school

C / N .... 4   My friend loves art, so I spend a lot of time in galleries 

C / N .... 5   My favourite author is Dickens 

C / N .... 6   I’m very interested in visual art 

C / N .... 7   Billy Wilder’s best films are the ones

C / N .... 8   I’m not someone

a                            books always make me laugh.

b                            I follow him around trying to look interested.

c                            he made with Marilyn Monroe.

d                            actually look like something.

e                            I had a lot more time than now.

f                            is why I visit galleries so often.

g                           knows a lot about art.

h    1        which      is just rubbish if you ask me.

people possession

which things time (of an action)

situations place (of an action)
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Culture Vultures
In this lesson - Tell people about the kind of art you like
Core activities - 2-5, 7
Grammar - Relative clauses
Examples
She’s a painter (who) many artists admire. 
She’s a painter that’s / who’s done some fantastic work. 
I like cinema, which is a fairly recent art form.
I like cinema, which is why I’ve seen a lot of films.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. You may like to point out that, here, 
cinema refers to the art form, rather than a place where 
you watch films. Visual art refers to painting, sculpture, 
etc. 
In pairs, learners discuss the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

1b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Reading

2a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Read the second statement with 
learners and elicit whether it is complete, or whether 
more information is needed. In pairs, learners read the 
statements and circle a letter to show if the information 
in each is complete (C) or not complete (N).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

2a answers
C 1) I don’t know why people like modern art 
N 2) I don’t like abstract paintings. I prefer paintings
C 3) I used to read a lot of novels at high school
C 4)  My friend loves art, so I spend a lot of time  

in galleries 
C 5) My favourite author is Dickens 
C 6) I’m very interested in visual art 
N 7) Billy Wilder’s best films are the ones
N 8) I’m not someone

2b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write numbers to match 
each statement in activity 2a with a relative clause, 
writing who, which, whose, where or when at the 
beginning of each clause. 

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

2b answers
See CD script Track 58.

2c
Track 58  Learners listen to check their answers to 

activity 2b. Ask them also to listen for whether there is a 
pause before a relative clause, and to add a comma to the 
end of the related statement in activity 2a if there is.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

Track 58 (page 178, Student Book) 1:13
(2b answers in bold, 2c answers underlined)
(1 h)  -  I don’t know why people like modern art, which is just 

rubbish if you ask me.
(2 d) -  I don’t like abstract paintings. I prefer paintings which 

actually look like something.
(3 e) -  I used to read a lot of novels at high school, when I had 

a lot more time than now.
(4 b) -  My boyfriend loves art, so I spend a lot of time in 

galleries, where I follow him around trying to look 
interested.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Discuss the questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1 In general, do you prefer cinema, visual art, or literature?

2  If you had a free afternoon, which would you rather 
 do – watch a film, visit an art gallery or stay at home and 
 read a book?

  c Track 58  Listen and check your answers to activity 2b. 
 If there is a pause before a relative clause, add a comma to the end of the related 
 statement in activity 2a.

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. Read the statements below and circle a letter to show if the 

 information in each one is complete (C) or not complete (N).

 3 The words you wrote in activity 2b are called relative pronouns. Write them in the 
correct spaces in the table below to show what they refer to. You need to write 
one word twice.

  b Write numbers to match each statement in activity 2a with a relative clause below. 
 Write who, which, whose, where or when at the beginning of each clause. 

C / N .... 1   I don’t know why people like modern art,

C / N .... 2   I don’t like abstract paintings. I prefer paintings

C / N .... 3   I used to read a lot of novels at high school

C / N .... 4   My friend loves art, so I spend a lot of time in galleries 

C / N .... 5   My favourite author is Dickens 

C / N .... 6   I’m very interested in visual art 

C / N .... 7   Billy Wilder’s best films are the ones

C / N .... 8   I’m not someone

a                            books always make me laugh.

b                            I follow him around trying to look interested.

c                            he made with Marilyn Monroe.

d                            actually look like something.

e                            I had a lot more time than now.

f                            is why I visit galleries so often.

g                           knows a lot about art.

h    1        which      is just rubbish if you ask me.

people possession

which things time (of an action)

situations place (of an action)
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(5 a) -  My favourite author is Dickens, whose books always 
make me laugh.

(6 f) -   I’m very interested in visual art,  which is why I visit 
galleries so often.

(7 c) -  Billy Wilder’s best films are the ones which he made 
with Marilyn Monroe.

(8 g) - I’m not someone who knows a lot about art.

3
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the relative 
pronouns in the correct spaces in the table to show what 
they refer to. Point out that they will need to write one 
word twice.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3 answers

who people whose possession

which things when time (of an 
action)

which situations where place (of an 
action)

Learners may ask about the difference between which 
referring to a thing and which referring to a situation. 
Sentence 1 in CD script for Track 58 (’I don’t know why 
people like modern art, which is just rubbish, if you ask 
me.’) is an example of which referring to a thing: modern 
art, which the speaker thinks is rubbish. 
Sentence 6 (’I’m very interested in visual art, which is 
why I visit galleries so often.’) is an example of which 
referring to a situation. Visual art (the thing) isn’t the 
reason why the speaker visits galleries, he visits galleries 
because he is interested in visual art.

Lesson 22
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Read the sentences below. Find and underline the relative clauses. 

Add commas and relative pronouns if you need to. 
Use that instead of who or which if you can. If you don’t need a relative pronoun, leave it out.

 4 Work with a partner. Read the relative clauses in activity 2b.

Defi ning relative clauses (underlined in the examples below) give essential information about the 
noun they follow. Listeners need this information to understand who or what we are talking about. 
We don’t use a comma before these clauses. We can replace who or which with that.

I like artists who/that make me think. 
It’s a fi lm which/that has made a lot of money.
She’s an author whose work really irritates me. 

If who or which refer to the object of the clause, we can leave them out. 

He’s an author (who) many people read. 
(many people read the author – the author is the object - we can leave out the relative pronoun)
He’s an author who has sold a lot of books. 
(the author has sold many books – the author is the subject - we can't leave out the relative pronoun)

Non-defi ning relative clauses (underlined in the examples below) can be used to give additional 
facts about the nouns they follow, or about a situation mentioned in the whole of the previous 
clause. Listeners don’t need these facts to understand what we are talking about. 
We use a comma before these clauses. We cannot replace who or which with that. 
We cannot leave out who or which.

  My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, which I've seen over 20 times.
X   My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, that I've seen over 20 times. 
X   My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, I've seen over 20 times. 

        who
           
a   I really love the work of Wassily Kandinsky, was one of the first abstract artists.

b   Rodgers and Hammerstein were the team created some of the best-loved Hollywood musicals.

c   These days I read mostly history I think is much more interesting than fiction.

d   Director Billy Wilder films with Marilyn Monroe always make me laugh, is one of my 
 favourite filmmakers.

e   My love for genre fiction began in my teenage years I seemed to spend all my time in 
 second-hand bookshops.

f   I’m completely obsessed with Star Wars is why I’ve been to see it 27 times.

g   The piece of art I like most is a portrait of my best friend I’ve known since high school.

h   I hate the kind of romantic films the main couple fight because they don’t realise they’re in love.

a   Circle the relative pronouns that you can replace with that.
b   Cross out the relative pronouns that you can leave out.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Decide which sentences below are missing a comma. 

 Add ( ,) the commas where you think they should go.

 b Track 59  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

 c Track 59  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Compare the sentences you completed in activity 7a. 
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

I love  lms where…

I like books which…

My favourite artist is...       who…

It annoys me in  lms when…

I like art which…

I like the work of…               who…

1   I only like films which make me think.

2   I’m into detective stories which I read all the time.

3   I love Vincent van Gogh who uses colour wonderfully.

4   I like artists who use traditional techniques.

Language Focus
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

You will be aware that, after many nouns that refer 
to time, we often replace when with that in defining 
relative clauses, or leave it out altogether, e.g. I’ll never 
forget the time (that) John hit Jack. In these cases, when 
refers to neither the subject (John) nor the object (Jack) 
of the relative clause. It is probably best not to go into 
these points unless they are raised by a learner.

4a+b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners read the relative clauses in activity 2b and 
(a) circle the relative pronouns that can be replaced with 
that, and (b) cross out the relative pronouns that can be 
left out.
With less confident learners, you may like to do this 
activity as a class.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

4a+b answers - (relative pronouns replaceable with 
that underlined, relative pronouns that can be left out in 
parentheses)
2)  I don’t like abstract paintings. I prefer paintings which 

actually look like something.
7)  Billy Wilder’s best films are the ones (which) he made with 

Marilyn Monroe.
8) I’m not someone who knows a lot about art.

Practice

5a-h
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the sentences 
and find and underline the relative clauses. With less 
confident learners, you may like to do this as a class.
Ask learners to add commas and relative pronouns where 
these are needed, and to use that instead of who or 
which if they can. Point out that if a relative pronoun is 
not needed, they should leave it out.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5a-h answers - (empty parentheses where relative 
pronouns are not needed)
a)  I really love the work of Wassily Kandinsky, who was one 

of the first abstract artists. 
b)  Rodgers and Hammerstein were the team that created 

some of the best-loved Hollywood musicals.
c)  These days I read mostly history, which I think is much 

more interesting than fiction.
d)  Director Billy Wilder, whose films with Marilyn Monroe 

always make me laugh, is one of my favourite filmmakers.
e)  My love for genre fiction began in my teenage  

years, when I seemed to spend all my time in  
second-hand bookshops.

f)  I’m completely obsessed with Star Wars, which is why I’ve 
been to see it 27 times.

g)  The piece of art ( ) I like most is a portrait of my best friend, 
who I’ve known since high school.

h)  I hate the kind of romantic films where the main couple 
fight because they don’t realise they’re in love.

Learners may ask why, since films are things, the relative 
pronoun where, rather than which, is used in activity 
5h. You may like to remind them of the answers for 
activity 3 (where refers to the place of an action) and 
explain that, here, the films are being referred to as 
somewhere in which a certain kind of action (the couples 
arguing, etc.) takes place. Compare:
I love all the films which Wilder made.
I love all the films where Monroe plays opposite Jack 
Lemmon.

Places can also be referred to with which, e.g. ’It’s a town 
which I hate’.

You will be aware that using where and when to 
introduce relative clauses is informal. More formally, we
use expressions such as ’films in which’, ’the time at which’,  
etc. It is probably best not to go into this last point unless 
it is raised by a learner.
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Read the sentences below. Find and underline the relative clauses. 

Add commas and relative pronouns if you need to. 
Use that instead of who or which if you can. If you don’t need a relative pronoun, leave it out.

 4 Work with a partner. Read the relative clauses in activity 2b.

Defi ning relative clauses (underlined in the examples below) give essential information about the 
noun they follow. Listeners need this information to understand who or what we are talking about. 
We don’t use a comma before these clauses. We can replace who or which with that.

I like artists who/that make me think. 
It’s a fi lm which/that has made a lot of money.
She’s an author whose work really irritates me. 

If who or which refer to the object of the clause, we can leave them out. 

He’s an author (who) many people read. 
(many people read the author – the author is the object - we can leave out the relative pronoun)
He’s an author who has sold a lot of books. 
(the author has sold many books – the author is the subject - we can't leave out the relative pronoun)

Non-defi ning relative clauses (underlined in the examples below) can be used to give additional 
facts about the nouns they follow, or about a situation mentioned in the whole of the previous 
clause. Listeners don’t need these facts to understand what we are talking about. 
We use a comma before these clauses. We cannot replace who or which with that. 
We cannot leave out who or which.

  My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, which I've seen over 20 times.
X   My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, that I've seen over 20 times. 
X   My favourite fi lm is The Sound of Music, I've seen over 20 times. 

        who
           
a   I really love the work of Wassily Kandinsky, was one of the first abstract artists.

b   Rodgers and Hammerstein were the team created some of the best-loved Hollywood musicals.

c   These days I read mostly history I think is much more interesting than fiction.

d   Director Billy Wilder films with Marilyn Monroe always make me laugh, is one of my 
 favourite filmmakers.

e   My love for genre fiction began in my teenage years I seemed to spend all my time in 
 second-hand bookshops.

f   I’m completely obsessed with Star Wars is why I’ve been to see it 27 times.

g   The piece of art I like most is a portrait of my best friend I’ve known since high school.

h   I hate the kind of romantic films the main couple fight because they don’t realise they’re in love.

a   Circle the relative pronouns that you can replace with that.
b   Cross out the relative pronouns that you can leave out.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Decide which sentences below are missing a comma. 

 Add ( ,) the commas where you think they should go.

 b Track 59  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

 c Track 59  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Compare the sentences you completed in activity 7a. 
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

I love  lms where…

I like books which…

My favourite artist is...       who…

It annoys me in  lms when…

I like art which…

I like the work of…               who…

1   I only like films which make me think.

2   I’m into detective stories which I read all the time.

3   I love Vincent van Gogh who uses colour wonderfully.

4   I like artists who use traditional techniques.

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

6a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners decide which sentences are missing a 
comma, and add these where they think they should go.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers 
at this stage – learners will listen to check for themselves 
in the next activity.

6b
Track 59  Learners listen and check their answers 

to activity 6a. You may like to point out that speakers 
typically pause at commas.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a+b answers
See CD script for Track 59 - answers in bold.

Track 59 (page 178, Student Book) 0:32
1) I only like films which make me think.
2) I’m into detective stories, which I read all the time.
3) I love Vincent van Gogh, who uses colour wonderfully.
4) I like artists who use traditional techniques.   

6c
Track 59  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to choose three of the 
sentences, and complete them to make them true for 
themselves.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners compare the sentences they completed in 
activity 7a, asking questions to get more information.
Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 22
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Map of 
Roanoke 
drawn by 
John White

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Draw lines in the table 

 below to match each word or expression on 
 the left with the correct meaning on the right.

 3 a Work with a partner. What theories can you think of  
 to answer the questions below?

  b Share your theories from activity 3a with  the class.

Reading
 2 Read the article below and check your ideas 

from activity 1b.

  b The words and expressions from activity 1a are 
 all taken from the article in the Reading section. 
 Work with a partner. Read the title of the article 
 and look at the pictures. 
 Discuss what you think the article is about.

  c Share your ideas from activity 1b with the class.

1   What happened in Roanoke while 
 John White was away?

2   Why did someone write CROATOAN 
 on the tree?

3   What happened to Virginia Dare?

The  rst English child born in America was 
a girl called Virginia Dare. We know that 

her mother was called Eleanor and that her 
father, Ananias, was a builder. We know that 
she was born on 18th August, 1587. No one 
knows how, where or when she died.

 Virginia’s parents were some of the 
 rst English settlers in America. They arrived 
with a group of 150 people in July 1587 and 
started a colony on the east coast, on an 
island called Roanoke. They built a village 
and started farming and, one month later, 
Virginia was born. Her grandfather, John 
White, was the leader of the colony.

 The settlers had arrived at a bad time. 
It was almost winter and it was too late to 
grow any food. They were worried that they 
couldn’t survive for a whole year, so John 
White sailed back to England to get supplies. 
He left on 27th August, when Virginia was 
just nine days old. He expected the trip 
would take three months, but there was a 
war in Europe and he had dif culty  nding 
a ship. It was three years before he could 
return.

 John White arrived back in Roanoke 
on 18th August, 1590 – the day of his 
granddaughter’s third birthday. He had 

brought supplies, but there was no one to give 
them to – the colony had vanished almost without 
a trace. There were no signs of a  ght, or other 
trouble – no dead bodies, not even bones. It 
looked like everyone had just walked away. There 
was one clue: John found a word written on a tree. 
The word was CROATOAN, but who wrote it, and 
why, remains a mystery. 

John White 
returns to 
Roanoke

remain a 
mystery 

people who 
arrive in a new 
country to live 
there and use 
the land

settlers 

continue to 
be something 
strange that 
hasn’t been 
explained

supplies
disappear with 
no sign of what 
happened

colony
food and other 
things you need 
to live every day

vanish 
without 
a trace

a country or area 
that is lived in 
and controlled 
by people from 
another country
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A Mystery
In this lesson - Talk about someone in the past who you 
don’t know well
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Grammar - Modal verbs of deduction and probability, 
talking about the past

Examples:
He must have enjoyed his job because he was always 
cheerful.
They might have left early.
He may have lived in Paris.
She could have called when I wasn’t in.
It can’t have been much fun.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners draw lines in the table 
to match each word or expression on the left with the 
correct meaning on the right.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1a answers

remain a 
mystery

continue to be something strange that 
hasn’t been explained

settlers people who arrive in a new country to live 
there and use the land

supplies food and other things you need to live 
every day

colony a country or area that is lived in and 
controlled by people from another 
country

vanish without 
a trace

disappear with no sign of what 
happened

1b
Explain that the words and expressions from activity 1a 
are all taken from the article in the Reading section. 
In pairs, learners read the title of the article and look at 
the pictures, then discuss what they think the article is 
about.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

1c
Learners share their ideas from activity 1b with the class. 
Accept any reasonable ideas.

Reading

2
Learners read the article and check their ideas from 
activity 1b.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

2 answers
Answers will vary. If learners ask, you may like to explain that 
Roanoke is pronounced with the stress on the first syllable, 
as  /ˈrəʊənəʊk/ .

3a
Go over the instructions and list of questions to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners discuss what theories 
they can think of to answer the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

U
N
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Map of 
Roanoke 
drawn by 
John White

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Draw lines in the table 

 below to match each word or expression on 
 the left with the correct meaning on the right.

 3 a Work with a partner. What theories can you think of  
 to answer the questions below?

  b Share your theories from activity 3a with  the class.

Reading
 2 Read the article below and check your ideas 

from activity 1b.

  b The words and expressions from activity 1a are 
 all taken from the article in the Reading section. 
 Work with a partner. Read the title of the article 
 and look at the pictures. 
 Discuss what you think the article is about.

  c Share your ideas from activity 1b with the class.

1   What happened in Roanoke while 
 John White was away?

2   Why did someone write CROATOAN 
 on the tree?

3   What happened to Virginia Dare?

The  rst English child born in America was 
a girl called Virginia Dare. We know that 

her mother was called Eleanor and that her 
father, Ananias, was a builder. We know that 
she was born on 18th August, 1587. No one 
knows how, where or when she died.

 Virginia’s parents were some of the 
 rst English settlers in America. They arrived 
with a group of 150 people in July 1587 and 
started a colony on the east coast, on an 
island called Roanoke. They built a village 
and started farming and, one month later, 
Virginia was born. Her grandfather, John 
White, was the leader of the colony.

 The settlers had arrived at a bad time. 
It was almost winter and it was too late to 
grow any food. They were worried that they 
couldn’t survive for a whole year, so John 
White sailed back to England to get supplies. 
He left on 27th August, when Virginia was 
just nine days old. He expected the trip 
would take three months, but there was a 
war in Europe and he had dif culty  nding 
a ship. It was three years before he could 
return.

 John White arrived back in Roanoke 
on 18th August, 1590 – the day of his 
granddaughter’s third birthday. He had 

brought supplies, but there was no one to give 
them to – the colony had vanished almost without 
a trace. There were no signs of a  ght, or other 
trouble – no dead bodies, not even bones. It 
looked like everyone had just walked away. There 
was one clue: John found a word written on a tree. 
The word was CROATOAN, but who wrote it, and 
why, remains a mystery. 

John White 
returns to 
Roanoke

remain a 
mystery 

people who 
arrive in a new 
country to live 
there and use 
the land

settlers 

continue to 
be something 
strange that 
hasn’t been 
explained

supplies
disappear with 
no sign of what 
happened

colony
food and other 
things you need 
to live every day

vanish 
without 
a trace

a country or area 
that is lived in 
and controlled 
by people from 
another country
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IT 8 23A Mystery In this Lesson: Talk about someone in the past who you don’t know well
Grammar: Modal verbs of deduction and probability, talking about the past

3b
Feedback. Learners share their theories from activity 3a 
with the class.

Take this opportunity to check whether learners use any 
past modal verbs of deduction/possibility in what they 
say.

3a-b answers
Answers will vary, but the theories put forward at the end of 
the article are as follows:
1)  While John White was away, the settlers suffered a period 

of drought in which they found it hard to grow food. This 
may have prompted them to seek refuge with a local tribe.

2)  Someone may have written CROATOAN on the tree as a 
sign of where they had gone.

3) Virginia Dare may have joined a Native American tribe.

Lesson 23
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Read the statements below and discuss how likely or unlikely you think they are.

Rewrite each statement with a suitable modal verb + have + past participle, to show what you think. Who were they?

What was their name?

Were they happy in their job/at school? Why do you think so?

How old were they when you knew them?

What can you guess about their life before you met them?

What do you think happened in their life after you knew them?

What else can you guess about them?

Language Focus

 4 Read the extracts below from the article about Roanoke.

Write numbers to match the clauses in bold with the meanings underneath.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Think of a person in your past who you don’t know very well.

 It could be one of the people below, or you could use your own idea.

   Use the questions below to make some notes about the person.
 If you aren’t sure of the answers, guess!

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 60  Listen. How are the underlined words in the sentences below pronounced?

  b Track 60  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the person you made notes on in activity 7a.

  c Tell the class about the person your partner spoke about.

1   They may have offered to help.

2   He can’t have been happy.

3   It might have been cold.

4   Something must have happened.

5   They can’t have built a boat.

6   They could have come from Roanoke.

- a teacher you remember 
- someone you knew at school or at an old job, who you don’t see any more

a   A local tribe offered to help the settlers.

 A local tribe may have offered to help the settlers.                                                              

b   John White was happy when he couldn’t find his granddaughter.

                                                                                                                                          

c   The winter of 1587 in Roanoke was cold.

                                                                                                                                          

d   Something happened in the colony.

                                                                                                                                          

e   The settlers built a boat and sailed back to England.

                                                                                                                                          

f   The blue-eyed 'Native Americans' came from Roanoke.

                                                                                                                                          

1   The settlers might have gone to a Native American tribe for help.

2   If the trees didn’t grow, it can’t have rained much. 

3   If it didn’t rain, it must have been dif cult to grow food.

4   The settlers may have thought that their best chance was to ask for help from a local tribe.

5   Virginia Dare could have joined a Native American tribe.

This (almost) defi nitely happened / was true.        

This possibly happened / was true.    1                   
This (almost) defi nitely didn’t happen / wasn’t true.        

110 111Lesson 23 Lesson 23

Language Focus

4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the extracts from 
the article about Roanoke and write numbers to match 
the clauses in bold with the meanings underneath.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm answers at this 
stage – learners will read to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

4 answers
This (almost) definitely happened / was true. 3
This possibly happened/was true. 1  4  5 
This (almost) definitely didn’t happen/wasn’t true. 2

Practice

5a-f
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the statements and 
discuss how likely or unlikely they think they are, then 
rewrite each statement with a suitable modal verb + 
have + past participle, to show what they think. 

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-f suggested answers (but accept any answers learners 
can justify)
a) A local tribe may have offered to help the settlers.
b)  John White can’t have been happy when he couldn’t find 

his granddaughter.
c) The winter of 1587 in Roanoke may have been cold.
d) Something must have happened in the colony.
e)  The settlers can’t have built a boat and sailed back  

to England.
f)  The blue-eyed ’Native Americans’ could have come from 

Roanoke.

Lesson 23
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Read the statements below and discuss how likely or unlikely you think they are.

Rewrite each statement with a suitable modal verb + have + past participle, to show what you think. Who were they?

What was their name?

Were they happy in their job/at school? Why do you think so?

How old were they when you knew them?

What can you guess about their life before you met them?

What do you think happened in their life after you knew them?

What else can you guess about them?

Language Focus

 4 Read the extracts below from the article about Roanoke.

Write numbers to match the clauses in bold with the meanings underneath.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. Think of a person in your past who you don’t know very well.

 It could be one of the people below, or you could use your own idea.

   Use the questions below to make some notes about the person.
 If you aren’t sure of the answers, guess!

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 60  Listen. How are the underlined words in the sentences below pronounced?

  b Track 60  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the person you made notes on in activity 7a.

  c Tell the class about the person your partner spoke about.

1   They may have offered to help.

2   He can’t have been happy.

3   It might have been cold.

4   Something must have happened.

5   They can’t have built a boat.

6   They could have come from Roanoke.

- a teacher you remember 
- someone you knew at school or at an old job, who you don’t see any more

a   A local tribe offered to help the settlers.

 A local tribe may have offered to help the settlers.                                                              

b   John White was happy when he couldn’t find his granddaughter.

                                                                                                                                          

c   The winter of 1587 in Roanoke was cold.

                                                                                                                                          

d   Something happened in the colony.

                                                                                                                                          

e   The settlers built a boat and sailed back to England.

                                                                                                                                          

f   The blue-eyed 'Native Americans' came from Roanoke.

                                                                                                                                          

1   The settlers might have gone to a Native American tribe for help.

2   If the trees didn’t grow, it can’t have rained much. 

3   If it didn’t rain, it must have been dif cult to grow food.

4   The settlers may have thought that their best chance was to ask for help from a local tribe.

5   Virginia Dare could have joined a Native American tribe.

This (almost) defi nitely happened / was true.        

This possibly happened / was true.    1                   
This (almost) defi nitely didn’t happen / wasn’t true.        

110 111Lesson 23 Lesson 23

Sounding Natural

6a
Track 60  Learners listen for how the underlined 

words in the sentences are pronounced.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers
The underlined words tend to be pronounced as /əv/ (the 
/h/ is elided and the vowel given its weak form).

Track 60 (page 178, Student Book) 0:35
1) They may have offered to help.
2) He can’t have been happy.
3) It might have been cold.
4) Something must have happened.
5) They can’t have built a boat.
6) They could have come from Roanoke.

6b
Track 60  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and list of questions to check 
understanding. 
Learners work independently to think of a person in their 
past who they don’t know very well, using one of the 
suggestions in activity 7a, or an idea of their own. They 
then use the questions to make some notes about the 
person they choose. Point out that if learners don’t know 
the answers to the questions, they should guess.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
In pairs, learners tell each other about the person they 
made notes on in activity 7a.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about the person their 
partner spoke about.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.

Lesson 23
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24Dramatic 

Introduction
 1 Discuss these questions with a partner:

a  What TV dramas are popular in your country?

b   Do you enjoy this kind of programme?

 2 a Complete the defi nitions of diff erent kinds of 
 drama with the words from the box. 

period drama         
sitcom         

soap opera

1   A                                      is a funny TV  
 programme with a different story about  
 the same group of people in every episode.

2   A                                      is a story on TV 
 about a situation in the past. 

3   A                                      is a TV drama  
 that continues over a long period, about 
 a group of people with complicated   
 relationships. 

In this Lesson: Decide how to end a scene from a television drama 
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

  b Read the situations below. Write SC (sitcom), PD (period drama) or SO (soap opera) next to each situation 
 to match it with a kind of drama in activity 2a.

1 amusing feeling happy, and a little sad, when you think about the past

2 nostalgic showing much stronger emotions than you need to in a situation

3 melodramatic funny and entertaining

4 historical strongly influenced by kind feelings, happy memories, etc.

5 lighthearted related to people, things and society in the past

6 sentimental not worrying about things too much; not being too serious

 3 a Draw lines to match each adjective on the left with a meaning on the right.

  b Choose two of the adjectives to describe each type of drama in activity 2.

1   A young woman goes to work as a maid 

 for a very rich, old family in a big house. 

 The youngest son of the family falls in 

 love with her.            

2   A young man is on his way to marry the 

 woman he loves, but he has a car crash 

 and loses his memory for three years. 

 The woman thinks he has run away. She  

 meets another man and marries him.

             

3   A woman has to look after her boss’s 

 poodle for the weekend. Something goes 

 wrong, and the poodle has all its hair 

 cut off.             

4   A young man and woman have been 

 friends since they were children. They 

 start to fall in love. One day, the young 

 man’s mother tells him a secret – he has 

 the same father as the girl.            

5   A rich and powerful landlord wants to 

 know what life is like for ordinary 

 people. He puts on simple clothes,   

 pretends to be an ordinary person and 

 travels through villages in his country. 

 He tries to help the people he meets. 

            

6   By mistake, a man agrees to go out on a 

 date with two different women, in

 different restaurants, on the same night. 

 The man is too embarrassed to cancel 

 either of the dates. He starts the night 

 with  one woman. He makes an excuse 

 and  goes to the woman in the other 

 restaurant for a while, then he makes 

 another excuse and goes back to the

 first restaurant…             

Lesson 24 Lesson  24
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Dramatic 
In this lesson - Decide how to end a scene from a 
television drama 
Core activities - 1-8 (activity 2b may be abridged if time 
is short)
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction
1a+b
Discuss the questions briefly as a class, as a way of 
introducing the topic of the lesson.

2a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners complete the definitions of different kinds 
of drama with the words from the box.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.
Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

2a answers
1)  A sitcom is a funny TV programme with a different story 

about the same group of people in every episode.
2)  A period drama is a story on TV about a situation in the 

past.
3)  A soap opera is a TV drama that continues over a 

long period, about a group of people with complicated 
relationships.

Extension
You may like to ask learners to give you examples of these 
kinds of programmes in their own countries.

U
N

IT 8 24 Dramatic
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24Dramatic 

Introduction
 1 Discuss these questions with a partner:

a  What TV dramas are popular in your country?

b   Do you enjoy this kind of programme?

 2 a Complete the defi nitions of diff erent kinds of 
 drama with the words from the box. 

period drama         
sitcom         

soap opera

1   A                                      is a funny TV  
 programme with a different story about  
 the same group of people in every episode.

2   A                                      is a story on TV 
 about a situation in the past. 

3   A                                      is a TV drama  
 that continues over a long period, about 
 a group of people with complicated   
 relationships. 

In this Lesson: Decide how to end a scene from a television drama 
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

  b Read the situations below. Write SC (sitcom), PD (period drama) or SO (soap opera) next to each situation 
 to match it with a kind of drama in activity 2a.

1 amusing feeling happy, and a little sad, when you think about the past

2 nostalgic showing much stronger emotions than you need to in a situation

3 melodramatic funny and entertaining

4 historical strongly influenced by kind feelings, happy memories, etc.

5 lighthearted related to people, things and society in the past

6 sentimental not worrying about things too much; not being too serious

 3 a Draw lines to match each adjective on the left with a meaning on the right.

  b Choose two of the adjectives to describe each type of drama in activity 2.

1   A young woman goes to work as a maid 

 for a very rich, old family in a big house. 

 The youngest son of the family falls in 

 love with her.            

2   A young man is on his way to marry the 

 woman he loves, but he has a car crash 

 and loses his memory for three years. 

 The woman thinks he has run away. She  

 meets another man and marries him.

             

3   A woman has to look after her boss’s 

 poodle for the weekend. Something goes 

 wrong, and the poodle has all its hair 

 cut off.             

4   A young man and woman have been 

 friends since they were children. They 

 start to fall in love. One day, the young 

 man’s mother tells him a secret – he has 

 the same father as the girl.            

5   A rich and powerful landlord wants to 

 know what life is like for ordinary 

 people. He puts on simple clothes,   

 pretends to be an ordinary person and 

 travels through villages in his country. 

 He tries to help the people he meets. 

            

6   By mistake, a man agrees to go out on a 

 date with two different women, in

 different restaurants, on the same night. 

 The man is too embarrassed to cancel 

 either of the dates. He starts the night 

 with  one woman. He makes an excuse 

 and  goes to the woman in the other 

 restaurant for a while, then he makes 

 another excuse and goes back to the

 first restaurant…             
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2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. If you 
think you need to, point out that the aim of this activity 
is to identify the kinds of stories and situations that 
typically appear in the different types of drama.
You may like to read through the first situation as a class, 
then elicit ideas about what kind of drama it would 
typically be from. In pairs, learners read the situations and 
write SC (sitcom), PD (period drama) or SO (soap opera) 
next to each, to match it with a kind of drama in activity 
2a.

Alternative procedure
To save time, you may like to have learners read just the 
first three situations and match them with a type of drama. 
Alternatively, you may like to divide the class into two 
groups, having the first group deal with situations 1-3, and 
the second group deal with situations 4-6.

Monitor and assist as necessary. Feedback as a class.

2b answers
1)  A young woman goes to work as a maid for a very rich, 

old family in a big house. The youngest son of the family 
falls in love with her. PD 

2)  A young man is on his way to marry the woman he loves, 
but he has a car crash and loses his memory for three 
years. The woman thinks he has run away. She meets 
another man and marries him. SO

3)  A woman has to look after her boss’s poodle for the 
weekend. Something goes wrong, and the poodle has all 
its hair cut off. SC

4)  A young man and woman have been friends since they 
were children. They start to fall in love. One day, the young 
man’s mother tells him a secret – he has the same father 
as the girl. SO

5)  A rich and powerful landlord wants to know what life 
is like for ordinary people. He puts on simple clothes, 
pretends to be an ordinary person and travels through 
villages in his country. He tries to help the people he 
meets. PD

6)  By mistake, a man agrees to go out on a date with two 
different women, in different restaurants, on the same 
night. The man is too embarrassed to cancel either of the 
dates. He starts the night with one woman. He makes an 
excuse and goes to the woman in the other restaurant for 
a while, then he makes another excuse and goes back to 
the first restaurant… SC

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners draw lines to match each 
adjective on the left with a meaning on the right.
Monitor and assist as necessary. Feedback as a class.
Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

3a answers

1) amusing funny and entertaining

2) nostalgic feeling happy, and a little sad, when you 
think about the past

3) melodramatic showing much stronger emotions than 
you need to in a situation

4) historical related to people, things and society in 
the past

5) lighthearted not worrying about things too much; not 
being too serious

6) sentimental strongly influenced by kind feelings, 
happy memories, etc.

3b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. Elicit 
answers from the class as a whole, asking learners to 
choose two of the adjectives to describe each type of 
drama in activity 2.

3b answers
Accept any reasonable answers, so long as learners can 
explain their choices – obviously, all three types of drama
might have, e.g. sentimental elements. Generally, however, 
the different kinds of drama may be typified as follows:
Sitcom: amusing, lighthearted
Period drama: nostalgic, historical
Soap opera: melodramatic, sentimental

Lesson 24
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Listening
 4 a Track 61  Listen to part 1 of an extract from a TV drama.

 Decide which kind of drama from activity 2 you think it is. 
 Why do you think so?

People talk about different kinds of topics, and use different 

kinds of language, in different situations. If you think about 

the situation or context that a person is speaking in, it will 

help you to be ready to understand what they say.

Listening skills and strategies

Use your knowledge of the world to predict what 

people will say

  b Track 61  Listen to part 1 again and write Adam or Emma to 
 complete each statement below.

1         Adam        speaks first.

2                          is banging on                       ’s door.

3                          wants to speak to                       .

4                          is surprised to see                       .

5                          asks                        where Julie is.

6                          says                        shouldn’t be here today.

7                          says, ‘I made a mistake.’

8                          lets                        in.

 5 a Discuss the questions below with a partner. 
 Make a note of your ideas under each question.

   Share your ideas with the class.

1   What do you think the relationship between Adam and Emma is?
                                                                                                  

2   Why do you think Adam wants to talk to Emma?
                                                                                                  

3   Who do you think Julie is?
                                                                                                  

4   What do you think is special about today?
                                                                                                  

5   Why do you think Emma says Adam shouldn’t be at her house 
 today? Where should he be?
                                                                                                  

6   What mistake do you think Adam made?
                                                                                                 

  b Track 62  Listen to part 2 of the extract. Check your ideas and correct 
 the notes you made in activity 5a.

Interact
 8 a How do you think Emma answers Adam’s last question?

 Work with a partner. Decide how to fi nish the scene from the drama.
 Complete the last three lines with your own ideas.

   Adam Can I see him? Can I see my son?

    Emma                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

    Adam                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

    Emma                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

  b Perform your ending for the class.

  c Track 64  Listen to the ending on the CD.
 Which ending do you prefer: your own, or the one on the CD?

1    Emma Adam, you        left        me! For my                       ! My own                       !

2   Adam I  can’t                        Julie. Not while I still                                                 !

3    Emma You knew I didn’t want to have                       ! You                        how 

                              my career was to me! 

4    Adam I don’t care if we never                                      ! What’s important is for us to  

                                         ! I                                  you, Emma!

5   Emma Adam, there’s something I need to                                 … 

 6 a Work with a partner. Complete these sentences from part 2 of the extract with your own ideas.

  b Track 62  Listen to part 2 again and check your ideas.

 7 a What do you think Emma needs to tell Adam?

  b Track 63  Listen to part 3 and check your ideas.
 What does Adam ask Emma at the end?

Lesson 24 Lesson  24

Adam  Yes, I know! I admit it! I was a fool. A stupid, stupid, 
crazy fool! But I’m a human being! Human beings make 
mistakes. And yes, I made a mistake, but… please, Emma! 

Emma - Well… I suppose you’d better come in…

5a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. Stress 
that learners are speculating here, and that they should 
make guesses on the basis of the kinds of things they 
know happen in soap operas.
In pairs, learners discuss the questions.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback – learners share their ideas with the class. Make 
a note of learners’ ideas on the board and have learners 
make notes of their own in their books. 

5b
Track 62  Learners listen to part 2 of the extract to 

check their ideas from activity 5a and amend the notes 
they previously made. Feedback in pairs and then as a 
class. 

5a+b answers
Elicit as much as you can from learners, but avoid
preempting the answers to activity 6, unless learners raise 
the information themselves.
1)  Adam and Emma obviously had a relationship before. 

Adam left Emma for Julie (because he wanted children, 
and Emma didn’t).

2) Adam still loves Emma.
3) Julie is Emma’s sister.

Lesson 24

Listening

4a
Track 61  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding. Learners listen to part 1 of an extract 
from a TV drama and decide which kind of drama from 
activity 2 they think it is.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class. 
Ask learners how they decided what kind of drama the 
extract was from.

4a answers
The extract is from a soap opera.
This is evident as much from the emotional tone as any 
specific content.

Read through the Listening skills and strategies 
box with learners. Point out that learners were able to 
tell what kind of drama the listening extract was from 
because they knew what kind of situation, topics and 
emotional tone to expect from a soap opera.

Listening skills and strategies
Use your knowledge of the world to predict what people 
will say
People talk about different kinds of topics, and use 
different kinds of language, in different situations. If 
you think about the situation or context that a person is 
speaking in, it will help you to be ready to understand 
what they say.

4b
Track 61  Go over the instructions and example to 

check understanding. With more confident classes, you 
may like to have learners try completing the statements 
before listening. If their answers are all correct, you may 
like to skip the second listening in this activity.
Learners listen to part 1 again and write Adam or Emma 
to complete each statement. 
Feedback in pairs and then as a class. 

4b answers
1) Adam speaks first.
2) Adam is banging on Emma’s door.
3) Adam wants to speak to Emma.
4) Emma is surprised to see Adam.
5) Emma asks Adam where Julie is.
6) Emma says Adam shouldn’t be here today.
7) Adam says, ’I made a mistake.’
8) Emma lets Adam in.

Track 61 (page 178, Student Book) 1:42 
part one
Adam  Emma! Emma! Are you there!? For goodness’ sake, let me 

in! I’ve got to speak with you! Emma!
Emma  Oh, my Lord, Adam! What are you doing here? And today 

of all days? Where is Julie?  
Adam  Emma, I have to talk to you! Can I come in? 
Emma  But you shouldn’t be here! You mustn’t be here… Adam – 

you just can’t be here today!
Adam  Please let me in!
Emma  After the way you treated me? Why should I? 
Adam  Emma, I admit it… I know I made a mistake… but  

please… hear what I’ve got to say…  
Emma  You’ve got some nerve, coming here today! After… what’s 

it been – a year? And after what you did! 
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Listening
 4 a Track 61  Listen to part 1 of an extract from a TV drama.

 Decide which kind of drama from activity 2 you think it is. 
 Why do you think so?

People talk about different kinds of topics, and use different 

kinds of language, in different situations. If you think about 

the situation or context that a person is speaking in, it will 

help you to be ready to understand what they say.

Listening skills and strategies

Use your knowledge of the world to predict what 

people will say

  b Track 61  Listen to part 1 again and write Adam or Emma to 
 complete each statement below.

1         Adam        speaks first.

2                          is banging on                       ’s door.

3                          wants to speak to                       .

4                          is surprised to see                       .

5                          asks                        where Julie is.

6                          says                        shouldn’t be here today.

7                          says, ‘I made a mistake.’

8                          lets                        in.

 5 a Discuss the questions below with a partner. 
 Make a note of your ideas under each question.

   Share your ideas with the class.

1   What do you think the relationship between Adam and Emma is?
                                                                                                  

2   Why do you think Adam wants to talk to Emma?
                                                                                                  

3   Who do you think Julie is?
                                                                                                  

4   What do you think is special about today?
                                                                                                  

5   Why do you think Emma says Adam shouldn’t be at her house 
 today? Where should he be?
                                                                                                  

6   What mistake do you think Adam made?
                                                                                                 

  b Track 62  Listen to part 2 of the extract. Check your ideas and correct 
 the notes you made in activity 5a.

Interact
 8 a How do you think Emma answers Adam’s last question?

 Work with a partner. Decide how to fi nish the scene from the drama.
 Complete the last three lines with your own ideas.

   Adam Can I see him? Can I see my son?

    Emma                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

    Adam                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

    Emma                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                 

  b Perform your ending for the class.

  c Track 64  Listen to the ending on the CD.
 Which ending do you prefer: your own, or the one on the CD?

1    Emma Adam, you        left        me! For my                       ! My own                       !

2   Adam I  can’t                        Julie. Not while I still                                                 !

3    Emma You knew I didn’t want to have                       ! You                        how 

                              my career was to me! 

4    Adam I don’t care if we never                                      ! What’s important is for us to  

                                         ! I                                  you, Emma!

5   Emma Adam, there’s something I need to                                 … 

 6 a Work with a partner. Complete these sentences from part 2 of the extract with your own ideas.

  b Track 62  Listen to part 2 again and check your ideas.

 7 a What do you think Emma needs to tell Adam?

  b Track 63  Listen to part 3 and check your ideas.
 What does Adam ask Emma at the end?

Lesson 24 Lesson  24

4) Today is Adam and Julie’s wedding day.
5) Adam should be at the wedding.
6) He left Emma, and now regrets it.

6a
Go over the instructions and example to check understanding. 
You may like to complete the first couple of sentences as a 
class, to build learners’ confidence.
Highlight the fact that learners do not have to remember what 
was actually said. They just have to use what they already 
know of the situation to guess what goes in the spaces. For 
example, in line 2, Adam might plausibly say (although he 
does not) ’I can’t love Julie. Not while I still love you!’
In pairs, learners complete the sentences from part 2 of 
the extract with their own ideas.
Feedback as a class. Accept any reasonable suggestions.

6b
Track 62  Learners listen to part 2 again and check 

their ideas. Feedback in pairs and then as a class. 

6b answers - underlined.
1) Emma   Adam, you left me! For my sister! My own sister!
2)  Adam     I can’t marry Julie. Not while I still have feelings 

for you!
3)  Emma    You knew I didn’t want to have children! You 

knew how important my career was to me! 
4)  Adam     I don’t care if we never have children! What’s 

important is for us to be together! I love you, Emma!
5) Emma   Adam, there’s something I need to tell you… 

Track 62 (page 178, Student Book) 1:21
part two
Emma    Adam, you left me! For my sister! My own sister! And now 

you come here and tell me you made a mistake! Well, 
it’s a bit late now… And anyway, shouldn’t you be at the 
church? Your wedding’s in an hour!

Adam     That’s what I came to tell you. I can’t marry Julie. Not while 
I still have feelings for you!

Emma    What about my feelings a year ago?! You knew I didn’t 
want to have children! You knew how important my career 
was to me! You just couldn’t accept me for who I was. I 
loved you so much, but I wasn’t what you wanted. Julie 
was! She still is! Go to her!

Adam    Oh, Julie’s terrific. She’s warm and kind and affectionate and 
she’ll make a wonderful mother, but there’s just one problem…

Emma   What’s that? 
Adam    She’s not you! And you know what? She never will be…
Emma   Oh, Adam, I…
Adam     I don’t care if we never have children! What’s important is 

for us to be together! I love you, Emma!
Emma   Adam, there’s something I need to tell you… 

7a
Take responses from the class as a whole to this question, 
again encouraging learners to think about the kind of 
situations typical of this type of drama (e.g. Is Julie ill? Is 
she going to marry his best friend?)

7b
Track 63  Learners listen to part 3 of the extract and 

check their ideas. Highlight the fact that learners should 
listen for what Adam asks Emma at the end of the extract.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class. 

Track 63 (page 154, Student Book) 0:37
part three
Emma    You see, Adam, we do have a child. After you ran off with 

Julie, I found out that I was going to have a baby. Six 
months ago I had a baby boy. Our son.

Adam   What?
Emma   I named him Adam Junior… after you.
Adam   You mean…
Emma   Yes. I kept him secret from you.
Adam   So you…
Emma   That’s right. From Julie, too.
Adam   Can I see him? Can I see my son?

Interact
8a
Ask learners to speculate on how Emma answers Adam’s 
request to see his son.
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners decide how to finish the scene from the 
drama and complete the last three lines in their books 
with their own ideas. Monitor and assist as necessary.

8b
Feedback. Learners perform their endings for the class.

8c
Track 64  Learners listen to the ending on the CD and 

decide which ending they prefer – their own, or the one 
on the CD.

Track 64 (page 179, Student Book) 0:35
part four
Adam   Can I see him? Can I see my son?
Emma   After what you did to me? Never!
Adam   You’ve got no right to stop me seeing my own son!
Emma    Oh, I’ve got every right. Now get out of my house! Go on, 

get out!

Lesson 24
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 I Should’ve Saved More Money
In this lesson - Talk about regrets
Core activities - 2, 4, 6
Function - Expressing regrets 

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners look at the different life decisions and circle the 
ones they have made in their life. 

1b
In pairs, learners discuss the questions in the activity. You 
may like give some of your own answers as an example. 

1c
Learners tell the class about their partner’s answers.

Listening
 2 a Track 65   Listen to Paulo Santos being interviewed 

 on the Tommy Bank Show and write T (true) or F (false) 

 next to the sentences below.

1 Paulo has won the championship. F

2 Paulo has played for more than one club.

3 Paulo was a perfect husband.

4 Paulo wasted a lot of money.

5 Paulo saved lots of money for retirement. 

1   I wish I’d / wish I hadn’t won the championship. 

2   I should’ve / shouldn’t have changed clubs. 

3   I ought to have / oughtn’t to have cheated 

 on her so many times.

4   I should’ve / shouldn’t have been a 

 better husband. 

5   I wish I’d / wish I hadn’t wasted so 

 much money. 

6 I ought to have / oughtn’t to have saved 

 some money for retirement. 

  b Underline the correct option to complete what Paulo 

 said in the interview.

  c Track 65   Listen again and check your answers.

 3 Do you think Paulo is happy with all the decisions he has made?

Introduction
 1 a Look below at the diff erent life decisions that 

 people make. 
 Circle the ones that you have made in your life.

1   Were the decisions you made in 
 activity 1a easy or difficult to make?

2  Are you happy with your decisions?

3  What other kinds of life decisions do 
 people make?

  c Tell the class what you discussed.

  b Work with a partner and discuss the questions below.
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Listening
 2 a Track 65   Listen to Paulo Santos being interviewed 

 on the Tommy Bank Show and write T (true) or F (false) 

 next to the sentences below.

1 Paulo has won the championship. F

2 Paulo has played for more than one club.

3 Paulo was a perfect husband.

4 Paulo wasted a lot of money.

5 Paulo saved lots of money for retirement. 

1   I wish I’d / wish I hadn’t won the championship. 

2   I should’ve / shouldn’t have changed clubs. 

3   I ought to have / oughtn’t to have cheated 

 on her so many times.

4   I should’ve / shouldn’t have been a 

 better husband. 

5   I wish I’d / wish I hadn’t wasted so 

 much money. 

6 I ought to have / oughtn’t to have saved 

 some money for retirement. 

  b Underline the correct option to complete what Paulo 

 said in the interview.

  c Track 65   Listen again and check your answers.

 3 Do you think Paulo is happy with all the decisions he has made?

Introduction
 1 a Look below at the diff erent life decisions that 

 people make. 
 Circle the ones that you have made in your life.

1   Were the decisions you made in 
 activity 1a easy or difficult to make?

2  Are you happy with your decisions?

3  What other kinds of life decisions do 
 people make?

  c Tell the class what you discussed.

  b Work with a partner and discuss the questions below.
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In this Lesson: Talk about regrets
Function: Expressing regrets

Listening
2a
Draw attention to the picture on the page. Ask learners 
what they think the man in the picture (Paulo Santos) 
does for a living and if they think he enjoys it.
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 

Track 65  Play the CD. Learners listen to Paulo Santos 
being interviewed on the Tommy Bank Show and write T 
(true) or F (false) next to the sentences. 

Feedback as a class. 

2a answers
1) Paulo has won the championship.  F
2) Paulo has played for more than one club.  T
3) Paulo was a perfect husband.  F
4) Paulo wasted a lot of money.  T
5) Paulo saved lots of money for retirement.  F

Track 65 (page 179, Student Book) 1:54
Tommy   Good morning and welcome to the Tommy Bank 
                    Show. Today, we’re talking to newly-retired 
                    footballer, Paulo Santos.  Welcome, Paulo! 
Paulo      Thanks, Tommy. It’s good to be here.
Tommy   So Paulo, you’ve had an amazing career. You’ve 
                     scored so many great goals and played in so many 
                     big matches. Do you have any regrets about 
                     your career now that it’s over? Do you wish you 
                    had done anything differently?
Paulo      Yes. My biggest regret is that I’ve never won 
                     a trophy. I wish I’d won the championship. 
Tommy   That’s true. You left FC United one year before they 
                     won the league. What bad luck.
Paulo      Yes, I shouldn’t have changed clubs. I wanted more 
                    money, so I left for a richer team. But, unfortunately, 
                    I never won any trophies with them, either.
Tommy   That must’ve been very disappointing. By the way, 
                     I heard your ex-wife, Abby Thompson, just got  
                     remarried. How do you feel about that?
Paulo      I’m very happy for Abby. I wish her the best. 
                    However, I’m still sad that we broke-up. I oughtn’t 
                    to have cheated on her so many times. I should’ve 
                    been a better husband.
Tommy   Do you have any other regrets?

Paulo      Well… I wish I hadn’t wasted so much money. 
                    I spent all my money on cars, going to clubs, and 
                    dating beautiful women. I ought to have saved 
                    some money for retirement. 
Tommy   Yes, but I’m sure you had a great time.
Paulo      That’s true, but now I’m coaching a kids’ football 
                    team to pay rent! 

2b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners underline the correct option to 
complete the sentences about what Paulo says. Monitor 
and assist as necessary but don’t give any definite 
answers. Learners will listen and check in the next activity.  

2b answers 
1) I wish I’d won the championship. 
2) I shouldn’t have changed clubs. 
3) I oughtn’t to have cheated on her so many times.
4) I should’ve been a better husband. 
5) I wish I hadn’t wasted so much money. 
6) I ought to have saved some money for retirement. 

2c
Track 65  Play the CD. Learners listen again and check 

their answers. 

3
Take brief responses to the question as a way of rounding 
off the listening section.

Lesson 25
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Language Focus

Go over the examples and explanations with learners and 
answer any questions they may have. 

Practice

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners use the prompts in parentheses to 
complete the sentences. Monitor and assist as necessary. 

Feedback as a class, but give no definite answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity. 

4a  answers
See CD script for Track 66 - answers underlined. 

4b
Track 66  Play the CD. Learners listen and check their 

answers.

Track 66 (page 179, Student Book) 1:09
1)  I ought to have worked harder. I wouldn’t have been 

sacked.
2)  We’re really wet. We should have brought our umbrellas.
3)  The boss didn’t look happy. We ought to have been on 

time for that meeting.
4)  I didn’t know that she’s a terrible gossip. I wish I hadn’t 

told her.
5)  John is still not good at his job. I oughtn’t to have hired 

him.
6)  Martha failed her courses. She wishes she’d studied 

harder.
7)  I shouldn’t have had so much to drink last night. I feel 

terrible.

Practice
 4 a Use the prompts in parentheses to complete the sentences.

Interact
 6 a Think of someone you know who made a mistake in their life. It could be…

   • One of your family or friends.
 • Someone famous.

   Use the table below to make a note of what happened. 

1   I (ought / work)              ought to have worked              harder. I wouldn’t have been sacked.

2   We’re really wet. We (should / bring)                                                            our umbrellas.

3   The boss didn’t look happy. We (ought / be)                                                            on time 

 for that meeting.

4 I didn’t know that she’s a terrible gossip. I (wish /tell)                                                           

                          her.

5   John is still not good at his job. I (ought / hire)                                                            him.

6   Martha failed her courses. She (wishes / study)                                                              

                          harder. 

7   I (should / have)                                                               

 so much to drink last night. I feel terrible.

We can express our regrets in diff erent ways.

should have + past participle

I should have been a better husband.
I shouldn’t have changed clubs. 

  b Work with a partner. Tell the partner about the person you chose . 

   example My brother had a good job in London. 
      He really shouldn‛t have left it.

ought to have + past participle 

I ought to have saved money for retirement. 
I oughtn’t to have cheated on her so many times.

ought to can sound more formal than should.

wish + subject + had + past participle

He wishes *he’d won a trophy. 
I wish I hadn’t wasted so much money.

*he’d = he had

  b Track 66   Listen and check your answers.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 67   Listen to the sentences below. 

 What happens to the underlined parts of the sentences when we speak naturally?

  b Track 67   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

1 I shouldn’t have been so rude.

2   We should have left the house earlier.

3   I oughtn’t to have hired him.

4   We ought to have been on time for that meeting.

Who was it?

What was the 
mistake?

What they should 
have/shouldn’t 

have done

How do you think 
they feel now?

Language Focus
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Practice
 4 a Use the prompts in parentheses to complete the sentences.

Interact
 6 a Think of someone you know who made a mistake in their life. It could be…

   • One of your family or friends.
 • Someone famous.

   Use the table below to make a note of what happened. 

1   I (ought / work)              ought to have worked              harder. I wouldn’t have been sacked.

2   We’re really wet. We (should / bring)                                                            our umbrellas.

3   The boss didn’t look happy. We (ought / be)                                                            on time 

 for that meeting.

4 I didn’t know that she’s a terrible gossip. I (wish /tell)                                                           

                          her.

5   John is still not good at his job. I (ought / hire)                                                            him.

6   Martha failed her courses. She (wishes / study)                                                              

                          harder. 

7   I (should / have)                                                               

 so much to drink last night. I feel terrible.

We can express our regrets in diff erent ways.

should have + past participle

I should have been a better husband.
I shouldn’t have changed clubs. 

  b Work with a partner. Tell the partner about the person you chose . 

   example My brother had a good job in London. 
      He really shouldn‛t have left it.

ought to have + past participle 

I ought to have saved money for retirement. 
I oughtn’t to have cheated on her so many times.

ought to can sound more formal than should.

wish + subject + had + past participle

He wishes *he’d won a trophy. 
I wish I hadn’t wasted so much money.

*he’d = he had

  b Track 66   Listen and check your answers.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 67   Listen to the sentences below. 

 What happens to the underlined parts of the sentences when we speak naturally?

  b Track 67   Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

1 I shouldn’t have been so rude.

2   We should have left the house earlier.

3   I oughtn’t to have hired him.

4   We ought to have been on time for that meeting.

Who was it?

What was the 
mistake?

What they should 
have/shouldn’t 

have done

How do you think 
they feel now?

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

5a
Track 67  Play the CD. Learners listen for what 

happens to the underlined parts of the sentences when 
we speak naturally.

5a answers 
They tend not to be pronounced. This is an example of 
elision.

Track 67 (page 179, Student Book) 0:33
1) I shouldn’t have been so rude.
2) We should have left the house earlier.
3) I oughtn’t to have hired him.
4) We ought to have been on time for that meeting.

5b
Track 67  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

6a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. Model 
the activity first – think of someone you know who has 
something to regret and use the whiteboard to make 
notes about this. Learners think of someone they know  
(a family member, friend, or someone famous) who made 
a mistake and use the table in their book to make a note 
of what happened.
Give learners time to think and make notes. Monitor and 
assist as necessary.

6b
In pairs, learners tell their partner about the person they 
chose. Monitor, but stay in the background as much as 
possible in this activity. 

Teaching tip - monitoring and error correction
When learners do speaking activities, it’s a good idea 
to take some notes of how they use the language. This 
includes correct as well as incorrect use.
After the activity, write on the board an incorrect and 
correct sentence you heard. Elicit which is correct, which 
is incorrect, and how to correct the mistake.
Never pick out one learner who made a mistake. Always 
correct as a class.

Lesson 25
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. 

 Make a note of three reasons why people emigrate 
 (leave their country and go to live in another one). 
 Share your ideas with the class.

 2 a Underline the correct expression to complete  
 each defi nition below.

Reading
 3 a Quickly read what Arthur and Mary say on 

 page 123 about emigrating somewhere.
 Make a note of the answers to the 
 questions below.

  b Work in two groups, A and B.

 Group A: read what Arthur says again. 
  Make a note of the factors that were 
  important to him when deciding 
  where to move.

 Group B: read what Mary says again. 
  Make a note of the factors that are 
  important to her when deciding 
  where to move.

  c As a class, compare the factors you made a 
 note of in activity 3b.
 Would the same things be important to you?

  d Work with a partner. Find and circle the 
 expressions from activity 2 in what Arthur and 
 Mary say, then underline the adjectives that 
 come before each expression.

  b What is the word for coming into a country to 
 make a new life there?

  b Read the expressions you did not underline in 
 activity 2a. Find words that mean the following:

1   The political system / job market / 
 crime rate is a way of measuring how 
 often laws are broken.

2   An economy / environment / education 
 is a system in which goods are produced, 
 bought and sold.

3   People have a good cost of living / 
 standard of living / climate when they 
 have enough money, etc. for a 
 comfortable life.

1   The amount of money needed to 
 live somewhere.

2  The number of jobs available in 
 an economy. 

3   The way a country is controlled through its 
 government, laws, etc.

1   Who has already emigrated? Where to?

2  Who hasn’t emigrated yet? Have they 
 decided which country to go to?

Arthur
We could both afford to retire early, 
our children had  nished higher 
education and were in good jobs, 
so we thought, ‘Why not?’, and we 
decided to make the move  ve years 
ago. Why Panama? This will sound 
silly, but I think the biggest factor in 
our decision was the weather – we 
were running away from the terrible 
Canadian winter! Some people love 
the snow and ice, but give me a 
tropical climate any day. Secondly, it’s 
a beautiful country – it’s not just the 
canal, you know! Panama gives you 
an amazing combination of urban and 
natural environments. Panama City is 
modern and up-to-date, with quite a 
low crime rate – one of the lowest in 

South America – but there are also beautiful beaches on 
both coasts, and unspoiled rainforests throughout the 
country. Finally – and, because we’re retired, this is very 
important to us – the extremely low cost of living. The 
money we have goes a long way.

Mary
John and I have always talked about living in another 
part of Europe. We’re both still quite young, and this is 
the time to do it, really. Charlotte, our daughter, will be 
10 next year, so she’ll be leaving primary school, and 

we feel that this would be the ideal 
time to give her the chance to live in 
another culture. We haven’t decided 
where, yet. Obviously, an important 
factor is that it has to be somewhere 
with good secondary education, for 
Charlotte. Also, somewhere with a 
strong, stable economy and healthy 
job market – we don’t want to be 
unemployed, wherever we are. We 
don’t need a particularly high standard 
of living, just somewhere where we 
can live a comfortable life and be 
happy. Politics is a key factor for 
us too. We’d only want to live in a 
country with a democratic political 
system – but then, everywhere in the 
EU has that, hasn’t it?
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A Good Place to Live?
In this lesson - Describe your country
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Vocabulary - Collocations for describing countries

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. Point 
out that, in this context, the move to another country is 
permanent. In pairs, learners make a note of three reasons 
why people emigrate.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback. Learners share their ideas with the class.

1b
Elicit the answer to the question (immigrate or 
immigration). You may also like to elicit/teach associated 
words (e.g. immigrant, emigration).

2a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners underline the correct 
expression to complete each definition.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Confirm the answers, but do not 
teach the other expressions at this stage – learners will 
consider these in the next activity.

2a answers 
1)  The crime rate is a way of measuring how often laws are 

broken.
2)  An economy is a system in which goods are produced, 

bought and sold.
3)  People have a good standard of living when they have 

enough money, etc. for a comfortable life.

2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners read the expressions they did not 
underline in activity 2a and find words that match the 
meanings.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

2b answers 
1)  The amount of money needed to live somewhere.  cost of 

living
2) The number of jobs available in an economy.  job market
3)  The way a country is controlled through its government, 

laws, etc.  political system

Reading
3a
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. Learners quickly read what Arthur and 
Mary say on page 123 about emigrating somewhere and 
make a note of the answers to the questions. Set a time 
limit of one minute.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3a answers 
1) Arthur has already emigrated to Panama.
2)  Mary hasn’t emigrated yet. She still hasn’t decided which 

country to go to.

3b
Put learners into two groups, A and B.
Go over the instructions and check understanding, 
especially of factor (in this context, ’the facts or situations 
that influence what someone decides’). 
Group A reads what Arthur says, making a note of the 
factors that were important to him when deciding where 
to move.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. 

 Make a note of three reasons why people emigrate 
 (leave their country and go to live in another one). 
 Share your ideas with the class.

 2 a Underline the correct expression to complete  
 each defi nition below.

Reading
 3 a Quickly read what Arthur and Mary say on 

 page 123 about emigrating somewhere.
 Make a note of the answers to the 
 questions below.

  b Work in two groups, A and B.

 Group A: read what Arthur says again. 
  Make a note of the factors that were 
  important to him when deciding 
  where to move.

 Group B: read what Mary says again. 
  Make a note of the factors that are 
  important to her when deciding 
  where to move.

  c As a class, compare the factors you made a 
 note of in activity 3b.
 Would the same things be important to you?

  d Work with a partner. Find and circle the 
 expressions from activity 2 in what Arthur and 
 Mary say, then underline the adjectives that 
 come before each expression.

  b What is the word for coming into a country to 
 make a new life there?

  b Read the expressions you did not underline in 
 activity 2a. Find words that mean the following:

1   The political system / job market / 
 crime rate is a way of measuring how 
 often laws are broken.

2   An economy / environment / education 
 is a system in which goods are produced, 
 bought and sold.

3   People have a good cost of living / 
 standard of living / climate when they 
 have enough money, etc. for a 
 comfortable life.

1   The amount of money needed to 
 live somewhere.

2  The number of jobs available in 
 an economy. 

3   The way a country is controlled through its 
 government, laws, etc.

1   Who has already emigrated? Where to?

2  Who hasn’t emigrated yet? Have they 
 decided which country to go to?

Arthur
We could both afford to retire early, 
our children had  nished higher 
education and were in good jobs, 
so we thought, ‘Why not?’, and we 
decided to make the move  ve years 
ago. Why Panama? This will sound 
silly, but I think the biggest factor in 
our decision was the weather – we 
were running away from the terrible 
Canadian winter! Some people love 
the snow and ice, but give me a 
tropical climate any day. Secondly, it’s 
a beautiful country – it’s not just the 
canal, you know! Panama gives you 
an amazing combination of urban and 
natural environments. Panama City is 
modern and up-to-date, with quite a 
low crime rate – one of the lowest in 

South America – but there are also beautiful beaches on 
both coasts, and unspoiled rainforests throughout the 
country. Finally – and, because we’re retired, this is very 
important to us – the extremely low cost of living. The 
money we have goes a long way.

Mary
John and I have always talked about living in another 
part of Europe. We’re both still quite young, and this is 
the time to do it, really. Charlotte, our daughter, will be 
10 next year, so she’ll be leaving primary school, and 

we feel that this would be the ideal 
time to give her the chance to live in 
another culture. We haven’t decided 
where, yet. Obviously, an important 
factor is that it has to be somewhere 
with good secondary education, for 
Charlotte. Also, somewhere with a 
strong, stable economy and healthy 
job market – we don’t want to be 
unemployed, wherever we are. We 
don’t need a particularly high standard 
of living, just somewhere where we 
can live a comfortable life and be 
happy. Politics is a key factor for 
us too. We’d only want to live in a 
country with a democratic political 
system – but then, everywhere in the 
EU has that, hasn’t it?
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Group B reads what Mary says, making a note of the 
factors that are important to her when deciding where to 
move.
Set a time limit of two minutes.

Allow learners a short time to feedback in groups before 
the next activity.

3c
As a class, learners compare the factors they made a note 
of in activity 3b.

3b+c suggested answers – do not insist that learners 
use these exact terms (if they get the general idea, that is 
enough). 
Important factors for Arthur were the climate, the 
environment (he describes Panama as a beautiful country), 
and the low cost of living. He also mentions that the crime 
rate is relatively low.
Mary mentions education, the economy, the job market and 
the political system as being important factors for her.

Allow learners a short time to feedback in groups before 
the next activity.

3d
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners find and circle the 
expressions from activity 2 in what Arthur and Mary 
say, then underline the adjectives that come before each 
expression.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3d answers 
See Reading texts.

Reading texts 
(expressions from activity 2 in bold, adjectives that precede 
these underlined)

Arthur
We could both afford to retire early, our children had 
finished higher education and were in good jobs, so we 
thought, ’Why not?’, and we decided to make the move five 
years ago. Why Panama? This will sound silly, but I think 
the biggest factor in our decision was the weather – we 
were running away from the terrible Canadian winter! 
Some people love the snow and ice, but give me a tropical 
climate any day. Secondly, it’s a beautiful country – it’s not 
just the canal, you know! Panama gives you an amazing 
combination of urban and natural environments. Panama 
City is modern and up-to-date, with quite a low crime rate 
– one of the lowest in South America – but there are also 
beautiful beaches on both coasts, and unspoiled rainforests 
throughout the country. Finally – and, because we’re retired, 
this is very important to us – the extremely low cost of 
living. The money we have goes a long way.

Mary
John and I have always talked about living in another part 
of Europe. We’re both still quite young, and this is the time to 
do it, really. Charlotte, our daughter, will be 10 next year, so 
she’ll be leaving primary school, and we feel that this would 
be the ideal time to give her the chance to live in another 
culture. We haven’t decided where, yet. Obviously, an 
important factor is that it has to be somewhere with good 
secondary education, for Charlotte. Also, somewhere with  
a strong, stable economy and healthy job market – we 
don’t want to be unemployed, wherever we are. We don’t 
need a particularly high standard of living, just somewhere 
where we can live a comfortable life and be happy. Politics 
is a key factor for us too. We’d only want to live in a country 
with a democratic political system – but then, everywhere 
in the EU has that, hasn’t it?
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with words from activity 4. 

In one sentence, more than one answer is possible.

Language Focus
 4 Work with a partner. Write the expressions from the box into the correct places in the table below to show 

which group of words they collocate with. Use the words you circled and underlined in activity 3d to help you.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose and make a note of fi ve collocations from the Language Focus section that you would use to 
 describe your country. 

   Use your own ideas to make a note of two more ways you would describe it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Circle the word in each group below where the underlined letters are     

 pronounced diff erently.

  b Track 68  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

  c Track 68  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Discuss the notes you made in activity 7a. 
 Did you choose the same collocations? Were your other ideas similar?

  c Tell the class what you and your partner discussed in activity 7b.

1  hot

   strong

   competitive

2  unstable

   unspoiled

   urban

3  crime rate

   climate

   temperate

a   When the cost of living is  rising , goods become more expensive every day.

b   In a                                      economy, things are made and sold mainly by private companies.

c   ‘                                    ’ describes environments like cities or towns.

d   A                                      economy grows very quickly, but it can be                                       

 and likely to change suddenly.

e   In a                                      political system, people can vote in elections and choose their 
 own government.

f   A                                      climate is not too hot and not too cold.

g   It’s difficult to find work in a                                      job market.

h   If education is                                     , children have to go to school by law.

i   An                                      environment is                                      

 and not damaged by people.

j   If                                      education is                                     , 

 you don’t have to pay to go to university or college.

cost of living
economy

environment

education
climate

political system

job market
crime rate

standard of living 

low, high, rising, falling cost of living 

capitalist, stable, unstable, 
strong, weak, booming

urban, natural, polluted, 
unspoiled

democratic, stable, 
unstable

tropical, temperate, hot, 
dry, cold, humid 

healthy, strong, 
competitive, tough 

secondary, primary, 
higher, compulsory, free
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Language Focus

4
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. If necessary, explain collocate/collocation 
(’the way that certain words and phrases often go 
together’).  

In pairs, learners write the expressions from the box into 
the correct places in the table to show which group of 
words they collocate with. Point out that learners can 
look at the words they circled and underlined in activity 
3d to help complete the activity.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

4 answers

low, high, rising, falling cost of living   
crime rate   
standard of living

capitalist, stable, unstable, 
strong, weak, booming

economy

urban, natural, polluted, 
unspoiled

environment 

democratic, stable, unstable political system 

tropical, temperate, hot, dry, 
cold, humid

climate 

healthy, strong, competitive, 
tough 

job market 

secondary, primary, higher, 
compulsory, free

education

Practice

5a-j
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the sentences 
with words from activity 4. Point out that, in one 
sentence, more than one answer is possible.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.  Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items. 

5a-j answers
a)  When the cost of living is rising, goods become more 

expensive every day.
b)  In a capitalist economy, things are made and sold mainly 

by private companies.
c)  ’Urban’ describes environments like cities or towns.
d)  A booming economy grows very quickly, but it can be 

unstable and likely to change very suddenly.

e)  In a democratic political system, people can vote in 
elections and choose their own government.

f)  A temperate climate is not too hot and not too cold.
g)  It’s difficult to find work in a competitive / tough job 

market.
h)  If education is compulsory, children have to go to school 

by law.
i)  An unspoiled environment is natural and not damaged 

by people.
j)  If higher education is free, you don’t have to pay to go to 

university or college.
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with words from activity 4. 

In one sentence, more than one answer is possible.

Language Focus
 4 Work with a partner. Write the expressions from the box into the correct places in the table below to show 

which group of words they collocate with. Use the words you circled and underlined in activity 3d to help you.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose and make a note of fi ve collocations from the Language Focus section that you would use to 
 describe your country. 

   Use your own ideas to make a note of two more ways you would describe it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Work with a partner. Circle the word in each group below where the underlined letters are     

 pronounced diff erently.

  b Track 68  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

  c Track 68  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Discuss the notes you made in activity 7a. 
 Did you choose the same collocations? Were your other ideas similar?

  c Tell the class what you and your partner discussed in activity 7b.

1  hot

   strong

   competitive

2  unstable

   unspoiled

   urban

3  crime rate

   climate

   temperate

a   When the cost of living is  rising , goods become more expensive every day.

b   In a                                      economy, things are made and sold mainly by private companies.

c   ‘                                    ’ describes environments like cities or towns.

d   A                                      economy grows very quickly, but it can be                                       

 and likely to change suddenly.

e   In a                                      political system, people can vote in elections and choose their 
 own government.

f   A                                      climate is not too hot and not too cold.

g   It’s difficult to find work in a                                      job market.

h   If education is                                     , children have to go to school by law.

i   An                                      environment is                                      

 and not damaged by people.

j   If                                      education is                                     , 

 you don’t have to pay to go to university or college.

cost of living
economy

environment

education
climate

political system

job market
crime rate

standard of living 

low, high, rising, falling cost of living 

capitalist, stable, unstable, 
strong, weak, booming

urban, natural, polluted, 
unspoiled

democratic, stable, 
unstable

tropical, temperate, hot, 
dry, cold, humid 

healthy, strong, 
competitive, tough 

secondary, primary, 
higher, compulsory, free
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Sounding Natural

6a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners circle the word in each group where the 
underlined letters are pronounced differently.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t give any answers at this 
stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

6b 

Track 68  Learners listen and check their answers to 
activity 6a.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a+b answers
See CD script for Track 68 – answers in bold.

Track 68 (page 179, Student Book) 0:28
(Sound of the underlined letters given in parentheses.)
1) hot (/ɒ/)
 strong (/ɒ/)
 competitive (/ə/)
2)  unstable (/ʌ/)
 unspoiled (/ʌ/)
 urban (/ɜː/)
3)  crime rate (/eɪt/)
 climate (/ət/)
 temperate (/ət/)

6c
Track 68  Learners listen again and copy 

the pronunciation.

Interact

7a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work on their own to choose and make a note  
of five collocations from the Language Focus section 
that they would use to describe their country, then use 
their own ideas to make a note of two more ways they 
would describe it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners discuss the notes they made in activity 7a, 
consider whether they chose the same collocations, and 
whether their other ideas were similar.

7c 
Learners tell the class what they discussed in activity 7b. 

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 Imagine you could change three things in your life, in the past or present.

What would you change?
What are you happy about and would never change?

Listening
 2 a Work with a partner.

 Look at the pictures and guess how each person might answer the questions from activity 1.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences below.

 Circle A (Andy), B (Bertrand), or C (Colin) to match the sentences with the person who said them.

  b Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Listen to Andy, Bertrand and Colin talking about their lives.
 Number the people in the order you hear them.

  c Underline the sentences in activity 3a that wish for a diff erent past. 
 Circle the sentences that wish for a diff erent present or future.

  b Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Listen again and check your answers.

 4 Who do you think is the happiest, Andy, Bertrand or Colin?

Sometimes I regret picking up my first guitar. A   /   B   /   C

If only she’d been single when I first met her. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad we had her. A   /   B   /   C

I’m just glad that she’s my friend, and that she’s in my life. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad I became a musician. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad she’s in our lives. A   /   B   /   C

I wish I had an ordinary, nine-to-five office job like everyone else. A   /   B   /   C

I wish we’d saved more money before she was born. A   /   B   /   C

I wish that she felt about me the way I feel about her. A   /   B   /   C

I wish they’d split up. A   /   B   /   C

It would be nice if we had a bit more help. A   /   B   /   C

I’m just glad I’m able to do the thing I love the most. A   /   B   /   C

If only she was in love with me! A   /   B   /   C

I just wish she wouldn’t keep waking up every night. A   /   B   /   C

I just wish more people would stop and really listen. A   /   B   /   C

I just wish I could get a good night’s sleep. A   /   B   /   C

It would be nice if I could make a bit more money. A   /   B   /   C

If only she could see what an idiot he is. A   /   B   /   C

Bertrand 

Andy Colin
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Function: Expressing regrets, wishes and hopes

What a Pity!
In this lesson - Discuss what you are happy about in your 
life, and what you would like to be different
Core activities - 2-5, 7
Function - Expressing regrets, wishes and hopes 

Introduction

1
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. Allow learners half a minute to think 
about the questions, then take brief responses as a way 
of introducing the topic.

Listening

2a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. You 
may like to elicit responses from the class as a whole as to 
how the person in the first picture (Andy) might answer 
the questions in activity 1. In pairs, learners look at the 
pictures and guess how each person might answer the 
questions from activity 1.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Accept any reasonable answers.

2b
Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Go over the 

instructions and check understanding. Draw attention to 
the boxes for numbering the pictures.
Learners listen to Andy, Bertrand, and Colin talking about 
their lives, and number the people in the order they hear 
them.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2b answers
Speaker Number 1: Colin
Speaker Number 2: Andy
Speaker Number 3: Bertrand

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners read the sentences and circle A (Andy), 
B (Bertrand) or C (Colin) to match them with the correct 
speaker.
Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers at 
this stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in 
the next activity.

3b
Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Learners listen 

again to check their answers from activity 3a.

3a+b answers
See 3c answers.

3c
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners underline the sentences in activity 3a that 
wish for a different past and circle those that wish for  
a different present or future. Point out that some 
sentences will be neither circled nor underlined.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

Alternatively, you may like to do this activity as a class, 
eliciting answers and having learners underline or circle 
sentences in their books as appropriate.

U
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Introduction
 1 Imagine you could change three things in your life, in the past or present.

What would you change?
What are you happy about and would never change?

Listening
 2 a Work with a partner.

 Look at the pictures and guess how each person might answer the questions from activity 1.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences below.

 Circle A (Andy), B (Bertrand), or C (Colin) to match the sentences with the person who said them.

  b Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Listen to Andy, Bertrand and Colin talking about their lives.
 Number the people in the order you hear them.

  c Underline the sentences in activity 3a that wish for a diff erent past. 
 Circle the sentences that wish for a diff erent present or future.

  b Track 69  Track 70  Track 71  Listen again and check your answers.

 4 Who do you think is the happiest, Andy, Bertrand or Colin?

Sometimes I regret picking up my first guitar. A   /   B   /   C

If only she’d been single when I first met her. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad we had her. A   /   B   /   C

I’m just glad that she’s my friend, and that she’s in my life. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad I became a musician. A   /   B   /   C

I’m really glad she’s in our lives. A   /   B   /   C

I wish I had an ordinary, nine-to-five office job like everyone else. A   /   B   /   C

I wish we’d saved more money before she was born. A   /   B   /   C

I wish that she felt about me the way I feel about her. A   /   B   /   C

I wish they’d split up. A   /   B   /   C

It would be nice if we had a bit more help. A   /   B   /   C

I’m just glad I’m able to do the thing I love the most. A   /   B   /   C

If only she was in love with me! A   /   B   /   C

I just wish she wouldn’t keep waking up every night. A   /   B   /   C

I just wish more people would stop and really listen. A   /   B   /   C

I just wish I could get a good night’s sleep. A   /   B   /   C

It would be nice if I could make a bit more money. A   /   B   /   C

If only she could see what an idiot he is. A   /   B   /   C

Bertrand 

Andy Colin
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3c answers 
(sentences wishing for a different past - underlined, 
sentences wishing for a different present or future - bolded)
Sometimes I regret picking up my first guitar. B
If only she’d been single when I first met her. C
I’m really glad we had her. A
I’m just glad that she’s my friend, and that she’s in my life. C
I’m really glad I became a musician. B
I’m really glad she’s in our lives. A
I wish I had an ordinary, nine-to-five office job like 
everyone else. B
I wish we’d saved more money before she was born. A
I wish that she felt about me the way I feel about her. C
I wish they’d split up. (they’d = they would). C
It would be nice if we had a bit more help. A
I’m just glad I’m able to do the thing I love the most. B
If only she was in love with me! C
I just wish she wouldn’t keep waking up every night. A
I just wish more people would stop and really listen. B
I just wish I could get a good night’s sleep. A
It would be nice if I could make a bit more money. B
If only she could see what an idiot he is. C

Track 69 (page 180, Student Book) 0:38
Speaker Number 1
Colin - I really love her, of course, and… well… I’m just glad 
that she’s my friend, and that she’s in my life. I wish that she 
felt about me the way I feel about her. But she doesn’t. She 
loves Eric. If only she’d been single when I first met her… 
Look at them. They’re so happy together, but… If only she 
could see what an idiot he is. I wish they’d split up. If only she 
was in love with me!

Track 70 (page 180, Student Book) 0:39
Speaker Number 2
Andy - I really love her, of course, and… like… I’m really 
glad we had her… I’m really glad she’s in our lives. But it 
can be, well, really hard sometimes. I wish we’d saved more 
money before she was born and… well, it would be nice 
if we had a bit more help, but both our families live so far 
away. I just, um, I just wish she wouldn’t keep waking up 
every night. I get so tired… I just wish I could get a good 
night’s sleep.

Track 71 (page 180, Student Book) 0:41
Speaker Number 3 
Bertrand - I can’t say it’s easy… Sometimes I regret picking 
up my first guitar and I… well, I wish I had an ordinary, nine-
to-five office job like everyone else. But then I think about it 
and, well, I’m really glad I became a musician. It would
be nice if I could make a bit more money, I guess but, well, 
I’m just glad I’m able to do the thing I love the most – play 
music all day long. Sometimes I just wish more people would 
stop and really listen. I so love it when a little crowd gathers 
around to hear me play.

4
Take brief responses to the question as a way of rounding 
off the listening section of the lesson.
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American     

my father

a dog     

mathematics

dance      

a film star     

university      

exercise    

Italy

a big family        

taller        

piano     

what other people say about me       

an only child    

I wish                                                                                                                                     

It would be nice if                                                                                                                                     

If only                                                                                                                                     

I wish                                                                                                                                     

I’m glad                                                                                                                                     

I regret                                                                                                                                     

Practice
 5 Underline the correct option to complete each sentence below.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 72  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

Interact
 7 a Use the prompts below, or your own ideas, to complete six true statements about yourself.

a   I broke my leg.
 I wish I hadn’t fallen / didn’t fall off that ladder.

b   I don’t have any friends.
 It would be nice if I’d known / I knew more people.

c   I’m going to miss that bus.
 I wish I could run / can run faster.

d   I love my wife so much.
 I’m glad we got / get married.

e   She won’t talk to me.
 I really regret I’d argued / arguing with her.

f   I didn’t get the job.
 If only I’d been / I was on time for the interview.

g   I really worry about my brother’s health.
 If only he did / will do more exercise.

h   I can walk to work.
 I’m glad I lived / live close to my office.

1  I regret leaving school early.

2  I regret not studying harder.

3  I regret lending him the money.

4  I regret drinking all that coffee.

  b Track 72  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1  We can use various expressions to wish for a diff erent past, present or future.

     Wishing for a diff erent past:

 If only 
 I wish (that) 

+ past perfect

 If only she’d been single when I fi rst met her. 
 I wish we’d saved more money before she was born.

     Wishing for a diff erent present or future: 

 If only 
 I wish (that)
 It would be nice if

+ past verb forms
+ would + base form of the verb
+ could + base form of the verb

 If only she was* in love with me. 
 I wish they’d split up.
 It would be nice if I could make a bit more money. 

 *We sometimes use were instead of was. This can sound more formal.

 If only she were in love with me. 

2  We often use I’m glad (that) to talk about things that we are happy about in our lives. 

 I’m glad (that) + clause 

 I’m really glad we had her.
 I’m just glad that she’s my friend. 

 I regret + -ing form of the verb

Sometimes I regret picking up my fi rst guitar.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them what you wrote in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

   example A: I wish I‛d been an only child.
                B: Why‛s that?

   example I wish I‛d got married in Italy.
      I regret never learning to dance.

Language Focus
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Language Focus

Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

Practice

5a-h
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners underline the correct 
option to complete the sentences.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-h  answers
a) I wish I hadn’t fallen off that ladder.
b) It would be nice if I knew more people.
c) I wish I could run faster.
d) I’m glad we got married.
e) I really regret arguing with her.
f ) If only I’d been on time for the interview.
g) If only he did more exercise.
h) I’m glad I live close to my office.

Lesson 27
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American     

my father

a dog     

mathematics

dance      

a film star     

university      

exercise    

Italy

a big family        

taller        

piano     

what other people say about me       

an only child    

I wish                                                                                                                                     

It would be nice if                                                                                                                                     

If only                                                                                                                                     

I wish                                                                                                                                     

I’m glad                                                                                                                                     

I regret                                                                                                                                     

Practice
 5 Underline the correct option to complete each sentence below.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 72  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

Interact
 7 a Use the prompts below, or your own ideas, to complete six true statements about yourself.

a   I broke my leg.
 I wish I hadn’t fallen / didn’t fall off that ladder.

b   I don’t have any friends.
 It would be nice if I’d known / I knew more people.

c   I’m going to miss that bus.
 I wish I could run / can run faster.

d   I love my wife so much.
 I’m glad we got / get married.

e   She won’t talk to me.
 I really regret I’d argued / arguing with her.

f   I didn’t get the job.
 If only I’d been / I was on time for the interview.

g   I really worry about my brother’s health.
 If only he did / will do more exercise.

h   I can walk to work.
 I’m glad I lived / live close to my office.

1  I regret leaving school early.

2  I regret not studying harder.

3  I regret lending him the money.

4  I regret drinking all that coffee.

  b Track 72  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1  We can use various expressions to wish for a diff erent past, present or future.

     Wishing for a diff erent past:

 If only 
 I wish (that) 

+ past perfect

 If only she’d been single when I fi rst met her. 
 I wish we’d saved more money before she was born.

     Wishing for a diff erent present or future: 

 If only 
 I wish (that)
 It would be nice if

+ past verb forms
+ would + base form of the verb
+ could + base form of the verb

 If only she was* in love with me. 
 I wish they’d split up.
 It would be nice if I could make a bit more money. 

 *We sometimes use were instead of was. This can sound more formal.

 If only she were in love with me. 

2  We often use I’m glad (that) to talk about things that we are happy about in our lives. 

 I’m glad (that) + clause 

 I’m really glad we had her.
 I’m just glad that she’s my friend. 

 I regret + -ing form of the verb

Sometimes I regret picking up my fi rst guitar.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them what you wrote in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

   example A: I wish I‛d been an only child.
                B: Why‛s that?

   example I wish I‛d got married in Italy.
      I regret never learning to dance.

Language Focus
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 72  Learners listen for what happens to the 

underlined letters.

Track 72 (page 180, Student Book) 0:25
1) I regret leaving school early.
2) I regret not studying harder.
3) I regret lending him the money.
4) I regret drinking all that coffee.

6a answers 
The /t/ sound tends not to be pronounced when followed 
by a consonant in connected speech. This is an example of 
elision.

6b
Track 72  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. 
You may like to use the prompts to give one or two true 
statements about yourself as a model.
Learners work independently and use the prompts, or 
their own ideas, to complete six true statements about 
themselves.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
Highlight the fact that learners should ask questions to 
get more information.
In pairs, learners tell their partner what they wrote.
Monitor and assist as necessary, but stay in the 
background as much as possible during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of vocabulary and language.
Elicit correction of any mistakes.
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1   Do you ever feel            under           
 stress? When?

2   What do you get stressed 
                                    ? Why?

3   Do you do anything special to 
                                    stress? What?

4   Do you                                    well 
 with stressful situations? Why or 
 why not?

5   Does anyone you know 
                                    on stress? Who?

1  Stress is natural. ............................... T / F

2   Most people want to avoid stress. ... T / F

3   All stress is good. ............................ T / F

4   You get ill less often if you have 
 the right kind of stress. .................... T / F

5   Bad stress makes you 
 feel excited. ..................................... T / F

6   Positive thinking can improve the 
 effect of stress. ................................ T / F

7   People wouldn’t do bungee 
 jumping if they didn’t enjoy it. ........ T / F

a   something that is generally true         

b   the result of something unlikely         

c  the result of something possible in 
 the future         

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Complete the questions 

 below with the words from the box.

Reading
 2 a Read the title of the article on page 133. 

 What do you think the article will say?

 3  Work with a partner. Read paragraph 1 of the 
article again. Write letters below to show what each 
highlighted statement is talking about.

  b Read the article quickly and check your ideas 
 from activity 2a.
 Write numbers to match each paragraph in the 
 article with a topic below.

  c Read the article again and circle an option to show 
 if each statement below is true (T) or false (F).
 Underline the place in the article where you fi nd 
 the answer.

  d Is there anything in the article that you thought
  was surprising? If so, what was it?

  b Work with a partner. Ask and answer the 
 questions in activity 1a.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

about
relieve
thrive
under
cope

common ideas about stress   1  
learning to love stress      

good stress and bad stress      
how to recognise good stress      

Feeling Stressed? Good!

1 (a) If you are alive, you are stressed. Stress  

 is our body and mind’s natural reaction to  

 the experiences that we have. But should  

 we try to avoid it? Most people would 

 say yes, because for most people it’s quite  

 simple: stress is bad. They think that 

 (b) if they reduce their stress, their lives will 

 improve. But studies suggest that this 

 may not always be true. For example, some 

 researchers say that (c) if we had no stress in 

 our lives, we would be less healthy. 

2 Not all stress is good for you, of course. 

 Many people are overworked, worried 

 and under a lot of pressure for very long  

 periods. This kind of chronic stress can   

 cause serious problems, including illness. 

 But some research shows that stress for 

 short periods is very good for us. It can 

 make our bodies stronger and more ready  

 to  ght disease. It seems that, providing we 

 get the right kind of stress, it helps us get ill 

 less often.

3 How do you know if you’re getting the 

 right kind of stress? Ask yourself how you 

 feel in the stressful situation – for example, 

 when you are preparing for an exam, or 

 coming up to a deadline at work. If you feel 

 bad, and are sure you will fail, then the 

 stress you feel will probably be bad. But 

 as long as you feel excited and ready to 

  ght, your stress will be positive and help 

 you to succeed.

4 One interesting idea is that the way we 

 think about stress can change what it does 

 to us. One researcher argues that, providing  

 we think positively about the stress we feel, 

 its effect on us will be positive. The idea  

 seems to be that you can learn to love   

 stress and make it your friend. A strange 

 idea? Maybe. But remember – many people 

 do thrive on stress. Why are sports like 

 bungee jumping, skydiving and rock 

 climbing so popular? People wouldn’t do 

 these stressful activities unless they 

 enjoyed them. 
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Stressed Out
In this lesson - Talk about what makes you stressed and 
how you relax 
Core activities - 1-5, 7
Grammar - Zero, first and second conditionals with 
providing, as long as and unless
Examples:
Fast food is fine providing you don’t eat too much.
As long as I get a good sleep, I’ll feel fine tomorrow.
People wouldn’t do stressful sports unless they enjoyed 
them.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the questions 
with the words from the box.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1a answers
1) Do you ever feel under stress? When?
2) What do you get stressed about? Why?
3) Do you do anything special to relieve stress? What?
4)  Do you cope well with stressful situations? Why or  

why not?
5) Does anyone you know thrive on stress? Who?

1b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners ask and answer the questions in  
activity 1a.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

1c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the article on page 133. 
Read the title with learners. Elicit ideas about what the 
article will say.

2b
Go over the instructions, list of topics, and example to 
check understanding. 

Learners read the article quickly, check their ideas from 
activity 2a, and write numbers to match each paragraph 
in the article with a topic. Set a time limit of one minute.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a+b answers 
The article is about how stress can be good for you. 
common ideas about stress 1 
learning to love stress 4 
good stress and bad stress 2 
how to recognise good stress 3

Reading text  
(highlighted expressions in italics, places where answers 
to activity 2c can be found underlined, conditionals with 
providing, as long as and unless in bold)

Feeling stressed? Good!

1) 
(a) If you are alive, you are stressed. Stress is our body and 
mind’s natural reaction to the experiences that we have. 
But should we try to avoid it? Most people would say yes, 
because for most people it’s quite simple: stress is bad. 
They think that (b) if they reduce their stress, their lives will 
improve. But studies suggest that this may not always be 
true. For example, some researchers say that (c) if we had 
no stress in our lives, we would be less healthy. 
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1   Do you ever feel            under           
 stress? When?

2   What do you get stressed 
                                    ? Why?

3   Do you do anything special to 
                                    stress? What?

4   Do you                                    well 
 with stressful situations? Why or 
 why not?

5   Does anyone you know 
                                    on stress? Who?

1  Stress is natural. ............................... T / F

2   Most people want to avoid stress. ... T / F

3   All stress is good. ............................ T / F

4   You get ill less often if you have 
 the right kind of stress. .................... T / F

5   Bad stress makes you 
 feel excited. ..................................... T / F

6   Positive thinking can improve the 
 effect of stress. ................................ T / F

7   People wouldn’t do bungee 
 jumping if they didn’t enjoy it. ........ T / F

a   something that is generally true         

b   the result of something unlikely         

c  the result of something possible in 
 the future         

Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Complete the questions 

 below with the words from the box.

Reading
 2 a Read the title of the article on page 133. 

 What do you think the article will say?

 3  Work with a partner. Read paragraph 1 of the 
article again. Write letters below to show what each 
highlighted statement is talking about.

  b Read the article quickly and check your ideas 
 from activity 2a.
 Write numbers to match each paragraph in the 
 article with a topic below.

  c Read the article again and circle an option to show 
 if each statement below is true (T) or false (F).
 Underline the place in the article where you fi nd 
 the answer.

  d Is there anything in the article that you thought
  was surprising? If so, what was it?

  b Work with a partner. Ask and answer the 
 questions in activity 1a.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

about
relieve
thrive
under
cope

common ideas about stress   1  
learning to love stress      

good stress and bad stress      
how to recognise good stress      

Feeling Stressed? Good!

1 (a) If you are alive, you are stressed. Stress  

 is our body and mind’s natural reaction to  

 the experiences that we have. But should  

 we try to avoid it? Most people would 

 say yes, because for most people it’s quite  

 simple: stress is bad. They think that 

 (b) if they reduce their stress, their lives will 

 improve. But studies suggest that this 

 may not always be true. For example, some 

 researchers say that (c) if we had no stress in 

 our lives, we would be less healthy. 

2 Not all stress is good for you, of course. 

 Many people are overworked, worried 

 and under a lot of pressure for very long  

 periods. This kind of chronic stress can   

 cause serious problems, including illness. 

 But some research shows that stress for 

 short periods is very good for us. It can 

 make our bodies stronger and more ready  

 to  ght disease. It seems that, providing we 

 get the right kind of stress, it helps us get ill 

 less often.

3 How do you know if you’re getting the 

 right kind of stress? Ask yourself how you 

 feel in the stressful situation – for example, 

 when you are preparing for an exam, or 

 coming up to a deadline at work. If you feel 

 bad, and are sure you will fail, then the 

 stress you feel will probably be bad. But 

 as long as you feel excited and ready to 

  ght, your stress will be positive and help 

 you to succeed.

4 One interesting idea is that the way we 

 think about stress can change what it does 

 to us. One researcher argues that, providing  

 we think positively about the stress we feel, 

 its effect on us will be positive. The idea  

 seems to be that you can learn to love   

 stress and make it your friend. A strange 

 idea? Maybe. But remember – many people 

 do thrive on stress. Why are sports like 

 bungee jumping, skydiving and rock 

 climbing so popular? People wouldn’t do 

 these stressful activities unless they 

 enjoyed them. 
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2)
Not all stress is good for you, of course. Many people are 
overworked, worried and under a lot of pressure for very 
long periods. This kind of chronic stress can cause serious 
problems, including illness. But some research shows that 
stress for short periods is very good for us. It can make 
our bodies stronger and more ready to fight disease. It 
seems that, providing we get the right kind of stress, it 
helps us get ill less often.

3)
How do you know if you’re getting the right kind of 
stress? Ask yourself how you feel in the stressful situation 
– for example, when you are preparing for an exam, or 
coming up to a deadline at work. If you feel bad, and are 
sure you will fail, then the stress you feel will probably be 
bad. But as long as you feel excited and ready to fight, 
your stress will be positive and help you to succeed.

4)
One interesting idea is that the way we think about stress 
can change what it does to us. One researcher argues 
that, providing we think positively about the stress 
we feel, its effect on us will be positive. The idea seems 
to be that you can learn to love stress and make it your 
friend. A strange idea? Maybe. But remember – many 

people do thrive on stress. Why are sports like bungee 
jumping, skydiving and rock climbing so popular? People 
wouldn’t do these stressful activities unless they 
enjoyed them. 

2c
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners read the article again and circle 
an option to show if each statement is true (T) or false (F). 
Point out that learners should underline the places in the 
article where they find the answers.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2c answers
(See Reading text for where answers can be found)
1) Stress is natural.  T 
2) Most people want to avoid stress.  T 
3) All stress is good.  F
4) You get ill less often if you have the right kind of stress.  T 
5) Bad stress makes you feel excited.  F
6) Positive thinking can improve the effect of stress.  T 
7)  People wouldn’t do bungee jumping if they didn’t  

enjoy it.  T 

2d
Take brief responses to the question.

3
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners read paragraph 1 of the article again and 
write letters to show what each highlighted statement is 
talking about.

With less confident learners, you may like to do this 
activity as a class.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t confirm answers at this 
stage – learners will read to check for themselves in the 
next activity.

3 answers
a) something that is generally true  a
b) the result of something unlikely  c
c) the result of something possible in the future  b
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Rewrite the sentences below using the expressions in parentheses. 

Keep a similar meaning.

 4 Find and circle examples of conditionals with providing, as long as and unless in the article on page 133.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Mark ( ) the main stress in the highlighted expressions below, 

 then underline the schwa (/ə/) sounds in each one.

  b Track 73  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

  c Track 73  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Compare the sentences you completed in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus

unless means if… not.

Our lives would be boring unless we had some stress.

a   If I’m not stressed, I usually sleep well. (unless)

  Unless I‛m stressed, I usually sleep well.                                                                                        

b   I wouldn’t mind a stressful job, but only if I was paid well. (as long as)

                                                                                                                                                    

c   I enjoy working hard, but only if I have time to relax. (providing)

                                                                                                                                                    

d   If I don’t have to work overtime again, I’ll have a nice weekend. (unless)

                                                                                                                                                    

e   If my family came with me, I’d be happy to emigrate. (providing)

                                                                                                                                                    

f   I’ll be happy, but only if I have a holiday this year. (as long as)

                                                                                                                                                    

1   unless I’m stressed

2   providing I’m paid well

3   as long as I get a rest

We can use providing, as long as and unless, instead of if with the zero, fi rst and second conditionals.

providing and as long as mean if, and only if.

A little stress is good for you providing it isn’t too much.
As long as you relax in the exam, you’ll be fi ne.

•  I don’t get stressed about                                                               as long as                                                               

•  I wouldn’t mind                                                               providing                                                               

•  Unless                                                               I’ll                                                               

•  I can usually relax unless                                                               

•  As long as                                                               I’ll be happy.

•  Providing                                                                I thrive on stress.

134 135Lesson 28 Lesson 28

Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.

4
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners find and circle examples of conditionals 
with providing, as long as and unless in the article on 
page 133.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

4 answers
See Reading text on pages 132 and 133 – answers in bold 
and underlined.

Extension
You may like to elicit whether each conditional that learners 
circled in activity 4 is a zero, first or second conditional 
(answers below in parentheses).

(zero) providing we get the right kind of stress, it helps us get 
ill less often
(first) as long as you feel excited and ready to fight, your 
stress will be positive 
(first) providing we think about the stress we feel in a positive 
way, it’s effect on us will be positive
(second) people wouldn’t do these stressful activities unless 
they enjoyed them

Practice

5a-f
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners rewrite the sentences 
using the expressions in parentheses, while keeping a 
similar meaning.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-f answers
a) Unless I’m stressed, I usually sleep well.
b) I wouldn’t mind a stressful job as long as I was paid well.
c) I enjoy working hard providing I have time to relax.
d)  Unless I have to work overtime again, I’ll have a nice 

weekend.
e)  Providing my family came with me, I’d be happy to 

emigrate. 
f ) I’ll be happy as long as I have a holiday this year.
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Practice
 5 Work with a partner. Rewrite the sentences below using the expressions in parentheses. 

Keep a similar meaning.

 4 Find and circle examples of conditionals with providing, as long as and unless in the article on page 133.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own. 

 Choose three of the sentences below and complete them to make them true for you.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Mark ( ) the main stress in the highlighted expressions below, 

 then underline the schwa (/ə/) sounds in each one.

  b Track 73  Listen and check your answers to activity 6a.

  c Track 73  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Compare the sentences you completed in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

Language Focus

unless means if… not.

Our lives would be boring unless we had some stress.

a   If I’m not stressed, I usually sleep well. (unless)

  Unless I‛m stressed, I usually sleep well.                                                                                        

b   I wouldn’t mind a stressful job, but only if I was paid well. (as long as)

                                                                                                                                                    

c   I enjoy working hard, but only if I have time to relax. (providing)

                                                                                                                                                    

d   If I don’t have to work overtime again, I’ll have a nice weekend. (unless)

                                                                                                                                                    

e   If my family came with me, I’d be happy to emigrate. (providing)

                                                                                                                                                    

f   I’ll be happy, but only if I have a holiday this year. (as long as)

                                                                                                                                                    

1   unless I’m stressed

2   providing I’m paid well

3   as long as I get a rest

We can use providing, as long as and unless, instead of if with the zero, fi rst and second conditionals.

providing and as long as mean if, and only if.

A little stress is good for you providing it isn’t too much.
As long as you relax in the exam, you’ll be fi ne.

•  I don’t get stressed about                                                               as long as                                                               

•  I wouldn’t mind                                                               providing                                                               

•  Unless                                                               I’ll                                                               

•  I can usually relax unless                                                               

•  As long as                                                               I’ll be happy.

•  Providing                                                                I thrive on stress.
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Sounding Natural

6a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners mark the main stress in the highlighted 
expressions, then underline the schwa (/ə/) sounds in 
each one.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

6b
Track 73  Learners listen and check their answers to 

activity 6a.

6b answers
See CD script for Track 45 - main stress in bold, schwa 
sounds underlined.

Track 73 (page 180, Student Book) 0:19
1) unless I’m stressed
2) providing I’m paid well
3) as long as I get a rest

6c
Track 73  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to choose three of the 
sentences and complete them to make them true for 
themselves.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners compare the sentences they completed in 
activity 7a, asking questions to get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
in this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a The title of this Lesson is the fi rst part of 

 an English saying.
 Work with a partner. Discuss how you 
 think the saying ends.

Reading
 2 a You are going to read two articles about things 

 that went wrong. Read the beginnings of the 
 articles (on page 137).
 Write a number under each picture on page 137 to 
 match two pictures with each article, then answer 
 the questions below.

 3 a Underline the correct option to complete each 
 statement below.

  b Write numbers to answer the questions below.

  b With a partner, discuss what you think went wrong 
 afterwards in each story in activity 2a.

  b Look at the bottom of the page to fi nd 
 the answer.   
 Do you agree with the saying?

1   Why did Streisand take Adelman to court? 
 What did she want the judge to do, and why?

2   What is the ‘No Drive Day’ law? 
 Why did politicians introduce it?

1   Streisand would / wouldn’t have taken 
 Adelman to court if he hadn’t 
 photographed her home. 

2   If Streisand had / hadn’t taken Adelman to 
 court, fewer people might have looked at 
 the photo.

3   If the air in Mexico City had been good, 
 politicians would / wouldn’t have 
 introduced the ‘No Drive Day’.

4   There might be fewer cars in the city today 
 if they had / hadn’t introduced the law.

Which statements in activity 3a imagine… 

1   the past results of things happening 

 differently in the past?  1              
2   a present result of things happening 
 differently in the past?      

activity 1b answer: …it will go wrong.

1  No Publicity Is Good Publicity
 In 2003, Barbra Streisand, the American 
singer, songwriter, celebrity and multimillionaire, 
contacted her lawyers. She was angry because 
someone had taken a photograph of her home 
and put it on an internet website. She claimed 
that this was an attack on her private life – 
anyone could go to the website, look at where 
she lived and download the picture. Streisand’s 
lawyers took the photographer, Ken Adelman, 
to court. They asked the judge to order Adelman 
to take the photo off the internet so that people 
could not see it.

2  Plan Backfi res

 Air pollution from cars and other traf c 
was a real problem in Mexico City in the 
1980s. People used to say that living there and 
breathing the air was as bad for your health 
as smoking two packets of cigarettes a day. 
Something had to done about it, so in 1989 
politicians introduced a ‘No Drive Day’ law. 
The law said that every car had one day of the 
week when it could not be used – a ‘No Drive 
Day’. This was decided by the car’s number 
plate. For example, if the number on its plate 
ended in a 1 or a 2, it could not be used on 
Thursdays. If the number ended in a 3 or a 4, 
it had to stay off the roads on Wednesdays. The 
lawmakers hoped the law would improve air 
quality by reducing traf c in the city by 20%.

136 137Lesson 29 Lesson 29
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If Anything Can Go Wrong...
In this lesson - Talk about an important decision  
you made
Core activities - 1-4, 6
Grammar - Third and mixed conditionals
Examples:
If you’d asked, I’d have told you.
If you hadn’t broken it, you wouldn’t have to pay.
If you’d tried it, you might have liked it.
We could have a sandwich if you hadn’t eaten all the bread.

Introduction

1a
Direct attention to the lesson title at the top of page 136 
and explain that it is the first part of an English saying. 
Ask learners to work in pairs and discuss how they think 
the saying ends.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

1b
Ask learners to look at the bottom of the page to find the 
answer to the question in activity 1a. 
Explain what the saying means, if necessary. Ask learners 
if they agree with the saying and take brief responses, as 
a way of introducing the reading section of the lesson.

1b answer
The complete saying is: ’If anything can go wrong, it will go 
wrong.’ This is a version of Murphy’s law, though it is not 
necessary to go into this, unless it is raised by a learner. It 
expresses the pessimistic idea that, even if you think that 
nothing can go wrong with a plan, very often something will.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the pictures on page 137 and elicit 
what learners can see. 
For your information, the pictures show: A – Barbra 
Streisand’s California residence; B – a traffic jam in Mexico 
City; C – Barbra Streisand at a Golden Globe Awards 
ceremony; D – a view of Mexico City with pollution hanging 
in the air. Learners do not need to know these details 
to complete the following task. It is enough that they 
can identify, e.g. that picture C shows a famous person, 
probably an entertainer, and that picture D shows a city 
with bad air.

Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Explain to learners that they are going to 
read two articles about things that went wrong. 

Ask them to read the beginnings of the articles (on page 
137), write a number under each picture on page 137 
to match two pictures with each article, then answer the 
questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a answers
picture A – article 1
picture B – article 2
picture C – article 1
picture D – article 2

1)  Streisand took Adelman to court because he had taken a 
photo of her home and put it on the internet. She wanted 
the judge to order Adelman to remove the photo because 
she didn’t want people to look at her home.

2)  The ’No Drive Day’ law is a law preventing each car in 
Mexico City being driven on one day of each week. The 
day on which it can’t be driven is decided by the number 
plate of the car (e.g. if the last digit is 1 or 2, it can’t be used 
on Thursdays). Politicians hoped to reduce traffic and air 
pollution with this law.
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Introduction
 1 a The title of this Lesson is the fi rst part of 

 an English saying.
 Work with a partner. Discuss how you 
 think the saying ends.

Reading
 2 a You are going to read two articles about things 

 that went wrong. Read the beginnings of the 
 articles (on page 137).
 Write a number under each picture on page 137 to 
 match two pictures with each article, then answer 
 the questions below.

 3 a Underline the correct option to complete each 
 statement below.

  b Write numbers to answer the questions below.

  b With a partner, discuss what you think went wrong 
 afterwards in each story in activity 2a.

  b Look at the bottom of the page to fi nd 
 the answer.   
 Do you agree with the saying?

1   Why did Streisand take Adelman to court? 
 What did she want the judge to do, and why?

2   What is the ‘No Drive Day’ law? 
 Why did politicians introduce it?

1   Streisand would / wouldn’t have taken 
 Adelman to court if he hadn’t 
 photographed her home. 

2   If Streisand had / hadn’t taken Adelman to 
 court, fewer people might have looked at 
 the photo.

3   If the air in Mexico City had been good, 
 politicians would / wouldn’t have 
 introduced the ‘No Drive Day’.

4   There might be fewer cars in the city today 
 if they had / hadn’t introduced the law.

Which statements in activity 3a imagine… 

1   the past results of things happening 

 differently in the past?  1              
2   a present result of things happening 
 differently in the past?      

activity 1b answer: …it will go wrong.

1  No Publicity Is Good Publicity
 In 2003, Barbra Streisand, the American 
singer, songwriter, celebrity and multimillionaire, 
contacted her lawyers. She was angry because 
someone had taken a photograph of her home 
and put it on an internet website. She claimed 
that this was an attack on her private life – 
anyone could go to the website, look at where 
she lived and download the picture. Streisand’s 
lawyers took the photographer, Ken Adelman, 
to court. They asked the judge to order Adelman 
to take the photo off the internet so that people 
could not see it.

2  Plan Backfi res

 Air pollution from cars and other traf c 
was a real problem in Mexico City in the 
1980s. People used to say that living there and 
breathing the air was as bad for your health 
as smoking two packets of cigarettes a day. 
Something had to done about it, so in 1989 
politicians introduced a ‘No Drive Day’ law. 
The law said that every car had one day of the 
week when it could not be used – a ‘No Drive 
Day’. This was decided by the car’s number 
plate. For example, if the number on its plate 
ended in a 1 or a 2, it could not be used on 
Thursdays. If the number ended in a 3 or a 4, 
it had to stay off the roads on Wednesdays. The 
lawmakers hoped the law would improve air 
quality by reducing traf c in the city by 20%.
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2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding.  
In pairs, learners discuss what they think went wrong 
afterwards in each story in activity 2a. Monitor and assist 
as necessary.

Feedback as a class, encouraging speculation, but don’t 
confirm any answers at this stage – learners will read to 
check for themselves in the next activity.

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners underline the correct 
option to complete each statement.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

3a answers - in bold (results clauses underlined)
1)  Streisand wouldn’t have taken Adelman to court if he 

hadn’t photographed her home. 
2)  If Streisand hadn’t taken Adelman to court, fewer people 

might have looked at the photo.
3)  If the air in Mexico City had been good, politicians 

wouldn’t have introduced the ’No Drive Day’.
4)  There might be fewer cars in the city today if they hadn’t 

introduced the law.

3b
Do this activity as a class. Elicit the answers and ask 
learners to write numbers to answer the questions.
You may like to point out to learners that each of the 
statements in activity 3a contains two clauses: an if-
clause, which imagines something happening differently 
in the past, and a results clause (underlined in  
3a answers) which imagines the result. 

3b answers 
Statements in activity 3a which imagine… 
1)  the past results of things happening differently in  

the past 1, 2, 3.
2)  a present result of things happening differently in  

the past 4.
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Practice
 4 a Work with a partner. Use your own ideas to write 

 two endings for each sentence below. 
 In one ending, imagine a past result. In the other 
 ending, imagine a present result.

  b Change partners. Share your ideas from activity 4a.

Language Focus
We can use if + past perfect with would when we imagine the results of 
things happening diff erently in the past.

1  Imagining the past results of things that didn’t actually happen,

 or that happened diff erently

If + past perfect/would have + past participle

diff erent (unreal) past imagined past results

If we’d left home earlier, we’d have arrived on time.

If I hadn’t eaten all the pizza, I wouldn’t have felt so ill.

This is sometimes called the third conditional.

2 Imagining the present results of things that didn’t actually

 happen, or that happened diff erently

if + past perfect/would + base form of the verb

diff erent (unreal) past imagined present results

If I’d saved more, I’d be rich today.

If she’d said ‘yes’, we’d be married.

This is sometimes called a mixed conditional.

3 We can use other modal verbs, such as might and could, in 

 the ‘results’ clause.

diff erent (unreal) past imagined results

If they'd asked nicely, I might have agreed.

If I hadn’t forgotten my wallet, I could lend you some money.

4 The order of the clauses doesn’t usually matter, but when the 

 if-clause comes second, we don’t use a comma.

I might have agreed if they'd asked nicely.

I could lend you some money if I hadn’t forgotten my wallet.

1   If Columbus hadn’t arrived in America, …

 rock and roll wouldn‛t have been invented.       
 the world might be much more boring.             
2   If my country had been the first to land on 
 the moon, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

3   If smartphones hadn’t been invented, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

4   If oil had run out 100 years ago, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

5   If dinosaurs hadn’t become extinct, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

Interact
 6 a Work on your own. Think about an important decision you have made in your life, relating 

 to work/study/family/where you live. Use the questions below to make notes about it.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences below. 

 Cross out the parts of the highlighted words which are not usually pronounced when we speak naturally.

  b Track 74  Listen and check your answers to activity 5a.

  c Track 74  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.  
 Tell each other about the decisions you made notes on in activity 6a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1  I would have won if I had tried harder.

2   If I had got the job, I would be in America today.

3   I would have gone to university if I had had the chance.

What was the decision?

What things went well? What would have happened if they hadn’t gone well?

Did anything go wrong? What? What would have happened if it hadn’t gone wrong?

How might your life be diff erent now if you had decided diff erently?
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.
You may like to remind learners how the past perfect is 
formed (had + past participle).

You will be aware that continuous forms are also possible 
in both the if-clause and the results clause, e.g. If I hadn’t 
been living in Paris, I’d never have met her. If we hadn’t 
brought so much money, we wouldn’t be having such a 
good time. It’s probably best not to go into this unless it is 
raised by a learner.

Practice

4a
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use their own ideas to 
write two endings for each sentence. Point out that they 
should imagine a past result in one ending, and a present 
result in the other ending.

Alternative procedure
If time is short, you may like to allocate a limited number 
of sentences for each pair of learners to complete.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

4b
Learners change partners and share their ideas from 
activity 4a.

Feedback as a class, asking learners to comment on the 
most interesting ideas that they heard.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Practice
 4 a Work with a partner. Use your own ideas to write 

 two endings for each sentence below. 
 In one ending, imagine a past result. In the other 
 ending, imagine a present result.

  b Change partners. Share your ideas from activity 4a.

Language Focus
We can use if + past perfect with would when we imagine the results of 
things happening diff erently in the past.

1  Imagining the past results of things that didn’t actually happen,

 or that happened diff erently

If + past perfect/would have + past participle

diff erent (unreal) past imagined past results

If we’d left home earlier, we’d have arrived on time.

If I hadn’t eaten all the pizza, I wouldn’t have felt so ill.

This is sometimes called the third conditional.

2 Imagining the present results of things that didn’t actually

 happen, or that happened diff erently

if + past perfect/would + base form of the verb

diff erent (unreal) past imagined present results

If I’d saved more, I’d be rich today.

If she’d said ‘yes’, we’d be married.

This is sometimes called a mixed conditional.

3 We can use other modal verbs, such as might and could, in 

 the ‘results’ clause.

diff erent (unreal) past imagined results

If they'd asked nicely, I might have agreed.

If I hadn’t forgotten my wallet, I could lend you some money.

4 The order of the clauses doesn’t usually matter, but when the 

 if-clause comes second, we don’t use a comma.

I might have agreed if they'd asked nicely.

I could lend you some money if I hadn’t forgotten my wallet.

1   If Columbus hadn’t arrived in America, …

 rock and roll wouldn‛t have been invented.       
 the world might be much more boring.             
2   If my country had been the first to land on 
 the moon, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

3   If smartphones hadn’t been invented, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

4   If oil had run out 100 years ago, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

5   If dinosaurs hadn’t become extinct, …
                                                                               
                                                                               

Interact
 6 a Work on your own. Think about an important decision you have made in your life, relating 

 to work/study/family/where you live. Use the questions below to make notes about it.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences below. 

 Cross out the parts of the highlighted words which are not usually pronounced when we speak naturally.

  b Track 74  Listen and check your answers to activity 5a.

  c Track 74  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner.  
 Tell each other about the decisions you made notes on in activity 6a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1  I would have won if I had tried harder.

2   If I had got the job, I would be in America today.

3   I would have gone to university if I had had the chance.

What was the decision?

What things went well? What would have happened if they hadn’t gone well?

Did anything go wrong? What? What would have happened if it hadn’t gone wrong?

How might your life be diff erent now if you had decided diff erently?
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Sounding Natural

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the sentences and 
cross out the parts of the highlighted words which are 
not usually pronounced when we speak naturally.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class (you may like to write the sentences 
on the board and ask learners to show what they think 
should be crossed out on these). Don’t confirm answers 
at this stage – learners will listen to check for themselves 
in the next activity.

5a answers
See 5b answers.

5b
Track 74  Learners listen and check their answers to 

activity 5a.

5b answers
1) I would have won if I had tried harder.
2) If I had got the job, I would be in America today.
3) I would have gone to university if I had had the chance.

Track 74 (page 180, Student Book) 0:23
1) I’d have won if I’d tried harder.
2) If I’d got the job, I’d be in America today.
3) I’d have gone to university if I’d had the chance.

5c
Track 74  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

Interact

6a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently, think about an important 
decision they have made in their life, relating to work/
study/family/where they live, then use the questions to 
make notes about it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

6b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about the decisions they 
made notes on in activity 6a, asking questions to get 
more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

6c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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140 141

30 Spare Time Passions

Introduction
 1 a Draw lines in the table below to match the 

 meanings on the left with the correct adjectives.

 2 Complete each sentence below with an adjective 
or noun from activity 1.

  b Write the related nouns next to the adjectives 
 in activity 1a.

a  She’s  interested  in crafts and enjoys 
 making her own jewellery.

b   He has a bit of an                            with 
 computer games and spends all his 
 money on them.

c   I’m                            about photography 
 – it’s the most important thing in my life.

d   He’s completely                            with 
 tenpin bowling and he can’t talk about 
 anything else.

e   She loves gardening and has a real 
                            for roses.

f   I’ve always had an                            in art, 
 especially modern sculpture.

meaning adjective noun

wanting 
to think 
about 
something 
and find 
out more 
about it

passionate                      

having 
very 
strong 
emotions

obsessed                      

unable 
to stop 
thinking 
about 
something

interested                       

A B

C D

Identify the main topics a speaker talks about. This will help you understand the details better.

Listening skills and strategies

Identify topics

 3 Track 75  You are going to listen to Carla and 
Gus talk about what they do in their spare time.
Listen to the fi rst parts of what they say. 
Write a letter below to match what they each talk 
about, with one of the pictures on pages 140 and 141.

 4 a Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79  

 Listen to the whole of what Carla says, in four parts.
 Underline the correct option to show the topic that  
 she talks about in each part. 

  c Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79  

 Listen again and check your ideas  from activity 4b.

  b Work with a partner. Read the things, below, that 
 Carla says.
 Number each group of things in the order you 
 think she talks about them, and discuss what you 
 think they refer to.

In this Lesson: Tell people about something you do in your spare time
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

part 1   what she likes to do / 
what other people think

part 2  how she started / 
why she likes what she does 

part 3   why she likes what she does / 
what other people think

part 4   how she started / 
why she likes what she does

        
you’ve escaped   a different world

running around, discovering things
explore   puzzles   secrets

        
ever since I can remember

a coin in an arcade machine

         

too old for it   female
laughing at me

friends get quite worried
John   talk for hours and hours

         
three different consoles   PC
role-playing games fantasy 

dragons and elves

Carla picture         

Gus picture         

E F

Listening

Lesson 30 Lesson 30
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Spare Time Passions
In this lesson - Tell people about something you do in 
your spare time
Core activities - 1-5, 7 
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners draw lines in the table to match the 
meanings on the left with the correct adjectives.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1b
Elicit the nouns that relate to each adjective in activity 
1a and ask learners to write them into the table.

1a+b answers

meaning adjective noun

wanting to think 
about something 
and find out 
more about it

interested interest

having very 
strong emotions passionate passion

unable to stop 
thinking about 
something

obsessed obsession

2a-f
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete each sentence 
with an adjective or noun from activity 1.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Highlight the preposition that 
follows each adjective or noun.

2a-f answers 
a)  She’s interested in crafts and enjoys making her own 

jewellery.
b)  He has a bit of an obsession with computer games and 

spends all his money on them.
c)  I’m passionate about photography – it’s the most 

important thing in my life.
d)  He’s completely obsessed with tenpin bowling and he 

can’t talk about anything else.
e)  She loves gardening and has a real passion for roses.
f)  I’ve always had an interest in art, especially modern 

sculpture.

Listening
Draw attention to the Listening skills and strategies box 
and go over its contents with learners.

Listening skills and strategies
Identify topics
Identify the main topics a speaker talks about. This will 
help you understand the details better.

3
Track 75  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding. Draw attention to the pictures on pages 
140 and 141 and elicit what learners can see, and what 
activities the pictures may represent. (A - tenpin bowling, 
B - photography, C - gardening, D - computer games, E - 
jewellery making, F - an interest in art)

Learners listen to the first parts of what Carla and Gus say 
and write letters to match what they each talk about, with 
one of the pictures on pages 140 and 141.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3 answers
Carla - picture D, Gus - picture B
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140 141

30 Spare Time Passions

Introduction
 1 a Draw lines in the table below to match the 

 meanings on the left with the correct adjectives.

 2 Complete each sentence below with an adjective 
or noun from activity 1.

  b Write the related nouns next to the adjectives 
 in activity 1a.

a  She’s  interested  in crafts and enjoys 
 making her own jewellery.

b   He has a bit of an                            with 
 computer games and spends all his 
 money on them.

c   I’m                            about photography 
 – it’s the most important thing in my life.

d   He’s completely                            with 
 tenpin bowling and he can’t talk about 
 anything else.

e   She loves gardening and has a real 
                            for roses.

f   I’ve always had an                            in art, 
 especially modern sculpture.

meaning adjective noun

wanting 
to think 
about 
something 
and find 
out more 
about it

passionate                      

having 
very 
strong 
emotions

obsessed                      

unable 
to stop 
thinking 
about 
something

interested                       

A B

C D

Identify the main topics a speaker talks about. This will help you understand the details better.

Listening skills and strategies

Identify topics

 3 Track 75  You are going to listen to Carla and 
Gus talk about what they do in their spare time.
Listen to the fi rst parts of what they say. 
Write a letter below to match what they each talk 
about, with one of the pictures on pages 140 and 141.

 4 a Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79  

 Listen to the whole of what Carla says, in four parts.
 Underline the correct option to show the topic that  
 she talks about in each part. 

  c Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79  

 Listen again and check your ideas  from activity 4b.

  b Work with a partner. Read the things, below, that 
 Carla says.
 Number each group of things in the order you 
 think she talks about them, and discuss what you 
 think they refer to.

In this Lesson: Tell people about something you do in your spare time
Skills: Extended listening and speaking

part 1   what she likes to do / 
what other people think

part 2  how she started / 
why she likes what she does 

part 3   why she likes what she does / 
what other people think

part 4   how she started / 
why she likes what she does

        
you’ve escaped   a different world

running around, discovering things
explore   puzzles   secrets

        
ever since I can remember

a coin in an arcade machine

         

too old for it   female
laughing at me

friends get quite worried
John   talk for hours and hours

         
three different consoles   PC
role-playing games fantasy 

dragons and elves

Carla picture         

Gus picture         

E F

Listening
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Track 75 (page 180, Student Book) 1:16
Carla
I’ve got three different consoles, but I mainly use my PC now. That’s 
what you need for the kind of games I like the best these days, 
which are RPGs - role-playing games, where you’re a character 
and you run around talking to people and doing things. I’m into 
the fantastical, um, into games that are more in kind of fantasy 
settings, where you have dragons and elves and stuff.
Gus
My grandfather gave me his old SLR about five years ago and, well, 
to begin with, I was just like a… like a kid with a new toy, really. 
It wasn’t digital, and it was the first time I’d used film – I’d really 
only ever taken snaps with my phone before – so I had a lot of fun 
just playing around with it. At first I just wanted to take passable 
pictures, but pretty quickly it started to get more serious. I even set 
up a darkroom and got into developing the film myself. For me, 
when you’re doing something that you really like, you might as well 
try to be very good at it. Otherwise, what’s the point, right? 

4a
Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79  

Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners listen to Carla’s whole story 
in four parts. For each part, they underline the correct 
option to show the topic that she talks about.

With less confident learners, you may like to pause 
between each part, allowing learners to check with each 
other, before playing the next track.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4a answers
part 1 - what she likes to do
part 2 - how she started
part 3 - what other people think
part 4 - why she likes what she does

Track 76 (page 180, Student Book) 0:34
part one
Carla - I’ve got three different consoles, but I mainly use my PC 
now. That’s what you need for the kind of games I like the best 
these days, which are RPGs - role-playing games, where you’re a 
character and you run around talking to people and doing things. 
I’m into the fantastical, um, into games that are more in kind of 
fantasy settings, where you have dragons and elves and stuff.

Track 77 (page 180, Student Book) 0:19
part two
Carla - It’s been my passion ever since I can remember. From the 
first time I put a coin in an arcade machine, I was hooked for life. I’m 
42 now, so I’ve been doing it for over 30 years. 

Track 78 (page 180, Student Book) 0:35
part three
Carla - People are always telling me I’m too old for it and, being 
female, I get extra helpings of people laughing at me and thinking 
I’m weird, and I think my friends get quite worried about me 
sometimes, the amount I play. It’s, um, almost an obsession 
sometimes. Luckily, John – my husband – is into it in a big way too, 
and we can talk for hours and hours about the different characters 
we’re into.

Track 79 (page 180, Student Book) 0:41
part four
Carla - That’s what’s cool about… that’s one of the best things 
about computer games, it’s kind of escapist and, like… now that 
the graphics and programs are so advanced, it’s almost like you’re 
really there – you’ve escaped from the real world, and you’re in  
a different world, you’re into a new world of your own, actually, and 
you’re there running around, discovering things, fighting battles, 
making friends. There’s lots of things to explore – lots of puzzles… 
lots and lots of secrets. That’s what I love.

4b
Go over the instructions and things that Carla says, to 
check understanding. 
In pairs, learners number each group of things in the 
order they think she talks about them, and discuss what 
they think these refer to. Point out to learners that they 
can look at their answers to activity 4a to remember the 
topics that Carla talked about.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Accept any reasonable ideas – 
learners will listen to check for themselves in the next 
activity.
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142 143

 5 a Track 80  Listen to the whole of what Gus says.
 Number the topics, below, in the order that he 
 talks about them.

  c Track 80  Listen again and check your 
 ideas from activity 5b.

  b Work with a partner. Read the numbers, below, 
 that relate to each topic Gus talks about.
 Discuss what you think the numbers refer to.

 6 Do you know anyone like Carla or Gus?

how he started     1   

what he likes to do         

why he likes what he does          

what other people think          

topic one

five years ago

topic two 

three to four hours 
zero
one or two 
99% of the time

topic three

one per cent of the time

topic four

a million things

Interact
 7 a Think of something that you like to do in your spare time.

 Use the questions below to make notes about it.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the things you made notes on in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

What do you do?

How/When did you start doing it?

What do other people think?

What do you like about it?

Are you passionate about it?

Would you say it’s an obsession?

Lesson 30 Lesson 30

4c
Track 76  Track 77  Track 78  Track 79

Learners listen again and check their ideas from  
activity 4b.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4b+c suggested answers 
(in the order Carla talks about them)
1)
Carla says she has three different consoles but she mainly 
uses a PC. She likes role-playing games and fantasy… 
dragons and elves and that kind of thing.
2)
She’s liked computer games ever since she can remember… 
ever since she put a coin in an arcade machine.
3)
People say she’s too old for it… they think it’s strange that a 
female likes it. She says people are always laughing at her 
and her friends get quite worried about her sometimes. 
Her husband John likes computer games too, and they can 
talk for hours and hours about them.
4)
What she likes is that you’ve escaped to a different world. 
She likes running around, discovering things in the 
world. It’s a world she can explore, with lots of puzzles and 
secrets.

5a
Track 80  Go over the instructions and example to 

check understanding. Learners listen to the whole of what 
Gus says, and number the topics in the order that he talks 
about them.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5a answers
how he started 1
what he likes to do 2
why he likes what he does 4
what other people think 3

5b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners read the numbers that relate to each topic 
Gus talks about and discuss what they think the numbers 
refer to.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

Take brief feedback. Accept any reasonable ideas – 
learners will listen to check for themselves in the next 
activity.

5c
Track 80  Learners listen again and check their ideas 

from activity 5b.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

5b+c suggested answers
Part 1
five years ago – when Gus’s grandfather gave him the 
camera

Part 2
three to four hours – how long Gus walks on the street, 
trying to get a good shot
zero – the number of good shots he gets on a normal
day
one or two – the number of good shots he gets on a good 
day
99% of the time – when Gus has his camera with him
Part 3
one per cent of the time – when Gus doesn’t have his 
camera with him (when he’s with his girlfriend)
Part 4
a million things – the things he never saw before the 
camera, but which he sees now

Track 80 (page 180, Student Book) 2:42
Gus  
My grandfather gave me his old SLR about five years ago 
and, well, to begin with, I was just like a… like a kid with a 
new toy, really. It wasn’t digital, and it was the first time I’d 
used film – I’d really only ever taken snaps with my phone 
before – so I had a lot of fun just playing around with it. At 
first I just wanted to take passable pictures, but pretty quickly 
it started to get more serious. I even set up a darkroom and 
got into developing the film myself. For me, when you’re 
doing something that you really like, you might as well try to 
be very good at it. Otherwise, what’s the point, right? 
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142 143

 5 a Track 80  Listen to the whole of what Gus says.
 Number the topics, below, in the order that he 
 talks about them.

  c Track 80  Listen again and check your 
 ideas from activity 5b.

  b Work with a partner. Read the numbers, below, 
 that relate to each topic Gus talks about.
 Discuss what you think the numbers refer to.

 6 Do you know anyone like Carla or Gus?

how he started     1   

what he likes to do         

why he likes what he does          

what other people think          

topic one

five years ago

topic two 

three to four hours 
zero
one or two 
99% of the time

topic three

one per cent of the time

topic four

a million things

Interact
 7 a Think of something that you like to do in your spare time.

 Use the questions below to make notes about it.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the things you made notes on in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

What do you do?

How/When did you start doing it?

What do other people think?

What do you like about it?

Are you passionate about it?

Would you say it’s an obsession?

Lesson 30 Lesson 30

I was soon fanatically shooting as much as I could, pushing 
myself to get better and better shots. What I’m into is street 
photography, so I don’t have a studio, or use models, or 
anything like that. What I do is, I go out with my camera and  
I shoot what I see around me. Sounds simple, yeah? Believe 
me, it isn’t! It’s one of the hardest things. I can spend three to 
four hours walking in the street looking to capture that perfect 
moment. How many good shots do I get? On normal days, I 
get zero. On good days, I get maybe one or two that I want to 
keep. I have my camera with me 99% of the time because I can 
guarantee, when I don’t, something will show up. 

That one per cent of the time that I don’t have the camera 
is when I’m with my girlfriend. She thinks I’m obsessed. 
When we go on a date, she insists that I leave my camera at 
home. She says that I’m either with her or with the camera. 
My friends… well, my friends are always saying that they’re 
amazed at how much ’work’ I put into it, but I’ve never 
thought about it in that way. I just really want to do it. 

Why do I want to do it? Well first, I guess, it’s really addictive – 
you feel so alive when you’re trying to get that shot. You have 
to be awake and switched on to everything that’s going on 
around you, and even then you fail most of the time… But 
when you make it, and get something good… well, nothing 
can beat that feeling. It can be, I mean, definitely dangerous 
sometimes too, and that can be exciting. It’s like you’re some 
kind of inappropriate weirdo taking photos of strangers

without permission. And then… well, the thing is, somehow, 
having the camera with me means that I really see things 
– colours and shapes, shadows and lines… the expressions on 
people’s faces… a million things I really never saw before… before 
the camera, but I see them now… even if I miss the shot.

6
Take brief responses to the question as a way of rounding 
off the listening section.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to think of something they 
like to do in their spare time, and use the questions to 
make notes about it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
In pairs, learners tell each other about the things they 
made notes on in activity 7a, asking questions to get 
more information.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Ask and answer the 

 questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   Do you ever read online news stories 
 (in English, or in your own language)? 
 If you do, on which websites do you 
 read them?

2   Have you ever made a comment online
 about something you read? 
 If you have, what did you say?

Reading
 2 a Read the online news story above.                                                                                                                                         

b  Work with a partner. Use the notes you made to tell your partner about the story, and answer any 
questions they have.

Who is the story about? What has he done?

Professor Franz Panzer

What question did the reporters ask? What was the answer?

Other information

 3  Read the Readers’ Comments. Write P next to the 
positive comments. Write N next to the negative 
comments. Write ? next to the comments which are 
neither positive nor negative.  4 a Write the underlined expressions from the 

 fi rst set of Readers’ Comments into the correct 
 spaces in the table below.

stating an opinion as a ‘fact’ 
This is fantastic!

giving opinions in the form of questions

+ clause

agreeing

expressing a lack of interest

disagreeing and introducing a 
contradictory opinion

introducing opinions

+ clause

avoiding giving an opinion

What Do You Say, Dog? 
 Have you ever wondered what pets would say if they could talk? Now, at last, thanks to the pioneering work of 

Professor Franz Panzer, you can!

 Professor Panzer, head of the Department of Advanced Animal Communication at a German university, has invented 

an animal translation machine. He gave an exclusive demonstration using a small Jack Russell terrier called Jurgen.

 ‘Woof, woof, woof!’ said Jurgen. We waited as the translation machine whirred and rumbled. Finally, a thin 

piece of paper emerged from the side of the machine. Professor Panzer took hold of the printout and read 

carefully. ‘What did Jurgen say?’ we asked.

 ‘Well, you have to remember that Jurgen is a German dog but, basically, what he said was, ‘Hey, hey, hey!’’ 

said the professor.   Read more. 

  b Find more expressions in the second set of 
 comments and add them to the table.

  c Do you know any other, similar, expressions?

   Readers’ Comments 

 Prev 1 2 3

   What Do You Say, Dog? 
Next  

Still ill  

This is fantastic! It will completely 
change everything. P

What She Said 

Do you really think so? In my opinion, all it proves is 
that they don’t really say anything at all. 

Handsome Bloke 

My thoughts exactly! It just said, ‘Hey, hey, hey!’
That’s not even proper speech!

Cosmo

Absolutely! When will people see that animals 
aren’t human?

Bigmouth Strikes Again

I don’t really understand it like that. I feel that 
he could be onto something…

Science Guy 17

I don’t really know. It’s a diffi  cult question. 

The Thinker

I’m not really bothered by it. There are so many 
more important things to worry about.

Language Focus
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Taking Sides
In this lesson - Discuss an issue
Core activities - 2-8
Function - Giving and responding to opinions 

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding.
You may like to give brief responses to the questions 
yourself, as a model.
In pairs, learners ask and answer the questions.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

1b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the online news story on page 146.
Go over the instructions and examples to check 
understanding.  
Learners read the online story, and use the tables under 
the story to make notes.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Example notes:

What Do You Say, Dog?

Who is the story about? Professor Franz Panzer

What has he done? invented animal 
translation machine

What question did the 
reporters ask?

’What did Jurgen say?’

What was the answer? ’Hey, hey, hey!’

Other information Jurgen – dog (Jack 
Russell) said, ’Woof, woof, 
woof!’
Machine translated this 
as, ’Hey, hey, hey!’

2b
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
Learners work with a partner. They use the notes they 
made to tell their partners about the story, and answer 
any questions their partners have.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback. Take brief responses from learners about their 
reactions to the stories they have just shared.

3
Direct attention to the Readers’ Comments on page 147.  
Go over the instructions and example to check understanding.
In pairs, learners read the comments again and write P 
next to the comments which give positive responses to 
the stories, N next to the comments which give negative 
responses, and ? next to the comments which give neither 
positive nor negative responses.

3a+b answers 

What Do You Say, Dog?
Still Ill: 
This is fantastic! It will completely change everything. P
What She Said: 
Do you really think so? In my opinion, all it proves is that 
they don’t really say anything at all. N
Handsome Bloke: 
My thoughts exactly! It just said, ’Hey, hey, hey!’ That’s not 
even proper speech! N
Cosmo:
Absolutely! When will people see that animals aren’t 
human? N 
Bigmouth Strikes Again:
I don’t really understand it like that. I feel that he could be 
onto something… P
Science Guy 17: 
I don’t really know. It’s a difficult question. ?
The Thinker: 
I’m not really bothered by it. There are so many more 
important things to worry about. ?
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Ask and answer the 

 questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

1   Do you ever read online news stories 
 (in English, or in your own language)? 
 If you do, on which websites do you 
 read them?

2   Have you ever made a comment online
 about something you read? 
 If you have, what did you say?

Reading
 2 a Read the online news story above.                                                                                                                                         

b  Work with a partner. Use the notes you made to tell your partner about the story, and answer any 
questions they have.

Who is the story about? What has he done?

Professor Franz Panzer

What question did the reporters ask? What was the answer?

Other information

 3  Read the Readers’ Comments. Write P next to the 
positive comments. Write N next to the negative 
comments. Write ? next to the comments which are 
neither positive nor negative.  4 a Write the underlined expressions from the 

 fi rst set of Readers’ Comments into the correct 
 spaces in the table below.

stating an opinion as a ‘fact’ 
This is fantastic!

giving opinions in the form of questions

+ clause

agreeing

expressing a lack of interest

disagreeing and introducing a 
contradictory opinion

introducing opinions

+ clause

avoiding giving an opinion

What Do You Say, Dog? 
 Have you ever wondered what pets would say if they could talk? Now, at last, thanks to the pioneering work of 

Professor Franz Panzer, you can!

 Professor Panzer, head of the Department of Advanced Animal Communication at a German university, has invented 

an animal translation machine. He gave an exclusive demonstration using a small Jack Russell terrier called Jurgen.

 ‘Woof, woof, woof!’ said Jurgen. We waited as the translation machine whirred and rumbled. Finally, a thin 

piece of paper emerged from the side of the machine. Professor Panzer took hold of the printout and read 

carefully. ‘What did Jurgen say?’ we asked.

 ‘Well, you have to remember that Jurgen is a German dog but, basically, what he said was, ‘Hey, hey, hey!’’ 

said the professor.   Read more. 

  b Find more expressions in the second set of 
 comments and add them to the table.

  c Do you know any other, similar, expressions?

   Readers’ Comments 

 Prev 1 2 3

   What Do You Say, Dog? 
Next  

Still ill  

This is fantastic! It will completely 
change everything. P

What She Said 

Do you really think so? In my opinion, all it proves is 
that they don’t really say anything at all. 

Handsome Bloke 

My thoughts exactly! It just said, ‘Hey, hey, hey!’
That’s not even proper speech!

Cosmo

Absolutely! When will people see that animals 
aren’t human?

Bigmouth Strikes Again

I don’t really understand it like that. I feel that 
he could be onto something…

Science Guy 17

I don’t really know. It’s a diffi  cult question. 

The Thinker

I’m not really bothered by it. There are so many 
more important things to worry about.
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Language Focus

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
Run through the headings in the table and explain 
anything that learners are unsure of.
In pairs, learners write the underlined expressions from 
the first set of Readers’ Comments into the correct spaces 
in the table.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. You may like to draw the table on the 
board and have learners come up to write in the answers.

4b    
In pairs, learners find more  expressions in the second set 
of Readers’ Comments in activity 3 and add these to the 
table. Highlight the fact that there is one blank line for 
each expression they have to find.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a group. You may like to continue having 
learners come up to write their answers in a table drawn 
on the whiteboard, as in activity 4a.

4a+b answers 
4a answers underlined; 4b answers in italic, with 
commenter in parentheses

stating an opinion as a ’fact’ 
This is fantastic!
It will completely change everything.
It’s a stupid idea. (Bob 19)  
They’ll hate you… (Mr Smith)

introducing opinions
In my opinion…
I feel that…
I think that…(Daphne 
Superstar)
I strongly believe that…
(Yellow Submarine)

+ clause

giving opinions in the form of questions
When will people see 
that…

+ clause
Why don’t people realise 
that… (Cemetery Gates) 

agreeing
My thoughts exactly!
Absolutely! 
I couldn’t agree with you more. (Yellow Submarine)
Exactly! (Cemetery Gates)

disagreeing and introducing a contradictory opinion
Do you really think so?
I don’t really understand it like that. 
I don’t see it like that. (Daphne Superstar) 
That’s just your opinion. (Mr Smith)

expressing a lack of interest
I’m not really bothered by it.
I don’t care. (Suedehead)
It doesn’t really bother me that much. (Suedehead)

avoiding giving an opinion
I don’t really know.
It’s a difficult question.
I don’t know what to say. (Running on Empty)
I can see both sides of the story. (Running on Empty)

4c    
Elicit any more expressions learners may know.
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with your own ideas.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 81  Listen. Underline the two main, stressed syllables in each expression below.

Interact
 8 a As a group, choose one of the statements below to discuss.

a   In my opinion, Hollywood films                              

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

b   I feel that computer games                                     

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

c   Why don’t people realise that children                   

                                                      

                                                      

                                                    

d   I strongly believe that learning how to cook            

                                                      

                                                      

                                                    

e   When will people understand that the internet 

                                                      

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

f   I think that football                   

                                                      

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

1  I couldn’t agree with you more. 

2  My thoughts exactly!

3  That’s just your opinion.

4  I don’t really see it like that. 

5  Do you really think so?

6  It doesn’t really bother me that much.

7  I’m not really bothered by it.

8  I don’t really know.

9  It’s a difficult question.

  b Track 81  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work on your own.
 Make a note of three points you can make about the statement the group chose in activity 8a.

  c As a group, discuss the statement you chose.
 Give your opinions. Listen and respond to other people’s opinions.
 Can everyone agree?

 7 Work with a partner.
Read the sentences you completed in activity 5 to your partner.
Use expressions from activity 6 to respond to what your partner says.

example A: In my opinion, Hollywood  lms are boring.
               B: Do you really think so? I think they‛re great!

   The internet is very good for children.

   One day, everywhere in the world will be exactly the same – and that is a good thing.

   Having free time is more important than having money. 

   No one should keep pets, because there isn’t enough food for humans.

148 149Lesson 31 Lesson 31

Practice

5a-f    
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
You may like to elicit one or two ideas for completing one 
of the sentences before starting the activity.
Learners work independently to complete the sentences 
with their own ideas.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

5a-f answers 
Learners’ own ideas.
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with your own ideas.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 81  Listen. Underline the two main, stressed syllables in each expression below.

Interact
 8 a As a group, choose one of the statements below to discuss.

a   In my opinion, Hollywood films                              

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

b   I feel that computer games                                     

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

c   Why don’t people realise that children                   

                                                      

                                                      

                                                    

d   I strongly believe that learning how to cook            

                                                      

                                                      

                                                    

e   When will people understand that the internet 

                                                      

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

f   I think that football                   

                                                      

                                                      

                                                      

                                                     

1  I couldn’t agree with you more. 

2  My thoughts exactly!

3  That’s just your opinion.

4  I don’t really see it like that. 

5  Do you really think so?

6  It doesn’t really bother me that much.

7  I’m not really bothered by it.

8  I don’t really know.

9  It’s a difficult question.

  b Track 81  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work on your own.
 Make a note of three points you can make about the statement the group chose in activity 8a.

  c As a group, discuss the statement you chose.
 Give your opinions. Listen and respond to other people’s opinions.
 Can everyone agree?

 7 Work with a partner.
Read the sentences you completed in activity 5 to your partner.
Use expressions from activity 6 to respond to what your partner says.

example A: In my opinion, Hollywood  lms are boring.
               B: Do you really think so? I think they‛re great!

   The internet is very good for children.

   One day, everywhere in the world will be exactly the same – and that is a good thing.

   Having free time is more important than having money. 

   No one should keep pets, because there isn’t enough food for humans.

148 149Lesson 31 Lesson 31

Sounding Natural
6a

Track 81  Learners listen and underline the two 
main, stressed syllables in each expression.

6a answers 
See CD script Track 81 - answers underlined.

Track 81 (page 181, Student Book) 0:52
1) I couldn’t agree with you more. 
2) My thoughts exactly!
3) That’s just your opinion.
4) I don’t really see it like that. 
5) Do you really think so? 
6) It doesn’t really bother me that much.
7) I’m not really bothered by it.
8) I don’t really know.
9) It’s a difficult question.

6b
Track 81  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.
Remodel and redrill if necessary.

7
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
In pairs, learners read the sentences they completed in 
activity 5 to their partner. Their partners use expressions 
from activity 6 to respond.

Interact

8a 
Have the class vote for one of the statements to discuss.

8b     
Learners work independently to make a note of three 
points they can make about the statement the class 
chose in activity 8a. Monitor and assist as necessary.

8c     
As a group, learners discuss the statement they chose.
You may need to start the discussion off by making one 
or two initial points, but try to move into the background 
as quickly as possible during this activity.

Feedback. Ask learners if anyone changed their opinion 
at all during the discussion.

Extension
If time allows, you may like to repeat the procedure with 
other statements from activity 8a.

Alternative procedure
If you feel a class may be too reticent to put forward their 
own opinions during the Interact activity, you may like to do 
the following:
1.  Elicit some possible positive and negative responses to 

one of the statements, e.g.  
Statement: The internet is very good for children. 
Positive responses: the internet gives children access to 
much more knowledge than any other generation has 
ever had; children can make friends and be in contact 
with people all over the world through the internet. 
Negative responses: children need to play outside, not be 
stuck indoors on computers; there are a lot of dangerous 
people who use the internet.

2.  Divide the class into two groups. Have one group add to 
the list of positive responses. Have the other group do the 
same with the negative responses. Monitor and assist as 
necessary.

3.  Have learners discuss the statement as a kind of role-play 
– each learner putting forward the points that they 
previously listed in the groups they were in.
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 Harry Speed was one of the best students 
in Lyle High School, Scotland. The teachers all 
thought that he was a likeable, clever 17-year-
old. He worked hard and got top marks in his 
exams, but he never spent his free time with the 
other kids. They invited him to come out with 
them, but he told them to leave him alone. He 
said that he preferred to stay at home and study. 

 He lived in a house on his own and did 
all his own cooking and cleaning. When Harry’s 
classmates asked him where his mother was, he 
told them that she was an opera singer and that 
she was touring around Europe.

 After they graduated from high school, 
some students asked Harry if he would like 
to join them on a trip to the sunny, Spanish 
island of Tenerife. They all went to buy their 
tickets together, but Harry’s friends discovered 
something shocking when the travel agent asked 
them to show their passports. Harry showed his 
and they all saw that he was actually a 32-year-
old man named Bill Ferguson!

Harry’s 
High

School
Secret

Introduction

Reading

  b Discuss the questions below as a class.

  b Read the rest of the article to check your ideas from activity 2a. 

1   Is it OK to tell white lies? Why or why not?

2   Is it ever OK to stretch the truth (e.g. when you apply for a job)?

3   Is taking someone in always bad? 

4   Have you ever told a child that Father Christmas is real?

1  ‘He’s a likeable, clever 17-year-old.’                the teachers               
2  ‘Come out with us.’                                             

3  ‘Leave me alone!’                                             

4  ‘I prefer to stay at home and study.’                                             

5  ‘Where is your mother?’                                             

6  ‘My mother is an opera singer.’                                             

7  ‘Would you like to join us on a trip to Tenerife?’                                             

8  ‘Please show me your passports.’                                             

tell make stretch take

      tell       a white lie
make the facts seem better than they 
really are

                  the truth
say something untrue to protect 
someone’s feelings

                  somebody in
give an explanation or tell a story that 
is not true

                  something up
trick someone and make them 
believe something that is not true

 1 a Complete the phrases below with the verbs from the box, then draw lines to match the phrases with the   
 meanings on the right. Use each verb only once.

 2 a Read the title and fi rst paragraph of the article on page 151 and look at the picture of Harry.
 What do you think Harry’s secret is?

 3 Why do you think Harry did what he did?

  c Work with a partner.
 Write no more than three words from the article to show who said or thought the sentences below.

150 151Lesson 32Lesson 32

32 Stretching the Truth In this Lesson: Talk about lies and making things up
Grammar: Structures with reporting verbs
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Stretching the Truth
In this lesson - Talk about lies and making things up
Core activities - 1a, 2-5, 7
Grammar - Structures with reporting verbs
Examples: 
I thought that it was an awful film. 
She told me she likes me.
He asked when the wedding is.
She asked if I ever go skiing.
We invited them all to have lunch with us next Tuesday.
I told him to work harder.
She asked them not to talk so loudly.

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners complete the phrases 
with the verbs from the box, then draw lines to match the 
phrases with the meanings on the right.
Highlight the fact that each verb can be used only once.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar items.

1a answers

1) tell a white lie b say something untrue to protect  
    someone’s feelings

2) stretch the  
     truth

a make the facts seem better than  
    they really are

3) take somebody  
     in

d trick someone and make them  
    believe something that is not true

4) make  
     something up

c give an explanation or tell a story  
   that is not true

1b
Go over the questions and check understanding. 
Discuss the questions briefly as a class.

Reading

2a
Direct attention to the article on page 151 and the 
picture of Harry Speed. 
You may like to point out that the article is based on  
a true story.

Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Learners read the title and first paragraph of the article, 
look at the picture of Harry, and consider what Harry’s 
secret is.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class. Encourage 
speculation and accept any reasonable ideas.

2b
Learners read the rest of the article to check their ideas 
from activity 2a. 

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a+b answers
Harry’s secret was that he was a 32-year-old man posing as 
a 17-year-old teenager.
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 Harry Speed was one of the best students 
in Lyle High School, Scotland. The teachers all 
thought that he was a likeable, clever 17-year-
old. He worked hard and got top marks in his 
exams, but he never spent his free time with the 
other kids. They invited him to come out with 
them, but he told them to leave him alone. He 
said that he preferred to stay at home and study. 

 He lived in a house on his own and did 
all his own cooking and cleaning. When Harry’s 
classmates asked him where his mother was, he 
told them that she was an opera singer and that 
she was touring around Europe.

 After they graduated from high school, 
some students asked Harry if he would like 
to join them on a trip to the sunny, Spanish 
island of Tenerife. They all went to buy their 
tickets together, but Harry’s friends discovered 
something shocking when the travel agent asked 
them to show their passports. Harry showed his 
and they all saw that he was actually a 32-year-
old man named Bill Ferguson!

Harry’s 
High

School
Secret

Introduction

Reading

  b Discuss the questions below as a class.

  b Read the rest of the article to check your ideas from activity 2a. 

1   Is it OK to tell white lies? Why or why not?

2   Is it ever OK to stretch the truth (e.g. when you apply for a job)?

3   Is taking someone in always bad? 

4   Have you ever told a child that Father Christmas is real?

1  ‘He’s a likeable, clever 17-year-old.’                the teachers               
2  ‘Come out with us.’                                             

3  ‘Leave me alone!’                                             

4  ‘I prefer to stay at home and study.’                                             

5  ‘Where is your mother?’                                             

6  ‘My mother is an opera singer.’                                             

7  ‘Would you like to join us on a trip to Tenerife?’                                             

8  ‘Please show me your passports.’                                             

tell make stretch take

      tell       a white lie
make the facts seem better than they 
really are

                  the truth
say something untrue to protect 
someone’s feelings

                  somebody in
give an explanation or tell a story that 
is not true

                  something up
trick someone and make them 
believe something that is not true

 1 a Complete the phrases below with the verbs from the box, then draw lines to match the phrases with the   
 meanings on the right. Use each verb only once.

 2 a Read the title and fi rst paragraph of the article on page 151 and look at the picture of Harry.
 What do you think Harry’s secret is?

 3 Why do you think Harry did what he did?

  c Work with a partner.
 Write no more than three words from the article to show who said or thought the sentences below.
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32 Stretching the Truth In this Lesson: Talk about lies and making things up
Grammar: Structures with reporting verbs
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2c
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding.
In pairs, learners write no more than three words from 
the article to show who said or thought each of the 
sentences.

Point out that learners can reread the article as and if 
they need to.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

2c answers
1) ’He’s a likeable, clever 17-year-old.’ the teachers
2) ’Come out with us.’ the other kids/his classmates
3) ’Leave me alone!’ Harry/Bill
4) ’I prefer to stay at home and study.’ Harry/Bill
5) ’Where is your mother?’ the other kids/his classmates
6) ’My mother is an opera singer.’ Harry/Bill
7)  ’Would you like to join us on a trip to Tenerife?’ the other 

kids / his classmates/some students
8) ’Please show me your passports.’ the travel agent

3
Take brief responses as to why learners think Harry did 
what he did.
Direct learners to Harry’s story on page 151 of the 
Student Book. Ask them to read this to check their ideas.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3 answers
Harry did what he did in a desperate attempt to get back 
into medical school, after he had failed to do so by other 
means for 10 years.
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Have you ever told a white lie?
Who did you tell it to? What did you say? 

Has anyone given you an answer that you didn’t believe?
What did you ask? What did they tell you?

Has anyone ever asked or told you to do something you didn’t want to do?
What did they ask? What did you think?

Practice

Interact

a   me / be / told / He / quiet. 

  He told me to be quiet.                                

b   that / tired. / said / he / not / He

                                                                   

                                                                   

c   invited / I / come. / her  

                                                                   

                                                                   

d   could / He / down. / he / sit / asked 

                                                                   

                                                                   

e   that / happy. / She / told / us / she   

                                                                   

                                                                   

f   me / He / pay. / asked   

                                                                   

                                                                   

g   brothers / asked / has. / They / many / she 

                                                                   

                                                                   

1   I asked how many brothers they have. 

2   He asked me to pay.

3   She asked where I live.

4   He asked if I liked Indian food. 

We can report thoughts with think plus 
a that-clause. 

I thought that you were coming to the party.

We can report statements with say or tell 
plus a that-clause.
If we use tell as the reporting verb, we mention 
a person before the that-clause.

He said that he likes watching fi lms.
I told them that I was tired.

We often leave out that in informal speech.

He said he likes watching fi lms. 
I told them I was tired.

We can report wh-questions with ask plus a 
clause beginning with a question word.
The word order is the same as for statements. 
We don’t use question marks.

She asked (me) where I live.

We can report yes/no questions with ask plus 
an if-clause. 
We can use whether instead of if.

He asked (me) if I liked Indian food.
He asked (me) whether I liked Indian food.

We can report requests, invitations and 
commands with ask, invite or tell 
plus person + to + base form of the verb.

They asked me to help.
I invited him to come to the party.
We told them to be quiet.

  c Tell the class about your partner's answers.

Language Focus
  We can use diff erent verbs and structures when we 

report what someone thinks or says.

 4 Read the article on page 151 about Harry Speed 
again. Underline more examples of the verbs and 
structures above.

 5 Write the words in the correct order to make 
reporting sentences. You need to add one more 
word to make each sentence. Sometimes more 
than one answer is possible.

 6 a Track 82  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

 7 a Work on your own. Make a note of your answers to the questions below.

  b Work with a partner.
 Share your answers to the questions in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  b Track 82  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

Sounding Natural
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.
Point out that there are many other reporting verbs and 
other structures, but that these are some of the most 
common.
You may like to point out, if necessary, that the verbs in 
the reported clauses often, but not always, ’move back’  
a tense in reported speech.  Whether or not this happens 
will depend on the sense of what is being reported, and 
its relation to the time when the report takes place.

4    
Ask learners to work in pairs to read the article about 
Harry Speed on page 151 of the Student Book again, 
and underline more examples of the verbs and structures 
from the Language Focus section.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

4 answers underlined and numbered in text as follows:
(1)  reported thoughts / statements (think / say / tell 

(person) + that-clause)
(2)  reported wh-questions (ask + clause beginning with 

question word)
(3) reported yes/no questions (ask + if-clause)
(4)  reported requests, invitations and commands  

(ask, invite or tell plus person + to + base form of 
the verb)

Reading text
Harry’s high school secret
Harry Speed was one of the best students in Lyle High 
School, Scotland. (1) The teachers all thought that he was 
a likeable, clever 17-year-old. He worked hard and got top 
marks in his exams, but he never spent his free time with 
the other kids. (4) They invited him to come out with them, 
but (4) he told them to leave him alone. (1) He said that he 
preferred to stay at home and study. 

He lived in a house on his own and did all his own cooking 
and cleaning. When (2) Harry’s classmates asked him where 
his mother was, (1) he told them that she was an opera 
singer and that she was touring around Europe.

After they graduated from high school, (3) some students 
asked Harry if he would like to join them on a trip to the 
sunny, Spanish island of Tenerife. They all went to buy their 
tickets together, but Harry’s friends discovered something 
shocking when (4) the travel agent asked them to show their 
passports. Harry showed his and they all saw that he was 
actually a 32-year-old man named Bill Ferguson!

Practice

5a-g    
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. 
In pairs, learners write the words in the correct order
to make reporting sentences.
Point out that learners will need to add one more word to 
make each sentence, and that sometimes more than one 
answer is possible.

5a-g answers - additional words in bold
a) He told me to be quiet.
b) He said that he was/is not tired.
c) I invited her to come.
d) He asked if/whether he could sit down.
e) She told us that she was/is happy.
f) He asked me to pay.
g) They asked how many brothers she has.
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Have you ever told a white lie?
Who did you tell it to? What did you say? 

Has anyone given you an answer that you didn’t believe?
What did you ask? What did they tell you?

Has anyone ever asked or told you to do something you didn’t want to do?
What did they ask? What did you think?

Practice

Interact

a   me / be / told / He / quiet. 

  He told me to be quiet.                                

b   that / tired. / said / he / not / He

                                                                   

                                                                   

c   invited / I / come. / her  

                                                                   

                                                                   

d   could / He / down. / he / sit / asked 

                                                                   

                                                                   

e   that / happy. / She / told / us / she   

                                                                   

                                                                   

f   me / He / pay. / asked   

                                                                   

                                                                   

g   brothers / asked / has. / They / many / she 

                                                                   

                                                                   

1   I asked how many brothers they have. 

2   He asked me to pay.

3   She asked where I live.

4   He asked if I liked Indian food. 

We can report thoughts with think plus 
a that-clause. 

I thought that you were coming to the party.

We can report statements with say or tell 
plus a that-clause.
If we use tell as the reporting verb, we mention 
a person before the that-clause.

He said that he likes watching fi lms.
I told them that I was tired.

We often leave out that in informal speech.

He said he likes watching fi lms. 
I told them I was tired.

We can report wh-questions with ask plus a 
clause beginning with a question word.
The word order is the same as for statements. 
We don’t use question marks.

She asked (me) where I live.

We can report yes/no questions with ask plus 
an if-clause. 
We can use whether instead of if.

He asked (me) if I liked Indian food.
He asked (me) whether I liked Indian food.

We can report requests, invitations and 
commands with ask, invite or tell 
plus person + to + base form of the verb.

They asked me to help.
I invited him to come to the party.
We told them to be quiet.

  c Tell the class about your partner's answers.

Language Focus
  We can use diff erent verbs and structures when we 

report what someone thinks or says.

 4 Read the article on page 151 about Harry Speed 
again. Underline more examples of the verbs and 
structures above.

 5 Write the words in the correct order to make 
reporting sentences. You need to add one more 
word to make each sentence. Sometimes more 
than one answer is possible.

 6 a Track 82  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

 7 a Work on your own. Make a note of your answers to the questions below.

  b Work with a partner.
 Share your answers to the questions in activity 7a.
 Ask questions to get more information.

  b Track 82  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

Sounding Natural
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Sounding Natural

6a     

Track 82  Learners listen for what happens to the 
underlined letters when we speak naturally.

6a answers
The underlined letters tend not to be pronounced in 
connected speech. This is an example of elision.

Track 82 (page 181, Student Book) 0:26
1) I asked how many brothers they have.
2) He asked me to pay.
3) She asked where I live.
4) He asked if I liked Indian food.

6b 

Track 82  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Interact

7a
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to make a note of their 
answers to the questions.
You may like to board brief notes of your own answers to 
the questions, as a model.
Allow learners time to think and write.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners share their answers to the questions 
in activity 7a. Highlight the fact that they should ask 
questions to get more information.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Discuss the questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

 2 a Circle a number to show how much you agree with each 
 statement below (4 = strongly agree).

  b Share your ideas from activity 2a with the class.

1   Do you ever eat fast food?

2   If you do, how often do you eat it? If you don’t, why not?

1   Fast food should be banned because 
 it makes people fat and unhealthy. ................. 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

2   The government should put extra 
 tax on fast food to encourage people 
 to eat better. ................................................... 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

3   Fast food is fine, we should just be 
 careful about how much we eat. ...................... 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

4   Fast food is a great way to feed 
 children cheaply. ............................................ 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

Listening
 3 a Track 83  Listen to Jane and Michael talk about fast food. 

 Write a number next to each of their names to match a statement  from activity 2a 
 with their opinions.

  b Work with a partner. Read Jane and Michael’s conversation below. 
 Write a word from the box into each space to complete the underlined expressions.  
 You need to use some words more than once.

  c Track 83  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3b.

Jane ........................ 

Michael .................. 

agree
ask

exactly

opinion
sure

surely

think
you
see

know
why
how

  Jane  Do you fancy a burger?

 Michael  No, I’d rather not, actually. I try not to eat fast food.

  Jane Oh yes?

 Michael  Yes. I mean, personally, I         think        it should be banned.

  Jane Do you                           so?                           do you say that?

 Michael  Well, as I                           it, there’s nothing good about the stuff at all 

   it’s basically just poison.

  Jane Oh, I’m not so                           about that. If you                           me, fast 

   food has a lot going for it, really.

 Michael                             can you possibly say that?

  Jane Well, it’s cheap, isn’t it? And it’s very convenient when you don’t have 

   time to cook. And don’t                           think it tastes good?

 Michael  I don’t                           about that. I mean, don’t                           agree it 

   makes you fat?

  Jane  I don’t really see                           you can say that. In my                          , 

   it’s eating that makes you fat, not food. 

 Michael                             ! I                          . Which is why we should ban it. 

   If people can’t buy it, they can’t eat it.

  Jane I couldn’t                           less.                           it’s up to people to 

   decide what they eat.
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Fast Food
In this lesson - Exchange opinions on a topic 
Core activities - 2-7
Function - Giving opinions, agreeing and disagreeing

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and questions to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners discuss the questions.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

1b
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
answers.

2a
Go over the instructions and statements. Check 
understanding of ban (’forbid or prevent something, 
especially by law’). Learners work independently and 
circle a number (1–4) to show how much they agree 
with each statement (4 = strongly agree).

Monitor and assist as necessary.

2b
Feedback. Learners share their ideas from activity 2a 
with the class.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Discuss the questions below.

  b Tell the class about your partner’s answers.

 2 a Circle a number to show how much you agree with each 
 statement below (4 = strongly agree).

  b Share your ideas from activity 2a with the class.

1   Do you ever eat fast food?

2   If you do, how often do you eat it? If you don’t, why not?

1   Fast food should be banned because 
 it makes people fat and unhealthy. ................. 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

2   The government should put extra 
 tax on fast food to encourage people 
 to eat better. ................................................... 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

3   Fast food is fine, we should just be 
 careful about how much we eat. ...................... 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

4   Fast food is a great way to feed 
 children cheaply. ............................................ 1   /   2   /   3   /   4 

Listening
 3 a Track 83  Listen to Jane and Michael talk about fast food. 

 Write a number next to each of their names to match a statement  from activity 2a 
 with their opinions.

  b Work with a partner. Read Jane and Michael’s conversation below. 
 Write a word from the box into each space to complete the underlined expressions.  
 You need to use some words more than once.

  c Track 83  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3b.

Jane ........................ 

Michael .................. 

agree
ask

exactly

opinion
sure

surely

think
you
see

know
why
how

  Jane  Do you fancy a burger?

 Michael  No, I’d rather not, actually. I try not to eat fast food.

  Jane Oh yes?

 Michael  Yes. I mean, personally, I         think        it should be banned.

  Jane Do you                           so?                           do you say that?

 Michael  Well, as I                           it, there’s nothing good about the stuff at all 

   it’s basically just poison.

  Jane Oh, I’m not so                           about that. If you                           me, fast 

   food has a lot going for it, really.

 Michael                             can you possibly say that?

  Jane Well, it’s cheap, isn’t it? And it’s very convenient when you don’t have 

   time to cook. And don’t                           think it tastes good?

 Michael  I don’t                           about that. I mean, don’t                           agree it 

   makes you fat?

  Jane  I don’t really see                           you can say that. In my                          , 

   it’s eating that makes you fat, not food. 

 Michael                             ! I                          . Which is why we should ban it. 

   If people can’t buy it, they can’t eat it.

  Jane I couldn’t                           less.                           it’s up to people to 

   decide what they eat.
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Listening

3a
Track 83  Go over the instructions and check 

understanding. Learners listen to Jane and Michael talk 
about fast food, and write a number next to each of 
their names to match a statement from activity 2a with 
their opinions.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3a answers
Jane  3
Michael  1

3b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read Jane and Michael’s 
conversation, and write a word from the box into each 
space to complete the underlined expressions. Highlight 
the fact that learners will need to use some words more 
than once.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers 
at this stage – learners will listen to check for themselves

in the next activity.

3c
Track 83  Learners listen again and check their 

answers to activity 3b.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3b+c answers
See CD script for Track 83 - expressions underlined, answers 
in bold.

Track 83 (page 181, Student Book) 1:07
Jane          Do you fancy a burger?
Michael   No, I’d rather not, actually. I try not to eat fast food.
Jane          Oh yes?
Michael   Yes. I mean, personally, I think it should be banned.
Jane          Do you think so? Why do you say that?
Michael   Well, as I see it, there’s nothing good about the 
                      stuff at all – it’s basically just poison.
Jane          Oh, I’m not so sure about that. If you ask me, 
                     fast food has a lot going for it, really.
Michael   How can you possibly say that?
Jane          Well, it’s cheap, isn’t it? And it’s very convenient 
                     when you don’t have time to cook. And don’t you 
                     think it tastes good?
Michael   I don’t know about that. I mean, don’t you agree 
                     it makes you fat?
Jane          I don’t really see how you can say that. In my 
                     opinion, it’s eating that makes you fat, not food. 
Michael   Exactly! I agree. Which is why we should ban it.  
                     If people can’t buy it, they can’t eat it.
Jane          I couldn’t agree less. Surely it’s up to people to 
                     decide what they eat.
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with your own ideas.

Language Focus
 4 a Work with a partner. Write the underlined expressions from activity 3b into the correct 

 places in the table below.

 b Add any expressions you know to the table.

a  As I see it, footballers                                                                                                                    

b   Don't you agree books                                                                                                                   

c   If you ask me, politicians                                                                                                               

d   Don't you think TV                                                                                                                         

e   In my opinion, mobile phones                                                                                                       

f   Surely children today                                                                                                                    

g   Personally, I think people’s manners                                                                                             

expressing an opinion
personally, I think

agreeing

questioning someone’s opinion

asking for agreement disagreeing

strongly disagreeing

Interact
 7 a You are going to role-play discussing a topic.

 Work in two groups, A and B.

 Group A: you agree with this opinion: Everybody is basically selfi sh.
 Group B: you agree with this opinion: Everybody is basically generous.

 Work in your groups. Make a note of ideas and examples you can use in the role-play.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 84  Listen. Mark ( ) the main stress in each expression below.

  b Track 84  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner from the other group. Role-play the discussion. People from Group A start.

   example A: Don‛t you think people are basically sel sh?
                B: Why do you say that?

  c Change partners and do the role-play again. 
 This time, people from Group B start.

c Work in pairs. Read each other the sentences you completed in activity 5.
 Respond to your partner’s sentences with expressions from activity 6a.

1   Exactly!

2   I agree.

3   Do you think so?

4   Why do you say that?

5   I don’t know about that.

6   I’m not so sure about that.

7   I don’t really see how you can say that. 

8   I couldn’t agree less.

9   How can you possibly say that?

156 157Lesson 33 Lesson 33

Language Focus

4a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the underlined 
expressions from activity 3b into the correct places in 
the table.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

4a answers

expressing an opinion
personally, I think 
as I see it, 
If you ask me,
In my opinion, 

agreeing
Exactly!
I agree.

questioning someone’s 
opinion
Do you think so?
Why do you say that?

asking for agreement
don’t you think 
don’t you agree 
Surely 

disagreeing 
I’m not so sure about that.
I don’t know about that.
I don’t really see how you 
can say that.

strongly disagreeing 
How can you possibly say 
that?
I couldn’t agree less.

4b
Elicit any more expressions learners may know and ask 
them to add these to the table.

Practice

5a-g
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently to complete the sentences 
below with their own ideas.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a-g answers 
Learner’s own answers.
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Practice
 5 Complete the sentences below with your own ideas.

Language Focus
 4 a Work with a partner. Write the underlined expressions from activity 3b into the correct 

 places in the table below.

 b Add any expressions you know to the table.

a  As I see it, footballers                                                                                                                    

b   Don't you agree books                                                                                                                   

c   If you ask me, politicians                                                                                                               

d   Don't you think TV                                                                                                                         

e   In my opinion, mobile phones                                                                                                       

f   Surely children today                                                                                                                    

g   Personally, I think people’s manners                                                                                             

expressing an opinion
personally, I think

agreeing

questioning someone’s opinion

asking for agreement disagreeing

strongly disagreeing

Interact
 7 a You are going to role-play discussing a topic.

 Work in two groups, A and B.

 Group A: you agree with this opinion: Everybody is basically selfi sh.
 Group B: you agree with this opinion: Everybody is basically generous.

 Work in your groups. Make a note of ideas and examples you can use in the role-play.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 84  Listen. Mark ( ) the main stress in each expression below.

  b Track 84  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner from the other group. Role-play the discussion. People from Group A start.

   example A: Don‛t you think people are basically sel sh?
                B: Why do you say that?

  c Change partners and do the role-play again. 
 This time, people from Group B start.

c Work in pairs. Read each other the sentences you completed in activity 5.
 Respond to your partner’s sentences with expressions from activity 6a.

1   Exactly!

2   I agree.

3   Do you think so?

4   Why do you say that?

5   I don’t know about that.

6   I’m not so sure about that.

7   I don’t really see how you can say that. 

8   I couldn’t agree less.

9   How can you possibly say that?
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Sounding Natural

6a
Track 84  Go over the instructions and example to 

check understanding. Learners listen and mark the main 
stress in each expression.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers 
See CD  script for Track 84 - answers in bold.

Track 84 (page 181, Student Book) 0:50
1) Exactly!
2) I agree.
3) Do you think so?
4) Why do you say that?
5) I don’t know about that.
6) I’m not so sure about that.
7) I don’t really see how you can say that. 
8) I couldn’t agree less.
9) How can you possibly say that?

6b
Track 84  Learners listen again and copy the 

pronunciation.

6c
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
In pairs, learners read each other the sentences they 
completed in activity 5, and respond to their partner’s 
sentences with expressions from activity 6a.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Interact

7a
Explain that learners are going to role-play a discussion 
on a topic.

Divide learners into two groups, A and B.

Explain that Group A agrees with the opinion that 
Everybody is basically selfish.
Explain that Group B agrees with the opinion that 
Everybody is basically generous.

In their groups, learners make a note of ideas and 
examples they can use in the role-play.

7b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Learners work with a partner from the 
other group and role-play the discussion. Explain that 
learners from Group A should start.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
in both this activity and the next.

7c
Ask learners to change partners and do the role-play 
again. 
This time, learners from Group B should start.

Feedback. Ask learners to say which group they thought 
had the best arguments.
Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences, below, 

 reporting what people said. 
 Complete them with the verbs from the box, 
 in the correct form. 
 Some verbs can be used more than once.

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. Read the headlines of the 

 news stories on page 161 and look at the pictures. 
 Discuss what you think each story is about.

 3 Work with a partner. Write no more than four words 
to show who or what said each sentence. 

  b Read the stories quickly and check your ideas 
 from activity 2a.

  b For each sentence in activity 1a, write what was 
 said in the original conversation.

  c Compare the sentences in activities 1a and 1b. 
 Discuss the questions below.

1   The Prime Minister was      asked      if he 
 had any plans to call an election.

2   The company                  yesterday that 
 they had recorded the biggest profit in 
 their history.

3   The prisoner                  the police that 
 he is innocent.

4   Reporters                  her how long it had 
 taken to complete her latest album.

 a He’s the real King of England. 

      a TV documentary    

 b Edward IV wasn’t the real son of 

  Richard Plantagenet.                                      

 c It’s an interesting idea, but I don’t take it 

  seriously.                                      

 d I won’t ask Elizabeth to give me her job.  

                                      

 e We’re sorry we didn’t make you a dragon. 

                                      

 f Please make me a dragon.  

                                      

 g I’ll call it Toothless, or Stuart.  

                                      

 h I’ll feed it raw fish and play with it every 

  weekend.                                      

 i We’re sorry we don’t know how to make 

  dragons.                                      

 j We’ve studied dragonflies, but we don’t 

  know anything about fire-breathing 

  dragons.                                          

 k A squirrel has been arrested for stalking.  

                                      

 l I’m terrified.                                         

 m OK. We’ll catch it.                                         

 n It may have been exhausted and hungry.  

                                      

1   What often happens to the tense of verbs 
 in reported speech?

2   In which sentence does the tense not 
 change? Why?

3   When do we use if in reported questions?

1   Do you have any plans to call                     
  an election?                                             

2                                                                 

                                                                

3                                                                 

                                                                

4                                                                 

                                                                

ask      say      tell
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claimed to have found 
evidence that King Edward 
IV of England (1461 to 1483) 
was not the real son of 
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George, should have become 
king and Mr Abney-Hastings, 
who was the oldest living 
member of George’s family, 
should have been ruling 
Britain.

 When he was told 
about the research, ’King 
Michael’ agreed that it 
was an interesting idea, but 
refused to take it seriously. 
He promised that he 
wouldn’t challenge Queen 
Elizabeth II for her job.

 In July 2015, 
several newspapers 
reported that a 
squirrel had been 
‘arrested’ in Germany 
for ‘aggressively 
stalking’ a young 
woman.

 The woman 
contacted the police 
and claimed to be 
terri ed because the 
squirrel was following 
her everywhere and 

she was unable to get 
rid of it. The police 
agreed to catch the 
animal, and  nally 
took it into care.

 The police 
thought that the 
animal had behaved 
strangely because it 
was exhausted and 
hungry and wanted 
the woman to give 
it food.

 In 2014, the Australian 
National Science Agency 
apologised to a seven-year-old 
girl for not creating a dragon. 

 The girl, Sophie Lester 
from Queensland, had written 
to the agency and asked them 
to make her the dragon. She 
explained that she would call it 
Toothless if it was a girl, or Stuart 
if it was a boy. She promised to 
feed it raw  sh and offered to 

play with it every weekend, 
‘when there is no school.’

 The scientists replied 
to her on their website. They 
apologised for not knowing 
how to make dragons and 
explained that they had 
studied dragon ies, but didn’t 
know anything about dragons 
of ‘the mythical,  re-breathing 
variety. For this,’ they said, ‘we 
are sorry.’
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In the News
In this lesson - Tell people about a story in the news 
Core activities - 2-5, 7
Vocabulary - Reporting verbs

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners read the sentences 
reporting what people said, and complete them with the 
verbs from the box, in the correct form. Point out that 
some verbs can be used more than once.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

1a answers 
1)  The Prime Minister was asked if he had any plans to call 

an election.
2)  The company said yesterday that they had recorded the 

biggest profit in their history.
3)  The prisoner told the police that he is innocent.
4)  Reporters asked her how long it had taken to complete 

her latest album.
You will be aware that it would be grammatically correct to 
complete sentence 4 with told (Reporters told her how long 
it had taken to complete her album). Language is more than 
grammar, however, and in terms of meaning, it would be 
difficult to imagine a context for such a sentence.

1b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write what was said in 
the original conversation for each sentence in activity 
1a.

Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

1b answers 
1) Do you have any plans to call an election?
2) We have recorded the biggest profit in our history.
3) I am innocent.
4) How long did it take to complete your latest album?

1c
Ask learners to compare the sentences in activities 1a 
and 1b. Discuss the questions as a class and elicit the 
answers.

1c answers 
1)  The tense of verbs in reported speech often ’move back’ in 

time, e.g. a verb used in the present simple in  
a conversation will often be reported using the past 
simple. You will be aware that verbs used in the past 
perfect in an original conversation never ’move back’ in 
this way. It is probably best not to go into this unless it is 
raised by a learner.

2)  The tense in sentence 3 does not change. This often 
happens when what is being reported is still true or 
relevant in some way. Relevance is subjective, and 
depends partly on the attitude of the reporter - it would 
also be possible, and equally correct, for sentence 3 of 
activity 1a to read: The prisoner told the police that he 
was innocent.

3)  We use if when reporting yes/no questions. You may like 
to ask learners what other word we can use instead of if 
(whether).

Reading
2a
Direct attention to the news stories on page 161, and the 
pictures and headlines that go with them. 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners read the headlines and look at the pictures, 
then discuss what they think each story is about.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class. Accept any reasonable ideas.

2b
Learners read the stories quickly and check their ideas 
from activity 2a.
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Introduction
 1 a Work with a partner. Read the sentences, below, 

 reporting what people said. 
 Complete them with the verbs from the box, 
 in the correct form. 
 Some verbs can be used more than once.

Reading
 2 a Work with a partner. Read the headlines of the 

 news stories on page 161 and look at the pictures. 
 Discuss what you think each story is about.

 3 Work with a partner. Write no more than four words 
to show who or what said each sentence. 

  b Read the stories quickly and check your ideas 
 from activity 2a.

  b For each sentence in activity 1a, write what was 
 said in the original conversation.

  c Compare the sentences in activities 1a and 1b. 
 Discuss the questions below.

1   The Prime Minister was      asked      if he 
 had any plans to call an election.

2   The company                  yesterday that 
 they had recorded the biggest profit in 
 their history.

3   The prisoner                  the police that 
 he is innocent.

4   Reporters                  her how long it had 
 taken to complete her latest album.

 a He’s the real King of England. 

      a TV documentary    

 b Edward IV wasn’t the real son of 

  Richard Plantagenet.                                      

 c It’s an interesting idea, but I don’t take it 

  seriously.                                      

 d I won’t ask Elizabeth to give me her job.  

                                      

 e We’re sorry we didn’t make you a dragon. 

                                      

 f Please make me a dragon.  

                                      

 g I’ll call it Toothless, or Stuart.  

                                      

 h I’ll feed it raw fish and play with it every 

  weekend.                                      

 i We’re sorry we don’t know how to make 

  dragons.                                      

 j We’ve studied dragonflies, but we don’t 

  know anything about fire-breathing 

  dragons.                                          

 k A squirrel has been arrested for stalking.  

                                      

 l I’m terrified.                                         

 m OK. We’ll catch it.                                         

 n It may have been exhausted and hungry.  

                                      

1   What often happens to the tense of verbs 
 in reported speech?

2   In which sentence does the tense not 
 change? Why?

3   When do we use if in reported questions?

1   Do you have any plans to call                     
  an election?                                             

2                                                                 

                                                                

3                                                                 

                                                                

4                                                                 
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 In July 2015, 
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for ‘aggressively 
stalking’ a young 
woman.

 The woman 
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and claimed to be 
terri ed because the 
squirrel was following 
her everywhere and 

she was unable to get 
rid of it. The police 
agreed to catch the 
animal, and  nally 
took it into care.

 The police 
thought that the 
animal had behaved 
strangely because it 
was exhausted and 
hungry and wanted 
the woman to give 
it food.

 In 2014, the Australian 
National Science Agency 
apologised to a seven-year-old 
girl for not creating a dragon. 

 The girl, Sophie Lester 
from Queensland, had written 
to the agency and asked them 
to make her the dragon. She 
explained that she would call it 
Toothless if it was a girl, or Stuart 
if it was a boy. She promised to 
feed it raw  sh and offered to 

play with it every weekend, 
‘when there is no school.’

 The scientists replied 
to her on their website. They 
apologised for not knowing 
how to make dragons and 
explained that they had 
studied dragon ies, but didn’t 
know anything about dragons 
of ‘the mythical,  re-breathing 
variety. For this,’ they said, ‘we 
are sorry.’
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Feedback in pairs and then as a class. You may like to 
ask learners which story they found most interesting/ 
surprising/amusing.

Reading texts (activity 4 answers - underlined)
The Real King of England
In 2004 Michael Abney-Hastings, a 69-year-old Australian 
man, became famous when a British TV programme 
claimed that he was the ’real King of England’. 
The documentary, Britain’s Real Monarch, claimed to have 
found evidence that King Edward IV of England (1461 to 
1483) was not the real son of Richard Plantagenet. If that is 
true, then Edward’s brother, George, should have become 
king and Mr Abney-Hastings, who was the oldest living 
member of George’s family, should have been ruling Britain.
When he was told about the research, ’King Michael’ 
agreed that it was an interesting idea, but refused to take 
it seriously. He promised that he wouldn’t challenge Queen 
Elizabeth II for her job. 

Ozzie Dragons
In 2014, the Australian National Science Agency apologised 
to a seven-year-old girl for not creating a dragon. 
The girl, Sophie Lester from Queensland, had written to the 
agency and asked them to make her the dragon. She

explained that she would call it Toothless if it was a girl, or 
Stuart if it was a boy. She promised to feed it raw fish and 
offered to play with it every weekend, ’when there is no 
school.’
The scientists replied to her on their website. They 
apologised for not knowing how to make dragons and 
explained that they had studied dragonflies, but didn’t 
know anything about dragons of ’the mythical, fire-
breathing variety. For this,’ they said, ’we are sorry.’ 

Look Who’s Stalking
In July 2015, several newspapers reported that a squirrel 
had been ’arrested’ in Germany for ’aggressively stalking’ a 
young woman.
The woman contacted the police and claimed to be terrified 
because the squirrel was following her everywhere and she 
was unable to get rid of it. The police agreed to catch the 
animal, and finally took it into care.
The police thought that the animal had behaved strangely 
because it was exhausted and hungry and wanted the 
woman to give it food.

3a-n
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write no more than four 
words to show who or what said each sentence.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

3a-n answers 
a) He’s the real King of England. a TV documentary
b)  Edward IV wasn’t the real son of Richard Plantagenet. 

a TV documentary
c)  It’s an interesting idea, but I don’t take it seriously. 

Michael Abney-Hastings
d)  I won’t ask Elizabeth to give me her job. Michael Abney-

Hastings
e)  We’re sorry we didn’t make you a dragon. Australian 

National Science Agency
f )  Please make me a dragon. Sophie Lester
g) I’ll call it Toothless, or Stuart. Sophie Lester
h)  I’ll feed it raw fish and play with it every weekend. Sophie 

Lester
i)  We’re sorry we don’t know how to make dragons. 

Australian National Science Agency
j)  We’ve studied dragonflies, but we don’t know anything 

about fire-breathing dragons. Australian National 
Science Agency

k)   A squirrel has been arrested for stalking. newspapers
l)  I’m terrified. a young woman
m) OK. We’ll catch it. the German police
n)  It may have been exhausted and hungry. the German 

police
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Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. Underline the correct 

 option to complete each sentence below.

b Use the verbs that you didn’t underline in
activity 5a to complete the reporting

 sentences below.
 Put the verbs into the correct form.

 4 Find and underline examples of these patterns in 
the news stories on page 161. 
The reporting verbs are all in bold.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own.

 Think of a story you have heard or read about in the news. 
 Use the questions below to make some notes about it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 85  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

  b Track 85  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them about the story you made notes about in activity 7a.
 Try to use at least three reporting verbs from this Lesson.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s news story.

Language Focus
We often use say, tell and ask (= question) when 
we report speech, but we can also use various 
other verbs. Diff erent verbs are followed by 
diff erent patterns.

agree (= have the same opinion), explain, 
report, and think can be followed by 
a that-clause.

Everyone agreed (that) it was a great idea.
He explained that he was busy.

promise and claim (= say something is true) 
can be followed by either to + base form of the 
verb or a that-clause. 

He promised to pay the money.
He promised (that) he’d pay the money.
She claimed to know the answer.
She claimed (that) she knew the answer.

claim can also be followed by to + have + 
past participle.

He claimed to have been top of his class.

apologise can be followed by for + -ing form 
of the verb. We can mention the person spoken 
to with to.

He apologised for being late.
He apologised to them for being late.

agree (= say yes), off er, and refuse can be 
followed by to + base form of the verb.

ask (= request) can be followed by object + to + 
base form of the verb.

He agreed to fi nish early.
They off ered to drive us to the station.
She refused to stop talking.
She asked me to sit down.

1   He offered to show me around the office.

2   She agreed to increase my salary.

3   He promised that we’d enjoy it.

4   She offered to help.

5   He explained that he couldn’t call.

1   The newspapers reported / promised 
 that the election results were a surprise.

2   He didn’t apologise / agree to anyone 
 for his bad behaviour.

3   She claims / promises to have told the 
 truth, but I don’t believe her. 

4   Reporters questioned him several times, 
 but he offered / refused to give an answer. 

5   We all explained / thought she would 
 fail, but she actually did really well.

6   I tried my best to convince him, but he 
 wouldn’t agree / ask that it was a 
 good idea.

1 ‘I’ll definitely pay you soon.’

 He     promised    to pay me soon.

2 ‘I’ll help, if you want.’

 She                     to help.

3 ‘I’m sorry, but I won’t do it.’

 He wouldn’t                     to do it.

4 ‘You’ll enjoy it – I guarantee it.’

 He                     that we’d enjoy it.

5 ‘Could you keep quiet, please?’

 She                     them to keep quiet.

6 ‘I can’t call my boss because she’s 
 on holiday.’

 He                     that he couldn’t call his   
 boss because she was on holiday. 

What was reported?

Where and when did it happen?

What people were in the story? What did they say? 

What did you think about the story? 

Did you talk to anyone about the story? If you did, what did they say?
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Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners. 
Learners should already know most of the items, though 
they may not be familiar with their use as reporting verbs. 
You may like to explain that the reporting verbs 
presented here are not a comprehensive list, and that 
other verbs and other patterns exist.
You may like to highlight the two senses of agree (’say yes’ 
and ’have the same opinion’).
You may like to point out that claim can imply that there 
is no (good) evidence given for the thing being asserted.

4
Ask learners to look at the news stories on page 161 
and find and underline examples of the verb patterns 
introduced in the Language Focus section. Point out that 
the reporting verbs in the stories are all in bold.

4 answers  
See Reading texts on page 161.

Practice

5a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners underline the correct 
option to complete each sentence.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a answers  
1)  The newspapers reported that the election results were a 

surprise.
2) He didn’t apologise to anyone for his bad behaviour.
3) She claims to have told the truth, but I don’t believe her. 
4)  Reporters questioned him several times, but he refused to 

give an answer. 
5)  We all thought she would fail, but she actually did really 

well.
6)  I tried my best to convince him, but he wouldn’t agree 

that it was a good idea.

5b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners use the verbs that they 
didn’t underline in activity 5a to complete the reporting 
sentences. Point out that they will have to put the verbs 
into the correct form.

5b answers  
1) He promised to pay me soon.
2) She offered to help.
3) He wouldn’t agree to do it.
4) He promised that we’d enjoy it.
5) She asked them to keep quiet.
6)  He explained that he couldn’t call his boss because she 

was on holiday. 
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Practice
 5 a Work with a partner. Underline the correct 

 option to complete each sentence below.

b Use the verbs that you didn’t underline in
activity 5a to complete the reporting

 sentences below.
 Put the verbs into the correct form.

 4 Find and underline examples of these patterns in 
the news stories on page 161. 
The reporting verbs are all in bold.

Interact
 7 a Work on your own.

 Think of a story you have heard or read about in the news. 
 Use the questions below to make some notes about it.

Sounding Natural
 6 a Track 85  Listen. What happens to the underlined letters when we speak naturally?

  b Track 85  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell them about the story you made notes about in activity 7a.
 Try to use at least three reporting verbs from this Lesson.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s news story.

Language Focus
We often use say, tell and ask (= question) when 
we report speech, but we can also use various 
other verbs. Diff erent verbs are followed by 
diff erent patterns.

agree (= have the same opinion), explain, 
report, and think can be followed by 
a that-clause.

Everyone agreed (that) it was a great idea.
He explained that he was busy.

promise and claim (= say something is true) 
can be followed by either to + base form of the 
verb or a that-clause. 

He promised to pay the money.
He promised (that) he’d pay the money.
She claimed to know the answer.
She claimed (that) she knew the answer.

claim can also be followed by to + have + 
past participle.

He claimed to have been top of his class.

apologise can be followed by for + -ing form 
of the verb. We can mention the person spoken 
to with to.

He apologised for being late.
He apologised to them for being late.

agree (= say yes), off er, and refuse can be 
followed by to + base form of the verb.

ask (= request) can be followed by object + to + 
base form of the verb.

He agreed to fi nish early.
They off ered to drive us to the station.
She refused to stop talking.
She asked me to sit down.

1   He offered to show me around the office.

2   She agreed to increase my salary.

3   He promised that we’d enjoy it.

4   She offered to help.

5   He explained that he couldn’t call.

1   The newspapers reported / promised 
 that the election results were a surprise.

2   He didn’t apologise / agree to anyone 
 for his bad behaviour.

3   She claims / promises to have told the 
 truth, but I don’t believe her. 

4   Reporters questioned him several times, 
 but he offered / refused to give an answer. 

5   We all explained / thought she would 
 fail, but she actually did really well.

6   I tried my best to convince him, but he 
 wouldn’t agree / ask that it was a 
 good idea.

1 ‘I’ll definitely pay you soon.’

 He     promised    to pay me soon.

2 ‘I’ll help, if you want.’

 She                     to help.

3 ‘I’m sorry, but I won’t do it.’

 He wouldn’t                     to do it.

4 ‘You’ll enjoy it – I guarantee it.’

 He                     that we’d enjoy it.

5 ‘Could you keep quiet, please?’

 She                     them to keep quiet.

6 ‘I can’t call my boss because she’s 
 on holiday.’

 He                     that he couldn’t call his   
 boss because she was on holiday. 

What was reported?

Where and when did it happen?

What people were in the story? What did they say? 

What did you think about the story? 

Did you talk to anyone about the story? If you did, what did they say?
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Sounding Natural

6a 

Track 85  Learners listen for what happens to the 
underlined letters when we speak naturally.

Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

6a answers
The underlined letters tend not to be pronounced. This is an 
example of elision.

Track 85 (page 181, Student Book) 0:32
1) He offered to show me around the office.
2) She agreed to increase my salary.
3) He promised that we’d enjoy it.
4) She offered to help.
5) He explained that he couldn’t call.

6b 

Track 85  Learners listen again and copy the 
pronunciation.

Interact

7a 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners work independently and think of a story they 
have heard or read about in the news, and use the 
questions to make some notes about it.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

7b 
Go over the instructions and check understanding. In 
pairs, learners tell each other about the stories they made 
notes about in activity 7a.
Point out that learners should try to use at least three 
reporting verbs from the lesson.

Monitor, but stay in the background as much as possible 
during this activity.

7c 
Feedback. Learners tell the class about their partner’s 
story.

Highlight good use of language and elicit corrections of 
any problems you noted.
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Introduction
 1 a Make two-word expressions from the words in 

 the box, and write them next to the correct 
 defi nitions below.

  b Write the two-word expressions from activity 1a into 
 the correct places in the story below.

1        near miss     : a situation where 

 something comes close to hitting 

 something else 

2                            : a situation where you 

 manage to avoid danger through good 

 fortune

3                            : something very bad or 

 unpleasant that you didn’t expect

4                           : a situation that comes 

 extremely close to disaster, but is OK in 

 the end

call

escape

miss

close

lucky

nasty

near

surprise

A young couple, John and Amanda Hart, 

were involved in a      near miss      with 

a lorry yesterday. The couple got a 

                              when the lorry crossed 

over to the wrong side of the road and 

came straight at their car. 

‘I think the lorry driver lost control of his 

vehicle,’ said Amanda. ‘It was a really

                              for a moment, but we 

were able to get out of the way in time – a 

very                              !’

  b Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen again and use the table to make notes about each conversation.

 3 a Underline the correct options to complete what the people in each conversation say.

Conversation 1 Conversation 2 Conversation 3 

What was the 
close call?

What 
happened?

Was the 
speaker OK in 
the end?

  b Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

Listening
 2 a Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen to three people talking about close calls 

 they experienced. 
 Circle the correct number to say in which conversation someone talks about:

•  a close call related to a wedding. ..............  1 2 3  

•  a close call at an airport. ...........................  1 2 3

•  a close call on a river. ...............................  1 2 3

Conversation 1
Well, I almost / just missed a connecting flight.
We had 55 minutes – nearly / just an hour – before our flight.
We thought, ‘That’s just / nearly enough time to get a coffee, and buy a present for my dad.’ 
Almost / Nearly nobody had what we wanted. 
Almost all / Almost the shops were selling boxes.
We just / nearly didn’t make it. 
We got there almost / just in time. 

Conversation 2
I’d almost / just forgotten.
I was almost / just rowing along.
I thought, ‘Oh, it’s almost / just a riverside pub.’
I looked around just / nearly in time! 
Just / Nearly behind me, coming closer and closer, was this enormous river cruiser.
It was almost / nearly like an ocean liner. 
I almost / just got out of its way. 
I almost / just thought, ‘I just / nearly died there!’

Conversation 3 
I very almost / nearly married the wrong man.
I thought he was hardly / just right for me.
I found out almost / just in time that he was seeing another woman.
That’s almost / just awful!
He hardly never / ever left his phone anywhere. 
I was shocked – I could hardly / nearly believe it.
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In this Lesson: Tell people about a close call  
Vocabulary: Adverbs of degree: almost/nearly/just/hardly

Close Calls and Lucky Escapes
In this lesson - Tell people about a close call
Core activities - 1a, 2a-4, 6
Vocabulary - almost, nearly, just and hardly
Examples: 
I very nearly dropped the vase.
We almost missed the flight.
Almost all the children started crying. 
Hardly anybody likes doing overtime. 
I caught it just in time.
I had just 30 pounds.
I can just get into these jeans. 
I can hardly get into these jeans. 

Introduction

1a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners make two-word 
expressions from the words in the box, and write them 
next to the correct definitions.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class. Teach, drill and board any unfamiliar 
items.

1a answers
1)  near miss: a situation where something comes close to 

hitting something else 
2)  lucky escape: a situation where you manage to avoid 

danger through good fortune
3)  nasty surprise: something very bad or unpleasant that 

you didn’t expect
4)  close call: a situation that comes extremely close to 

disaster, but is OK in the end

1b
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. In pairs, learners write the expressions 
from activity 1a into the correct places in the story.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

1b answers
A young couple, John and Amanda Hart, were involved in 
a near miss with a lorry yesterday. The couple got a nasty 
surprise when the lorry crossed over to the wrong side of 
the road and came straight at their car. 
’I think the lorry driver lost control of his vehicle,’ said 
Amanda. ’It was a really close call for a moment, but 
we were able to get out of the way in time – a very lucky 
escape!’

Listening

2a
Go over the instructions and check understanding.

Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Learners listen 
to the three conversations and circle the numbers to say

which is about a close call related to a wedding, which is 
about a close call at an airport, and which is about a close 
call on a river.
Feedback in pairs, and then as a class.

2a answers
a close call related to a wedding 3
a close call at an airport 1  
a close call on a river 2

2b
Elicit what learners can remember about each 
conversation. Ask, e.g. if learners can remember what 
kind of problem the people in each conversation had.
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 

Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Learners 
listen again and use the table to make notes about each 
conversation.

Feedback in pairs, and then as a class. Accept any 
reasonable answers, but ensure that learners understand 
that things turned out OK in the end for each of the 
speakers. Use the feedback as an opportunity to see if any 
learners use almost, nearly or just.
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Introduction
 1 a Make two-word expressions from the words in 

 the box, and write them next to the correct 
 defi nitions below.

  b Write the two-word expressions from activity 1a into 
 the correct places in the story below.

1        near miss     : a situation where 

 something comes close to hitting 

 something else 

2                            : a situation where you 

 manage to avoid danger through good 

 fortune

3                            : something very bad or 

 unpleasant that you didn’t expect

4                           : a situation that comes 

 extremely close to disaster, but is OK in 

 the end

call

escape

miss

close

lucky

nasty

near

surprise

A young couple, John and Amanda Hart, 

were involved in a      near miss      with 

a lorry yesterday. The couple got a 

                              when the lorry crossed 

over to the wrong side of the road and 

came straight at their car. 

‘I think the lorry driver lost control of his 

vehicle,’ said Amanda. ‘It was a really

                              for a moment, but we 

were able to get out of the way in time – a 

very                              !’

  b Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen again and use the table to make notes about each conversation.

 3 a Underline the correct options to complete what the people in each conversation say.

Conversation 1 Conversation 2 Conversation 3 

What was the 
close call?

What 
happened?

Was the 
speaker OK in 
the end?

  b Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen again and check your answers to activity 3a.

Listening
 2 a Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Listen to three people talking about close calls 

 they experienced. 
 Circle the correct number to say in which conversation someone talks about:

•  a close call related to a wedding. ..............  1 2 3  

•  a close call at an airport. ...........................  1 2 3

•  a close call on a river. ...............................  1 2 3

Conversation 1
Well, I almost / just missed a connecting flight.
We had 55 minutes – nearly / just an hour – before our flight.
We thought, ‘That’s just / nearly enough time to get a coffee, and buy a present for my dad.’ 
Almost / Nearly nobody had what we wanted. 
Almost all / Almost the shops were selling boxes.
We just / nearly didn’t make it. 
We got there almost / just in time. 

Conversation 2
I’d almost / just forgotten.
I was almost / just rowing along.
I thought, ‘Oh, it’s almost / just a riverside pub.’
I looked around just / nearly in time! 
Just / Nearly behind me, coming closer and closer, was this enormous river cruiser.
It was almost / nearly like an ocean liner. 
I almost / just got out of its way. 
I almost / just thought, ‘I just / nearly died there!’

Conversation 3 
I very almost / nearly married the wrong man.
I thought he was hardly / just right for me.
I found out almost / just in time that he was seeing another woman.
That’s almost / just awful!
He hardly never / ever left his phone anywhere. 
I was shocked – I could hardly / nearly believe it.
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In this Lesson: Tell people about a close call  
Vocabulary: Adverbs of degree: almost/nearly/just/hardly

2b answers

Conversation 1 Conversation 2 Conversation 3

What was the 
close call?

came close to 
missing their 
flight

came close to 
being hit by a 
big boat

came close to 
marrying the 
wrong man

What 
happened?

went for 
coffee, then 
looked for a 
present for 
speaker’s 
dad, but took 
a long time 
finding it

rowing on the 
river –  didn’t 
notice the 
boat coming 
up behind 
him until the 
last minute

thought he 
was perfect 
– discovered 
at the last 
minute he 
was seeing 
another 
woman (saw 
emails on 
his mobile 
phone)

Was the 
speaker OK in 
the end?

yes – they got 
on the flight

yes – he got 
out of the 
way in time

yes – she’s 
glad she 
found out in 
time

3a
Go over the instructions and example to check 
understanding. Check any vocabulary that may be 
unfamiliar, e.g. ocean liner (’a very large passenger ship, 
like the Titanic’).
In pairs, learners underline the correct options to 
complete what the people in each conversation say.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class, but don’t give any definite answers at 
this stage – learners will listen to check for themselves in 
the next activity.

3b
Track 86  Track 87  Track 88  Learners listen 

again to check their answers to activity 3a.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

3a+b answers
Conversation 1
Well, I almost missed a connecting flight.
We had 55 minutes – nearly an hour – before our flight.
We thought, ’That’s just enough time to get a coffee, and 
buy a present for my dad.’ 
Almost nobody had what we wanted. 
Almost all the shops were selling boxes.
We nearly didn’t make it. 
We got there just in time. 
Conversation 2
I’d almost forgotten.
I was just rowing along.
I thought, ’Oh, it’s just a riverside pub.’
I looked around just in time! 
Just behind me, coming closer and closer, was this 
enormous river cruiser.
It was almost like an ocean liner. 
I just got out of its way. 
I just thought, ’I nearly died there!’
Conversation 3 
I very nearly married the wrong man.
I thought he was just right for me.
I found out just in time that he was seeing another woman.
That’s just awful!
He hardly ever left his phone anywhere. 
I was shocked – I could hardly believe it.

Track 86 (page 181, Student Book) 1:03
Conversation 1
John   Ever had a close call?
Mike   Well, I almost missed a connecting flight.
John   How did you do that?
Mike    Well, we were coming back to the UK, and we had a… 

we had to change at Frankfurt Airport.
John   Oh, yeah?
Mike    Yeah, it’s quite nice actually, and we had 55 minutes – nearly 

an hour – before our flight, so… well, we thought, ’That’s 
just enough time to get a coffee, and buy a present for my 
dad,’ you know, some German beer.

John   Nice idea.
Mike    Yeah, well, long story short… almost nobody had what we 

wanted. We only wanted one bottle, see, but almost all the 
shops were selling boxes. So when we finally find it, they 
were already doing the final calls on our flight.

John   Oh dear.
Mike    We nearly didn’t make it. Had to run. We got there just in 

time. And then it was, like, really embarrassing walking 
down the aircraft to our seats.
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1 almost and nearly have similar meanings.
    We can use them to say that an action came close to happening, but didn’t happen.

I almost/nearly missed a connecting fl ight. (Came close to missing it, but didn’t miss it.)

We use determiners (like a, all, every or a number) in front of nouns that we measure in this way.

 Almost/Nearly all the shops were selling boxes.
X  Almost/Nearly the shops were selling boxes.

We also use almost and nearly to talk about progress, and when we measure time or things.

We’re almost/nearly there.
We had almost/nearly an hour before our fl ight. (Not an hour, but close to an hour.)

We can use very with nearly, but not with almost.

 I very nearly married the wrong man.
X  I very almost married the wrong man.

We use almost when we talk about similarity, and with negative expressions like no, never, nobody and 
no one. We do not usually use nearly in these situations.

It was almost like an ocean liner. (Like an ocean liner, but not exactly like.)
Almost nobody had what we wanted.

2  just can mean exactly, only, or almost not.

He was just right for me. (He was exactly right for me.)

It’s just a riverside pub. (It’s only a riverside pub.)

We got there just in time. (We were in time, but we almost weren’t.)

hardly has a more negative feeling than just. 

I can hardly hear you. (It’s almost impossible to hear you.)
I can just hear you. (It’s diffi  cult, but I can hear you.)

3 hardly means almost not at all. We can use it with expressions like ever, any and anybody.

I could hardly believe it. (I almost couldn’t believe it at all.)
He hardly ever left his phone anywhere. (He almost never left his phone anywhere.)

Practice
 4 For each set of sentences, cross out the one that is not possible.
  Explain the diff erence in meaning (if any) between the two sentences that remain.

a   We almost caught the train.

 We just caught the train.

 We hardly caught the train.

b   They hardly ever work late on Fridays.

 They nearly never work late on Fridays.

 They almost never work late on Fridays.

c  He’s nearly like a father to me.

 He’s almost like a father to me.

 He’s just like a father to me.

d   I’ll pay, because I’ve got just enough money.

 I’ll pay, although I’ve hardly got enough money.

 I’ll pay, because I’ve nearly got enough money.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 89  Listen. What happens to the underlined parts of the words when we speak naturally?

Interact
 6 a Think about a close call which you, or someone you know, experienced.

 Use the table below to make notes about it.

1  We almost missed our flight.

2  It was just behind us.

3  I almost broke my leg.

4  I caught it just before it fell.

  b Track 89  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the close calls you made notes about.
 Listen to your partner’s story. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s close call.

What was the close call and when did it happen?

almost broke my wife‛s favourite vase – three years ago

What happened?

Was everything OK in the end?

Language Focus
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Track 87 (page 182, Student Book) 1:23
Conversation 2
Kath   Have you ever had any near misses?
Dan    Gosh, I’d almost forgotten… but yes, there was this one time.
Kath   So what was that then?
Dan    Well, I was out on the river one day, you know, like rowing.
Kath   I didn’t know you could row.
Dan    Well, I used to have this little boat, see, but… Well anyway… 
              I was just rowing along, and I could hear this music getting               
              louder and louder, and… I was going backwards, see, so 
              I couldn’t see what was behind me. I thought, ’Oh, it’s just 
              a riverside pub or something.’
Kath   But it wasn’t?
Dan    No. I looked around just in time! Just behind me, coming 
              closer and closer, was this enormous river cruiser.
Kath   A cruiser?
Dan    Yeah, one of those big party boats, really big. It was almost 
              like an ocean liner. The people on the boat were having 
              a disco – that’s why… that’s what the music was.
Kath   Didn’t they see you? 
Dan    No, it was really close – I just got out of its way. Well, some of 
              the party-goers waved and called out to me, but I couldn’t               
              answer. I just thought, ’I nearly died there!’

Track 88 (page 182, Student Book) 0:54
Conversation 3
Monica   Have you ever had a close call?
Fiona      Well, I don’t know if this counts, but I very nearly married 
                     the wrong man.
Monica   Phil?
Fiona      Yeah, Phil. I thought he was just right for me, you know.
Monica   So why, I mean… what made you call it off?
Fiona      Well, I found out just in time that he was seeing another 
                     woman.
Monica   Oh, no. That’s just awful!
Fiona      Yeah, he was usually very careful with… I mean he hardly 
                     ever left his phone anywhere, see, but one day he dropped it 
                     in my car. 
Monica   I think I know where this is going.
Fiona      Yeah, right. When I found it, I noticed all these emails 
                     from this girl called Julie, at his office.
Monica   You must have felt terrible!
Fiona      Yeah, well… I was shocked – I could hardly believe it. 
                     But I’m glad I found out in time.

Language Focus
Go over the explanations and examples with learners.
You will be aware that there are other uses of some of 
these items, e.g. just meaning recently (’I’ve just
seen her’) and just as a softener (’Could I just ask you  
a question?’), but it’s probably best not to go into these 
here, unless raised by learners.

Practice
4a-d     
Go over the instructions and check understanding.
In pairs, learners read each set of sentences, cross out one 
that is not possible, and discuss the difference in meaning
(if any) between the two that remain.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback. Discuss the meanings of the remaining two 
sentences in each set as a class.

4a-d answers
a)
We almost caught the train. (possible)
They came near to catching the train, but failed to do so.
We just caught the train. (possible)
At least two possible meanings: 
They caught the train, but it was a close call. (just = almost not) 
As a reply to the question, ’How did you get here?’ (They did 
nothing special: just = only)
We hardly caught the train. (not possible)
In fact, there is a possible interpretation of the last sentence: 
as a rather haughty reply to the question, ’Are you telling 
me your chauffeur drove you here?’ (’Well, we hardly caught 
the train, did we?’) but it’s probably best not to go into this, 
unless it is raised by a learner.
b)
They hardly ever work late on Fridays. (possible)
They nearly never work late on Fridays. (not possible)
They almost never work late on Fridays. (possible)
Practically no difference between the two possible sentences 
here. Some people may argue that ’hardly ever’ sounds less 
frequent than ’almost never’. 
The second sentence is not possible because ’nearly’ isn’t 
normally followed by negative words like ’none’ and ’never’.
c)
He’s nearly like a father to me. (not possible)
We don’t usually use ’nearly’ to talk about similarity.
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1 almost and nearly have similar meanings.
    We can use them to say that an action came close to happening, but didn’t happen.

I almost/nearly missed a connecting fl ight. (Came close to missing it, but didn’t miss it.)

We use determiners (like a, all, every or a number) in front of nouns that we measure in this way.

 Almost/Nearly all the shops were selling boxes.
X  Almost/Nearly the shops were selling boxes.

We also use almost and nearly to talk about progress, and when we measure time or things.

We’re almost/nearly there.
We had almost/nearly an hour before our fl ight. (Not an hour, but close to an hour.)

We can use very with nearly, but not with almost.

 I very nearly married the wrong man.
X  I very almost married the wrong man.

We use almost when we talk about similarity, and with negative expressions like no, never, nobody and 
no one. We do not usually use nearly in these situations.

It was almost like an ocean liner. (Like an ocean liner, but not exactly like.)
Almost nobody had what we wanted.

2  just can mean exactly, only, or almost not.

He was just right for me. (He was exactly right for me.)

It’s just a riverside pub. (It’s only a riverside pub.)

We got there just in time. (We were in time, but we almost weren’t.)

hardly has a more negative feeling than just. 

I can hardly hear you. (It’s almost impossible to hear you.)
I can just hear you. (It’s diffi  cult, but I can hear you.)

3 hardly means almost not at all. We can use it with expressions like ever, any and anybody.

I could hardly believe it. (I almost couldn’t believe it at all.)
He hardly ever left his phone anywhere. (He almost never left his phone anywhere.)

Practice
 4 For each set of sentences, cross out the one that is not possible.
  Explain the diff erence in meaning (if any) between the two sentences that remain.

a   We almost caught the train.

 We just caught the train.

 We hardly caught the train.

b   They hardly ever work late on Fridays.

 They nearly never work late on Fridays.

 They almost never work late on Fridays.

c  He’s nearly like a father to me.

 He’s almost like a father to me.

 He’s just like a father to me.

d   I’ll pay, because I’ve got just enough money.

 I’ll pay, although I’ve hardly got enough money.

 I’ll pay, because I’ve nearly got enough money.

Sounding Natural
 5 a Track 89  Listen. What happens to the underlined parts of the words when we speak naturally?

Interact
 6 a Think about a close call which you, or someone you know, experienced.

 Use the table below to make notes about it.

1  We almost missed our flight.

2  It was just behind us.

3  I almost broke my leg.

4  I caught it just before it fell.

  b Track 89  Listen again and copy the pronunciation.

  b Work with a partner. Tell each other about the close calls you made notes about.
 Listen to your partner’s story. Ask questions to get more information.

  c Tell the class about your partner’s close call.

What was the close call and when did it happen?

almost broke my wife‛s favourite vase – three years ago

What happened?

Was everything OK in the end?

Language Focus
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He’s just like a father to me. (possible)
He’s exactly like a father.
d)
I’ll pay, because I’ve got just enough money. (possible)
I’ll pay, although I’ve hardly got enough money. 
(possible) 
I’ll pay, because I’ve nearly got enough money. (not 
possible)
The difference between the two possible sentences is about 
feeling, rather than the facts. Both speakers may have 
exactly the same amount of money, but the first focuses on 
the ability to pay, while the second focuses on how difficult 
it will be to do so. You may like to point out how the first 
sentence uses ’because’, while the second uses ’although’.
The last sentence is not possible because ’nearly enough’ is 
not, actually, enough, so the speaker cannot offer to pay.

Sounding Natural

5a     

Track 89  Learners listen for what happens to the 
underlined parts of the words.

5a answers
When followed by a consonant, the /t/ sounds tend not to be 
pronounced in connected speech. This is an example of elision.

Track 89 (page 182, Student Book) 0:25
1) We almost missed our flight.
2) It was just behind us.
3) I almost broke my leg.
4) I caught it just before it fell.

5b     

Track 89  Learners listen again and copy the pronunciation.

Interact

6a 
Go over the instructions and example to check understanding.
You may like to make some brief notes on the whiteboard 
about a close call of your own, as a model.
Learners work independently, think about a close call 
which they, or someone they know, experienced, and use 
the table to make notes about it.
Monitor and assist as necessary.

6b
In pairs, learners tell each other the stories they made 
notes about, and ask and answer questions to get more 
information.
Monitor and assist as necessary, but stay in the 
background as much as possible during this activity. 
Make a note of good use of vocabulary and language, 
and any mistakes.

6c
Learners tell the class about their partner’s close call.
Highlight good use of vocabulary and language.
Elicit correction of any mistakes.
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Introduction
 1 Discuss the questions below as a class.

  a Why do you study English?
    Do you study any other languages?

  b  What are the advantages of 
    studying English?

  c  Are there any disadvantages 
    to studying English?

Listening
 2 Track 90  Listen to a short talk about languages and tick 

( ) the correct ending to complete each statement below.

  a The rate at which languages are dying is…

1   decreasing.

2   increasing.

3   staying the same.

  b Researchers think that in the year 2100 we 
 will have…

1   less than half of the languages we 
 have today.

2   about half of the languages we have today.

3   more than half of the languages we 
 have today.

  d The main topic of the talk is…

1   why languages die.

2   how to learn dead languages.

3   the effect of English as a global language.

  c The speaker thinks…

1   we shouldn’t learn foreign languages.

2   we don’t need a global language.

3   everyone should learn English.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the extract, below, 
 from the beginning of the talk in activity 2. 
 Answer the questions underneath.

 4 a Track 91  Listen again to the middle part of the 
 talk from activity 2. 
 Make notes to answer the questions below.

  b 

  b As a class, read a second extract from the beginning 
 of the talk in activity 2. 
 Discuss the questions underneath.

1    Which sentence in the extract states facts? 
How many facts are there?

2    Which sentence in the extract expresses 
opinions? How many opinions are there?

1   What does the speaker think is very sad?

                                                                  

2   What does the speaker think is 
 very dangerous?

                                                                  

3   What do researchers calculate dies every 
 14 days?

                                                                  

4   What do experts estimate two billion 
 people will soon be?

                                                                  

5   What does the speaker agree with Claude 
 Hagege about?

                                                                  

6   What do some researchers predict will no 
 longer exist by the year 2100?

                                                                  

1   Which questions in activity 4a are about 
 opinions that the speaker expresses?

2   Which questions are about facts that the 
 speaker states?

1    Does the extract state facts or 
give opinions?

2    Could you prove or disprove anything 
that the writer says in the extract?

Facts and opinions are both important. 

A fact is something that you can check 

and show to be true or false. An opinion is 

based on a belief or a feeling. You can agree 

or disagree with opinions, but you cannot 

prove they are true or false. 

Speakers usually mix facts and opinions. 

If we can tell the difference, it helps us to 

understand, and to form our own opinions 

about a topic.

Listening skills and strategies

Distinguish facts from opinions

Hazel was 103, and she was the last native 
speaker of Klallam, which was a Native 
American language. Now, when the last 
native speaker of a language dies, the 
language dies too, and this is a terrible thing. 

When the last native speaker of a language 
dies, no one can think or dream in that 
language any more, and we lose a unique 
and special way of looking at the world.

  c Track 92  Listen again to the last part of the talk.
 Make a note about what the speaker says on the 
 following topics, then answer the question below.

   Is what the speaker says on these topics 
 fact or opinion?

 -  a future with only six or seven 
  hundred languages

                                                                    

 -  English as a global language

                                                                    

 -  learning foreign languages
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One World, One Language?
In this lesson - Discuss and share your reactions to two 
short talks
Core activities - 2-3a, 4-7
Skills - Extended listening and speaking

Introduction

1a-c
As a class, discuss the questions briefly as a way into  
the topic.

Listening

2a-d
Track 90  Go over the instructions and list of 

statements to check understanding. Learners listen to  
a short talk about languages and tick the correct ending to 
complete each statement.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

2a-d answers 
a) 2  increasing.
b) 1  less than half of the languages we have today.
c) 2  we don’t need a global language.
d) 3  the effect of English as a global language.

Track 90 (page 182, Student Book) 3:42
(text for Track 91 in bold italics; text for Track 92 in 
italics)
I want to start by telling you about something that 
happened on the 14th of February 2014, in Washington 
State, USA. On that day, a woman called Hazel Sampson 
died. Hazel was 103, and she was the last native speaker 
of Klallam, which was a Native American language. Now, 
when the last native speaker of a language dies, the 
language dies too, and this is a terrible thing. Oh sure 
– there may be dictionaries and grammar books, and 
people may learn to speak it, just like there are some 
professors who have learned to speak Ancient Egyptian. 
But when the last native speaker of a language dies, no 
one can think or dream in that language any more, and 
we lose a unique and special way of looking at the world.
Now, language death is very sad, but it is nothing new 
– I just mentioned Ancient Egyptian, and history is 
filled with many more examples of languages that have 
died and are no longer spoken. But today, languages 
are dying at a faster rate than ever before and the 
situation is very dangerous. There are around six to 
seven thousand living languages in the world today, 
and researchers calculate that every 14 days, another 
one of them dies. At the same time, English is getting 
ever more popular. In Asia, in Africa, in South America 
and the Middle East… all over the world people are 
learning English. Experts estimate that one day soon, 
over two billion people will be English speakers – that’s 
one quarter of the world’s population.
Is there a connection between the popularity of English 
and the death of other languages? I think there is. I 
agree with the French language researcher, Claude 
Hagege, who warned that if we are not careful about 

the way that English is getting stronger and stronger, it
may kill most other languages. Some academics predict 
that by the year 2100, 90% of the world’s languages will 
no longer exist.
Do we really want this? Do we really want to end up with 
just six or seven hundred languages and the main one that 
everybody speaks is English? This would be an awful thing 
to happen – think of all the stories and poetry and songs 
that we lose when we lose a language. Also, as I said before, 
when we lose a language, we lose a way of thinking about 
the world. We don’t know what problems we will face in the 
future, but if we can think about them in only one way – the 
English language way, it may be harder to solve them.
They say that English will help the whole world to 
communicate, but I say we don’t need one global language 
to communicate – computer translation is getting better 
and better all the time. I’m not saying that we shouldn’t 
learn foreign languages, I’m just saying that we shouldn’t all 
just learn English. Let’s learn lots of different languages to 
help keep them alive for our future, and for our children.

Draw attention to the Listening skills and strategies box 
and go over its contents with learners.

Listening skills and strategies
Distinguish facts from opinions 
Facts and opinions are both important. A fact is 
something that you can check and show to be true or 
false. An opinion is based on a belief or a feeling. You can
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Introduction
 1 Discuss the questions below as a class.

  a Why do you study English?
    Do you study any other languages?

  b  What are the advantages of 
    studying English?

  c  Are there any disadvantages 
    to studying English?

Listening
 2 Track 90  Listen to a short talk about languages and tick 

( ) the correct ending to complete each statement below.

  a The rate at which languages are dying is…

1   decreasing.

2   increasing.

3   staying the same.

  b Researchers think that in the year 2100 we 
 will have…

1   less than half of the languages we 
 have today.

2   about half of the languages we have today.

3   more than half of the languages we 
 have today.

  d The main topic of the talk is…

1   why languages die.

2   how to learn dead languages.

3   the effect of English as a global language.

  c The speaker thinks…

1   we shouldn’t learn foreign languages.

2   we don’t need a global language.

3   everyone should learn English.

 3 a Work with a partner. Read the extract, below, 
 from the beginning of the talk in activity 2. 
 Answer the questions underneath.

 4 a Track 91  Listen again to the middle part of the 
 talk from activity 2. 
 Make notes to answer the questions below.

  b 

  b As a class, read a second extract from the beginning 
 of the talk in activity 2. 
 Discuss the questions underneath.

1    Which sentence in the extract states facts? 
How many facts are there?

2    Which sentence in the extract expresses 
opinions? How many opinions are there?

1   What does the speaker think is very sad?

                                                                  

2   What does the speaker think is 
 very dangerous?

                                                                  

3   What do researchers calculate dies every 
 14 days?

                                                                  

4   What do experts estimate two billion 
 people will soon be?

                                                                  

5   What does the speaker agree with Claude 
 Hagege about?

                                                                  

6   What do some researchers predict will no 
 longer exist by the year 2100?

                                                                  

1   Which questions in activity 4a are about 
 opinions that the speaker expresses?

2   Which questions are about facts that the 
 speaker states?

1    Does the extract state facts or 
give opinions?

2    Could you prove or disprove anything 
that the writer says in the extract?

Facts and opinions are both important. 

A fact is something that you can check 

and show to be true or false. An opinion is 

based on a belief or a feeling. You can agree 

or disagree with opinions, but you cannot 

prove they are true or false. 

Speakers usually mix facts and opinions. 

If we can tell the difference, it helps us to 

understand, and to form our own opinions 

about a topic.

Listening skills and strategies

Distinguish facts from opinions

Hazel was 103, and she was the last native 
speaker of Klallam, which was a Native 
American language. Now, when the last 
native speaker of a language dies, the 
language dies too, and this is a terrible thing. 

When the last native speaker of a language 
dies, no one can think or dream in that 
language any more, and we lose a unique 
and special way of looking at the world.

  c Track 92  Listen again to the last part of the talk.
 Make a note about what the speaker says on the 
 following topics, then answer the question below.

   Is what the speaker says on these topics 
 fact or opinion?

 -  a future with only six or seven 
  hundred languages

                                                                    

 -  English as a global language

                                                                    

 -  learning foreign languages
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agree or disagree with opinions, but you cannot prove 
they are true or false.
Speakers usually mix facts and opinions. If we can tell 
the difference, it helps us to understand, and to form our 
own opinions about a topic.

3a
Go over the instructions and the extract from the talk in 
activity 2 to check understanding. In pairs, learners read 
the extract and answer the questions underneath.
Monitor and assist as necessary.
Feedback as a class.

3a answers
1)  The first sentence in the extract states facts. There are 

three, namely: 
Hazel was 103. 
Hazel was the last native speaker of Klallam. 
Klallam was a Native American language.

2)  The second sentence in the extract expresses opinions. 
There are two, namely: 
When the last native speaker of a language dies, the 
language dies too. 
This (a language dying) is a terrible thing.

3b
As a class, read the second extract from the beginning of 
the talk in activity 2 and discuss the questions.

3b answers
1) The extract gives opinions.
2)  You could not prove or disprove anything that the writer 

says in the extract (this is because the writer is expressing 
opinions, not stating facts).

4a
Track 91  Go over the instructions and list of 

questions to check understanding. Learners listen again 
to the middle part of the talk from activity 2 and make 
notes to answer the questions.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4a answers
1) The speaker thinks that language death is very sad.
2)  The speaker thinks that the rate at which languages are 

dying is very dangerous.
3)  Researchers calculate that a language dies every 14 days.
4)  Experts estimate two billion people will soon be English 

speakers.
5)  The speaker agrees with Claude Hagege that English may 

kill most other languages in the world.
6)  Some researchers predict that 90% of the world’s 

languages will no longer exist by the year 2100.

4b
Go over the questions and elicit answers from the class as 
a whole.

4b answers
1)  Questions 1, 2 and 5 in activity 4a are about opinions 

that the speaker expresses.
2)  Questions 3, 4 and 6 are about facts that the speaker 

states.

CD script for Track 91 (page 182, Student Book) 1:36
See CD script for Track 90 - text in bold italics.

4c
Track 92  Go over the instructions and list of topics 

to check understanding. 
Learners listen again to the last part of the talk, make  
a note about what the speaker says on the topics, then 
answer the question.
Feedback in pairs and then as a class.

4c answers
The speaker says the following on each of the topics:
 -  a future with only six or seven hundred languages
  It would be awful – we’d lose all the stories, poetry and  
  songs of the lost languages. We’d also lose different ways
  of looking at the world, and this would make it more  
  difficult to solve problems.
 -  English as a global language
  We don’t need English – or any other language – as  
  a global language for communication. Computers are  
  making it easier to translate.
 -  learning foreign languages
  We should learn lots of different languages – not just  
  English – and help to keep them alive.
What the speaker says on all these topics is opinion.

CD script for Track 92 (page 183, Student Book) 1:13
See CD script for Track 90 - text in italics.
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 6 a Track 93

  b Track 93

  b How many opinions can you fi nd in the extract? 

 5 You are going to listen to another short talk on English as a global language.
  a Before you listen, work with a partner and read the extract from the beginning of the talk, below.   

 Find and underline one fact in the extract (there is only one fact).

1  Listen to the second talk and make a note of at least three facts that you hear.
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   

2  Work with a partner. Compare your notes.
 Are any of the facts the same as the facts mentioned in the fi rst talk you listened to?

1  Listen again and make a note of at least fi ve opinions that you hear. 
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   

2  Work with a partner. Compare your notes.
 Are the speaker’s opinions generally similar or diff erent to the opinions of the speaker in the 
 fi rst talk?

Let me ask you a question. If a Russian, a Mexican, and an Algerian had a conversation 
in a Swiss coffee shop today, how would they communicate? The answer is: they would 
probably talk in English. If those same three people had met in that coffee shop a 
100 years ago, or even just 50 years ago, they might well have spoken in French, because 
French was for many years the main international language in the West. But now English 
is winning the race against French to become the world’s  rst truly global language. The 
modern rise of English is one of the most astonishing and exciting things happening on 
our planet today. 

  a Which facts from the two talks do you fi nd interesting or surprising? Why?

  b Which opinions from the two talks do you agree or disagree with? Why?

  c Do you think it is possible to translate perfectly from one language to another?
 Is there anything you think cannot be translated?

  d Do you think we will have a global language one day? 
 If not, why not? If so, will it be English?

Interact
 7 Read the questions below and make a note of your answers. Discuss the questions as a class.
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5a
Explain to learners that they are going to listen to 
another short talk on English as a global language.
Go over the instructions and extract from the beginning 
of the talk to check understanding. In pairs, learners read 
the extract, and find and underline one fact. Point out 
that there is only one fact.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

5a answers
See 5a+b answers.

5b
Go through the extract as a class and elicit how many 
opinions there are.

5a+b answers
(Fact underlined, all four opinions in bold.)
Let me ask you a question. If a Russian, a Mexican, and an 
Algerian had a conversation in a Swiss coffee shop today, 
how would they communicate? The answer is: they would 
probably talk in English. If those same three people had 
met in that coffee shop a 100 years ago, or even just 
50 years ago, they might well have spoken in French, 
because French was for many years the main international 
language in the West. But now English is winning the race 
against French to become the world’s first truly global 
language. The modern rise of English is one of the most 
astonishing and exciting things happening on our 
planet today. 

6a
Track 93  

1) Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners listen to the whole of the second talk and make 
a note of at least three facts that they hear.

2) In pairs, learners compare notes and discuss whether 
any of the facts they noted are the same as the facts 
mentioned in the first talk they listened to.

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

6a answers
1)  The following facts, excluding the one already noted 

in 5a+b answers, are stated in the talk (do not expect 
learners to have made a note of all of these):

     -  Researchers predict that one day soon there will be 
two billion speakers of English in the world, and more 
non-native speakers of the English language than native 
speakers.

     - The British Empire spread English all over the world.
     -  America became an extremely powerful country in the 

20th century.
     -  The rise of the internet and communications technology 

in recent years has helped to spread English. 
2)  The fact that it is predicted that there will soon be two 

billion speakers of English is also mentioned in the first talk.

6b
Track 93  

1) Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners listen again to the whole of the second talk and 
make a note of at least five opinions that they hear.

2) In pairs, learners compare notes and discuss whether 
the speaker’s opinions are generally similar or different to 
the opinions of the speaker in the first talk. 

Monitor and assist as necessary.

Feedback as a class.

6b answers
1)   The following opinions, excluding the four already noted 

in 5a+b answers, are expressed in the talk (do not expect 
learners to have made a note of all of these): 

      - Everyone wants to speak English.
      - English is the language of opportunity.
      -  English gives people a chance of a better education,  

a better job and a better life.
      - English is the most successful global language in history.
      - The British Empire did a lot of awful things.
      -  The rise of English and English-speaking culture won’t 

destroy local traditions and people’s native languages.
      - English is becoming everybody’s second language.
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 6 a Track 93

  b Track 93

  b How many opinions can you fi nd in the extract? 

 5 You are going to listen to another short talk on English as a global language.
  a Before you listen, work with a partner and read the extract from the beginning of the talk, below.   

 Find and underline one fact in the extract (there is only one fact).

1  Listen to the second talk and make a note of at least three facts that you hear.
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   

2  Work with a partner. Compare your notes.
 Are any of the facts the same as the facts mentioned in the fi rst talk you listened to?

1  Listen again and make a note of at least fi ve opinions that you hear. 
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                   

2  Work with a partner. Compare your notes.
 Are the speaker’s opinions generally similar or diff erent to the opinions of the speaker in the 
 fi rst talk?

Let me ask you a question. If a Russian, a Mexican, and an Algerian had a conversation 
in a Swiss coffee shop today, how would they communicate? The answer is: they would 
probably talk in English. If those same three people had met in that coffee shop a 
100 years ago, or even just 50 years ago, they might well have spoken in French, because 
French was for many years the main international language in the West. But now English 
is winning the race against French to become the world’s  rst truly global language. The 
modern rise of English is one of the most astonishing and exciting things happening on 
our planet today. 

  a Which facts from the two talks do you fi nd interesting or surprising? Why?

  b Which opinions from the two talks do you agree or disagree with? Why?

  c Do you think it is possible to translate perfectly from one language to another?
 Is there anything you think cannot be translated?

  d Do you think we will have a global language one day? 
 If not, why not? If so, will it be English?

Interact
 7 Read the questions below and make a note of your answers. Discuss the questions as a class.
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      - People won’t stop speaking their native languages.      
      - Your native language is your soul. 
      - English allows us all to join in a global discussion.
      -  English can bring together people from different 

cultures, to share ideas, work with each other and make 
decisions about how to live together.

2)   The second speaker’s opinions are generally different 
to the opinions of the speaker in the first talk, though 
they both agree that English is becoming a very strong 
language globally. They also both agree that native 
languages are important, but the first speaker thinks 
these are under threat from English, while the second 
thinks that their position is secure.

Track 93 (page 183, Student Book) 3:03
Let me ask you a question. If a Russian, a Mexican, and an 
Algerian had a conversation in a Swiss coffee shop today, 
how would they communicate? The answer is: they would 
probably talk in English. If those same three people had met 
in that coffee shop a 100 years ago, or even just  
50 years ago, they might well have spoken in French, because 
French was for many years the main international language 
in the West. But now English is winning the race against 
French to become the world’s first truly global language.  
The modern rise of English is one of the most astonishing and 
exciting things happening on our planet today. 

Everyone, it seems, wants to speak English. All around the 
world, English is the language of opportunity – it gives 
people a chance of a better education, a better job, a better 
life. This is why teaching English as a foreign language has 
become such a massive global business, and why there 
are so many people learning English today. Researchers 
predict that one day soon there will be two billion speakers 
of English in the world, and more non-native speakers of 
the English language than native speakers. It is the most 
successful global language in history.
It is not difficult to see why this has happened. Firstly, there 
is history. The British Empire did a lot of awful things, but 
it also spread English all over the world. Secondly, in the 
twentieth century, America became an extremely powerful 
country, which strengthened the influence of English 
globally. Lastly, the rise of the internet and communications 
technology in recent years has helped to spread English even 
further.
So, is all this a bad thing? Will the rise of English and 
English-speaking culture destroy local traditions and our 
native languages? I don’t think so. English is becoming a 
global language because it’s becoming everybody’s second 
language. This does not mean that you will stop speaking 
your native languages. Your native language is your soul 
- it is what you use to speak to your family and friends; it is 
what you use when you tell jokes. Nothing can replace that. 
But what English can do is allow us all to join in a global 
discussion. It can bring together people from completely 
different cultures, to share ideas, work with each other and 
make decisions about how we live together on our planet.

Interact
7a-d
Go over the instructions and check understanding. 
Learners read the questions and make a note of their 
answers, then discuss the questions as a class.

Allow learners time to think and make a note of their 
ideas.

Facilitate as necessary, but try to stay in the background 
as much as possible during the discussion.
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